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PREFACE

The Engincerti'' l)esignI Ilandbool,:; of the US Army lNateriel Command
have e'volved over a number of year, for the purpose of naking readil,'
availablc basic inforiialion. Iccliiical datia, and practicý-l guides for Ilie
development of military equipnmLnt. The present handbook is one olfa slries
on explosives.

This publication is the, first revision of the Handbook, !.plosiw-c Traims
Extensive changps were made to uipdate the volthnc. Illustrations of sanllile
devices, references, and test data were brought tip to date. Outdated material
was replaced with current inforniation and tile organiz;1tion was' clhmilged to
conform to present practice. A new ehaptrr was added on packing, shipping.
and .tonng and the treatment of main chairges, safe'ty, setback and testing
techniques was enlarged.

Tuis handbook presents theoretical and practical data pertaintig to
explosive trains. It includes consideration of the various elements which. in
considerable variation. may constitute the explosive train of an itemh. The
main charge of an explosive item, such as projectile or warhead filler, is also
covered. Data arc given on the physical and explosive charaTcteristics of'
typical explosives and references are cited in which additional data are
found.

Coverage includes development of the complete explosive train, from
elements suitable for initiation of the explosive reaction to the promotion of
effective functioning of the final, output element. The nature of the
explosive reaction, method of transfer of detonation and ineasurenment of
ou:out are discussed. Design principles and data pertaining to primers,
detonators, delay elements, leads, boosters, main charges and specialized
explosive elements are covered. The effects of environmental conditions -nd
steps to be taken to avoid difficulties arc discussed. . ...

Prepared as an aid to ammunition desibners, this handbook should also be
of benefit to scientists and engineers engaged in other basically related
planning and interpretation of experiments and tests concerning the

performance of ammunition or ammunition components.

The handbook wai prepared by The Franklin Institute Research Laboara-

tories, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It was written for tie Engineering
Handbook Office of Duke University, prime contractor to tile Army
Research Office-Durham. Its preparation was under the technical guidance

. and coordination of a special committee with representation from Picatinny
Arsenal and Frankford Arsenal of the Munitions Command, and tile Ballistic
Research Laboratories. Chairman of this committee was Mr. Donald Seeger
of Picatinny Arsenal.

xiiin
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"The Lnginecring D)csign Handbooks fall into two husic categories. those
approved for release and sale, and those classified for security rIvaesns. The
Army Matericl ('omnmand policy is to release these Inrginecering D)esign
Handbooks to other DOD activities and their conlractors and other
cGovernm;ent agencies in accoidwice with currcnt Armny Regulation 70-31.
dated 9 September 1960. It will be nott'd that the majority of these
Handbooks can te obtained from the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS). Procedure% for acquiring these Hlandbooks follow:

a. Activities within AMC, D)O) agencies, and Government agencies other
than •OD having need for the Hlandbooks should lirect their request on an
official form to:

Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot
ATWN. AMXLE-ATD
Chambersburp, PA 17201

b. Contractors and universities mast foiward their requests to:

National Technical Information Service
Department of Commerce

Springfield, VA 22151

(Requests for classified documents must be sent, with appropriate "Need to
Know" justification, to Letterkenny Army Depot.)

Comments and suggestions oil this Handbook arc welcome and should be
addressed to:

Commander
US Army Materiel Command
ATTN- AMCRD-TV
Alexandria, VA 22304

(DA Forms 2028. Recommeutdcd Changes. to Publication,. which aic
avahd•tie through normnal pnlblic•tions supply channels, imui be used for

xxiv
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EXPLOSIVE TRAINS'

PART ONE - FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

CHAPTER 1

EXPLOSIVE CHARGES AS COMPONENTS OF WEAPON SYSTEMS

1-1 INTRODUCTION 1-1.2 THE EXPLOSIVE TRAIN

1-1.1 PURPOSE 1-1.2.1 FUNCTIONS AND TYPES

This handbook is one in the series of An explosive train is an assembly of coin-
Engineering Design Handbooks dealing with bistible and explosis elements arranged in
explosives. it covers the principles and factors the order of decreaN sensitivity, inside a
applicable to the design of the various individ- fuze. projectile, bomb, gun chlamber, ur the
ual elements that arc parts of an explosive liket. The function of the explosive train is to
train. These elements include primers, deto- ;zccoomplish the controlled augmentation of a
nators, relays, delays, leads, boosters and small impulse into onc of suitable cnergy to
;main bursting charges. In addition, principles cause the im=in charge of the ammunition to
and factors involved in the design of explosive function.
items such as actuate.rs, explosive switches
and destructors, that are usually not elements Explosive trains may be divided into two
of the main explosive train of a military item, general classes. h mg a e bplsre draivd s and ltow
are mentioned, particularly where the princi- explosive trains, according to the type of
tradiffer pexplosive used in the main charge. An explo-Strain. sive train may also he designated ,.Lcording to

The phenomena of initiation, deflagration, the item in which it is assembled or to which
and detonation and their interaction with it pertains. One of the most common ex-

effects produced in surrounding materials are amplcs of the high explosive trains is the frize
• discussed with particular emphasis on those explosive train. If the bursting charge is

aspects that are important to designers of added, it is commonly called a bursting charge
explosive charges Also discussed are evalua- explosive train. A common example of the

tion procedures, loading methods, and the low explosive train is the propelling charge
effects of design upon the probability of expkoslve train-
accidental initiation, upon reliability, and
upon the useful life of an item.

4Revised by Gunthei Cohn, 11w h:jankLi Institute RSeag;h tFor more delailed definitions of exs.loiive mateail, mee the
LAbortiorici. Philadelphia, Penna. (,Iomuy at the end of this handbook.

i-!
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r --- 20;l IN,-- - 1-1.2.3 HIGH EXPLOSIVE TRAIN

p * 17 1Ctltlili t~IItil~lltit'o a high e' pl~isi traitn

P p J I A pr-in;ov 01t low cxt'Itisr te harge.

x-ELtontaaiciie In a suic.&I'I iaiig that is cap;;-
O 42R RIME I CRi'LASE 811 itiIit of 1) being ýlact vald by a itlativels- small

DILLAY ElEMENT sti11ii1ilu' (iricclaliýaiiici o elctr11ical) andlk (2)
prodilkuinlg a sci -projlwiati tig reactioin. Thie

Fi9;n e 1. 7. Typrical Low Cxpilosivc Trait; ouip t o[ ill' iii a ;l ca rgt' toirsist prin cipal -
Iy of s Ichit i~ri:)' low veloctiy> hot gases% anrd

I ie cxplosivc ort tttntisil i c lernrt tirt5Of~~ prldeN.

anl Cx jIosivc trainl arc so arraligeti that I
2. Artiri wlirretiatr- chiarge oft primlary high

I They can tic wtkivatc t lii the desiredi e xpIosi\;V Ior OS ct iriiiniitIiil lead azide ) in
Iii~rniiier. wIhIich li t:n I tanstioui Irinhi; briling It) de tona-

Itinl takes pla;ce.
2. Otl 111un01io1ii1g, t11,> Will prodLuce tile

desiredk clttkct reliably .anit i. A secoirdairy high explosive charge (f'or
eat'\;rit'i. RI)X) (flnat iztiisilies thle shock

31 tic prohah' lit y 'A prerirattire turrt ionik- out et1U iroiri tire jii;teiiied i3t C1eiiagV , riid
ing is niii nnil:t'd for all to reseeaib Itco nditionis
kitlIranrid ng. storagte. tr;anspoirt, aniid use.- 4. A main cOtiarg consisting ol a secondary

iiighi explosive (for exam~iple, TNT) that pro-

t-1.2.2 L.0W EXPLOSIVE TRAIN diiccs tire desired effecct.

A low ex plosive t rain; iii its simiplestI has Au;xilfiary eclnenit ts that are almtrost always
oril> I)1wo esse ii1;.1i clerricr1its cinclirted in artl explosive tramn for convenienct:

oh- diesigin and for stpeciali purposes are:4

1.- A prinria ry ex plosive chirgi a ii thle to tin
of, p1 liter-, igliliter, or ignirtion charge,. and 1. Le adls arid relays to t rairsni I explosive

reactions between spatially separated dcl-

ii2. A marin propelling or other gas gelierat- icrs

2- hDelay or time clenlierit to increase the
lIn adtdrtionr, thre trail; Itia hrave a delay interval beitwee i activation of the first explo'

cerIrt )O1rusi 1 til Ilo povide a litl (InCIdelay lre sivc e cime nt and funet ioning of the main
iniitia tor cartridge. shown ill Fig. 1 -1 is a chiarge, and
typical losv explosive train. It consists of' a

- printr, delay elemeneit.aindniiair charge. 3. A booster that is senIsitive enough; to be
Pronilig chrgeexplsiv trans nd oher Initiated by relatively small output of a

low explosive trainis ;are covcrc:d in detail in secondary hi1gh explosive charge arid powerful
Rjf. I. -Unless othierwise niriicaed. tile term ciritight to initiate the itnsenisitive secondary
Hxlsr train; in this handbook signiifies a high explosive usually used for the main
high t'vjili sire fruin;. charge.

At times it is possible to combine several
functions of these elemrents into a single unit.

F ~Numenical ;ocirelmcc% r lme r at tire codol e..ct chapter WIhei arranging thre elemerits in the trin, tile
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Figure 1-2. Typical High Explosive Train

more sensitive compoinenit. ate always scpa- o0 this liandhook (Cfur da as.;c•bly dra-.... of
rated from the more powerful by a sating and this fuze, see Fig. 7-3).

g d3In the armed condition, the fuze is r'ady to

A number of auxiliary elements are used in function. When it strikes the target, the

some military devices, viz., aciuators. explo- following sequence of actions take place:

sive bolts, and destructors. Complete explo- 1. The stab firing pin strikes the input end
sive trains in themselves, they are designed to of the M47 Detnator, piercing the thin metal
perform a specific task. disk and pushing into the primer charge. This

stabbing causes a reaction to be initiated in
1-1.2.4 TYPICAL HIGH EXPLOSIVE the primer charge.

TRAIN

2. The primer charge initiates the inter-
Fig. 1-2 shows a simple high explosive mediatr charge of lead azide that is also

train. Pictured in schematic form is the M505 contained in the detonator. Here the action is
Nose Fuze that is used with 20 mm ammuni- accelerated and converted to a detonation.
tion. The fuze is shown in both armed and
unarmed conditions but details of mechanical 3. The detonation of the lead azide is
construction have been omitted. While im- transmitted to the RDX base charge of the
portant, these features are beyond the scope detonator and is amplified.

1-3
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4. Tile RDX boos(er and top off charges reaction zone into the unreacted explosive is
,if any, serve to amplify tile detonatton wave less than the velocity of sound through tile
to insure proper initiation of the main charge undisturbed material. When used in its nomial
in the projectile- manner. low explosive burns or deflagrates

rather than detonates. Low explosives arc
In a superquick fuze. such as this one, this divided into two groups- I ) gas-producing

entire sequence takes place in only a few low explosive including propellants. certain
microseconds, whereas in a fuze having de- primer mixtures, igniter mixtures, black pow-
layed actiun. the interval between activation der, photoflash powders, and certain delay
of the primer charge and explosion ot the compositions, and (2) nongas-producing low
main charge may be as much as several explosives including the gasless type delay
hundred .nillispconcs. Such a delay may be compositions.
"introduced by a special pyrotechnic charge,
"which burns at a definite rate, between primer The reaction of low expl,.=•ves is covered in
and intermediate charges. par. 2-1. In fuze explosive liains, low explo-

sives are limited to priming compositions (see
The rotor in which the detonator is assam- Table 5-1) and delay compositions (see Table

bled is aligned with the remainder of the 61).
explosive tr;in through the action of linear

Sand rotational forces encountered during 1-1.3.2 HIGH EXPLOSIVES
propelling die projectile from the gun. In the
unarmed view tFig. 1-2(B)) the fuze is in the An explosive is classified as a high explosive
sale or out-of-line position. The purpose of when the rate of advance of the chemical
this safety feature of fuzes is to isolate reaction zone into the unreacted explosive
physically the more sensitive explosives of the exceeds the velocity of sound through this
explosive train from the main charge. Since explosive. This rate of advance is termed the
the more sensitive explosives are more suscep- detonation rate for the explosive under con-
tible to accidental initiation, they will not sideration. High explosives are divided into
propagate to the inam charge, if initiated, the groups: (1) primary high explosives that
when they are in the out-of-line position (see are characterized by their extreme sensitivity
par. 1-2,3.3). to initiation by both heat and shock, and (2)

secondary high explosives that at. initiated
1-1.3 EXPLOSIVES only by relatively high intensity shock.

A detailed discussion of explosive materials The reaction of high explosives is covered
is not within the scope of this handbook. For in pisr. 2-2. Common high explosive materials
information on explosive chemistry, see Ref. are summarized in Table 1-1. Fundamental
2 and for information on explosives used by properties are listed in Tables 10-2 and 10-3
the military, see Refs.* b, c, and d. On the and the Military Specification numbers for
other hand, the explosive train designer re- these materials are listed in par. R-4.
quires an intimate knowledge of what explo-
sives to use and how these explosives react. 1-1.4 BASES FOR SELECTING EXPLO-
Explosives are divided into two groups, low SIVE CHARGES
and high.

When the designer is ready to build an
1-1.3.1 LOW EXPLOSIVES explosive train, he must make a number of

decisions. Before he can select the explosive
An explosive is classified as a low explosive charges, he must have a clear idea of the input

when the rate of advance of the chemical stimulus that will be used to start Ihis system

r ' .q are listed i t ltend c* t and of the final output the system is to have.
the end of this handbook. Between these two extremes, he mnust assem-
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TABLE 1-1

COMMON HIGH EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS

AcceptaMe Use Only for
Use Nomally UJed for Mixtures Special Applicailons

Primer Lead arlde Antimony sulfide Dinzodinltrophenol (DDNP)
Lead styphnate Barium nitrate Mannitol hexanltrata

basic or Lead sulfocyanate Nltrostarch
normal Nitrocellulose

Tetr-cene

Oetonetor* Lead AzIde Sameras above
HMX
PETN
RDX
Tetryl

Lead or Comp. A-5
Booster DIPAM Cyclotol

HNS Pentolite
PBXN-5 Pressed TNT
RDX PETN
Tetryl

Main Carge Comp. A-3 3mp. A4
'+ Comp. 8 Comp. B-3,8B4,8B-5
:"H6 Comp. C-A

HBX3 Cyclotol
Minol-2 OBA-22M
Octol PBXN-101, 103
TNT

¢ Trltonal

If the detonator includes the function of a primer, It will contain one or more of the primary explosives.

ble a variety of explosive components. This mm HEAT round to be fired from a recoilless
complete system will then make up the rifle, a nonmetallic mine to be triggered by
explosive train. foot pressure, or a marker projectile delivering

a red smoke puff lasting for 20 sec. At this
Since the objectiqe of the explosive train is point, the explosive charge designer takes

to function the main bursting charge, it is over. He will specify the weight and con-
logical to consider it first. This charge is figuration of the main high explosive charge
designed so as to deliver the output that is in the HEAT projectile, the amount of charge"required of the ammunition. While the output in the mine and, together with the ammuni-

is invariably specified for all design require- tion designer, will fix the size of the mine to
ments, it is usually given in terms that the result in the desired effects, or he will specify
explosive charge designer cannot use directly. the weight and configuration of the HE

burster charge and the composition of the.
Specifications start with the user who has a chemicals to produce the smoke puff.

to defeat a tank, to cause personnel casualties, Where the design calls for high explosives in

or to produce a signal. Next, the ammunition a projectile, bomb, or the like for which
designer translates these needs into terms of caliber is either specified or the shape of
specific ammunition. He may call for a 90 which is fixed by ballistic considerations, the

1-5
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task of designing the output charge is fairly train is designed in the same manner as the
straightforward, The -given container is filied main train.
with as much explosive as will fit. Seventy
percent of the total weight of a light-case So far, we have considered main charges
bomb, for example, is high explosive filler, 2nd boosters at the output end and initiators
Design principles for blast (par. 3-3.3) and for at the input end- These three form the basic
fragmentation (par. 3-3.4) are well estab- elements required in every train. If the explo-
lished. Explosives for chemical charges must sive train is for a small device, no additional
burst the case and efficiently disseminate the charges are necessary. Additional charges are
contents. The design of main charges is added only to fill a particular need. Note also
discussed in pars. 8-2 and 8-3. that blasting caps, which contain a large

output charge, obviate a.booster in demoli-
At the other end of the train is the tion charges.

initiator. Selection and design of the proper
first element in the explosive train is probably If there is to be a time interval between
the most difficult step. For this reason, this initiation and functioning of the train, a delay
subject is treated in depth by itself (par. element is inserted. Often a relay is required
5-1 .4). The design of initiators is covered in at the end of the delay to transform the
pars. 5-1 to 5-4. deflagration of the burning delay into a

detonation wave. Delay elements are de-
It is a basic safety requirement in ammuni- scribed in pars. 6-1 to 6-3.

tion that the initiator be kept cut of line so
that the train will not propagate in the event A common explosive train charge is the
of accidental functioning of the sensitive lead. Because of the geometry required to
initiator. While the explosive charge designer achieve bore safety, detonator (or relay) and
is definitely concerned with such safety de- booster are separated too far for the detona-
vices, they are not included in this handbook. tion wave to travel. This gap is filled with a
The design, construction, layout, and evalua- lead. Leads contain the same explosiMs Ls
tion of the various safety and arming devices boosters. Leads are covered in pars. 7-1 to 7-3.
are covered in texts on fuze designs.

Sometimes functions other than initiation
Ile next element to be considered is the of the main charge are required. Actuators

booster charge. Most high explosive ammuni- exert a force through a small distance to
tion has boosters. The booster is that chai4e activate controls or to close switches. Small
which is sensitive enough to be actuated by and reliable, they are ideally suited for remote
the small explosive elements on the one hand control. Explosive bolts and destructors are
and powerful enough to cause detonation of other examples of devices serving auxiliary
the main explosive on the other hand. Tetryl, functions. These designs are covered in pars.
RDX, and HMX are common explosives 9- and 9-2.
which have these properties. The booster
ctarge is best placed into a cavity of the main Good design practice must be applied to all
charge (the fuze well). The design of boosters explosive charges and to their assembly into a
is covered in pars. 7-1 to 7-3. train. Charges must be of the proper geometry

and sensitivity and must have the correct
From the standpoint of train propagation, density and confinement as discussed in par.

a booster pellet is all that is required. How- 3-2.2. They must be compatible with other
ever, for reasons of safety and versatility, explosives and with metal parts. They must be
some military ammunition calls for a com- safe to handle and must stand the extremes of
plete booster containing its own detonator temperature in storage and use as discussed in
and out-of-line arming device. This secondary pars. 4-1 to 4-3. The design of explosivc
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, charges that make up safe and reliable trains and launchers are sometimes quite appreciable
has not yet been reduced to a formula. and have been known to produce undesirable
Rather, it requires considerable experience, results when they were not taken into con-
The design of unusual trains, in particular, sideration during design. Chambers of rapid-
should never be attempted by a novice, fire weapons are heated in the course of long

bursts to temperatures that can cause func-
After the design is completed, the train is tioning of rounds that remain in them when

ready for thorough test and evaluation as fiting stops.
discussed in par. 12-2.

The limitations on .xplosive charge design
1-2 SYSTEMS APPROACH TO AMMUNI- imposed by the first two listed aspects are

TION those of dimensions and spatial configuration.
They are usually clearly stated in design

1-2.1 VEHICULAR ASPECTS specifications or military requirements for
explosive charges. Effects of aerodynamic

1-2.1.1 GENERAL heating and acceleration forces, however,
usually are not obvious from a glance at the

Most ammunition is projected to its target drawings. Frequently, they can inf ience the
over appreciable distances. Both maximum functioning of ammunition.
velocities and ranges continue to increase with
improvements in propellants and design. Four 1-2.1.2 AERODYNAMIC HEATING
aspects of this motion must be considered by
the designer of explesive charges: Not only must an explosive system with-

stand high temperatures without premature
1. Range and accuracy of a projectile functioning, it must also function effectively

depend upon its aerodynamic characteristics. and reliably during or after such exposure.
The external contours dictated by aero- Insulation of explosive charges can be quite
dynamic considerations are a limitation upon effective because the exposure time is usually
size and shape of the explosive system, so short that, with reduced heat transfer

rates, the heat capacity of the explosive is
2. It is sometimes necessary to adapt the sufficient to keep the temperature within

design of explosive charges in order to dis- bounds. However, as velocities and ranges
tribute the weight properly for flight stability, continue to increase, the necessary amount of

insulation may ino-ease to a point where it
3. Velocities and flight times of many seriously reduces the effectiveness of a war-

modem missiles are such that aerodynamic head, both by displacing explosive and by
heating has introduced a whole new set of wrapping it in a highly effective shock atten-
explosive-charge-design problems. uator. The effects of high temperatures upon

explosives are discussed in more detail in par.
4. Acceleration forces during launching. 4-2. Some of the newer explosives that are

flight, and impact are the principal sources of more heat resistant are not castable. The use
the structural loading of ammunition. of these materials will necessitate design

changes in the carrier to facilitate either (I)
In addition to these more or less general consolidation of the explosive charge or (2)

consequences of the functioning of military assembly of preformed explosive charges.
items as vehicles, it is necessary for the The determination of temperature profiles
designer of explosive charges to consider within ammunition items affected by aero-
special circumstances that may arise as a dynamic heating is difficult, complex, and
result of transport systems. Accelerations due quite beyond the scope of the present discus-
to the mechanical action of rapid-fire guns sion. It is, however, frequently possible for a
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designer, by means of a few quick calculations stagnation temperature, The 'boundary layer
using a simplified model of his system, to of air in contact with the surface at points
obtain a gross answer regarding the need for where there is an appreciable tangential flow
more detailed calculations, the substitution of component approaches a reco'ery tempera-
explosives, or the insulation of explosive ture that is well below the stagnation temper-
charges. The discussion that follows is in- ature. Typical relationships of recovery
tended as an aid in making such approximate temperatures T, to stagnation temperatures
calculations. are

The flow conditions about an object mov- r, -T

ing through the atmosphere are most simple if 0.8 to 0.9 (1-2)
they are considered in terms of a coordinate T, To
system moving with the object. In such a
system, the undisturbed air is an infinite where T, = recovery temperature, *K.
stream moving at a velocity of magnitude
equal to that of the object in a system of The value of this ratio varies with velocity,
fixed coordinates. Quite clearly, tne object position, and shape of the object.
impedes this flow of air. By Bemoulh's
principle (conservation of momentum) any Most ammunition that flies at speeds at
reduction of the velocity of part of the stream which the stagination temperature of atmo-
must be accompanied by an increase in spheric air is sufficient to have undesirable
pressure. Rapid compression of a gas causes effects upon explosives does so for a limited
its temperature to rise. The highest tempera- time. The question as to whether the explosive
ture that may be anticipated in any point in materials will reach undesirably high tempera-
such a system, called the stagnation tempera- tures during such an interval can be answered
ture Ts, is that of air which has been brought only by considering the heat flow into and
to rect with respect to the object within each component in detail.

T, T1, (1I + 0.2W), K (I-1) As the stagnation tempeiatures rise relative
to those at which explosives are stable and as

whete designs become more intricate, the means of
resolving doubts regarding whether explosive

T. stagnation temperature, 'K charges wi!l survive aerodyamic heating be-
come more laborious and less positive. The

= temperature of the undisturbed at- introduction of a heat barrier may turn out to
mosphere, °K be the only way in which these doubts may

be removed. In some cases a simple barrier
M Mach number will be effective not only in protecting the

explosive but it also will reduce the heatIf the stagnation temperature is below that transfer analysis to simple arithmetic. For
at which the explosive charge will suffer any example, if a thin layer of insulation is
ill effects, as discussed in pars. 4-2.2 and applied to the outside of the metal case of an
42.3, there is no problem of aerodynamic explosive charge, it may be assumed as a first
heating. approximation that the metal loses no heat to

A stagnation temperature high enough to the explosive, that the surface coefficient of
have deleterious effects upon the explosive is heat transfer is infinite, and that the heat
not necessarily reason to take special mes- capacity of the insulation is negligible. If
sures. Only a small fraction of the surface of a these assumptions are made, then the heating
moving object is exposed to air at the rate of the case is

1-8t ', , vl, ,:, ll r I ,, i"1(
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_dT _ T T )k. 2. If possible without compromising other

dt hh, C. 0c sfeatures of this design, choose an explosive
, that will survive this temperature,

where
3. If doubt remains regarding survival ofT, = case temperature, °C aerodynamic heating, make a conservative

estimate of the heating rate based either on a
T, = refercrnce temperature, *C simplified model or experimental data for an

analogous system, andI = time. sec
S te4. If doubt remains at this point, give

ki = thermal conductivity of insulation, serious consideration to the use of insulation
cal/sec-cm-°C or heat sinks.

kc = thickness or case, cm 5- Testing of the system may be required.

h, = thickness of insulation, cm

C, = heat capacity of case, cal/g-*C

Pc = density of case material, gjcm 3  1-2.1.3 ACCELERATION

Note that all of the assumptions are con- As vehicles, ammunition items must, of
servative in the sense that they tend to make course, be accelerated. In some instances the
the calculated temperature rise more rapid magnitudes of the accelerations are great. To
than the real one. Thus, if these calculations the designer of explosive charges, accelera-
lead to the conclusion that the protection tions are a source of structural loading which
against aerodynamic heating is adequate, it applies inherently to all masses including that
may be accepted with a miniumum of doubt. of the exp!ostve material. Acccc!.io. s asso" -

ciated with changes in the momentum along
Where the combination of temperature, the line of flight are always variable, usually

* time, space, and weight limitations results in impulsive, while centrifugal accelerations of
inadequate protection of explosive materials, spin-stabilized projectiles remain nearly
the use of heats of evaporation and fusion to steady during the time of flight.Sincrease the effective capacity of heat sinks
has been suggested. Both the fusion of low
melting alloys and the dehydration of When considering the effects of accelera-

Shydrated salts have been suggested as therfnal tion of ammunition, its variability must also
buffers. Some salts have the added virtue of be considered. On the one hand, it is often
expanding with dehydration to form porous possible to reduce peaks by use of shock
insulation media. absorber principles. On the other hand, the

rapid changes can result in impact forces of
A reasonable course for an explosive charge much greater magnitude than those due to the

designer, confronted with a possible aero- direct effects of gross acceleration. In con-
I jdynamic heating problem, might be as sidering these effects, the designer should

follows: obtain the beat estimate available of the
time-acceleration function to which his device

1. Compute the maximum stagnation will be subjected. Table 1-2 lists the magni-
temperature to which a round might be tudes of some typical accelerations of am-

expesed, minition.
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TABLE 1-2 distribution on the container that is very

different from that computed by assuming
AMMUNITION the explosive to behave as a liquid.

Ammunition and 3. In many applications, explosive per-

Condltion of Typical Peak formance could be improved by a smaller
ExpoMsre Acceleration. a Direction metal-to-explosive ratio from that dictated by

Projectile tk design in which the strength of the explosive

when fired in gun 50,000 Axial is neglected. Improvement may also result
Prolectile piercing Axial Gr from a different spatial configuration in
armor -150,000 Oblique which the strength of the explosive is utilized.

Projectile loaded Into
automatic gun -1,0D0 Axial 4. Some applications require metal so thin

Projectile loaded Into and soft as to have little value as a structuralartillery 10.000 Transverse member.
Rocket or missile,
normal launch 100 Axial
Rocket or milstle. 5. The resistance to deformation and
gun launched 30,000 Axial eventual failure of an explosive material under

Milsile steering 40 Transverse stress could result in impact forces much
Missile flight vibration 10 Random
Mine water entry -2,500 Axial higher than those calculated using the hydro-

static approximation.
Note: Forward acceleration is convtntionally assigned

a positive value. For these reasons it is always best, and
sometimes necessary, to design an explosive

1-2.2 STRUCTURAL ASPECTS item as a composite structure or, at least, to

consider the effects of its behavior as such.
1-2.2.1 NEGLECTING THE STRENGTH OF

THE EXPLOSIVE 1-2.2.2 CONSEQUENCES OF STRUCTUR-
AL FAILURE OF EXPLOSIVE

To sustain accelerations and still retain C•HARGF$their functional capability as explosive Obviously, those chaiges whose output
charges and mechanisms, ammunition must be characteristics are closely associated with

designed with full recognition of its functions their geometrical configurations, such as
as a structure. The time-h-inored practice of shaped charges, will not function properly if
neglecting the strength of the explosive the geometry is altered by structural failure.
material, i.e., of designing the container to Other consequences of structural failure may
hold a liquid of the density of the explosive, be more serious when they occur. Although
can greatly simplify structural design and is available evidence indicates that high me-
generally quite conservative. It may not chanical stresses are, in themselves, incapable
always result in the best design and, in some of initiating explosive reactions, movement
cases, it -s inapplicable because: under high stress-particularly the rather

sudden movement resulting from a structural
1. The strengths of explosives are far from failure-provides a mechanism for the de-

negligible and those of some materials are velopment of hot spots that may become
quite appreciable. The strengths of cast explo- reaction nuclei (see par. 2-1.3). Where the
sives are on the order of 2000 psi (compres- failure results in the relative movement of two
sive) and 200 psi (tensile). Those of plastic adjacent metal members with explosive in
bonded explosives are somewhat higher. between, action similar to an impact or fric-

tion sensitivity test (where the explosives am
2. The resistance of the explosive material pinched, ground, or impacted) may result in

to plastic deformation can result in a load premature initiation.
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The initiating trains of ammunition are percussion initiators. The phenomena in-
generally composed of a series of rather small volved in such initiation processes are
charges that communicate detonation only discussed in par. 2-3.
when properly spaced and accurately aligned.
Hence, a structural failure can result in either The importan-e of confinement in every
premature functioning or complete failure. phase of the initiation, growth, and propaga-

tion of explosive reactions cannot be over-
1-2.2.3 STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS AS stressed. A change in the confining medium

SOURCES OF FRAGMENTS can change the critical value of a dimension
by a factor of ten or more. Various aspects of

In many types of ammunition, notably the effects of confinement upon explosive
artillery fragmentation projectiles, the case reactions arý discussed in practically all paia-
serves two somewhat contradictor) functions: graphs of this handbook.
that of the principal structural member and
that of the source of fragments. In the one Consideration of the role of an explosive
role it has to hold together under high gun material as a component of the structure and
acceleration and centrifugal stresses; in the of its interaction with, inert structural compo-
other it must fly apart in a prescribed manner. nents from the conceptual stage onward
The high strength that holds it together in the probably will avoid some problems in the
gun also absorbs a significant amount of the testing and evaluation stages.
energy liberated when the explosive deto-
nates. The choice of a structure and con- 1-2.3 MECHANICAL ASPECTSt figuration conducive to optimum fragmenta-
tion may unduly weaken it. The charge-to- 1-2.3.1 FUNCTIONING

case weight ratio that is best for fragmenta-
tion may afford too little metal for structural In the sense that their useful output is
stability. In addition, the aerodynamic con- generally in the form of mechanical work,
siderations of stability and range are involved, explosive charges are mechanical devices.
The design of such a projectile is a com- However, the explosive charge designer must
pror--se of interor, externor. and terminal also conider those .spects of the mechanical
ballistic considerations (discussed in par. 3-3). functioning of ammunition which are in-
In other types of fragment-producing ammu- volved in plac:ng it in the desired location

-n, where structural or aerodynamic con- with respect to its target, safeguarding against
•ations are less stringent, the designer has operation until it gets there, and initiating the

freeJom to adapt shape, construction, reaction at the defired place and time. Both
":aierial to obtain optimum fragmenta- the effects of these preliminary mechanical

functions on the explosives and the effects of
the presence of the explosives on the func-

1-2.2.4 INTERACTION OF S A,-- 'R. tioning must be considered. Because mechani-
""6TH EXPLOSIVE M. I •';AS cal functioning generally occurs after the

ammunition has been launched, the necessary
1. lition to the interaction oi c:xplesives energy must be either stored in or derived

and inert parts to form a composite structure from the after-launch environment of the
and their interaction to produce output ef- ammunition.
fects, important interactions between explo-
sives and inerts are involved in initiation. Forms of stored energy which have been
growth, and propagation of detonation. The used include elastic (cocked springs, com-
pinching, grinding, and impact resulting from pressed gases), chemical (batteries, propel-
the relative movement of inert components in lants, explosives), magnetic (permanent
contact with explosives are, of course, es- magnets), and electrical (charged condensers,
sential phases of the operation of stab and piezoelectric elements). Environmental
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sources include aerodynamic or hydro- 1-2.3.3 SAFING AND ARMING DEVICES
dynamic forces incidental to the motion of
the auninliu nition through the ambient Ifluid; It is a basic require ncit that uizes have
acceleration forces related to launching. spin, two independent safing f.'aturcs, whenceer
water entry. And target impact; hydrostatic possible, either of which is capl-le of prevent-
forces due to changes in ambient pressure. ing an unintended dctoiation before the
magnetic forces related to movement with ammunition is projccted 3 - "lhe 1iphilosophy is
respect to the earth's field; electrical forces based on the low probability that two fea-
related to environmental potential differences turte will fail siMulta:||couily. If possible. both
(electrostatic in air and electrolytic in sea safing features should be 'f'ail safe" and each
water); and thermal and radiation effects. should be actuated by a separate force. Where
Quite clearly, the range of forces represented launching forces are used, arming must be

is so great that exceptional precautions are delayed until a safe distance is attained

necessary at the one extreme to retain nearly between the ammunition dnd the point of
frictionless movement and, at the other, to launching. These principles-combined with
protect the dormant mechanism, structure, the wide variety of launching. propulsion, and
and explosive charges from damage. For stabilization means used, the range of after-
details on both stored and after-launcl. forces, launch environments, and the- inventivc
see Ref. g. ingenuity of fuze designers -have resulted in a

proliferation of arming devices and schemes
(see Ref. g).

1-2.3.2 LOCATION WITH RESPECT TO The armin* requirements h've made neces-
TARGET sary in some instances the use of forces that

are so weak as to place very high standards oni

The mechanical functions involved in plac- tolerances, finishes and balance of moving

ing tile ammunition in the desired location parts. some of which carry explosive compo-
with respect to its target might be considered nents. The designer of explosive components

as part of its functioning as a vehicle. [low- for use in safine .mid arming :ntcha;ia;i musi
ever, th•se tunc!ions under consideration here be particularly careful to safeguard against
are not so clearly vehicular functions as dimensional instability of the explosive

propulsion and flight of the item. They material. Any design change that results in a
include such varied activities as separation of change in mass or in mass distribution should
stages in multistaged weapons, jump-up be considered carefuily in the light of its
action of certain antipersonnel weapons, and effect upon tile functioning of inertial arming
opening of parachutes. Some of these func- systems, including rotors of fuzes for spin-
tions are accomplished by means of explosive stabilized devices. The effect of chlanges in

actuators (par. 9-1). Where such devices are mass distribution caused by arming operations
used, it is a concern of the designers of other may sometimes require exanlination by an
components to safeguard against their pre- exterior ballistician.
mature initiation or other damage. In other
"instances, where the source (such as move- The design of a safing and arming mecha-
ment of a small bellows under the action of nism is a three way compromise among

* hydrostatic pressure) makes only a small reliability, quality control, anti compactness.
quantity of energy available, precautions are If the components are large enough, they can
necessary to prevent an increase in the fric- be reliable even if they vary greatly from item
tional loading of the system resulting from to item, and quite safe if far enough apart in
the distortion of the weapon case. due either the unarmed state. To meet the increasing
to dimensional instability of the explosive demand for miniaturization, it will be neces-

material or to differential thermal expansion. sary to improve con tinually (I) the standards
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of reproducibility of output. (2) the sensi- 1-2.4.3 ELECTRIC INITIATORS EXPOSED
tivity of explosive comuponents, and (3) the TO SPURIOUS SIGNALS
techniques for their evaluation. The designer
of the mechanism must lean heavily on the The very nature of the design and firing
explosive component designer becausc the mechanism of electric initiators makes themi
basic dimensions of the mechanisnm depend vulnerable to spurious electrical signals such
upon the characteristics of the explosive as RF energy, lightning, and electrostatic
components. charges. Pick-tip of such signals (an cause

premature initiation or possibly dudding and
thereby reduce perfornance reliability.

1-2.4 ELECTRICAL ASPECTS Because of the extensive use of electrical
initiators in modern weapon systems, great I

1-2.4.1 ENVIRONMENTS care must be takin to design them sO as to
reduce this vulnerability.

The complexity of our electrical environ-
nmene is staggering. Practically every insulator Several solutions have been proposed to
has a static charge. Any two dissimilar pieces alleviate this problem in the design stage4

of metal, wet with slightly impure water, The designer of ammunition can minimize themaký- a battery ofsorts. Weld them together hazard of initition caused by the electrical

and change their temperature and we have a environment by following these general design
thermal generator. Every spark plug, every practicesf
switch, every thunderstorm, and all the starskeep broadcasting transients. lience, all I. Use of complete electrical shielding on

ammunition has, as does everything else, all all electric circuits subject to hazard.
sorts of small currents running through it at
random at all times. In general, these currents 2. Design of components that are speciui-
remain so small as to have negligible heating cally resistant to the spurous signals includ-
effect. Under certain conditions, fairly high ing, where applicable, the special schemes
cnnents are possible. Electrostatic disuharges dissussed in par. 5-4.4. 1.. and surges due to nearby strokes of lightning o: Proper analysis and testing under a
Scan also develop appreciable currents. 3 . r e r simula tion unde riaSMethods ofbhardening weapon systems against correct simulation of service electrical
Re of are discussed in detail in Ref 4. environments to determine the susceptibilityof a system to electrical hazards.

1-2.4.2 POSSIBLE INITIATION OF THE 1-3 GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
MAIN BURSTING CHARGE

While the design of the explosive compo-
If, at some point in a circuit, spurious nent that makes up an explosive train is not a

currents are concentrattd in a relatively small simple task, it should not be considered
path in intimate contact with explosive overwhelming. The various chapters in this
material, it is ronceiv.1ble that a hot spot handbook discuss the principles of explosive
might develop and fonn a reaction nucleus. components and treat the design of specific
Analysis of such systems is too complex to devices. In addition to the special information
undertake. This is particularly true in view of given, a number of general design factors must
the lack of evidence that such accidentally be kept in mind. These factors-applicab e to
formed electric initiators have been the cause engineering design in general-are important
of accidents. It is well, however, to check a in the design of each system component.
design for conditions that are obviously con- Knowledge of the general factors, the design
ducive to such effects, requirements, and the relation of the explo-
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sive component to the system permits cffi- I. Whenever po.sible, use stanuuiu Loutpo-

ciency in design and the possibility of trade- nents with established quality level and other

offs that may improve performance. The reliability vriteria at least as high as that
general factors include reliability, safety, required by the application.
economics, standardization, and human
factors engineering. 2. Wherver possible, particularly in more

nomplex ,nd cxpensivc materiel, use redun-
dant systems.

1-3.1 RIELIABILITY
3. Specify nmaterial, for which the prop-

Reliability is a measure of the extent to ertics of importance t,, your application are

which a device behaves as it was designed to well known and reproducible. Keep in mind
behave during the usually short period be- that the average value for a parameter may be

tween launching. firing, or being emplaced. less important for design purposes than the

and completion of its mission. Obviously. extreme valus.

reliability of ammunition and of its com'po-

nents is of key importance. Weapons arc 4. As far as possible, design items in such a
useless if they don't function as intended, manner that defects which affect reliability

can be detected by means of nondestructive

Reliability is defined in statistical terms. It tests or inspection.
is the probability that material will perform
its intended function for a specified period 1-3.2 ;AFETY

under stated conditions. The problem with
, explosive components is more severe than Safety is a basic consideration throughout

that of other items for two reasons. First, item life. We are concerned with the extent to

they are a small part of a complex system. which a device can possibly be made to
Since the probability that all of the compo- operate prematurely by any accidental
nents in a system will function is the product sequence of events that might occur at any

of the probabilities of the individual compo- time between the start of its fabrication and
nents, the lnctioning probabiAiy ofc^"xpio As approach to the targel

sives must be high, higher than that of the

total system. This requirement calls for high While safety also is defined statistically, the

reliability of explosives. Secondly explosives approach to safety is somewhat different

are one-shot devices that cannot be tested front that applied to reliability. The keystone

repeatedly. Special work-or-fail methods of of this approach is the fail-safe principle.

analysis have been developed; they are de- Essentially, this principle states that any

scribed in par. 12-1.2. sequence of events other than that to which a
round is subjected in normal operation shall

The evaluation of materiel, including result in failure rather than detonation of the

estimation of its reliability, is usually carried round. Compliance with the fail-safe principle
out by an organization, or at least a group, usually is accomplished mechanically, and is
other than the design group. Difficulties the reason most mililary devices must be
between these groups can be resolved more considered as mechanisinis.

readily if the designer of explosive devices is

famifiar with the techniques used by evalu- In terms of added bulk, weight, and com-

ators, uses similar techniques to assure himself plexity-which can be translated into terms of
that his designs are reliable, and designs reliability, effectiveness, and logistics-safety

devices and systems in which reliability is as is expensive. Hence, the problem of safety is a

nearly inherent as possible. A frw general double one. The designer must be cert in that

suggestions can be made for the designer: his device is safe and yet impose the least
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inlpai rm:lcit ot l fnc ti oning all at minimumn 1-3.3 ECONOMICS
c)st.

The assessmIenlt of a wcapon system in-
The preceding remarks on safety emphasize volves the comparison of its value with its

the protection again:it premature functioning cost- The value per round may be considered
of the initiation package. flowevet, this is to bc tile produot of the military value of the
only one aspectl of system safety. Another damragc of which a round of ammunition is
example of safety is tnhat of protecting against capable and the probability that a given round
direct initiation of main charge or booster by will inflict this dammage. The cost of a round
impulses incidental to handling, shipping, of ammunition includes the cost of delivering
storage or launching, and accidcent: that miay it to its target aN well as that of producing it
occur during these operations. The vulner- Each of these quantities is. in itself, a
ability of ammunition to initiation by acci- complex combination of diverse factors that
dent or enemy fire can seriously restrict its may ir.clude aspects of statistics. military
tactical usefulness or greatly complicate prob- strategy and tactics, and all bran'ches of
lems of storage, handling, and transportation, engineering.
System design can ieduce this vulnerability by
affording mechanical protection, !upport, and The process of comparing alternative solu-
confinement. Hence, safety is not a separate tions to stated requirements in the terms of
problem but an integral part of explosive the value received (effectiveness) for the
charge design. resources expended (costs) is called the Costi

Effecriveness analysis. Basically, a choice
A number of policies, rules, and safety must be made between maximizing accom-

codes that apply to various types of material plishment of the objective for a given cost or
have been promulgated. In view of the variety minimizing the cost for achieving a given
of these codes, it is well for a designer to objective'.
examine in advance the %atety enteria That
will be applicable to his design. The designer 1-3.4 STANDARDIZATION

r should be familiar with the foliowing general
safety inforniation: The decision as to whether to adapt a

system design to the use of a standardized
I. The basic reference for safety is the component or to design a new component

Safer), Manual'. especially adapttd to a system is often one of
the most difficult a designer has to make. On

2. It is a basic requirement that fuzes have the one hand, a new item often has been
two independen' satfing features, whenever developed because, in thle layout stage of
possible, either of which is capable of prevent- design, it took less effort to sketch in some-
ing atm unintended detonation before the thipg that fi t*he dimensions than to find oui
ammunition is projected 3  what wis avn-ilable. On the other hand, the

hard and fast resolution to use only shelf
3. For safety considerations during pack- itcnss has resulted in systems that are ap-

ing, storing, and shipping, see pars. 1I-I, 11-2. p'-ciably inferior to the best attainable with
and 11-3, respectively. r:gad to safety, reliability, effectiveness, or

coinpz:c(ncss, and in the perpetuation of
4. The standard tests devised to examine ob.ilete items.

the safety of explosive components are dis-
cussed in par. 12-2-4. As a general rule, the standard item must

always be given first preference and must be
5. Requirements for the system safety coadered carefully. An important reason in

*[ program are covered in ML-STJ-882 6 . expiluive charge design i, the cost arid time
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required to qa new Items (see pars. 12-1 tem. Many e xplosive coml ponents arc s1uall.
arid 12-2). intricatc devices. ('are must be takitl to avoid

t,;itorcs t hatI te•.d to i'.l rodtL.cL" lilunta icriot.

MIL-STI)-320 lists a ;tindalrdied series of I:aulty assemblies cused by such enrors as
dimoe nsi ons for i1tewly developed detonlv ors, l nissi nI parts ot parts plaLed tp~itpc-downi can

primers, and leads and for their components. affect severely ultimate perlormance. Runtel-
tier also that explosive componcntis ofteni are

1-3.5 HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING handled behind barriers for rasons of safety
hnso that close scrutiny is difficult !o acconi-

The science that analyzes Iman.lls rohle in plish.

inan-machine systenms is called hullatn factors

cigineering. Man's capabilities and, morc Erratic perfornlanic in a particular delay

important, his lintitations must be given care- t rai %%.is once t ,.,Cd tO a tproblel n of hutllo at
ful cotnsideration. This topic, as it relates to factors engineering. A manual assembly opera-
fuies, is covered in AMCP 706-210W. tion called for inserting 5 delay pellets into a

deep cup, eicti pellet being separated by

rhe design of explosive compon.ientlS is also white tissue paper. Opcrators tended to lose

concerned with I human factors engineering count sc, that cupls containetd from 4 to (6

lest any shortcomings of the comlpotnents pellets. The prohletn was solved by using
affect the fuze, ammunition, or weapon sys- tissue paper of different colors for each layer.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPLOSIVE REACTIONS AND INITiATION

2-1 THERMAL DECOMPOSITION AND I'll- traction ot a typiQAl chorget il Solid
BURNING exploive, rigorously conxitrcrcd inl it-, rilti'

matt: det ail, is so comnpit'x as ito tic y quan ti-
2-1.1 THERMAL DECOMPOS!TION Latwv description. Fortunately. holWCver. 1:1C

Sy pic ii situation is such that cone ot anot ii c
l'plopin-iss .1W suibstin,:c or imi stur oit aspect of tile behaviot oit tile material is %k,

Niiht ances vs id ic lw) leit: lide ito onlerc-go at doiminanit thiat ot her aspe cts il ay tic di isni ssed
Lipid h mi c atclim a 01amgt' with oim all on side as s1econ1d order e ffect%- IHence. although
su1pply- of ox ygeni with tilen liberation til large gradulal therinal deccomposit ion. ic t'lagratio n.
qwlt i tits of c nergy ge'nerall y acconlipalici i' and de.tonat ion are usuaiily ochin icjhy similhit
by lit' evolutiion tif Iiot ga.cs. A% mt'tastiable ploievses. their physic ai caulses and mani test a'
materi'liis. they decompose at all li m pc ratumres tions are so difltern t that the iy may bec
above absolute itro. Thie rates tit ttccomposi- tinderstood best bý coimsiderink thliem a%
liotn arc djrtect Itimictions of temiiperatuire- lor distinct phenomnca. hleats of c~ombustion and
explosives of practical inlteret. tile tlc~oli- detoniptionm arc different initial p)iascs or
ptosit ion rateCs. ilt norimal temperatuores of tic lagea tion, whiichl can be %:oiisidered as
Storage. lit dli ng, anid t ransiotat iti . are burning or oxidationi. Some c xptosivcs. how-
iletligitily small. As tile temoperatutre is in- ever. are not readily combustible.
%:reascd at tw hiiundred dkegteCS, tile rtites of'
II ic I iiii dlc~oi posmiton aiia.u n :;ogi'.tifcao I I'li rates of' the rmal decom posit ion and
lecOs- T'he sell-heating of' thle explosive by tile deilamgiatioin arc related direcciv ilo tempera-

heat evolvetd inl this (exotihcomic) rcactiom lnre and pressure white detonation is related
tendit) totrtiicr raise tile temperature ant" Ito preastire. All thice reactions restilt lit tile

inras cheraction rate. Where sitch circuoc ilicrcase kif both temperature and pre'2--e.tv It
si:lntt'5~ resullt ill a runlaway, reaction, a thermal follows thait anly -charge of explosive, if
explosion may p' tilt' Ret. I also presents a vontained so as to pfetveflt expansion or losses
thorough %otus i tile hchavior of explosivcs. of matter or enkrgy, will evenmtuailly explode.

It the tempe raltire is unifomin lhrotmt'iout thle
Most expltosive reactions, whether intcn* charge, thle reactionl will be a pill thermal

timnal or aLcc ide ital. result tront highly local' explosion where eacti elemenit 01 vol time
liitd hieatiing that inifialme% it sellt-prtopagaiting expienences tile Samle Selt'aecc~crating temiper-
reaction' Inl such ai reaction tile hteal lib- attire rise. More usually. any valriations in
crated by flme rceaionl ot thle explo~sive atl One templeraltire will tend ito exaggerate them-
pouiit ill .i charFge raises, tile Minpfratil(C lin selves so that thle seif'licating reaction will ruinI
adjacent material siifficiently to cause it to amway at the hottest point front whic tti
reacti at a similar rate. The mnodes tond rtites of def'lagration, iItit 1171 SCll-accelerating. Will

-suich sell'propagating reactions So protouitdly propagate. Thle self-accelerating deflagration is
at'tcct [thc ipable phenomncia associated with characterized by a simiilarly accelferating rise
tile funlctionling ot explosives that these iii pressure, wvhichi is propagated throuigh tile
pheinomeina canl hardly be considert'd extept tumracted explosive as a conipressioli Wave. It'rin terms oftilicst' mode% and rates. thle Charge is large enlough, lihe wave mlay
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develop into a shock of sufficient amplitude E = activation crergy, cal/mole
to propagate as a detonation.

R = universal gas constant, cal/°K-mole
2-1.2 REACTION KINETICS

The classic Arrhenius equation sets A 'T = A
Perhaps the reaction of an explosive mate- for small temperature ranges

rial can be understood best by trying to
visualize an explosive molecule. Such a mole- k'(T) = Ae-t(RT) (2-2)
cule is a structure containing atoms that have
very strong affinities for one another, and where A = Arrhenius constant, Hz
that are prevented from responding to these
affinities by their places in the structure. The Eq. 2-2 is used more commonly to relrre-
positions of atoms within the structure of a sent the temperature dependence of chemical
molecule and that of molecules within the reactions. For the temperature range of most
crystal are fixed, not by rigid links, but by experiments, the difference between Eqs. 2-1
equilibrium of electrostatic and quantum- and 2-2 is not distinguishable (see Fig. 2-1).
mechanical exchange forces. Unless the tem-
.perature is absolute zero, each atom vibrates The qualitative implications of the
about its equilibrium position with a random Arrhenius equation deserve the consideration
motion under the influence of the similar of all who deal with explosives. Since E for
random motions of its neighbors. These military explosives has a value between
random motions, which are characteristic of 10,000 and 100,000, while R is approximate-
thermal phenomena, apply to the partition of ly two, a small percentage change in tempera-
energy between molecules and between atoms ture results in an order of magnitude change
of each molecule. in reaction rate. The sharply detined tempera-

tures that many experimenters have asso-
The average energy of molecular agitation ciated with decomposition, ignition, or exp!o-

is proportional to temperature. If, at any sion (see Table 2-1d) are quite readily
given absolute temperature, the agitational explained in terms of these equations and the
energy exceeds the activation energy, the relatively himited range of rates that may be
atom may escape from its position in the measured by most experimental techniques.
molecule and be free to assume more con- (The ignition temperatures shown in the table
genial relationships. This uproar increases the are computed; the explosion temperatures are
agitation of neighboring molecules, that is to experimental.)
say, the reaction proceeds with the evolution
of heat. The reaction rate then is the fre- The Arrhenius equation expresses a charac-
quency with which the agitational energy of teristic (temperature) of explosives which has,
individual molecules exceeds the activation perhaps, a greater influence upon the initia-
energy tion process than any other attribute. For

example, the reaction rate of a typical explo-
k'()= ATe-EI(RT) (2-1) sive with an activation energy of 50,000

calories per gram mole, at 800 0C is more than
where ten times its reaction rate at 700'C.

k' = reaction rate, Hz The experimental determination of the
constants of Eqs. 2-1 and 2-2 for various

T = absolute temperature, OK explosives is complicated by the effects of
reaction products, phase changes and multiple

A' = inverse function of the restraint to reactions, as well as by the heat transfer
motion of an atom, sec/°K considerations. The reactions of most of the
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to fits most experimental data so well that many

investigators have ignored the complicating
influences and derived more or less empirical

10 Arrhenius constants from plots of the loga-

rithm of the rate, or of a rate-dependent
quantity, as a function o" the reciprocal

04 temperature.

For the explosive charge designer, the most
100 ouseful consequences of theoretical studies of

thermal decomposition problems are the de-
velopment of (!) a more valid basis for

qualitative thinking, and (2) coordinate sys-
tems within which most experimental data

W form recognizable patterns. When ;onfronted
for with an explosive charge design problem, a

suggested approach to a realistic solution
o consists of the following two steps:

1. Obtain, either from available literature
or specifically designed tests, experimental

- to ) Aedata for situations that simulate as closely as
possible those to be encountered in service.

S• [EQUATI ON 2-1

2. Interpolate between d3ta points using
coordinates of inverse temperature, and loga-S'r) ý A#-''t -"r f 5oooo)-. -.-ARR)NIUS EQUATION 2-0, nthms of times, rates, or dimensions. These

l to•coordinates may also be used for extrapola-
tion. However, extreme care should be exer-
cised when extrapolating because abrupt

lot - changes in the decomposition rate (soch as
A AND A' ARE ADJUSTED TO GIVE those due tG melting of a component of an

EQUAL RATES AT 5000K explosive material) may occur outside of the

)O [ ! range of expe'iniental data.

2-1.3 THE "HOT SPOT" THEORY OF
I INITIATION

TEMPERATURE, -K The view that nonuniformity of heat dis-
tribution is essential to the usual initiation

Figure 2-1. Computed Explosive process has been called the "hot spot" theory
Reaction Rates of initiation. In explosive initiators, the

energy available is concentrated by the use of
commonly used explosives are either accel- small diameter firing pin points and, in
erated (autocatalysis) or retarded (auto- electrical devices by dissipating the energy in

stabiliiation) by the presence of their reaction short and highly constricted paths. The
products'. Because of these difficulties, addition of grit to primer mixes serves a

Sgenerally accepted reaction kinetics constants similar function. Not only is nonuniformity
for explosives are not available. However, the of energy distribution essential to most initia-
exponential form of the Arrhenius equation tion processes, but it is an important factor in

2-3
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TABLE 2-1

IGNITION AND EXPLOSION TEMPERATURES

Themal IiMilto t Explosion Temperaturea, 0C
Fmplolve Temperature', 0C 0.1 we 1 sec 5 $ea 10 se

bete.HMX - 380 - 327 Decomposes 306
Composition B - 526 368 278 Decompsues 255
Cyclonite IRDX) - 406 316 260 Decomposes 240
Heleite (EDNA) - 265 216 189 Decomposes 178
Lead Azide 335 386 356 340 Explodes >335
Lead Styphnate 250 - - 282 Explodes 276
Nttrmlycerln (Liquid) 200 - - 222 Explodes -
Pentolite, 50/50 - 290 266 220 Decomposes 240
PETN (Penteerythritol Tetrenitrate) 215 272 244 225 Decomposes 211
Silver Azide - 310 - 290 Explodes -
Tauscene 160 - - 100 - -
Tetryl -. 340 314 257 Ignites 238
TNT (Trinitrotoluen) - 570 520 475 Decompoms 465

*Computed
t Experimental

the growth and propagation of practically all with dimensional changes and since the
chemical explosive reactions used in ord- volumetric specific heats of solids vary only
nance. slightly from one to another, the minimum

energy required to initiate an explosive device
Because of the exponential nature of the is nearly proportional to the volume of

Arrheni•is equation (Eq. 2-2). the raction material th't is hete•d by the input energy
rate inevitably reaches a level such that heat is pulse- It must be stressed that this is an
liberated faster than it can be lost. From this approximation that should be applied only to
point on, the reaction is self-accelerating and comparisons of performance within initiators
quite rapidly becomes explosive, of the same type initiated in a specificS~manner.

Although a general equation that includes
"consideration of all of the complicating Since the energy available for the initiation
factors would be completely intractable, the of military explosives is usually limited, initia.-
use of simplified models makes possible solu- lion systems are designed to concentrate this
tions which contribute to the understanding energy, as heat, in a relatively small volume.
of the initiation process. However, simplifica- Obviously it won't stay that way. The smaller
tions must be used cautiously. For example, it the voltime in which a quantity of heat is
frequently appears that each explosive has a concentrated, the faster it is dispersed, other
critical initiation temperature that is inde- factors remaining similar. In order to con-
pendent of dimensions. Although more exten- centrate a given amount of heat in a nucleus
sive experiments or more detailed analyses of a given volume, the heating must take place
have usually shown it to be an approximation in a time which is short compared with the
that applies to only a specific class of ini- cooling time of the nucleus. If the rate at
tiator, this relationship can be a useful design which energy is introduced, i.e., the input
tool if its limitations are kept in mind. power, is reduced to a low enough level, the
Perhaps the most important implication of losses will establish equilibrium with the sum
the foregoing is that, since in any type of of the input power and the heat generated by
system, the critical temperature varies so little the reaction. An infinite quantity of energy
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will not cause initiation under such equilib- reaction) is known as deflagration. Deflagra-
rium conditions. tion is distinguished from detonation by its

subsonic propagation rate, from which it may
Up to this point, the present discussion has be implied that shock waves are not im-

been concerned with the establishment of portant factors in tht propagation. Deflagra-
reaction nuclei. Once reaction is established at tion of a gas may be described quantitatively
a nucleus, the useful functioning of an ini- in terms of thermodynamics and hydro-
tiator requires that the reaction be propagated dynamics. That of solid explosives is more
to the remainder of the explosive cl.arge of complex and, for real situations, is subject to
the initiator and thence to the next compo- only qualitative description. Empirical rela-
nent of the explosive system. Similarly, the tionships, which art quite reasonable conse-
consequences of accidental initiation depend quences of the mechanisms indicated in the
upon such propagation. The same heat trans- qualptative description, are sufficiently useful
fer mechanisms whereby heat is dissipated for predicting the course of this type of
from a prospective reaction nucleus ate neces- reaction.
sary for the propagation of the reaction from
an established nucleus. However, conditions The reaction products of most splid explo-
that promote sensitivity to one or another sives are largely gaseous. Most 6f the im-
stimulus will sometimes cause failure of portant aspects of the behavior of these
propagation if carried to extremes. Heat may materials are related to this phase change at

b be transmitted by conduction, convection, the time of rt iction. The surface burning rate
radiation, and what might be called thermo- is determined by the rate at which heat is
dynamic heat transfer. All of these mecha- transferred from the hot, gaseous reaction
nisms are involved in the reaction of explo- products to the unreacted solid explosive
sives, but their relative importance varies material- (The local reaction rate is quite
greatly and changes as the reaction progresses. probably related to temperature by the

Arrhenius equation, but the very steep tem-
The process referred to as thermodynamic perature gradient is reflected in a much

heat transfer is mi-e of the most important steeper reaction-rate gradient, so that the
mechanisms involved in explosive reactions. reaction zone is almost vanishitgly '-thin.) The
The cooling of reaction products, due to rate at which heat is transferred between a
abiabatic expansion can, under some circum- gas and a solid is the product of the difference

Sstances, quench a reaction. Conversely, between their temperatures and a surface
Sunreacted explosives can be heated by com- coefficient. The surface coefficient is a

pression to reaction-inducing temperatures. function of the flow conditions in the gas and
When the compression is of sufficient magnm- its thermodynamic properties, and is directly
tude and suddenness to cause a signiticant proportional to pressure. When a solid explo-
increase in temperature, it is generally prop- sive burns, temperature increase, flow condi-
agated through the material as a shock wave. tions, and thermodynamic properties of its
Detonation, the ultimate goal of high explo- reaction products are near'y constant. Thus,
sive systems, is a type of reaction propagation the rate at which heat is transferred from the
which depends upon this mechanism to trans- products to the explosive and, consequently,

S fer the heat of reaction to the unreacted the surface burning rate should be directly
explosive. proportional to the pressure. For some

3 :materials it is, but for most the situation is
2-1.4 DEFLAGRATION somewhat more complex.

, , The very rapid burning of which explosives The reaction of many, perhaps most, explo-
are capable (by virtue of containing all of the sive compounds takes place in the gaseous

S.elements needed for the completion of their phase. The rate of surface burning in such

2-5
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TABLE 2-2 in determining the course of the reaction. In a
completely enclosed case, pressure continues

VALUES OF THE CONSTANlT 0 IN EQ. 2-3 to build up and burning rate continues to

Exploe a x ll increase until the case bursts oc the explosive
Sis expended. The explosion that results is

Ammonlum Picret 6.25 entirely due to the sudden release of gases
Teiyyl 8.7 when the case bursts- If the case has a leak,
TNT 12.5 orifice, or nozzle, conditior's of equilibrium
PETN 21
ROX 21 arc possible in which the rate at which gases

are evolved equals that at which they flow
from the container.

cases is essentially the rate at which the
surface erodes due to sublmation. This in For rockets, in which stability of this kind
turn is proportional to the rate of heat is extremely important, the effort is made to
transfer divided by the heat of sublimation, develop propellants for which the exponent n
Since the heat of sublimation of the solid of Eq. 2-3 is as low as possible. In explosive
usually increases with increasing ambient pres- components, the instability that results from
sure, the increase of the surface burning rate the high values of Pi associated with porous
with increasing pressure is somewhat less than explosives is an important factor in the rapid
linear. A relationship between burning rate acceleration of reaction propagation, a part of
and pressure which has been found to apply the function of such elements.
to the surface burning of a number of solid
explosives and propellants is 2-2 DFTONATION

R = GP, ft/sec (2-3) 2-2.1 TRANSITION FROM DEFLAGRA-
"fION TO DETONATION

where

2-2.1.1 TRANSIT!ON PRO-CESSS
R =burning rate, ft/sec

SThe trznsition from deflagration to detona-
G = empirical constant tion is generally divided into three stages (I)

deflagration. (2) low order detonation, and
P = pressure, lbfin-a (3) high order detonation. The transitioy.

from one to the other of these stages is
n = polytropic constant, dimensionless usually quite sudden and is influenced greatly

by three factors, particle size of the material,
The exponent n is less than one. Surface porosity, and confinemcnt provided by the

irregularities may increase the burning rate by envitonment.
increasing the surface area and by introducing
a component of flow parallel to the surface, The process of transition from the first
thus increasing the surface coefficient of heat stage can be described on the basis of the
transfer. Table 2-2" lists constants for Eq. 2-3 following concepts: The deflagration reaction
for various common military explosives, rate accelerates rapidly if the particle size is of

the right magnitude. When confined, this

The pressure depenience of the rate of increased reaction rate results in increased
* surface burning, and the fact that gas is pressure that propagates as a shock wave in

evolved at a rate proportional to the surface the unreacted explosive. As the shock wave
burning rate, result in a situation where the becomes of increasing strength, shock heating
confinement afforded by the case of an will cause a fast enough reaction to sustain
explosive charge is the most important factor the shock which then propagates as a low
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ý"= 7-- compared with the stable eate of over 4000
a m sec for these loading conditions. The

,. :,/y'-:. / growth is apparently continuous, though slow
-and, in a few experiments, approached its

' ',I .~ .I. *. I, { maximum rate in several inches. Because of its
low rate growth to detonation, lead styphnate

, /. - is not used as a detonating charge, but to
increase the sensitivity of the initial charge,
where its reprcducible ignitibility is an ad-
vantage.

Figure 2-2. Arrangement Used in Observa-
tions of Detonation Growth 2-2.1.2.2 LEAD AZIDE

order detonation. This low order detonation !t is true that the growth of detonation in
then propagates as a shock wave which, if lead aziae is so much more rapid, even when
reinforced by sufficient energy, will accelerate loaded at very high pressures. ,that experi-

to produce a high order detonation (see aiso ments in which detonation growth and "dead
Ref. k). pressing" can be obmerved in most other

explosives would lead to this conclusion.

Particle size influences the acceleration rate 11nwever, these properlies of lead azide, corn-
of the reaction as does particle porosity bined with the ever rising pressures for
because of their effect on the surface area ruggedization and miniaturization, have re-
that is exposed to the hot gaseous reaction. suited in the evolution of designs for whichtI
Experibnentation has shown that for each these assertions must be reexamined.
"particle size there is a critical pressure ot
which the increase in burning rate with Dextrinated lead azide made the transition
increasing pressure is faster than linears. Tt-is from burning to detonation quite suddenlyý
ritical pressure is inversely related to particle for all combinations of loading pressure,

size. confinement, and initiation. However, when
pressei to densities above 95% of maximum

2-21.2 GROWTH OF DETONATION IN theoretical (requiting 20,000 - 25,000 p'i
PRIMARY HIGH EXPLOSIVES loading pressure) and mildly iritiated, it

would detonate at rates of 1400-1100 rn/sec
In a series of experiments using the arrange- compared with an approximate rate of 3000

ment shown in Fig. 2-2', containers were m/sec obtaiticd at lower densities.
sectioned after firing and the expansion of the
bore was taken as a measure of the vigor of 2-2.1.3 GROWTH OF DETONATION IN
detonation. The arrangement was also used to SECONDARY HIGH EXPLOSIVES
measure propagation velocities. Lead styph-
nate and lead azide were tested. One of the principal features that dis-

tinguishes a secondary explosive from a
2-2.1.2.1 LEAD STYPHNATE primary explosive is its much smallet pro-

pensity for completing the transition from
The growth of reaction in lead styphnate burning to detonation. As in primary explo-

was very gradual in all instances. It grew sives, this transition is affected by the inter-
fastest (as indicated by the taper of the bore) action of a number of factors including charge
in material pressed at 4000 to 3000 psi. size, state of aggregation, confinement, and
Under these conditions, the maximum mea- vigor of initiation. However, for any given
sured propagation rate for the second inch of combination, the transition is much slower
column was about 2000 m/sec, which may be and many charges, evqu main bursting
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TABLE 2.3

OPTIMUM LOADING DENSITIES AND PARTICLE
SIZES FOR GROWTH OF DETONATION IN RDX. HMX. AND PETI

Optimum Loading Dae~y Optmum Pas 0e Sin-

Micron USS sieve Burning Length,
Explosive Grnulastion o*Dnsity. 9eoc Range cut cm

RDX Unsleved 1.29 251-124 60.120 1.2
HMX (tirst sample) 250-136 micron 1.26 2b1-124 60.120 1.9
HMX (second sample) (Not Determined) - 76- 53 200-270 1.4
PETN 420 micron 1.59 124- 76 120-200 0.2

charges, are so small as to be consumed by In other experiments it has been estab-

low order detonation before the transition lished that tile growth of detonation in a
can take place. Such main charges are, of column of secondary explosive is aicelerated
course, much safer to handle and use than by the insertion of a barrier followed by an
those in which the transition will take place. air gap' (see also par. 3-2.2.5). It might be
In addition to the assessment of hazards of expected that tile explosive material, particle
main charge detonation after accidental igni- size, loading density. dimensions and confine-
tion. the growth of detonation in secondary ment on both sides of the barrier-gap corn-
high explosives has been investigated by those bination interact with the material and thick-
who are interested in the development of ness of tile barrier and the dimensions of the
safer detonators. The latter have made signifi- gap to detenuine the burning distance A

cant contributions in the determination of faztorial experiment to determine the
optimum .onditions for the most rapid optimum combination would be a formidable
growth of detsn_-tion in some of the more program.
sensitive svunidty 11igh. cxplosivcs.

Growth of detonation has been observed in
Experiments similai to that illustrated in a number of cast e:plosivess. In Pentolite cnd

Fig. 2-2 have been carried out with columns DINA (diethylnitrsnmine dinitrate), high order
of PETN. RDX and FMX. A refinement was detonation was ctablished in 10 to IS cm. In
the use of coaxial ionization probes that Composition 13, the propagation rate grew to

could be fed in through small radial holes at about 3000 m/sec, at which point the cDn-
fairly frequent intervals along the length tainer apparently shattered. relieving the pres-
without utidaly affecting the confinement. sure and allowing the reaction to decay. In
Velocity measurements obtained with these TNT, tile reaction grew so little in ] 2-i..

probes, and oscilloscopes and timers estab- columns that the containers were practically
lished the correlation between bore deforma- undamaged, and the propagation rates so low,

tion and propagation velocity. The lengths of 600 to 1000 m/sec. that it was difficult to
columns required to grow to detonation, obtain satisfactory records. By increasing the
referred to as burning lengths, were deter- length to 34.5 in. and finally to 58.5 in., it
mined for a number of combinations of was possible to observe the growth of the
particle size and loading density. Hardly propagation velocity to about 2000 m/sec.
design data, these lengths may be taken as The increase was quite retsilar but seemed to
indications of development goals. For each be accelerating toward the end. The question
explosive, optimum values were indicated for as to whether the r, action would continue to

each of these variables at which the burning accelerate, stabilize at a low order detonation.
I length reached a minimum value (see Table or burst the tube and die out has not yet been

2-31 ). answered.
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2-2.2 SHOCK WAVES and

Detonation is a mode of propagation of P - P = p udx/dt p foDu (2-6)
reaction in which the energy that initiates the
reaction is transmitted to the unreacted Eqs. 2-4 and 2-6 may be combined and
material in the form of a shock wave. It has rearranged to obtain
been referred to as a reactive shock. The
discussion that follows of nonreactive shocks , -pAPPoA p ) ] ('2 2-7)
serves as a preface to that of detonation.

where
Shock waves, like acoustic waves, are a

special class of compression-displacement
waves. Although the behavior of such waves

varies with their amplitude, their ws've form, v = velocity of materia! relative to the
and the properties of the media in which they wave front
propagate, many relationships that derive
from fundamental physical laws are the same u = velocity of material relative to the
for practically all cases. Although the typical undisturbed medium
wave attenuates as it propagates, this attenua-
tion is so slow compared with the associated m = mass
transitions that the wave may be assumed to be
stable when examining its detailed structure. P - pressure
It is convenient, at the beginning, to assume
an infinite plane wave in which only move- t = time
ments and changes along the axis of propaga-
tion are significant. x = distance trav,!Ied by shock wave in

Consider, now.! wave propsaarine through
a stationary medium. In a system moving with
the wave, the conservation of matter demands p = density
plane perpendicular to the axis be equal to undisturbed medium

that passing through each other such plane. In
other words, the pr( t of density and Refer to the paragraph that follows for a
velocity is a constant at all points along the discussion of units-
axis. In this system of coordinates, the undis- d s u
turbed medium approaches the wave front at In using Eqs. 2-4 to 2-7 in thc estimation of
Sa velocity equal in magnitude to that at which shock conditions, two convenient systems of
the wave propagates in the stationary units may be derived from the CGS system.
medium. The velocity of the material relative The use of gram as a unit of mass and cm as a
to the wave front is, of course, equal to the unit of length results in densities in g/Cm 3 .
difference between the propagation velocity These densities are numerically equal to the
and the velocity of the material at any point specific gravities of the materials that are
relative to the undisturbed medium. Thus, the given in most handbooks- The use of the
equation of continuity 'b •1 e fo,. second as the unit of time and the dyne as the

poD = pv = p(D - u) t2-4) unit of force results, foi the usual shock or
detonation calculations, in velocities (cm/sec)

The impulse applied is and pressures (dyne/cm 2r) expressed in num-
bers so large as to elude intuitive grasp.

(P- PC.)dt udm = Poudx (25) Pressures expressed in bars (106 dynercm2 )
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and times in milliseconds can be combined to result in a significant change in the
with masses in grams and distances in ccnti- compressibility. i.e., dPldp changes signifi-
meters in which these equations may be used cantly) may, if the pressure rise is continuous
witnout numerical cotificients. The system of in time and space, be considered a succession
gram, centimeter, microsecond, and megabar of sound waves each moving in the medium
is also compatible and may be even more compressed by its predecessor. The sound
convenient, velocity may change as the medium is com-

pressed, causing a distortion of the wave as it
Eqs. 2-4 to 2-7 apply quite generally to all progresses. For example, in a gas, the temper-

pressure-displacement waves for which the attire rise with compression causes the higher
assumption of equilibrium is valid. The rela- amplitude portion of the wave to propagate
tionship among pressure, "olume. and temper- faster, outrunning the other portions until it
ature is known as the equation of state of a reaches the front (see Fig. 2-3). The discon-
material. tinuity of pressure density, particle velocity,

and temperature which results is known as a
Acoustic waves are those of such small shock. The equations of state of solids are

amplitude that the volume change is negligible more complex so that the modification of
and AP/Ar. is more accurately expressed as wave forms at pressures beyond their elastic
dP/dp. Thus, the sound velocity c0 is ex- limits varies from one material to another.
pressed as Shock waves ot certain amplitudes degenerate

in some solids. When compressed sufficiently,
= VFp (2-8) however, all matter becomes less compressible

so that compression waves, if they are of
By combining Eq. 1-8 with the ideal gas laws, sufficient amplitude, will develop into shock
the familiar equation for the velocity of waves in any medium.
sound in an ideal gas is found

A curve, commonly known as the Hugoniot
c. (2-9) curve, may be used with Eqs. 24 to 2-7 to

define the conditions behind the shock
For elastic solids and liquids the expression wave" .The Hugoniot curve is the locus of end
becomes points of shock compressions. The propaga-

tion velocity should never be computed from
co -(2-10) the slope of the Hugoniot curve but always

from that of a chord connecting the initial
where point with the final point using Eq. 2-7. For

ideal gases, the equation of the Hugoniot
¢o = sound velocity curve is

-= ratio of the specific heat at constant P p - (22-p.
pressure to that at constant volume, - (
dimensionless "o Po - OP

R universal gas constant where i 2 
= (, -- !)1(7+ 1).

E = elastic modulus appropriate to the Since the Hugoniot compression results in a

material and mode of propagation larger temperature rise than does adiabatic
compression, the gas becomes less compres-

Refer to previous discussion for units. sible as the strength of the shock increases. It
is thus apparent from Eq. 2-7 that the

Waves of finite amplitude (those in which velocity of a shock is a direct function of its
the compression of the medium is sufficient strength. For situations where the density is
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6 SIYMMETRICAL WAVE OF FINITE AMPLITUOE

PEAK. PROPASATINS At HIONEN VEL0TY,
MOVES TOWARDO FRONT 01iTOR1TINI WAVE POM

018006TIUITY $HC

P A HOIC
S~OVERTAKE WAVE

DIRECTION OF PROPFMATION FRONMT IONVWA

Im**

Figure 2.3. Formation and Incipient Decay of Shock Wave
from Wave of Finite Amplitude

so close to the limiting value (po/A) that products of the detonation of military high
variations with pressure may be neglected, Eq. explosives under conditions in the detonation
2-6 may be rearranged to give head.

P 0 D2(1 -A) (2-12) The rate of propagation of pressure dis-
placement waves is proportional to the square

|kinu Fa. 7-I 1 and the ea. laws. the relation- root of the resitance of the medinium of
Sshp may be expressed in terms el the Mach propagation to changes in density. This rela-
number M which is the ratio (Die0 ) of the tionship, as it applies to various types of wave
shock propagation velocity to sound velocity in various media, is expressed in Eqs. 2-7

Sin the undisturbed medium through 2-10. Eqs. 2-9 and 2-10 for elastic
waves are essentially ready to use- The con-

P/Po = MI(I +u) (2-13) stants for various materials are readily avail-
able in general scientific and engineering

All of the conditions behind the shock may handbooksk:
thus be calculated for an ideal gas combina-
tions of Eqs. 2-4, 2-6, and 2-13. As the amplitudes of the waves increase

and their forms change, the relationship be-
2.2.3 DETONATION WAVES comes more complex. For shu:k conditions,

the irreversible heating of the Hugoniot com-

2-2.3.1 EQUATIONS OF STATE pression, Eq. 2-11, describes relationship
between pressure and density.

Military designers have particular interest in
the behavior of gases under two special sets of With the further increase in amplitude

- circumstances: (I) atmospheric air subjected usually associated with the detonation of
to explosive shock, and (2) the reaction solid explosives, other factors add their in-
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fluence to that of tih Ilugoniot heating to conditions in solid explosives are variants of
modify the pr,:ssurc-density relationship Eq. 2-15 in which accounl is taken of tile
further. These factors involve inter- and intra- compressibility of molecales and, in some
molecular and atomic forces that derive from cases, of their thennal expansion3 . However,
relatively simple electrostatic and quantum none of the equations proposed are adapted
mechanical principles. However, they acquire to simple, direct calculation.
a considerable degree of complexity by thle
time they have been combined to obtain tile For the early stages of expansion, which
attraction and repulsion functions for a single are of interest in connection wilh most
species of atom. 11. nee, calculation of the military applications, the pressure-volunme
behavior of strong shock!, and the detonation relationship
of solid explosives is carried out using one or
another of several empirical relationships. PV' - K (2-16)

Precise calculations of the thermodynamic where n and K are constants, is as accurate an
behavior of atmospheric air under strong approximation as any. The exact value of n
shock conditions have been made and pre- depends upon composition and loading
sented in tabular form ' density of the explosive. For high per-

fonnance military explosives, tile average
For higher densities, the volume occupied value of n is close to three.

by the molecules (or, more accurately, that in
which the electrostatic repulsive forces are 2-2.3.2 CHAPMAN-JOUGUET CONDITIONS
significant) is an appreciable fraction of the FOR IDEAL DETONATION
total volume available. If the molecules are
assumed to be incompressible solids, the ideal The thermohydrodynamic theory of Chap-
gas equation of state man and Jouguet is concerned with the

transition, insofar as it affects the propagation
FV • RT (2-14) of deionauion (the Chapman-Jouguet point),

between conditions in the unreacted explosive
becomes and those at the completion of the reaction.

P(V -a) RT (2-15) Of the various conditions associated with
the detonation of an explosive, the rate of

where propagation D is the most easily measured.
Many precise experimental data are available

P - pressure relating detonation velocity to density. In
general, for military explosives, the relation-

V = volume ship is quite accurately represented by the

R = universal gas constant equation

T = absolute temperature D = F + Gpo, cm/tysec (2-17)

ce = covolume of the gas, the volume oc- where F and G are con.tants characteristic of
cupied by the molecules the explosive, Table 2-43 lists the constants of

Eq. 2-17 for a number of common military
The dimensions will depend on the system of explosives.
units employed.

Data of this sort, relating detonation veloc-
The equations of state which have been ity to density, have been used to detennine

applied to the computation of detonation equation-of-state constants for the reaction
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TABLE 2-4 of reaction and cquation ol stale, Ihese laws
DETONATION VELOCITY CONSTANTS COmpltelty defitc t . condittitson ot de totia-SDETONATON EQ. Cion in Ihis one-diinecnsional model. which is

F. G, also dcscrirbed a• all infinite plane wave and a%

Explosive an//Inc cm
4

/Anc an ideal detloiation. Real charges, of courst.

Amel, 60/50 0095 0415 have three finilte dimetisiotns. It might he
Cyclonitc (RDX) 0.249 - questioned whether coisideration of the
Explosive D (Ammonium Picrate) 0.155 0.344 infinity plane wave has practical significance.
[-taleite (EDNA) 0.203 0.328 lit fact. idceal detonationt is closely aijiproxi-
Lead Azide 0.286 0.056 when te dinensions ol a charge and
Nitrogucnidne 0.144 0.402 mated

Pentolite, 50/50 0.238 0.310 the radius of cAirvaturc of the deloiatioi

PETN (Penteerythriiol Tetranitrate) 0.160 0.395 front ite: large whent c:mpcard with the

Picric Acid 0.221 0.306 reaction ronte c leigth (a situa.tion whic'h is iiol
Tetlyl 0.237 0.325 unulsual inastmuch as reaction tone lengths ol
TTetrytotl, 6535 0.166 0.340 many ,xplosives have becn estimnated to be oft'

STNT (Trinituotoluenel 0.1"18 0.323 the order of millitcterN or cvci less). Nearly
ideal and definitely nonideal detonation arc

products of detonation reactions. These con- both quite common in military perforitautce.
slants, in turn, have been) used witlh appro-

priate equations of state in the computation Detonation may be termed nonideal whent
of the Chapman-Jouguet cotiditiotis for many Kite radial flow of energy and material is
e xplosivv's. More recently, techniques have Suf'ficient to alffec t signili~tantly tile condc - k

been developed wilereby the movements of tions at the Chapinan-Jouguel point. As a J
metal plates in contact with explosive charges result of the interdependenace of these j'ondi-

canl be measured precisely and reduced to tions with the velocity of propagation, such j
pressure-time data for detonation. In Table effects are manifest in velocity variations.
2 - 5 " calculated values of parameters of the Either convergent or divergent flow results ini Chapman-Jouguct condition are given for nonideal detonation, Convergcni detonation
various explosives. Experimental dat4, where ;s rare except in cases where it is induced by

available. are included for comparison. For specialized designs. Divergence, however.
organic high ,explosive compounlds, the occurs at mIost intcrfatcc., with inert materIals.
particle velocity is nearly one-fourth of the Tile most common shape of charges used for
detonation velocity Thus Eq. 2-6 becomes experimental observations of detonation is a
approximately long cylinder. It such charges. the effects of

raaial losses of energy and material become
P 0 = D/4 1,2-18) apparent as the diameter is reduced. For this

L reason such effects have conie to be known as
Note that in Table 2-5 the pressures cont- diameter effects. Observable diaticter effects

puted empirically using Eq. 2-18 agree with include reduction of t(le detonation velocity
measured values nearly as well as those using and failure of detonation.
the more rigorous theory, certainly well

- enough for most design purposes. A rigorous quantitative theory that takes
into account all of the complicating factors

2-2.3.3 ACTUAL DETONATION ........ would be quite useless. It would be too
S. . - ... ...... cumbersome for a reasonable computer pro-
The previous discussion of detonation has gram even if sufficient experimental data were

been concerned with a one-dimensional available to establish values for the many
model. In suth a niodul, the conservation laws physical constants and properties involved.
assume the simple forms of Eqs. 2-4, 2-6, and
2-7. Combined with data regarding the energy Many theories and models have been based
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TABLE 2-5

DETONATION CONDITIONS, CALCULATED AND MEASURED

Loadiwig Detonation Velocilty D, C-J Praewrf P. Pardcie Velocity.
Density P0, anIpeeC mopber ripa

5s9l~ /cm, Calculated Measured Calculaetd Meatired Calculated Measured

Composition~ B 11.7112 - 0.802 0.275' 0.293-

Cyctonite (RDX) 1.762 - 0.862 0.327* 0p326 - -

Cyclonite IRDX) 1.80 0.87b - 0.349 O.W4 0,224 0.216

Cyclotot, 76/25 1.743 - 0.825 0.297' 0.313 - -

Cyclotot, 7
8 /22  1.756 0.829 - 0.311 0.213 0.2111 0.218

'TN'T 1.6.4 0.1395 0.695 0.2066 0.177 0.178 0.155

TNT 1.58 - 0."88 O.190* 0.177 - 0.163

TNT 0.624 - 0.380 0.026 - 0.11 -

*Fromi Eq. 2-10.

on a groiup ot atssumptions regarditng the 3. It ihe diameter of a chargc is 100 small.

cot'itrotting inechuniniis and processes '3- 5. detonation will fail to propagate. Failure

b~ach of the thteories is ain attempt to der;.v a diameter% for common explosives are listed in

quiantitaitive description of" actual detonlation Tables M02 and 10-3.

fromn a consideration (if a rtiam igcableý numtber

of ffhe ampects of the process. Still, thie 4. ilie properties of surrounding media

solutions remlain oplx call substantially alter diameter effects. For

com~lex.en:arple. failure of detonation inl TNT has

Eivert though a genlecal theory is lacking, it been observed at diameters of the order of 0.5

is possible 0- make qualitative pivdi'.tiuii5 o O nfo br ha~s while detonation at

thle behavior of actual detoniations on thle nearly ideal velocity has been observed for

basis of thle following generalities: charges one-tenth this size when confined in
steel or brass' 5 - As might he expected front

1. Other factors reminiming constanlt, h~q. 2-6. thle shock Impedance p0 flu is a good

charges of smalt cross section detonAate at criterion for thle efttvciveitess of the confining

lower velocities than those of larger cross medium. Thle best confining mealiutn is a

section. mismlatch with the explosive so as to reflect
thle maxiniujoi energy back to the detonation

2. The formula products.

DID, I -KIr (2-19) 5. Velocities of' nonideal detonations are
affected by particl, s.;-, of the cx, 'osive.

where Caiticall diameter% and detonation velocity
losses art reduced for tine particle sizes. For

D =dEtonation velocity sonic materials inl certain ranges, it appears
that tile ratio of charge dimension to average

D, ideal detonation Nelucity particle dimension is mote significant than
either absolute dimension. In cast explosives,

r= rddius of charge techniques conducive to fine crystallization
reduce diameter effects.

ma.;y be used to interpolate or extrapolate

detonation velocitV data in the ranlge where 6. Particle size distribution is also a factor

D)ID, = 0.95 or more- in diameter effects. Detonation velocities are
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tiighet aijil lailuicth iaclmetr smaller !-or uni- oft the explosive Witli quantities associated
formi part i.Ic si ,s thItani lor mi xiture-s o1 xvith tihe sy stem or nicdi ur whereby flthe
partiCICle s.'. stiiiiiltts is Itransinitted to thec explosive. For

I his reatsont, even thioughli nititatiton iniay be
7, ']lw ve loci ty tit uropatta i on oht actual thermal fit thle last analysis. sensitivity must

detonation is det~Ieiini nd by ('hiati'ila ii- he considered iai Icrn ntit' lifte nature of the
.3ougcte t coitfidions atl thle VCciii' of thle initiating tinliiulus ats Well as its tti ago ittode -

charge. Thus, it is possible, under sonice
circuniistanics. fo r at port ion of thle explosive Two linii ing tlitrc!shold condiit ions or
charge, to dc.to ilal he t near idi al velocity yet wh tia titig apply to almost every syst em I1
fiol surrontildingr in at erial in thli outeir stream- that tit whic i fli t:lee is del ive red in a lttlue
lImes to) react only partially, so short that the losses atev negligible durinig

this litime. and (2) that in which the powe I is
N. Nonidleal detoniation dots not nieces- just sufficienit Ito evenitually cause initiation.

sarihy imply itwonleite: reaction. Manly hoi the first c:ondition, thle enlergy re'quired is
Valuable military i tentis include explosive att its ns1il iiti mu while in the sCconld. tile
chitrges that detonate at very low velocities pt 'wer is ;it its ttiniontui. Thecse two condt-
cittiparetd 'AiIhi tile ideal Velocity for Ktie tions arc rept esvited by the Jashed
explosives used. aisymuptotes its Fig. 24. Vle relation between

tl.:cictF enryTequired for infitiation and tile rate
9. The, relatitonship between denisitt and at "'hicli it is applied may be represetited by

nonideal detonation is coitiptex. Observable the hypetibolas. In- its general terms, thle
plienonenta canl be explained and predicted -elationship illustrated applies ito almost all
on [the basis thal. Withi ins:rcasiog porosity, thle inlitiators-
decreasing homogeneity of denssity is ieflected
fin decreasing liotnoge.ieity of tenmperature Initiation occuirs whetn the rate atK which
distribution and consequtently increasing heat is evolved in at reactive itucletis excceds
intitial reaction rate. while the iecrease its that at which it is dissipated. Thse impedanice
pressure reSUlts in Slower propagationi Of thle afforded by Ktie surrounidings to this dissipa-
grain burning reacticti and consequetntly tion is comitiloly referred to ats confinement.
io1g v ri: ct0 111 7111esý Thus- incm-a~sing Both expteriment and theory demionstrate the
porosity resutlts tin greater di-smneter efl'e,_t5 110111i141i1t role played by conilinemnent ilt thte
Upons detonettotil velocity bill sometimes in initiation, growth. and propagation of i'xplo-
smaller failure diatneters, patrtieUlarly unider sive reactions, partictularly whetn the diminn-
intermediate conditions of confitteicunct. sions are as small as those of explosive traits

:-3 INITIATIONcopn 
ts

The properties of a container which con-
2-3.1 ESTABLISHING A SEIF-PROPA- tribtute most to confinement depend tupon

GATING REACTION which of the several dissipative mechlanismss is
* ~most important. This, its tlun, depends upon

The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~s taea hc h nrg fa x hc hase of theinitiation pr~wessis nlost

heat~hema anddcto sl there dominanttin f ha

necesar to nitatea rectin a aretil hetitansfer meecianism. In general, the
chmcladtemlpoetiso h xl- cnanr of explosive charges are much

the titraciojiof arius hysi~d roprtis sevesso hata thin outer layer oft explosive is

Ir 2-15
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* :hI CURVE FITS DATA FOR GRAPHITE
FILM BRIDGE ELECTRIC INITIATORS

A_ -6- A HQT -- IDEIRE ELECTR;C INITIATORSA

5- 0 CONOUCTIVE MIX ELECTPIC INITIATORS

- X STAB INITIATORS

2 3 4 S 6 e 9IO 20 40 80
POWER (v

5
/vw far eictric initnotors, u/4, for &too initiators)

Figure 2-4. Energy-power Relationship for Various Initiators

a better insulation than the container. At this the material which has been reached by thestage, except in rare instances, the properties shock wave induced by the detonation is

of the container have negligible effect upon affected, the affected mass is proportional to
the initiation process. the density of the material times the shock

"velocity in the material. This product, known
The pressure of detonation of solid explo- as the shock acoustic impedance, is a good

sives is sufficient to burst or permanently measure of the effectiveness of a material as a
deform any container that can be made. confining medium for stable detonation|4
However, the time involved in detonation
processes is of the same order of magnitude as Initiation is complicated by such a variety
the expansion times of the containers. The of factors that the most carefully designed
rate at which the container expands is deter- expeniments yield data that are difficult to
mined by momentum considerations and 's interpret in general terms. Practical situations
inversely related to the mass of container are usually even more complicated. The ques-
material which is moved. For a thin-walled tions that arise concern-.ng initiation or explo-
container this mass is essentially that of the sion are best answered in terms of direct
wall; foT thick-walled container, since only experiments with military materiel under
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possible to generate electrical pulses and
currents of accurately known characteristics,
these can be combined with the bridgewire

oo characteristics to obtain accurate estimates of
power, energy, and temperature.

A large number of experiments have been

*00- carried out in which the interrelationships of

the variables that affect the operation of
bridgewire initiators have been investi-

woo gated'e. These irvestigations have verified
0 /the following principles:

,-/1. The energy required to fire a hot wire
•0o electric initiator is roughly proportional to

"- ]the volume of the bridgewire, if the energy is
delivered in a short enough time (see Fig.

-00 
2-5a).

2. Closer analyais shows that the threshold
temperature increases with reduced wire

.,too diameter. This trend is less marked when the
explosive has a high activation energy (like
lead styphnate).

,0 -_3. The energy required per unit volume

also increases somewhat with decreasing
bridgpwire length, End lo.ses probably ac-

0 I count for this.

r 4. For a specific initiator design the energy
Figure 2-5. Typical Effect of Bridgewire requirement approaches a minimum as

Volume on Input Characteristics voltage, current, or power is increased andS~increases indefinitely as power is reduced to a

service conditions or experiments with models minimum.
and conditions that simulate service items and
situations as closely as possible. For specific 5. The relationship stated in 4 refers to
applications to initiator design, see par. 5-2; the average power of a firing pulse. Pui:e
for testing, par. 12-2.2. %hape has a secondary effect that is not easily

measured.
2-3.2 INITIATION BY HEAT

6. The current requirement varies approxi-
2-3.2.1 HOT WIRE ELECTRIC mately as the 312 power of the wire diameter

INITIATORS and inversely as the i sistivity of the bridge-
Hot bridgewire electric initiators are the wire metal.

simplest and most direct illustrations of initia-
tion by heat. Since a bridgewire can be The behavior of hot wire electric initiators
measured, its volume, heat capacity, and has been described by an equation that agrees

* resistance can be calculated. Since it is further well with experimental data
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CdT/dt it yT = 12R, W (2-20) broad range of available bridgewire materials
and sizes makes it possible to vary the energy

where sensitivity by a factor of nearly 100 without
changing either the explosive materials or the

C = heat capacity of the thermal mass (in- external configuration. At the same time, the
eluding bridgewire and surrounding process is affected by a wide variety of other
layer of explosive), W-se4./°C variables including electrical circuit

parameters, state of aggregation of the explo-
T = temperature,'C sive, and mechanical design of the initiator.

For these reasons, a reasonably complete
t = time, sec characterization of the hot wire sensitivity ef

an explosive would have to be in terms of a
-y = cooling rate cuefficient, W/*C series of performance curves. Such data are

available for only a few materials. Table 2-6
= current, A lists hot wire sensitivities of a number of

primary explosives obtained for particular
R = resistance, ohm conditions., Extrapolations of these data to

other conditions is a reasonable basis for an
Although the assumption of a constant experimental development program but

ignition temperature yields remarkably ac- should not be used to make firm design
curate predictions of the behavior of specific decisions.
hot wire initiators, it is an approximation.
The generality mentioned as 2 is evidence of The application of the foregoing to the
the limitations of this approximation. Eq. design of hot bridgewire electric initiators is
2-20 and others are based on the assumption discussed in par. 5-2.4.2.
of a homogeneous solid charge of explosive.
As applied to hot wire initiators, the equa- 2-3.2.2 CONDUCTIVE FILM ELECTRIC
tions also imply essentially perfect thermal INITIATORS
contact between bridgewire and explosive. It
has been shown that thc separtiiun between Both metallic and semiconductor films
the bridgewire and explosive, which results have been used as bridges in electric initiators.
from some combinations of mechanical de- The general principles discussed for wire
sign, loading procedure, and aging, can be bridges also apply to metallic film bridges. Irk
sufficient to cause failure of hot wire one system, the large ratio of surface to cross
initiators. section area of a film is used to greatly

increase the steady state power requirement
Another example of a discrepancy between while retaining a desired resistance and energy

calculations and experiment is worth noting. sensitivity'.
Based on the usual assumptions, the critical
conditions for initiating secondary e-:plosives, In semiconductive films, the negative resis-i
such as PETN or RDX, have been computed tance co.Ticients typical of such materials

- but attempts to achieve reliable high order can produce a channeling of the current in a
detonation in these materials with hot wires restricted path between the electrodes and
have been negative'. therefore can result in extremely localized

heating. This effect can be used to produce
The initiation of explosives by means of extremely sensitive initiators when such items

electrically heated wires is at present more are desired.
subject to precise quantitative control and
theoretical prediction than any other initia- $etniconductive bridges used by the
tion mechanism used by the military. The military are made of graphite. These bridges

r "2-18
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TABLE 24 for contact resistance to decrease with current
flow results in a similar concentration in the

SENSITIVITY OF VARIOUS EXPLOSIVES preferred path. Along the path, the heat tends
IN WIRE BRIDGE INITIATORS to concentrate at the contact points. The

degree of concentration, and consequentlySEnergy°e Ei.ithe relationship between temperature and
0.00014In. 0.00020-in, electrical input, is determined by a statistical

Explosive diamer diarnrter interaction of particle size, uniformity of

ODNP/KCIOo 75/25 260 1050 mixture, particle shape, composition, loading
I. Lead Azide 340 1340 density, and electrode configuration and spac-

Basic Lead Styphnate 126 700 ing.
LDNR 138 930
Tetracene 115 460 The formulation of a logical process for the

design of a conductive mix system of speci-
Tur,gsten wire 0.030 in. long fired at 14-20 V fied electrical and firing characteristics is a

task of such formidable proportions that it
normally break down forming a very hot, has not been undertaken. However, remark-
localized arc when their voltage threshold is able results have been attained by enlightened
exceeded. Because of this behavior, it is cut-and-try procedures"'.6 A mathematical
difficult to design the bridges for specific model also has been attempted in the U.K.
conditions. However, the sensitivity levels can The design and fabrication of conluctive mix
be determined experimentally with compara- initiators is discusse, in par. 5-2.4.5.
tive ease.

2-3.2.4 TRANSMISSION OF HOT GAS
Present graphite bridge initiators have

essentially similar firing characteristics. Their The initiation of reactions of solids by
resistance is on the order of 1000 to 10,000 means of hot gases depends upon a highly
ohms. The design and fabrication of film complex heat transfer situation. The heat
b •idg -initiators a discuseed in pars. 5-2.4.2 transfer between a ias and a solid is propor-
and 5-4.4. tional to pressure and temFrrature of the gas

but is also affected greatly by the movement
2-3.2.3 CONDUCTIVE EXPLOSIVE MIX of the gas relative to the surface and by

ELECTRIC INITIATORS surface porosity, roughrL-ss, and configura-
tion. Since the heat conductivity of the solid

The usual conductive mix consists of an is almost invariably much greater than that of
explosive to which is added a relatively small the gas, the temperature attained by the
percentage of conductivc powder. Such mixes surface is much lower than that of the body
S.re loaded so as to contact a pair of elec- of the gas unless the duration of exposure is
trodes. Current flowing between the elec- sufficiant for the solid to reach the gas
trodes flows from one conductive particle to temperature. In most situations encountered
another through a series of contact points. In in military materiel, the total heat capacity of
general, many such paths form a complex the gas is so much less than that of surround-

parallel-series network but one such path ing solids that the equilibrium temperature
usually has a lower resistance than others so approached by the gas-solid system is practi-
that the current tends to concentrate. Where cally the initial temperature of the solids.
the conductor has a negative resistivity coeffi-

X 3cient, like carbon, the resistive heating tends Initiation by hot gases has not been com-
to reduce the resistance of the preferred path puted but has been measured in a number of
Sand further concentrate the current. Even experimental apparatus'". A shock tube is an
where the conductor is a metal, the tendency interesting tool for the exposure of explosives
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Figure 2-6. Threshold Conditions for Initiation of Various (

to high temperture gases. It has the ad- the spray of hot, high velocity, solid particles
vantage over other devices in that pressure or of droplets of liquid which they emit.
and temperature of the gas in contact with Quantitative measurements of factors affect-
the explosive change virtually instantaneously ing initiation by such means are difficult to
from initial conditions to those of the re- make. The process, however, is essentially the
flected sho, k wave. The shock pressures used same as that of initiation of suddenly heated
in such experiments are too low for the shock bridgewires, discussed itl par. 2-3.2.1.
waves transmitted into the explosive zo be

significant factors in initiation. Shock pres- 2-3.2.6 ADIABATIC COMPRESSION
t sure, of course, is an important factor in the
Sheat transfer between the gas and the solid If a column of air ahead of an initiator

explosive nmaterial. Some of the data for could be compressed rapidly enough, its
t threshold conditions of initiation are shown temperature will rise by adiabatic compres-

in Fig. 2 -6 1. The effects of variations in the sion. The force of target impact could be used
gas composition are apparently quite signifi, to crush the nose of a simple fuze thus
cant but require further interpretation, forming an adiabatic compression mechanism.

Fig. 2-79 illustrates such a concept. Un-
2-3.2.5 TRANSMISSION OF HOT PARTI- doubtedly the crushed hot particles con-

CLES tribute to the initiation process. Adiabatic
compreson is used only rarely; however, the

There is reason to believe that the most Australians have a mortar fuze using this
effective part of the output of some primers is principle"9.
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ALUMINUM WASHE( FUZE BOOY are shown in Fig. 2-820. Here the temperature

I calculated for explosion in 250 pcsc is
compared with impact sensitivity.

While impact sensitivity data are used as
the basis for establishing safe practices and for

selecting explosives that may be used in one
• or another application, there are two prob-

/ lems. First, it is admitted by most investi-
gators that these tests really do not simulate
any situation likely to occur in manufacture
or use of military materiel. Secondly, dif-
ferent machines rank the same explosives in
different orders. Perhaps part of the problem

HIQ_ EXPLOSIVE is that the explosive samples are not prepared

AIR COLUMNa EorONATO- CcANSt in the same manner as cast or pressed explo-
sive components. As a result, many have come

Figure 2-7. Initiation by Adiabatic to doubt the validity of impact test results as
Compression a basis for any binding decisions. Doubtlessly.

sound anO valid explanations can be found for

2-3.3 INITIATION BY IMPACT the inversions in Table 4-2. However. such
explanations are not particularly helpful in

2-3.3.1 IMPACT SENSITIVITY MEASURED efforts to employ the impact machines in the
WITH LABORATORY MACHINES selection of explosives.

Impact initiation of explosives is of interest Still, impact test sensitivities are in wide-
to designers of nulitary materiel for the spread use. If a newcomer to the field of
assessment and elimination of hazards and for explosives wonders what to make of this, he is
the design of stab and percussmon initiators, in the company of experts of long experienc,.
For the assessment of the relative hazards One basis that has been suggested for the
during handling and use of explosives, several assessment of the relative hazards connected
standard impact machines have been devised, with the use of an explosive is comparison by
Machines and test methods are described in means of a variety of machines. Another is
par. 12-2.1.2.1. Essentially, an impact ma- the design of tests more subject to analysis in
chine consists of an apparatus by means of physical terms. A third approach is the use of
which a weight can be dropped from various tests, such as those described in par. 12-2.1.2,
predetermined heights so as to strike an which are designed to simulate specific condi-
explosive sample. The height from which the tions of service and use.
explosive is initiated is a measure of impact
sensitivity. Impact sensitivity values of 2-3.3.2 STAB INITIATION
common military explosives are shown in
Table 4-2. For detonators initiated by stab action, one

of the most important functions is that of
It long has been agreed that impact initia- convening another form of energy into highly

tion is usually thermal'. The explosive is conecentrated heat. As in electrical devices, the
heated locally by compression of interstitial energy necessary is nearly proportional to the
gases, intercrystalline friction, and viscous amount of material that is heated.
flow. On this basis it is possible to compute
the reaction rates that may be expected in "an The standard firing pin for stab initiators is
impact machine. The data of one experiment a truncated cone (Fig. 2-9). A rather interest-
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OINA 5iothyindrcmine diritroto

DNPT6 di*mwropl ltnotroWyrate Figure 2-9. Standard Firing Pin for
NG nitrcglycerin Stab Initiators
PETN peintoerythhwto telranitrOt"

TETRYL trialtftl'lmefte r standard pin (Fig. 2-9) is used for all stab
TN! trin,trobenzeRS

TNET8 triMtyl ImnotrobO.tyrfte initiators.

TNT trinht rotoluene
I [_I I Both steel and aluminum alloys are in

OT"M. 1IM•T, c common use. Aluminum results in a signifi-
cant but not serious decrease in sensitivity'.

Figure 2-8. Input Sensitivity vs Alignment is critical because misalignment
Explosion Temperature will dccrcise sensitivity.

In general, the higher the density of the

ing relationship has been found to exist explomive, the more sensitive the stab initiator
between the sensitivity of the explosive used (see Table 2-7). Because the denser explosive
and !he optimum size of the flat on the firino offers .."n reten.e to the penetration ofI
pin. The less sensitive the explosive, the larger the firing pin, the kinetic energy of the
the optimum diameter of the flat required. moving mass is dissipated over . shorter
This can be related to the compactness of the distance, so thal a smaller quantity of explo-
affected volume of the explosive. The most sive is heated to a higher temperature.

compact shape for a cylinder (i.e., the shape
having the least surface area for a given Since the resistance of solids to deforma-

volume) is one whose length is equal to its tion does not change very much with moder-

diameter. Thus, as the energy required for ate changes of deformation rate, the power
initiation is increased, it is advantageous to dissipation by the displacement of explosive ,-

Sdistribute it over a large enough area to limit by a firing pin is nearly proportional to its
the effective length to nearly the diameter. velocity, which, in a drop weight system, is
The flat diameter given scrves the priming proportional to the square root of the drop
mixes commonly used. height. The eaergy, on the other hand, is

proportional to the product of the height and
To achieve greater sensitivity, special initid- the weight. This energy-power relationship is

tion systems have been employed occasional- shown in Fig. 2-4.
ly. Thus the flat diameter of the pin for the
M55 family of detonators is 0.0075 in. Since 2-3.3.3 PERCUSSION INITIATION
the firing pin is a critical component of the
initiation assembly, the correct firing pin As in stab initiation, the function of the

must be tested and used with the particular percussion firing pin is to transform energy
init ator. Unless otherwise specified, the into highly concentrated heat. However, con-
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TABLE 2-7 l-

EFFECT OF LOADING PRESSURE ON
INITIATOR SENSITIVITY ac OS ON PRIMING MIXTUWRE

Loacdin Prnoure, Drop Test Hqht. (STANDARD MR W WD 0 Prefi)

m100 pel in.

15 1.31
26 0.91
40 0.77 1
60 0.68
80 0.57

S~NOL Priminig Mix in MARK 102 Cups, 2 az ball

Strary to initiation by stab. the firing pin does d _

S~Rather, the pin dents the case and pinches the

cxplclivc between r.nvil and case. Energy Is
must be supplied at a rate sufficient to T" F
fracture the granular structure of the explo- an MIXTUREN O. S 7
sive. Criteria for percussion firing pins have L

not been refined to the same degree as those
for stab pins. It has been established that a
hemispherical tip gives greater sensitivity thmn osa truncated cone, and that tip radius has little a 0 10 it

effect on sensitivity. Typical radius is 0.050 OWT V "OCST. FPTJUc
in. Figure 2-10. Energy-.locry Relariosltup

A study on the effect of firing pin align-
ment showed that there is little effect if the to be the determining magnitude for stab
eccentricity is less than 0.02 in. Above 0.04 initiation, momLntum for percussion.
in. eccentricity, sensitivity decreases rapidiy
because of primer construction. Sensitivity 2-3.4. INITIATION BY OTHER MEANS
also decreases as the rigidity of primer mount-
ing is decreased- In general, a study of the 2-3.4.1 FRICTION

relationship of cup. anvil, explosive charge,
and firing pin has shown that sensitivity The importance of frictional heating in the
variations appear to depend on the nature of initiation of explosives has been demonstrated
primer cup collapse rather than on explosion by several invtstigators2 . The importance of
phenomena themselvesa, thii types of initiation with respect to handling

hazardi is attested by the experience of press
The effect of firing pin velocity results in loading activities, rnamely, "press blows" are

the same general hyperbolic energy-velocity much more frequent during pellet ejection
relationship as that of other initiators (see and ram extraction than dtuing the actual
Fig. 2-10(). presuing phase. However, no quantitative

means of measurg this property is in current
From experimental data it can be inferred use. Perhaps the most pertinent data reardlng

that stab and percussion initiations occur by friction sensitivity inr those shown in Table
different mechanisms. Kinetic energy appears 2-8' which relate impact sensitivity to
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TABLE 24

INITIATION OF EXPLOSION BY FRICTION OF PETN IN THE PRESENCE OF ORIT

Frlitign ImpWct

mobs 10011M o"elncy. effideny,

Nil Ipum PETN) 1.8 141 0 2
Ammonium nitrte 2-3 le 0 3
Potindum biulphate 3 210 0 3
Silvw nitrate 2-3 212 0 2
Sodisum dichromnet 2-3 320 0 0
Patassium nftra 2-3 334 0 0
Poassium dichromate 2-3 396 0 0
Sliwr bromIde 2-3 434 50 6
Lodi chloride 2-3 501 60 27
Slimv Iodide 2-3 580 100 -
-aMX 34 500 100 30
Plrirmthinit 2-2.5 665 100 42
GlIn 7 800 I0n 100
Rocu slt 2-2.5 804 so 6
Chalcoles 3-3.5 1100 100 so
Gal"e" 2.5-2.7 1114 100 an
C4cit@ 3 1330 100 43

melting point and hardness of the intermixed military explosives to static electricity is
grit, shown in Table 4-2.,4

2-3.4.2 ELECTRIC SPAR K3S-3.4.3 XPLOMNG-I D E.Sm..

The initiation of explosives by electric Exploding bridgewire (EBW) devices are a

sparks is of interest with respect to hazards of recent development in explosive materiel. Of
use. An individual may carry a charge of a few course, almost any bridgewire may be made
hundredths of a joule on his body, which if to explode if subjected to a sufficiently rapid

discharged could initiate exploslvesI'. It has and energetic electrical discharge. However,
been found that the energy rquired for the feature that classtfies an item as an EBW
initiation is highly dependent upon physical device is that it will fire only if subjected to
"and electrical characteristics of the discharge such an impulse. Lesser energies or lower rates
system and the form of the explosive (see will burn out the bridge without initiating the
Table 2-917). explosive. The key feature of exploding

hbidgewires is that they can initiate secondary
The military application consists of "high explosives directly and hence result in insensi-

tension" initiators which are ignited by ledc- tive initiators.
tric sparks (see par. 5-2.4.6). A number of
experimental detonators are also being The exploding wire phennmenon as well as
studied", ". Lead azide can be initiated with that of the initiation of explosives thereby is
as little as l103 erg at as low as 4 V under complex. The rate at which the energy can be
specific, critical conditions. The plastic delivered is limited by circuit inductance,
windows in operational shields are quite impedance mismatch between cable and
capable of generating this amount of static bridgewite, and skin effect in the bridge which
electri( ty2 3. The sensitivity of common raise the effective resistance to several ohms
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TABLE 2-9

THRESHOLD IGNITION ENERGIE8

Metal/nIstat eleatrode Rubber/mtreel eod

Imo adwselml: veustanas) ¶ýdn eerie.essmsJ

Conttlat Gesomm Mdmu
Worksa, "Weks. Mnlnhvugi sqapoy.

Materia NO pF 1000 pF SW,,

Load mwide 20 ¶0,000 2250 600
Lead mvplinste 600 206

* Lead dinitroreor-
*cinat. - 1250 25

Notes: (1) The energy vielue quoted is the energy (ertil stored on the capacitor; One enervN disuipated In the
gap is about one-tenth of this.

12) The geecous awd contact sperk regilons of sensitiveness we continuous with lead htywpinew.

during the initial stage of the discharge. As satisfactory in the laboratory. platinum and
the discharge continues, the tzmperature in- gold have been preferred for military items

*crease in the wire maintains its resistance in because of their resistance to corrosion.
*this range. The discharge time is thus in- Diameters between 1.5-2 mils appear to be

creased to about 2psec which is long -nough, optimum for initiation of such explosives as
even at sonic velocity, for a shock envelope to PETN.
expand to a few hundred times the volume of
thc wire. Thus, the energy density may bes 4. The state of aggregation of the explosive
low that it is surprising that explosion is around the bridgewire is quite critical. Load -

initiated, ing densities much higleie then I glCM 3 I
Gleaed romman reearc stdie 2 

426, greatly increase the einerg requirement for
Gleaed fom mny eseach sudie"', initiation. T'his increase is so great as to make

the following practical generalities may serve devices loaded at higher densities inoperable
as at guide to applications of EBW devices: foi practical purpose-s. PETIW particles muss

1. Firing units should consist of special be of a epecific crystalline configuration -

needle shaped - to achievie the proper pressedI
high-tite discharge condensers and of switches density.
with mrninium inductance anmd transient re-
sistance so that the rate of current rise is on~
the order of 10' Aisec. Triggered spark gap 5. The reac don initiated by an EBW in
switches are most frequently used. seconda~y explosives appears to be a low

order detonation. Time measurements in-
2. Transmission lines should be as short as dicate initial velocities that are definitely

possible. For more than a few feet of trants- supersonic yet well below the stable rates for
mission line, special "flat" low impedance the explosive.; and loading densities used. The
cable is desirable. All connections must be densities and particle sizes used in ESW
firm and of negligible resistance- detonators are iuch that detortation of PETN

grows to its stable rate in a few millimeters.
3. Bridgewires of pure metals rather than For other material, such as RDX, con-

higher resistance alloys are more efficient for finement and other measures to augment this
EBW purposes. Although silver arnd copper are tiransmission are desirable2 7
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2-3.4.4 LASER AND LIGHT 2-3.4.5 SPONTANEOUS DETONATION

As a concentrated beam of energy, thie laser Analogous to spontaneous combustion.
"can provide a hot spot and thus initiate spontaneous detonation is the self-ignition of
explosives. The focusing properties of its detonating materials through chemical action
monochromatic radiation make it capable of (oxidation) of its constituents or through
producing high temperatures while intensive dissipation of trapped electrostatic charges.
shock may be produced by the higher-power Most modern explosives are stable and need
Q-switched lasers. The explosive initiation some form of external stimulus to cause them
ability of the laser has been demonstrated; to initiate. Hence, spontaneous detonation is
however, all other initiation mechanisms are extremely rare.
smaller, ligh~r, cheaper, and much less com-
plex. Hence, lasers have not been used in the However, the spontaneous detonation of
initiation of primary explosives, lead azide has been observed 3 ' 3 ' ; deto-

nators, relays, and leads - all containing lead
On the other hand, military technology azide - have fired. While this functioning

would welcome the ability to detonate sec-- tends to occur only once in eighty million
ondary high explosives directly. This ability items, the huge modern production quantities
would eliminate the need for a primer and make this incident rate significant and totally
perhaps also the sating and arming device. In unacceptable. The cause of failure is postu-
addition, direct reliable initiation of sec- lated to be a hot spot created from the
ondary high explosives by meanis of laser build-up of an electric charge on the dry lead
radiation also would be extremely useful in azidt particles when the particles are moved
explosive sensitivity tests by permitting the about during the automatic loading process.
precise measurement of input energy. Present (Spontaneous detonation has not been oh-
measurement accuracy is limited by the varia- served with manual loading.) In time, the
tions of th ..c in"ator used to set off the electrical charge is dissipated through the case
secondary explosive, so thai no d&,tonation has. been observed after

three days. The manufactunng process is now
An experimental iivestigation has been being modified to make it safer 3 '. In the

carried out to establish the feasibility of interim, all production components contain-
initiating secondary high explosives by means ing lead azide are being held in segregat2-d
of a ruby laser (6943 A), both in the free storage for 4 hr. Further, the use of nonprop-
running and Q-switched modes's. Explosive agating packaging prevents mass detonation
samples of PETN, tetryl, HMX, and RDX (see par. I1-I .2.3).
were detonated succ ssfully when compressed
against a glass platc. Energy inputs were as 2-3.4.6 SHOCK THROUGH A BULKHEAD
low as 0.025 J/rm2 . Design of an explosive
"train initiatior, system has not yet been Mentioned here for the sake of complete-
attempted. ness, through-bulkhead initiators (TRI) are

* not true initiators. A true initiator is set off
Explosives can be initiated also by ordinary by a nonexplosive stimulus whereas the TBI

but high intensity light from such devices as a propagates a detonation front. It is a well-
"flash cube. However, no practical military established fact that a deto' vave will
system exists at present. Efforts also have transmit across a barrier, and such barriers are
been conducted on the initiation of silver often inserted ahead of leads and boosters.
azide crystals by light. While feasible in the The TBI makes use of a barrier, the bulkhead,
laboratory, it is not practical' . Pyrotechnics which is an integral part of its housing and
also are capable of being initiated by high remains intact after functioning"2 . This con-
intensity white light. struction results in a sealed unit, having
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several advantageous characteristics such as 000 C.&Ans W)LKWAD CCEPION E--Gt

temperature resistance, that is desirable for
initiation of rocket rnotors33.

Fig. 2-1 I shows a typical TBi. It consists of , -I .T
a donor charge of secondary high explosive, a
steel body containing a bulkhead that passes
the shock output of the detonating donor
charge without rupturing, an acceptor charge ,A.,,,t. ovu, (.JAe--

that is initiated by the transmitted shock, and
an output charge of secondary high explosive
or propellant composition as desired. For
design details, see par. 5-2.5. Figure 2- 11. Schernatic of Typical TOI
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CHAPTER 3

DE1 ONA f ION TRANSFER AND OUTPUT

3.1 EFFECTIVENESS OF ONE CHARGE IN to inrstrumniit real cha~rges for detonation rate
INITIATING ANOTHER nmeasurirentrs. hlence, high order dvtoritioiio

is generally considered to be a reaction whose
3-1.1 DETONATION PROP'AGATION effects are Piot significantly less than thle

miaxii mu tothatI has beeni observed with :i
far some instances. two charges are in such charge of the type in question. For main

close contact that thle traaisfr o.- detoniation chiarges. high order may be considered in
fronm one Io another is indistiniguishable front termvs of thle desired effects of' the charge.
the propagation within a !ingle continuous Booster charges, as iusually used, tend either
charge More often. however, packaging. to detonate high order by' almost ainy
structuoral, and fabrication considerations criterion or to fail completely.
result in thle interposition of gaps and barriers
of such nra,,ni tuLde that thle agency oft tans- A proposed law of simtili tide f -or sy in pa-
mission is nonreactive shock, blast, flying thetic detonation states that tfie critical
fragnients, or some conmbinatioii of these. The distance for transmission between one explo-
conditions in-rlced by sucfh ititerruiptioits sive cfharge and another s'aric-, witfi the cubc
differ iii imipurtant respccti fromt those of root of' the weight of the donor cftarge3l
stable detonation. In general. it takes timec However, where the intervening space wais
and space to re-establish detonation in the filled with air rather than solids, a !rend was
receptor charge, noticed toward a relationship of thc 21;3

power of thle ctarge weight"
Fig. 3-I illustrates a detonation front as

recorded by a st-cak camera. .-nvestIigatIors 3-1.2 DIMENSIONAL INTERACTIONS
agree tflat detonation of' the receptor first
occurs at a point within tfre- receptor charge The effectiveness of one charge in initiating
rather thin at a surface exposed to the another is detenininr'd by the interaction of
initiating imrpulse2 . Although this phenomne- tlte properties of the explosive, its loading
non must be ta.lsen into account in the design density, and the dimensions and conf'itnement
of intitiation systemis for main charges whose of the chargec. The interaction is such that it
effce:tivenesq is critic~'ly influenced by the would bý impractical to discuss these factors
form of the detonation wave front, it is separately, except in broad generalities.
geaeradly ignor-.d iii other explosive traini
charges. For most practical purposes, transfer Although, as might be expected. thle effec-
of detonation is coinsidered in ternirs of the tive output of' a donor charge increa-se
probability tinat hrigh order detonation will be systematically with its diameter. t're relation-
induced in the receptor. shiip between acceptor dianieter arid sensi-

tivity is more conmplex (.-,e Fi.3-'1 Note
High order detonation is defined as that in that the optimum diameter of in acceptor.

whrich thre detonation rate is equal to or from the point of view of the air gap acris~i
jueatei than thle stable detonation velocity' of which it cart be irsitioted. is slightly less thtan
tile explosive. It is rarely practical. however, the diameter of thle donor. This relationship
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Figure 3. 1. Streak Camera Record of Detonation
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Figure 3.3. Critical Axial Air Gaps Acros Which Detonation
Is Transmitted Between Lead Azide and Tetryl

applis specifically to well confined columns is related to the weight ratio of case to charge.
of cxpiosive. For heavily confined charges (where the wall

"thicknem exceeds the charge radius) the shock
As might be expected, beyond a certain impedance of the confining material is a good

minimum height the increase in the weight of criterion of confinement effectiveness- The
a donor charge is more effective in increasing object of confinement is to have the greatest
output if it is due to a diameter increase than mismatch possible between explosive and
to a length increase (see Fig- 3 -3'). container material so that as much of the

, detonation wave as possible is reflected back
Most experimental determination of the into the explosive. Shock velocities of various

relative effectiveness of explosive charges in metals are listed in Table 3-1 (see also par.
initiating other charges has been done as part 5-3.2.3.5). I
of a study of a specific. system. Hence, the
variables are generally so intermingled as to 3-2 SENSITIVITY ro INITIATION
make generalizations from such data difficult.
However. the evidence that the volume of 3-2.1 SENSITIVITY TESTSd

devt whichi a charge makes in a steel block is
nearly prepo:tional to iis effectiveness as an 3-2.1.1 STANDARD TESTS
initiator, combined with relatively broad and
interpretable plate-dent data, makes it pos- The sensitivity of an explosive charge to
sible to derive relationships that appear to initiation by another is the result of the
have relatively broad applicabilitys. interaction of a number of variables. This

;nteraction has not been reduced to a
Confinement has a significant ef.ect. In formula. However, a review of available tests

rcatively thin-walled containers, confinement should help the designer to develop an

3-3-.
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TABLE 3-1 One test employed to measure sensitivity

to initiation is the booster sensitivity test in

DENSITIES AND SHOCK VELOCITIES which a gap between donor arid test charge is
IN VARIOUS METALS filled with wax (see par. 12-2.1.2.5 for a

descript'on of the test). Typical results are
Density, Shock Velocity, shown in Table 3-2. The 507o gaps were

Metal g/cm' nintts1c: determined by means of Bruceton tests (see

Aluminum 2.71 7.00 par. 12-1.2.2). Results of several other tests

Babbitt 9.13 3.25 are compared in Table 3-3.

Brass 8.50 4.57

bronze 8.80 4.82 3-2.1.2 GAP TESTS

Copper 8.9 4.6'
Lead 11.3 2.1 * The small scale air-gap test has been
Magnesium 1.76 7 83 employed by a number of investigators. In
Steel 7.85 5.30 this test, donor and acceptor explosives are

Zinc AIIo, die cast) 6.60 3.95 separated by a variable air gap (see Fig. 3-4').

"Ref. 6 Gap distance is the measure of sensitivilyk.

intuitive grasp of the effects and interactions In Fig 3-5', results of this test are coin-

of the various factors involved, The fact that pared with average impact sensitivity results.

results obtained by various procedures differ Impact data for the various explosives were

does Pot necessarily imply that one is right compared with results obtained with the small

aand another wrong or that one is necessarily scale gap test. Thiis test consists of determin-

better. Each. may be completely valid as a ing the minimum priming charge by loading

measurement of the sensitivity of an explosive the explosive into a cup of a blasting cap with
under the conditions of the test. a priming charge of DDNP. Both donor and

TABLE 3.2

TYPICAL RESULTS OF BOOSTER SENSITIVITY TEST

Explosive Prepstlo In. 91cm!

Amatol 8WB20 Presed 0.83 1.65

Amatol 50/60 Cast 0.60 1.55
Composition A-3 Presad 1.70 1.62

Composition B Cat 1.40 1.69

Composition C Pressed 1.36 1.56
Composition C-3 Pr.ed 1.36 1.62
Cyclonite (RDX) Preasd 2.33 1.54

DBX Cut 1.35 1.76
Ednatol 55/4h Cast 1.28 1.62
Exploslva 0 Premed 1.27 1.54

(Ammonium Picrte)
Halelte (EDNA) Presd 2.00 1.42

MIr ol,2 Prissed 1.46 1.74
Nitrowanidine Praswd G.67 1.41
Pentolite 50650 Premed 2.36 1.61
Pentolite 50/50 Ct 2.06 1.66
Picratoi 52/48 Cast 1.00 1.63
TetryI Premed 2.01 1.58
Tetrytol 76/25 Cst 1.86 1.66
INT Prumed 1.68 1.55
TNT Cat 0.8O 1.60
Tritona! 80/20 Cat 0.58 1.75

3-4
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TABLE 3-3

INITIAT1ON SENSITIVITY MEASURED BY EVERAL TESTS

impet,' Tests
owl. Air

Min. .pd 0.2 Clit. L.uci G0ap•rn.*Bu.

Chg.. PAID. Minot. EROe in. 0401t.. 0%

ExglOSIVO ca. can No. 12 in. In. OS•Explosive • -

Composition B (Oosens.) Q19 14(171 5 82 - 0.266 55.76

Cocqonitt (R-XI _ 8i18 ) 32 - 0.318 0.470 3.28

Cylnt 34OX -

Cyclonite/WoX 
- 34 --

99/1 - 35 -

W8/2 
- 43 -

9W1 - 47 -

95/5
9119 (Comp- A-3) 0.21 16(17) >100 -

Cyc-lonite/Calqium Stearate -. 0.32 4.07

99.3/0-7 - - 23 _ 0.332 4.79

96.6/1.4 - 37 0.144 0.313 5.04

98.0(2.0 - 32 - O.2W9 6.25

97.2t2.8 0 
38 -

Pentolite, 50 1 -D 12 (0b) 304
140816 65

10 190 0- 9 C W1 
0.47 "-

PETN 
0.09 S115) 11 ---

Tt0.17 8(18 - 0.184 0.434 3.63

Tatryl 0.19 11(18) 2 0.281 6.62
Iti. 70ese 0.25 14(171 > 96 - _ 0.021 16.7
TNT,. Pro/3 - - -

C ost M d, est f14g m

, hnw e d ilbren Grwn$ of DUNP to inititei material pressd lodeasity of 1.4 gJ~unl.

bRef, d- Figures in parend a are amaa •iwhts m" M.

cr' if .1011.
SdRef. - ROX I in long 0.2 in. diameter. Pressed in Iteel at 10 kw-i.

-0no -RD, i- 0"gQ|i

Doa n 0 ~ i t's . 1 0 1 .04S

AIR GOA MS I
V S

FXPLMI. - -

Figure 3-5. Minimum Priming Charge and

Gap for Criticl Propz9tion

Figure 3-4. Small Scale Air Gao Teat
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acceptor were loaded at 10,000 psi. Bruceton donor, the transformation function will show
te,.ts of from fifteen to fifty trials formed the the stimulus to be an inverse function of
basis of the estimates of the gap. For these barrier thickness. The transformation func-
tests, the logarithm of the gap length was tion is
assumed to be a normalizing function.

X = A + 10B log(G,/G,) (3-1)
A refinement of the small scale gap test is

illustrated in Fig. 3-0' 2. Here, a steel dent where
block is added and the gap filled with Lucite.
Further, data are analyzed by th, gap X = stimulus. DB, (gap decibang)
deibang method. The gap decibang DB, is
analogc)us to the decibel in that it expresses AB = arbitrary constants
not an absolute energy or stimulus but rather
a comparison with some arbitrarily estab- G, - reference gap. in.
lished reference level.

G, = observed test gap. in.
This method of expressing explosive sensi-

tivity is based on a function that transforms The reference gap has been selected to be
.ensitivity data into a normal distribution in 1.0 in. using a high-intensity RDX-loaded
which the explosive response increases with donor.
increased initiation intensity. Because the
initiation intensity is increased by reducing Conesponding values of decibang intensity
the attenuation of the output of a standard and gap thickness are shown in Table 3-4.

Table 3-5' 2 lists sensitivities of so:.ie exp~o-
sives in gap decibangs as determind by the

small Lucite gap test. It is possible that the
method of gap dec.ibang analysis may have a

- broader appfication than that of an atbibsary
DONORintensity measure. It may serve- for example,

/., as a unit of effective initiating output of

- OR~ EXPLOSIVE detonator, lead, or booster. The relationship
"/ MCSEUAGS fEX between the dent produced by a donor acting

lSXSE A' *Doow through a barricr or gap and the gap decibang
level of the combination appears to be linear.

tUkI~ntE SPWAR) IVT

77 7 7 3-2.2 VARIABLES AFFECTING SENSI-
TIVITY

3-2.2.1 LOADING DENSITY
ACCEPtYO CXPWMtE The voids that are present in most explo-

sive charges affect the initiation sensitivity by

STEELOtNTTABLE 3.4

RELATION OF DECIBANGS TO
GAP THICKNESS

Intensity, 0 3 6 9 10 13 16 19 20

ThIcknen, Il000 501 26• 126 100 50.1 26.? 12.6 10.0
Figure 3-6. Small Scale Lucite Gap Test mil
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TABLE 3-5 material with less than one percent voids,
failures were observed with no barrier at all.

SENSITIVITIES OF SOME EXPLOSIVES Results with sns; scale gap tests were similar.
ACCORDING TO THE SMALL SCALE Some data are included in Table 3-5' . Fig.

LUCITE GAP TEST 3-8" 4 shows the results of a test with RDX,

tetryl, and TNT.

Exploulve I/cm .3 , 3-2.2.2 LOT-TO-LOT VARIATIONS

Cydonit. (RDX? 10.0 1.5654 3.293 The variable with the largest effect on
Cyclonite IRDX) 38.2 1.7373 6.069 lot-to-lot uniformity is loading density. While
"TNT Cost 1.5746 16.5 there are other differences in explosives. which
TNT 6.2 1.4078 4.635 cannot be explained in terms of density
TNT 19.0 1.5,35 6.114 effects alone, these are difficult to pinpoint
Tvito•jil Cost 2.0567 17.5 and even morte difficult to control9',".

Particle size and its distribution are variables
that have been shown to have an appreciable

providing reaction nuclei and by redud.ing the
pressure in the reaction zone. These effects,

of course, interact with those of charge size,
confinement, and the nature of the trans- 3-2.2.3 ADDITIVES
mitting medium. Results obtained with
pressed, gantilar explosives in the wax gap The addition of a few percent of a waxy
sensitivity test are plotted in Fig. 3-7' ". For substance, such as calcium stearate, reduces

YTEPYL

Oft A-3

No40 to 40
- 'VOWS, %

Figure 3-7. Effect of Voids on Boostr Sensrivity (Wax Gap TeOti
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5 ---1 .0-, is 20 25 2 30 .3 460

Figure 3-8. Efect of Voids on Booster Sensitivity (Lucj(ite Gap Test)

the sensitivity of RDX by a factor of two or in Fig- 3-10"'. Almiost %he identical pies'
three. as indicat-d by the ". ia . This resilts If Dnnei hardncis is iepiace with a
effect may be noted in Table 3-3. although on dimensionless sti-ength. All of the data were
closer consideration, it is apparent that a large obtained with tetryl acceptor charges. Thc
meastirc of this desensitization is attributable effect of confinemen; upon sensitivity varies
to the higher density attainable at the samne considerdbly from one explosive to another'.
loading presure when a lubricant is added. For small columns the differences become

more marked.
In Table 3-6, the effects of added wax on TABLE 3t

the sensitivity of a number of cast explosives TAIos h i
are given as measured by the wax gap booster EFFECT OF 5 PERCENT s La2 WAX
sensitivity test. ON TilE BOOSTER SENSITIVITY OF

3-2..4 CNFINMENTVARIOUS CAST EXPLOSIVES

Critical air gaps as detearine I by the test ar o ined int erla o in. in.
illustrated in Fig. 3-4 are related to confining butle efe o inn upun Ins in.

media of the acceptors used as shown in Fig. Baronal 0.86 0.64 -0.22
3-9. However, as inay be seen in -able at hs Comp. B 1.32 1.16 -0.16
the agreement is somewhat less than perfect-. PFrtos e 2.08 d -6 -e0.12

The sum of a dimensionless density with a Picratol 52/48 1.00 0.88 -0.-12
dimensionless Brinell hardness has been pro- marx-k 1.87 1\.6 -0.24
posed to relate the effect of the confining TNT 0.82 1.03 40.21
medium to sensitivity. This relation is shwn Tritonal 80020 0.50 104 40.48

3-8 O

• Critical air gaps.............t by.. .h tet--xI.Ofn•

t llsraedi Fg.34 r rlae t cninngEC~~e n. Wxoli. n
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Figue 3.. Efectof Aeepo~ron iring 4fateriai upon Se;nsitivit1,. in an Air Gap TestfTABLE 3-7 3-2Z5. GAPS ANt, SARRlIERS
AIR GAP £ENSITIVITy RELATIED yo In one %way o nte.gp~I.riroACOUSTIC IFJAV1 f-~(ftmtrasumi:ompf~en~ t~rreroACCEPTOR CONFINING; MEDIUIW systlins. in some instwnces, these !'ealui .-s ameShoe& IMgpwbncv e.qe into atrain to achieve a desiredconfining of /6meptor effe, t. fIn other cases, they aTe inhertent t.,

* A.dlm C fifn~m-~ rlijqaAi~con, truction just as is confirnement. Bottomso f A g p t ~ q _ _ _ _ 0 
9 Po fI c u p s a t a rt ie v s- e n m a rla a c t u r i ii g to ie i - -wftccec. introiduce Saps. In some iflstanceis, V'ie

Locite 0-7 o ~~ combination~ of gaps and barriers are btent--Magnesium 11.4 0.Wa" ficial. For examuple, barrier fragments htave
Zinc (dis cost) 2.6 0.110t transpi~tted detonation over a gal) that wasj~
Babbitt 3.2 0.148 sor-lelirnes forty tiwmes that across whicht theJrass 0 i63Vic b las t w ave 0ci-ne co u ld can -y it-Steel ISAE 10201 4.2 0.2e0* Lead acide to teiyl, 06. )in. diumew columni Avaijat~ie exlnmet data relating the

3-9
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Figure 3-10 Gap Sensitivity Related to Density and Hardness of Accep tor
Con fini.:,g Medium

i~tv tii compiere. Fig. /-4 collpircs and R!)DX ti-as'uiSviuh o,.Jj.iud whentitle~
performance under service conditions for sev- charges were displaced sonicvhia beyond the

eiral gap and barrier combination, both uncon- point of tangcncy. It was also observed t114t
fried and confined. In Table 3-8' the effect these explo-*ves sometimeb deton.itted from an
of chai.ging the spacer material ir, 'lhe wax-gap apparent central initiationi point. Out-of-line
booster test is given for rout explosives and a safety should always be tested to make
number of spacer materials. Attention is certaiiu that the u-sin does not propagate in
directed to the air gap data. It has been the safe polsition (see par. 12-2.4).

suggested that the niczhanism of transmission
3cross anl air gap to the more sensitive 3-3 OUTPUT
materials must involve factors tviher thaai
sho..k pressure. 3-3.1 NATURE OF EXPLOSIVE OUTPUT

3-2.3 MISALIGNED CHARGES The mechanism whereby useful output is
derived from an explosion is essentially that

Out-of-line safety is a general requircment ef a hcet engine. H-eat is tranisformied into
j. fuzes. The usual situation is that of two neechanical energy by the adiabatic expansion
well-confined columns of explosives, one or of hot, compressed gas. As a heat engine, the
which is displatced laterally with respect to the detonation of a military high explosive is
other 3i, in Fig. 3-11l'. Propagation occurs remarkably efficient. Over seventy percent of
near the point wher: the txpanded hole of the theoretic~al heat of explosion usually
thie donor bec~omes tangen: to the original appeans as measurable rnechanizal output.

acceptor charge. 'In an experir.::ent with PEfN However, tile effectiveness- of an explosive

3-10
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*1~TABLE 3-8 For thesc reasons, charactcrizartion of the
output of al expslosive charge in terms of the

SENSITIVITY FOR VARIOUS phecno~neria involved in its intended applica-
SPACER MATERIALS toistile miost valid hasis for comjparisont

(Wax Gap Tust) with cinarg~s of other designs and loading%.

50 F cn Pohi i. E xamples of such pi'henonicna are blast and

SP.Ct -- fragmenutation.
t ~~Mawwa Tatiryl B HOX Paritciteofdt't iwv -

--- The theory Ofd..Ltll w avs i

4ýAi 5.04 1 21 0.9? 5.01 s~.ribed in par. 2-2.3. Tie calculations (It%-
Wood (oak) 1.39 7.0 0.93 1.47 clss-cd are based onl a number oR assrillptionN
Copper 1.69 1. 7 0.86 1.92 that iniclude ideal detonation (Chapinan-
Pclystyrene 11.65 1.43 1.19 1.90 .JougIetIC CO:.ditiunlS) arid a certain reation
Acreawe' B 1.89 1.46 1.28 2.08 chemistry. Aathotgig iii many investigationis
Aluminum 1.90 1.51 1.33 2.05 agreemncrt has beean attained bectwecii expcrn-

*Stanolind Wax 2.07 1 50 1.28 7.06 ment and theory. many ci the most interest-

ill arid 111i 0`1311 po l! a p1'Ct% Of' tilie OLIt illt

charge in ally particular application is riot be'raviur Of- r~al chanrges stenis [m~ill t!Kie:
necessarily directly relited to its total nonideality or from deviations~ in their chemn-
mechanical en'-rgy output. Only a %mail flac icail ia- theriaodynamnic behavior front those
tion or 1l-c energy usually reaches tile target conlnmonlN as..lumeui h-or these neasons, miorc
and, wt this, most is usulally cithct reflected Orf quantitative predcictions of performanace ale
absorbed without danu~nge to the t.:rg1et. made by use of th-e unpirical rcialionstripls

S I-Hence, effectiveness is chtaracterized in terms bised oin meiasuV-cmacnts of output phc-
of ahe various phenomena that are used to nomenea.
transmit the output to the target. These
phenomena include %Ibock waves, gross move- Ani introdu~ction to xctual detonations.
mrnts of such intervening media as a;ir. water those which arc rheoretically isonideal, is
oir tar~lh, an! !th, rniem inn of n,,'l-,I * h cont incd in par. 2-21.3.3.
risa~erals that arc inert comp~onents oftexplo-
sive items. All of these ph-nroanena accom-
pany most explosion%, but thle partition of 3-3.2 EFFECT OF CHARGE CONFiGURA-
eneigy between themn vanes greatly with TIONI variation of design and composition, a% do
other quantities associated with cachi phenorn- 3-3.2.1 THE DETOJA'riON FRONT
enon which may be more itmportant thtan
energy in determiniinn; relative: cfftCtivceness. As a first approximarion. detonation may

be consider,!d to prorragmei in all directions
wirifin a homogeneous charge at tile same
velocity. Thus, if a charge is initiated by a
relatively concentrated source, thle detonation,
front assumles a divergent sphericAl form. This

curvature (convex in thle direction of propaga-
tionl is accentuated at the boundaries of thle
charge (see par. 2-Z.3)

DOOMSuIchcur'attire, if its radtuis is small cnrio'lr
to be conmparable with the reaction 70one

Figure 3 11. Arrangement for Propsaution length, resilti ill a reduý -on of dctoniitioi,
of Misaligned Cnarqes velocity and pressure from that asso':ated
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with ideal detonation. The explobive% used in tionts has been the subject of mnuch re-
applications where detoruition prcsstur:- is at search"~. All techlniques arc eswentially ap-
pfrime consideration (i ,cetolite. Compositions pliicat ions of I Iuyften%' principle that forms
A-3 and B and cyclotols) have rcaction zone the basis of itconetnc optics. For ultimate
lengths of the order 3f a millimeter or less so refiniement, account miust be taken of the fact
that this effect is not usuially important. that detonation vvlucitics are not precisely
However, with siniail charges of such nmaterials conistant, but satisfactory control lot mnany
as TNT. Explosive II, or tritonal, they can purposes is possible by designs that ignore tile
assume importance. In addition, thLi prvssawe relatively small variations. 'fie following four
and its gradient vary raidially. For sonic means of controlling the sequence of arrival
applications, most notably the controlled of' detonation waves at various points iv. a
tiropulsion of solids. wave front profiles, and charge have been used' 8.

pressure distributions other titan those result-
ing front the action of l-ydrodynansii laws in 1. Wave interrupters thiat requnire the wavi.
simple charge configuratiors art: desirable. to go around the interrupter.
For suich purposes, spi-cial configurations h~ave
evc Wved. 2. Two explosives of appreciably different

ratrs of detonation.
One of the resulti of pressure variation

behind the detoilation front is the variation in 3. Denisity and ckiimpcsition variations in
miomenitum w~hich the detonatiota wave im- the explosive.
parts to solid objects. Where it is desired to
propel an jbject of uniform thickness which 4. Air, inert filters, or both of such thick-
has a relatively large area in contact with a ness as to delay the wave but not destrcy it.
charge, thcs-.- variations it) ino0ntenturn resuilt
in corresponding velocity variations that may Perhaps the simnplest devices tor the control
result in distortion or even rupture of thie Of' Wave fi-Ont Profile', a7w line wave genera-
object. This ptoblern may be alleviated by tors. Those of the mainifold type tF-ig. 3-12)
either of two mneanjs alttinýuh thecy are ge-n- haii~ twoii miaulc by loaina `a . n*.
erally combined: channels machiined. molded, or cast into

meital or otlier inert components and by
1. Distributing the expl!osivc charge so as constructing arrays of detonating cord. The

to reduce the variation in mornenturn trans detonating cmsd arrays Were, of course
fer, or i.mited. to relative~y large systems by thle

spaciny, needed to prevent initiation or
2. Adding mass at powints where monwn- dainage duc to radial blast effects of -idjacent

tuni is greatest cords.

The hydrodynamic relationshiips the: deter-
mine moenittumn distribution in finite explo- 05% . ~
sive charges are too comnplex to be solved
analytiv.ally. However, they have Lven pro-
gramnmed for solution by comnputer' 7.

Intuitive reasoning and cut-asnd-vy develop- - .-- .*. * -

mc~it have yie'ded satisfactory designs in the- FRIT

past-.A, FOT

3-3.2.2 WAVE SHAPING
Figure 3-12. Line Wave Generator' of mhe

The control of the profile of detonation Manifold Type

3-! 2
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Thie advect ofl rld detonating cord (MX') .1 , ,

opens new p,)ssiiihltics in manifold type wave . -

shai-ig ie ,CIS ,sec par,. 9-2.2.1). II stWeh
applw~at:.on%.. .'rticu'lar atlý!nlioln should be ! ••""•/t /

given the Iroblen. of' t(ansinissioil of detona- 1,/

tion from tite very !;ma!l column diameter of F -' .- - ,"

MIX' to the Iarger charges in which it is hoped-. "

to control the wave front profit. Even . ///

tiough reliable transmissi,..n is assured, th/

build-tap may introduce enouh !ime scatter 01

to nullify the wave shaping effccts. Step / ii i..os.n

e.oittiSctioti or a tapered lead should result in - ,

a satisflctory system.
Figure 3.14. Line Wave Generator of

An-ther line wav¢ generator of the mani- Waiped Sheet of Explosive

fold type consists of perf,,orated sheet explo-

sive (see Fig. 3-13).
presiiur- drup below ambient. aM) finally A4) a

In addition to such generator%, warped re'turn to ambient pressure. Fig. 3-I 5 b shows

sur laces may be used to produce line waves of this pressure-time relatioFship resuling from

any desired cirvature. lite circular front reactions of explosive charges. The area utinder

generated by the point i:nitiated detonation of exabove carled impulse.

a plane chargc, may also be modified by

warping the plan': anti by tianinission to oWiwir The blast wave is produced by a process

explosive surlaces. One exmniple, illustrated I that may involve several steps. It always

Fig. 3-14, is the generation of a straight line involves ar initial explosioi. it may be en-

wave by means of" warped sheet explosive. lanced by the afterburning or rca ;ing of the

explosive products with themselves and with
3-3.3 BLAST thc oxygci in tic ait. It miay also bc einhancedI.. by shock reflection fronm surfaces such as

Blast is the brief and rapid movement of air ground. water, or walls.
or other fluid away from a center of outward

ressure, :inan explosion, O it is the Blast dec:reases in magnitude at e ratio
pressure accompanying this movement. Physi- equivalent to the cube ioot of the distance

cal manifestations ol blast include ( I ) a shock from the charge. Mlast pressure, P are plotted

front that is created by the rapidly expanding on graphs as P vs nW'1 ' where r is the
gases being opposed by the medium around oncerfromathe chrrge an ere" is the ,

the explosive, (2) a time period in which the
root of the charge weight. Variols design

pressure drops to anmbient, (3) a continued equations and graphs have been evolved for

predicting the output from explosive charges.
most of which are the results of empirical
studies. The parameters that affect blast

include

~- 04- a-~~C . type of explosive
2. confinenent

material used

Figure 3-13. Line Wave Generator of thickness of material

Sheet Explosive 3. configuration of explosive charge

3-13
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4ARIA kIN-)E 1.R~lVt FORl
DURAT ION r`F POSIIIVE PrkSSURE

PRASE kQUAI,.~ IMI'ULNI,

--- URAI ON Of NILGATIVE PRESSURE~ PHASE

PRESSURF PIAIME TIME

Fiyirv 3- 15, Pressirt lirime fklationship of Explos~vt Blast

4. ef Icts ,t cxIvrnioriwklia The )Im ol~lyl ,IIIJIc% NvcfkC :()IjCrIjlck %ith
;it iosplivic IONc 11 pssacCxuI i mr b121515 tfr fron pround orctit TOI iVC
water sttac It the ctiargi is cxpl iticd Close it,

s1'nI2Icv, the sliock wave tha~t rcLaclivs this
S. e lcclon t bst 101 sirtacsskirt.c will lit I,.rtially rdtkctcd. 'The rc-

Cxtcirior liasl 1KcEclJ wawc may suhsk. leilely ca~cI1 up with
ineo jlrOI last. tiw unrt'ia~l %hock wa1ve mid recnlortcc itTh

rctl21500 tr its catchi Iup s 11 t the civc
The SIIIlkfic% Cimiltlcud Witli ex iomcs wai travlCs tutoogh the 11ot rases of tile

suwCO Ow ll~ictVIII CXiAIN a gcllcrdIIId iIda- CXIISpinVC N hIIIC itN Vn bOcits i% grC.ItCr. If IlunlV
I io nhip , bet wcn )I 111C o c spi Nil al id rellic t is' so r* I. cs a- 35 2iIab~c. thec resii Iting9
Ithc output In termis of peak pVcsmlle an~d Namt daimi :an .tn ic iconidcrably greatecr than11

omut~e Aut i eit ialcrea tor c~inamý the kI1Cs tha withou tcIitv sufC% The in ie r.nin r r111terilr

s~ch o~ihe~ncit tat ipwarsto poduc 2: I~ explodiiiiong i'ls iit JIlleinsideio

ct harge 10in ha ht sel c ni c iag ile d s is cotieatl 1112e Own thatthicat l pso il ticle ner.ii- t; c argmrokupt po r look fortid tht Iat. Le%-, iV thati2'.' rodullcxes theoltpith Williincreai sin oln. cki% rt 1i 111Ic.ls hglstbs may erqied ltr *i givenvou batI kill
101t Thued Aconl Vx Oil,!iog llc1i21 voty ([-ll~ compiiii Will r ll e xtd ergior faics2 eIh IIil A

slPedI to leadicivll tOi hat *S appear% lC to prdut talii1w'1 I:n

N011 I~bics il pa~llý 3.34 FRAGMENTATION CAATR

SIod i es of i IC ci elets 01. Altitit Lie O blast ISTICS
shiowed that1 the~re is a. coltstan decreaise ill
hlhisi ot1 itlki will u lt 1 ode". I-or pracical .1 As aI 1121111 ltSt.At i00 Of VXI xpOSiVq 011111it.
pirIposis. there is .1 V', kOcrtCasC nt1 excess flagnlentalicin is dwtr~ictcrized by velocity and
pressueloir eves-ry 100041t 2Illilttdc. size distribution of fragments. For sorrif

3-14
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plrp ic. he izc and shape of liagnicrits aw '(ABLE 3-9
pircdctetiiiii.ed cithcr by prefoviiflny or by
iioditicawmi s 11 tlw vea-ý or chiarge desin. GURNEY CONSTANTS FOR
which predi'joses it to b~reak a, desircd. Mail) COMMON EXPLOSIVES
stadies hiave bccit carrickd out both f-or frag-
11l0i1iaitlol pl0JeCitileCs antd hrC Sieliatlitcd -,f2oiv Eso

fragmtentat~tioni Waliclads
2

. Explosive _____

The fiiiti.1l Velocilty oft fagimenlts is quit.. Composition R 8800

acuitlyliclitCIbylieGunc orulsPeiiroiite 8400
.tt.tit~ypr.wtdlv h (UII)toiitlsTNT 7600

fer cylinders i"

w / Wthe ilat ure 01.t ilc I arge and ickit oil thle pooi
"~ i~ sc. (3 ~ of winpact anmd di rectioni of* tile flight of1 the

105 15'/W triguin .ii Is withi resjk, i t) Ilte ta:rg..' ai wellt as

its size,. veloc.ity. shapec. alt Iilide. and niate-
for sphe'res iu,, rial~s. Ref' 33 providecs a quaintitative treat-

T T - lie ( 3 e n t o f trig i'l tt a tim i .

vi + 0.6 It' ut ltSCL (33 Tile determuina~tion of tlie oiptintmuii fr;ig-
ineml size, til aidditiont to. Ili lcthajlity' con-

where s-derati i~rs. reti. irs an) cstimat- of tile
ptoha it e !ocat ion of tile tragmue ntinhg clhtrge

= initial fragmient velo.city. filsec with rcspc~ct to lt..' target at Jthe lttle of' bu 'rst
and a knowledge of the azimutluti distribution

Gurney Constant, it/se,,c of' the fragmetits. In some instances re~ltive

clurg weithtlb ilovetuiliut of the ettargE. alid target is all
= chrge eigo. lbimportant faCtOr. Thle positiont of the charge

withl respec-t to the target is somletimres ai
I , weigtgi oftfragi 01'it itg mt etal, Ilb designt v.Ariable th(at is cornbi ned wi ith othle r

factors to muaxim~ize effecuiveness. F-or

The einpiri..ai conistant E is determtined fr example. in an air-burst antipersonnel
a tarti I dial ;-llu ol cxp. osiv it) tota jw weal '001. bti-rm high.tn tjwrtv,ne n sizt% and

It is expressed as t lie qutailtity oft nmergy per azimulhai distribution arc combined to maxi-

un it inass of" exp losivye mhiiichi is available as mlie t lte lethality.

kinetic energy of thle Ilp~e .in genieral. When a projectile or otlier :omtaimer is
this is somtewhait imore dital, half of tile unergy burst by tile explosto'i of the eApiosive
of d101n3tion. IVather than rcducing tite contoincdi. thle sites ot thle fragilenrts pro-
qtuanltti-es to thecoretical termns. Gurney coti- duced vary according to a statistical distribu-
slants a.re usually gilver, w-, VelocitIes. Talble 3-9 0i1' O cour-se. thia size is also affected by
includes Gurney ,:on-;tits for somic explo- tile cha~rgi to-Case maiss ratio and by the
sivet: of liltiary interest. lititial fragnient physical pruper-ties of [tie ease mi..teniai.
velocities have beeit :umputed antd are avail- Where Al1 aspects of I;ie desigit of a !fragiitenita-
able in tabular forim"2 . liorn round or head may be v;;ned to optimize

a design. tile choice o.f explosive is simnplified
Tile h1tttalitY of a fragmieiit is a funjctioni of by this general1 tenidency for explosives that

its velocity, weight, and( presented area 'I le produce die fastest fragments to also proatuce
problems of' assessmtg lethality and vulnet- tile finmest fragtncr~ts. Tile explosive with lthe
ability are qtmnte difficult becauise tile seriouts- highest Cuitiy constant ;ioay thtus be
iicss of the damtage inflicted depends first on exwected to be capable of producing the
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largcst nuimber of lethadl fragmen tts. mov~emfent under the action oh tite explosive
will riot be Impeded significantly- 'ihis con-

Where a case originally designed for arti- tainer, completed Witht Suitable end ptales arid

personnel use is to be s-daipted tot use aigMInS1 usually with aiiiillhýi !fliin liners, is loaded
miore resistant targets. high perfor-nian~ce 'vith the explosive.
explosives may break it into fragment,; too
small for effectiveniess. InI such situatoins a A continuous rod v~arliead differs front a
less brnsaat explosive may improve effective- discrete rod warhead iii that the rods 4r,-

niess. GetieralI, in projectiles suchi considera3- strongly ioined to one another at alternate
tions as strucua srnttoeitstbc nd i a pattern similar to that of a folded

arid spin accelerationis dictate the rise of a ease carpenters' rule. This hoop breaks when its

that forms coarser f'ragnients than is desirable circumference iLquals the sum of the rod
even with the most brisant explosmvc2'. leugths. if excess eniergy is imparted by the

explosive.

ýS-i4 2 CONTROLLED FP.AGMENTATION The value of a discrete rod fragment
depiends uponl maintenance of its shape (as a

Since the br~akup of chu~gi' eases under relatively straieght rod) and its a~i~ude sueb,
explosive attack is mnainly two dimensninal. that its long axis is at right angles to itspath
thie average size of frag;ncnts may be reduced The value of a continuous rccd dopendI& upor
anid their number incrLiased by the use: of its retzaining its integrity as such. Each of
multiple walled cases. A wide vareiey of ot~icr these requirements, in turn., rests on a basic
methlods have been uzied to produce fr,,grnents requirement tima. the velocity imparted to
that ire almost all of the optimum si-o and eacti element of the length of thu rod is the
shsape. Methods witiih suave be,!r. usýed In- same as that for eachi oher iernent. This is
clude" the miost important tjmpliceatin of the

monientumn distribudion co-itrol diseissed in
1. preformed fragments (with or without par. 3-3.2.1. The losses of pressure at the ends

matrix) cause the pairts c., the rnd-z near the ends of

2. notche:d or grooved rings the warhead to lag behind those nea.- the

3. ntchd o t: -)ed iremidsection. Distcree rods are bent and
3. noce r( vdwr wisted, and continnious rods are broken as a
4. notched or giooved . asings result of the diiterences in velocity.

fl. le'd liners.

Onec form of' preformed fragment is a rod. 3-3.5 OTHER OUTPUT EFFECTS
y t,,rolled experimenits. a rod has been 3-3.5.1 UNDERWATER

to be more offeetiv, against aircraft
ic same weight of metal broken into Tfh- effects of an unde-rwater e ..piorion are
pieces. It can sever important strueC- separabu- into two distinct phenomena, the

tural members rather than merety perfoi.-,e shock wav'e and the pulsation of the bubble.
them. It is of interest t- note that seventy to eighty

percent of the heat ot detonation can be
ks discrete rod varhead consists of a num- accounted for in the sum o' the energy of the

bet of rods (usually of steel., arranged %ke tlte shock wave and that of the movement of the
staves of a bairrel to form a cylindrical bubble. The shock wave is kharacterized In
container. 1 .ey are joined together with termis of its peak presosure, energy, impulse.
su~fficient strength to provide the needed and time constant. These quantities may be
structural, strength for handling. launching. computed from existing noniographs2 8 as
anid flight hut in such e manner that ther functlons of distance and charge weight.
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Tith pulsation and otlhr mo0vements of the At large distances, the disturbances induced

bubble impart large quantities of mlomentum by underground explosions have essentially

to surrounding water. Under some circunt- the same characteristics as seismic waves

stances, the migration of the bubble due to produced by earthquakes. However. at shorter

hydrodynahiic and gravitational clleets can distances, the..'positive durations of stress

result in highly concentrated transfer of this waves are simi~lr in magnitude to the exio-
nitlentufin to ships or other structures so nential decay constants for underwater explo-

that the bubble action can outweigh that of sions of charges of similar size'.

the shock wave in its damaging effects.
Bubble parameters may also be calculated In addition to inducing shock. stres:s, and

conveniently with a nomogram. Tle behavior seismic waves, underground explosions dis-

and actions of bubbles resulting from tinder- place the surrounoing media. When close to

water explosions has been the subject of tie surface, they produce craters. Expllosions

several studies' 9. too deep to burst through the surface produce
spherical cavities known as camouflets. The

3-3.5.2 UNDERGROUND products of the volume of a camouflet and
the strength of the surrounding ineditim has

The effects of underground explosion aie been related to the heat of explosion of the

more difficult to characterize quantitatively charge which produces it.

than are those in air or water because soil,
and rocks are so much more variable in
character and becassc disturbances are trans-
mitted through them as stress waves with 3-3.5.3 SHAPED CHARGE

components of shear and sometimes tension
in additon to the pressure that characterizes The lined shaped charge is one of tlhc i ost

waves produced by explosions in fluids. The effective means for the defeat of armor in

initial wave transmitted from an explosive terms of the ratio of thickness penetrated to

chargc to almost any solid medium is a true diameter of round- Much in~formation is avail-

shock wave, and the pressaies are far beyond able oa the design of shaped charges2
4,3'

file elastic limit. However. such shocks at- Action of the shaped charge is sotnetimes
IenUaWe nmuch iatit.S L11,111Idlb 11, i-1 Wad, referred to .s the-. Mnrmo, effeat Oneration is

because a large fraction of the energy is as follows. At the detonation front, tile met;,l

expended in shattering the medium. As the liner is deflected inward. Converging sym-

pressure approaches the compressive strength metrically toward the centerline, the metal is

of the material, the shock is modified to a deflected along this line. The slug of metal

-tress wave. It loses the sharp rise eharac- which accumul:ates at thle center is squeezed

teris.i, of a shock and may separate into by the continuing convergence to such high

several vaves, elastic compression wave, pressures that part of it emerges in a jet, like

plastic wave, surface wave, and a shear wave toothpaste from a tube.

all propagated at different velocities.
Because the theory of shaped charges is

Meanwhile. since soil and rock are usually based on a number of simplifying assumptions

variable in structure and density, waves are and because of unavoidable variations intro-

refracted and reflected in paths of various duced during manufacture and Ioa4..- a , large

lengths. In addition. sehere the explosion part of design and developmt Imped

occurs close enough to the surface to produce charges has been empirical. -I .ing

an air blast wave, this induces another surface rules of thumb on the design - ,iaped
wave. As a result of this wave, at a distance of charges, are consistent with tile theory al-

a mile, the ground disturbance from a single though they might not be quantitatively pre-

explosion might continue for thirty seconds. dictable4
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i. Tho optimuri cone (included) anije, for counter-balanced, at least to some extent, by
most purposes, is about 42 deg. use of fluted and trumpet shaped liners.

2. Maiumum penetraticon is obtained with 7. As the cone angle becomes larger, the
a stand-off d&stance between charge and target velocity of the jet decreases and that of theof 2 to 6 cal. slug increases. Shallow shaped charges in

which the slug is the effective output are

referred to as Misznay-Schard'n charges. They
3. The cone liner mraterial that seems to arc used extensively in land mines.

have the best combination of properties is
soft copper, although mild steel and alumi- 8. As the cone angle becomes smaller the
hum have been used to advantage. velocity of the jet becomes higher and its

mass becomes smaller until, for a tube, they
4. Optimum cone liner thickness is about approach infinity and zero, respectively.

0.03 cal for copper.
9. Although penetrations by shaped

charges in armor plate as nigh as 11 cal have
5. Detonation pressure seems to be the been observed in the laboratory, the limit for

most important property of an explosive practical animunition is closer to four or five
affecting shaped charge performance. cone diameters.

6. In spin-stabiliaed projectiles, the centrif-
ugal forces are sufficient to impair shaped For information on shaped charge scaling,
charge performance significantly. This may b. see Ref. 32.
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C14APTER 4

ENVIROJNMENTAL RESPONSE

4-1 MILITARY REQUIREMENTS In the course of their use, some explosive
materiel is exposed to temperatures substan-

A military item must perform as intended tially higher than 1610'F. Three common
afttr years of storage under conditions that sources of such high temperatures are hot
may vary from tropical to arc-tic and from guns. heat transferred through metal parts
jungle to desert'. In the case of *'xpiosive from-, rackut motors, and aerodynamic heat-
miateriel. the situation is aggrivated first by ing- The hnt gun problem, for the present, is
the fact that explosives are of neces.sity soniewhat simplified for thle explosive charge
metastable materials, and second by the irre- designer because it is not difficult to find nigh
versibility of their operation. While all miii- explosives tha, are more temperature resistant
tarv items are not .ubjWc to the sanme thaii the propellants usud in guns. Rocket
envaoromental conditions, the more comnmon propellants have flame temnperatures far
ones have been standardized and are listed in beyond !hat whic7h any explosive can sustain
Table 4-1 ~.so that the designer of rocket warheads must

consider the heat transfer situation- .As mis-
Thus, explosive material must endure siles are projected at higher velocities for

operating temperatures of --50' to ! 25'F and longer times, the aerodynamic heating prob-
storage temperatures of -7O* to 160'F arnd lem becomes trore severe. At these higher
remain operative. The Temperature and temperatures, al.' effects are exaggerated and
Humidit) Test) tests over th.-se temperatures. accelerated to 3 point where the deteriora-

llt~I US ill ii 3 1:01-1111- UL UZ DW L111AUMV IL JI h14) SiUI IS. W.1 II. IL Ily W1kC JIWýII~LtS Ofi YC.4I ill

storage tests are conducted at 1600 F. "Ac- storage, may occur in minutes or seconds and
celerated aging" te-sts are conducted Pt higher the thermns1 decomposition of the explosive
temperatures although interpretation of re- may become self-sustaining and run away to z
sults is subject to question. Both bulk explo- thermal explosion. Such explosions are
sives and loaded items are subjected to hot referred to as cocv-of) In addition, the higher
storage, surveillance, or accelerated aging temperatures may cause damage of types
tests. After aging, materials mzy be weighed which would never occur at lower tempera-
aind analyzed to detect chemical decomposi- t ures.
tion or tested to determine changes in per-
formance characteristics. Loaded items are In additon to temiperature, explosives ateI
sometimes dissected and their various compo- subjected to other environments. One of these
*sents examined and analyzed. More often, is the proximity with metals aind other cxploo-
they are tested functionally- Changes in funic- sivcs ths.1 mn;4y be chemically incompatible.
tional charactcristics nsay result from chemi-
cal dleterioration of explos~vt or inert compo- In the course of military transportation.
nents, changes in state of aggregation (such as handling, and use, explosives and explosiv#e
fusion and reconsolidation. sintering or redis- charges air necessarily subjected to rather
itsibution of components of mixtures), or violent mechanical disturbances. From the
dimensional distortion. viewpoint of analytical mechanics, the mani-
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TABLE 4-1

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MILITARY MATERIEL

Condition The Item Must Withstand:

Operatin%, Temperatures ranging from an air temperature of 125 01' (ground temperature of 1450F) in hot
teinwr&lure dry :limates to an air temperature of - 50OF (ground temperature of - 65'F) in cold climates.

Temperatures can drog to - 80'F in borne bays of high flying aircraft, and aerodynamic heating
can raise the temperature of missiks launched from high speed planes above 145*F.

Storaje Storage temperatures fromn - 700 to 16001 and be operable atter removal from sto-age.
temperature

Fumidity Relative humidities up to 100%.

Rain A rain storm and function as intended.

Water In certain instances, water penetration, be waterproof. showing no leakage, and be safe and
operable after immersion in water at 700 ±: 10F under a gage pressure of 15t ± prsi for 1 hr.

Rough The rigors of transportsticn (including perhaps parachute dalivery), anvd rough handling.
treatment

Fungus rungus growth.

Sur'!eillance Starage in a seale..:cain for 10 yr (20 yr are desired) and remain safe arnd Operable.

festations of these disturbances are compres- 4-2 TEMPERATURE
slOts, tensioni, and shear of the explosive
which must be specified in time-dependent 4-2~I 111cm YIiEMPEATURE S71 OsiGE.
terms. However, problems assocsated with
such distur~iances are not usually considered 4-2.1.1 CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION
in such term.. Tne usual approach is that of
atte~mpting to simulate conditions that may As indicated by the Arrhenius equation
be experienced hy explosive charges in service (Eq. 2-2). explosives are decomposing all the
under quantitatively controlled conditions time. An important basis for the selection of
and in circumstances where behavior can be umilitary high explosives is the slow rate of this
observed. Considered in these terms, the decomposith n at storage temrperatures. The
disturbances to which explosives may be Vacuum Stability TestJ is the criterion of
subjected can be categorized as impact, ac- thermal stability which is used mosl fre-
celtratior., vibration, and friction. quently to predict storage life on ar explo-

sive.

Thn! relative sensitivities of common mili- Samples of TNT and tetr-yl, analyzed after
tary explosives according to standard labora- storage for twenty years, showed no detec-
tor) tests are given in Table 4 -2 4 while table chemical deterioration7 . Assume. an
sensitivities to hiazards of use are tabulated in activation energy of 33,000 cal/mo) and 1 .0
Table 4 -3 d. For details of test procedumes, see cm 3 gas evolved in 40 hr at 1 20 0C as the
par. 1212. 1. vacuum stability of tetryl; Eq. 2-2 extrap-

4-2,
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TABLE 4-2

RELATIVE SENSITIVITIES•F OEXPLOSIVES ACCORDING 10 SIANDARID
LAORATORY TESIS OF GROUND .SAMAPLES

6Q¶% Oat.
Klu Mines Samitivity..

$Vatit Elec. 100-i Tetryl
Impa.t IE'U Friooon Tests Tesut Booste

* Explosive in. - - Joulo Joule 'C g in. g/cm ý ,•1

AIT'UtOI, 5015W 16(071 95 U - - - 2 60 d 0.20 0.60 1.65 1.0
BarStol 11(24) 3! . . . . 385' 0.20 0.32 2.55 --

black Powler 16(lin 32 S -- >12.5 A.8 427i - -.. .

Comrposition A-3 16(17) - U - - - 2 50 d 0.25 1.70 ý.6, 0.6
Composition i 14(19) *- U 38 - - 278" 0.20 1.40 1.69 0.9

*Co"-ition C 3 11133) - U - - - 2 W d 1.20 1.36 1.62 1.21'

CoIPomtston C-4 19(27) -- - - - 290 A.20 .

Cyvconitc (RUX) 8(18) 100' E 26 - - 2 60' 0.06 - - 0.9
Cyclotol, 70/30 14(20) 75 U - - - 2 65 d 0.20 - - 0.81.
Cyclotol, 0W40 14(19) 100* U - - - 2pa1 0.20 . . 0.n
Explosvw D
(Ammonlum Piorate) 17(18) 600+ L -- 0.0,, 0.0 3 18 d 0.20 1.27 1.54 0.4

Islueita (EDNA) 14(17) 32 U 27 - - kI9-d 0.13 2.09 1.42 1.,-
bet "HMX 9(23) 00 E . -. 327 0.30 -- - 0.45

Load Azde (pure) 3(30) 75 E - 0.007 0.007 340 - --

Lsa2W pbynate 8171) - E - 000%9 0.0009 2E2 0.001 - 0.3

Mlnol.2' 13 35 U -.. . 435 - 2.1
Nib'oguA.idini 23( 7) 48 `... . ... 27?d 0.20 0.67 ..41 0.44
Octo4, 7512b 17,26) - U -. .. 350 0.30 - -- 0.39

PenlolIte, 5W60B 12(15) "A U 19 - -- 2, 01' 2.0' 1.S5 3.0V
PTN 60(16) - C 11 0.06 0.21 225" 0.03 39 1.6 G.fit
Picratol, 52i/48 17119) 17 U . 28. 0.20 1.00 1.63 0.6W
Piic Acid 13(07, 100÷ .. ... 321J 0.24 2 g 1.7 0.5

Tetryl silo) 26 C 26 0.(,V7 0.44 2557' 0.10 2.01 1.1A 1.0
Tttv". 7W30 11(18) 28 U - - - 320 0.2? 1.66 1.66 3.
bTIT 14-16(17) 95v U - 0.06 0.44 4 76 0 0.27 0.82 1.0 02:4
Torpex 9(15) 42 - 14 .. .. -. - - 1.0

Tronal, 0/20 13(10) 86 U . ... . 470f 0.20 .- - 0.2

*l~igures tn pmeiithiss ate sample v%%*Vhtu in ,ot~ligiaran *AtI W00C. value at 1200C if > I11
bE Explodes; C Cra~ckles, SSnapn. U .kiaffected 'Ref 4

Ref. 3 iglnites V
d[)G€°rnp°• &
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TABLE 43

SENSITIVITY OF EXPLOSIVES 10 HAZARDS OF USE

100 kg Drop Testr
10% Firlng

80rn.m Proj. T7 Bomb Setbackb Rifle Bull• t Test

Cast Against &x Seafe CritkPl (Apprn. pecnta)
Heiht, Density, Armor, Drop. Prurne.

Erplolive It W/cm, ft/mc ft k pil E P B U

Coniosition A-3 3.1 1.64P - - - 0 0 0 100
Ccmnpas'tion B 3.1 1.65 209 - 87.6 3 13 4 80
Conmosition C-3 - -. . 0 40 0 60
Composition C - . - - - 0 0 20 80

CyCloreits ('lOX) - - - - 100 - - -

Cvcozaol 70/30 - - - - 30 30 0 40
Cyclotol, 60/40 - - - 76.6 5 65 25 15
Expvc~sive D (Ammoniun Picratel .. . .. . . . 30 70

Octal, 76/25 - 1.81 - - 82.0 70 - - 30
Pentolite, 5/60 1.5 1.59 170 - - 72 20 - 8
P.TN - - - - - 100 - - -
Picratol, 52/48 7.1 1.6•0 - 10,000 - - - 40 60

Te-zyl 2.8 1.57p - - - 13 64 10 23
Tet.ylol. 70(30 ..- - 0 55 0 45
TNT 6.5 1.54 1100 6,000 86.0 40 - - 60
T04pax - - - - 20 80 - -

Tritornl, 8020 389 1.67 509c - 87.0 60 - - 40

'Ref. 5 E Explloded
bref. 6 P Partially Fxploded

nlummuil~n 8 Burned
tiJivessed, 10.000 ps U Uaffectid

olates to predict less than one percent decom- 580'F). Both have good stability when placed

position in twenty years a: 160'F. Most in a vacuum at 500°F for extended periods of

m;litary explosives Ih:ve vacuum stabilities at time8

least as good as tetryl. The storage clihta,
teristics of PETN. although worse than those 4-2.1.2 DIMENSIONAL CHANGE
of most mniliutay high eApIOMsis, are not so
bad as to outwrigh its desieable properties for b "-
certain applications. Explosives, in general, have larger therCM.

coeffici,'nsi of expansion than the metals in
"A very effectise means for achieving long- which they are usually !oaded. This results in

term chemical stability is to develop new, the exp.msion of 'he explosive charge and the
ligh-Iernpertuve explosives. For some app'i- exerti•n of a force of significant magnitude
cations, such as the space program, it i% the on the explosive container when stored for
only choice. Recent efforts in this direction long periods at high temperatures- Under
have ,-roducet' hexnitrosEtilbene, HNS. ('melt- some circunstances. the pressu-e developed
ing point of 600'F) and diaminohexa- by this expansion is enough to bulge bulk-
nitrobiphenyl, DIPAM, (meiting point of heads or covers.

4-4
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Some wave shaping ,ysleinls (%ec pai . 3-3.2) A42.1.4 EXUDATION
involve tile uwc 01 ail spacvs within oi
adjacent to explosive charges. At elevated Usually TNT coirtains a group of impuritics
temperatuires, thle Zravi!ational forces arc suin- (hat canl formn vcrN low mltMing muliple11
twciert to indiice crcep at a rate such that the component eutectics. Much of the TNT tised
configuration, which is so :titical in such during World War I contained large eniouigh
applicalions, is modified within days to a fractions of such components that theN
point whCIC the w11VC shapingS effects are lost exuded from the surfaces of crgsThe

exudate, whi.-l was an explosive and which
Mlaterials, like Composition B, cyctotol. could appear in unintended places. presented

and Minor-.' which contain Ilarge percentages a hazard. TNT miade in accoidant-e with
o^. TNT, are p~trticautarly susceptible to such present specifications (set point 80.2'C) does
distortion because the high storage tempera- exude at 1 6 3 0p"'. Pentolite. which has ail
turcs are ;o close to their melting points. eutectic of 1 70'F and tetrytol, cutectic
Tem-perature cycling causes such materials to 1 53'F, have greater tendencius to exudc.
..grow". The growing is a perimanent Vxiall- Tetrytol exudes at 149'F. Composition B1.
,sion wihicusdby tile opening of. which has an CLuteCtic: at 1 74'F exuides slight-
"microscopic cracks due to thermal gradient ly at 160'F.
stre~sses and the bridging of these- cracks by
fuimon and refree.nirg of multiple comporent During a study designed to prevent exuda-
eutecties. tion, it w'as found that tile addition of a bimall

amount of calcium silicate* to charges con-
In Renerdl. plastic bonded cxplosives have taining TNT will keel, exudation under satis-

better d-mensional stability at high tempera- factory control".~ While the exud~ition is
tures; than caustable materials. The dimensional controlled, thle addition of the calcium silicate
stahilities of the resin binders of such mnate- rende-N thme explosive charge more brittle and
rials provide reasonable clues regarding those prone to the development of cracks. The
vf the m.ixtumres. degree of increased hazard thmak this addition

may cause has not yet been deternimmied.

4-2.1.3 EXPLOSIVE PROPERTY CHANGE A-2.1.5 EFFECTS IN INITIATORS

Some explosiye properties, espeeaallb those The performance of initiators is determined
>/associated with initiation and growth of deto- as much by spatial configuration and thle

nation (see pars. 2-2 and 2-3), are detennined properties of inert components as by those of'
by the state of aggregation -if an explesive as the explosive materials.
much as by it: composition. Prelonged
storage- of an explosive .-t temperatures near Bridgewites of electric initiators mnay be
its mel*ing point can. result in changes of broken by the tension resulting from the
structure and, in the case of mixtures, segrega- thermal expansion of the plastic plugs that are
tion of components. often used in such items. Such faiiures have

been observed' '. In a test of a wirebriJge
Similarly, a bare tetryl booster in anl initiator, substantially increased fining times

unlined cavity in Comp)osition B. or other after hot storage and temperature-humidity
TNT base material, may be desensitized by cycling were noted. fince the basic lead

pexudation of the TNT9. The fuzing system styphnate charge used is one of tire most
may not be adequate for the initiation of a stable explosives known and is certainly well
desensitized tetryl booster pellet. A similar
pr-oblemn wouki exist if bare RDX and IIMX *Fo exmpe Mictomll E. repstwed Kr~4e narne of John%-
boosters had been used. Mzvij

r4-j
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tenlipcrature to whinh a psv~l ka llu iiat of
t~xllo~~c 11ist hetic, t~vcd to oh ta an it-, igni-

tion. As a condition that cook-otT occuy in
;.aiy smiall volume element III tile cxplosavv.
thernial energy ,upplieid front anl outsidec
sour"e and from chem~licil reaction Must
exceed eneryty losses by conidumctioni and radia-
tiOhi. IgmIitioll Occurs a soi te11atiperJ)atuirc

F I-Ee depemndent upon thei hecating late Of all

-GA ex plosive processes ot pmactk~al interest.
cook-ot f is tile mos.t necatly ideal Ilnanifest~a-
tion of the thermal explosion de-ncribed in
pa-,. 2-1 1.

Figure 4- 1. Postulated C'onditioni for When anl cxplosive ctharge is exposed to a
Initia for Failure Caused by high temnferaturc environmient, its tempera-
Wire-explosive Separation ture rises eventually above that of the stir-

roundings. The tenmperature attained in the
interior of the charge is enough hiighevr than

below any softening Or phase tiansition point that of thle surroundings so that the heat
at 160 0 F. these changes in functioning time liberated by tile reaction is carried oft. Sine
must be attributed to mechanical distortions. thle reaction rate is anl exponential function of
Oasc sucth disortion, which may be visualized, temperaturv. Eq. 2-2. a given increase in the

SI, the compression of the explosive as a result temperature of the su rrou ndings causes a
of the difference inI expansion coefficienits of larger thtan proportional increase of the
mietal ease and its plastic and explosive temperature Of the illteror. A Point is
contcnts. Whent the initiator is returned to reached where equilibri-man cannot be main-
normal room tempercature. the plastic and the taimied This temperature. referred to a, tile
explosive c~ontract and a separation of bridge- cook-off temperature. is not a constant
wire and explosive may result as shown in Fig. property of anl explosive but a property of a
4-1. sys.temr that varies with charge size, thermal

prnii'rtie%' of surroundin~s- and time of ex-
No s istenatic basin. exists tor tile liredic- posure.

tion or preventiop of' such deterioration of
initiators. thence, thorough testing in high For any givein v.-vironmentil temperatu-e.
temperature surveillance and cycling tests arc thle interior equilibrium itensperature increases

i ndicated. uith the size of the charge becauseL lwat flow
depends upon :I temperature gradientt anti

4-2.2 COOK-OFF even the sitne vxadicnt over aI longer distance
should gave a higher temperature (bot more

4-2.2.1 THRESHOLD CONDITIONS heat is liberated per unit are-a in a large charge
so that the giadient is steeper). Thus, theKCook-off is the deklagr ition or detonation surface temperature thit will result in a

of explosive material by the absorption of Jbermnal expleosion, the cook -off temnperature.
heat from its environment. Usually it consists dencredses as the si7ze of a chsarge is increased.

3 of the accidental and spontaneous discharge As a general rule of thumnb. cook-off tempera-
of anmmunition or explosion in a gun or fircansa ture is decreased About 1000F for ea~la
caused by anl overheated chaimber or barrel ten-fold increase. in charge diamenter.
igniting a fu'm-, propellant charge, or bursting

Fcharge. The cook-oft tempeiature is that The use of thermal insulation, of course,

4-6
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ý01` XPLOIVE EA.INGSRAI1L USED ON
__ __0_ ' COPPER SLEEVE IN CONTACT

WITH BOOiTER END CUiP

P HE^TING PAYE OF 00f:%TE9
WELL AT APeqaXiMArE POINT

- ____0- OF WOOSTER-SOOSltRl
WELL CONTACT

3 HEATING RATE. OF OUTER
EXPLDilVE SURFACE AT THE

200- PQIm7 of BOOSTER-90O5TEH
*FLL CONTACT AS SIMiUt.AYED

100__ _____ ALUMINUM UOOSTtfi CUVP

EXPLOSIVE COOI(ED OFF

A WV TIME .Mn;

Figure 4-2. Test ofot Booster in Simulated Mistile FWg:

reiards the peLehation of heal into an. expli- reaches a dangefous tcmper;ýture Fig. 4-2i .
sive charge and thus may forestall cook*,ff ar plot of experimental data. illustrate% a %ease
where the time of i'xpcriure is limited. H-ow- where the explosive reaches the :.ook off
ever, since it also rvtards the dissipation of the temperature after the crnd Of eXPeLted life-
heat esoived ir. the reaction, it teric's 10 Such situaiions may be predicted using con-
reduce the lemo~craiuir uhat .W:...........in ventional heat transfer analysis techniques,
eventual cook-off, Decisions rcgardiing the use although %-e n:nficaioon is necca-
cof insulation must be based on the type of sary. Cook-oft temperature'. of commork miii-
exposuse anticipated. Thie probabilit) .4 tary explosive% are listed in Tsible 4-2.
cook-utf is teduct-o by insu.'ation of charges
that are to be exposed for relatively short 4-22.2 COOK-OFF EXPERIMENTS
times to temnperatures welt above the cook-off
temperatures. Charpes to be exposed to The COMplic~itio'i~i of heat flow, phase
miarginal temperatures for time%, long enougit changes, and reaction kinetic. a!; applied to
to apprq'ic! thermal equilibrium are morea mititary explosive charges in service situations

stbject to cook-off if insulwdtId than if not, have driven many to the conclusion that the.
proibability of cook-off can b-: assessed otily

Under usua! coiditions. exposure to Or-- by direcýt experiment. Tests using complete
vated temiperbture is foc relatively short amn.,uution under serviteL conditions is Usual-
periods. Frequently a charge is detonated Iy loo expensive. Unless a~ charge is instru-
purposely after expo!sure to higf temperatures menited, such expet.ments Lan yield ao more
for a few miunutes. '-Inder such Circumstances. thar, a yes or no answer as to whether aid
the environiieut to whicr. the packaged ex- whien cook-off occun-ed undet the particul~ar
plosive charg is expospil may be well above Londitiofli. Instrutitertation 0f a missile or
the cook-off tenperatuwe of the chjirgr, L~ut projectide -Involves telemetering, adding to the
the explosive may be detonaited beore it expense.. The r-ompromisi. that has been

F 4-7
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71t % I citcwr obtainecd iiin ; sc1 : a Wood l5/nctal bath. and in ceiic;llly heated ti1hi1g.

01Oi Cler Il~i shoWAta the kLkkf
RE/ threshold (if iiilt:iiy cxjlosisc is pi the i.ilgr

of 350" t i 4501j:1 7 .18

r I HEATING
rOP -- ni" it-p ratuzc ant: otlier tactoI ' ti.i..tera d-" --2.1 .2. II sonc 1 111 1issilh applicationii, the

I liii'; ..... i stagnation tciiiperatutrc lq. 1 -2, is well above
'vE~b "~' ~ tilie took-oti? tetmtw rattii a' of aiy K ii own cx.

'i~~-----------------------------+ .....-/... -----------1-'-'+<"'""+ +°+ """""
1I-l" p siyve. and the heatling rate is litiitcd Illainly

S Uis . C ,by tile suffice Co fC nt of heat tr;IlI
f h It TTRi bctween air and Itiissile Such ia situation is,

-I clo.ely sinulated by the it.e of ai hecaling
S, *. +elmlent lo conslaill powcr in clocs thcrital

con.tact with tlie coht lazer of a liarge. l)a.i
obtained in suichl all experilente i re gi'tll III

Figure 4-3. Cook-oft Characternefica of Fig 4 4 i 4.
Three Explosives

4-2.3 OTHER EfFECTS OF HIGH TEW
rcathed inot often is that of simulating tilt PERATURE USE
thermal conditions of use as closely as is
possible in static tests using live ammunition. 4-2.3.1 MELTING OF EXPLOSiVES
modified only to the extent necessary for the
installation of thermocouples (see par The fact that an rxplnoiv,. , r,' lh:

12-2 1.2.). its targ,,t before cooking ott iý ino guarantee
that it is in the iancte condition as tiat in

Typical of tihe many cook-off experinentl whic-h it was launcied. All roli the efficus of
is one which was conducted to meaistre tile high temperature storage are exaggerated and
cook-off temperature of the M417 Stab DOto- acccler.ted at the higher temperatures which
nator and to detemine if this temperature sometimes resu!t from arm 'ynamic heating.
could be raised by modifying its constituents. etc. In addition, sotme effects that are nepli-
"The M47, containing NOL 130 pnmer nix. an vible or nonexistent at 160 0F may become
intennediate charge of lead azide. and a base important at higher temperaturc•.
charge of RDX, when heated in an oven.
cooked off at 369 0 F (see Table 4 -14 i ') The castable cxplos,. .5 in common military
Seven additional charge combinations were use are based on TNT as a vehicle. TNT nimelts
tested. The highest cook-off temperature for a at I78'F but most of the commonly used
complete detonat!)r (all thre- charges) was mixtures melt at slightly lower temperatures.
415 0F. One effect ol the melting of TNT is the

"'thermal buffeing'" (heat of fusion) that
The cook-off charaz.eristics. of TNT, RDX. prevents the temperature from tsing abovt

and teltryl are p!utted in Fig. 4.3. The curses the melting point until it ts compltely
are the composites of three selarate experi- mlted. This effect may keep a tetryl boostet,
ments that show remarkably close agieeninnt. surrounded by TNT or a TNT mixture weli

1-8
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TABLE 44

COOK-OFF TESTS OC STANDARD AND MODIFIED M47 DETONAI ORS

Group Uppe' Charge Intermediate Charge Base Charge Cook+Ofi
De•ignation Explosive Wt, mg Explosive Wt. mg Explosive Wit mg Temp. 'F

Standad NOL 130 irime, mix 13 DOXItiiited lead azide 105 RDX 34 369
PAX 7 Dexlieated lead azide 115 ROX 40 RDX 40 370
PAX 9 NOL 130 primer mix 13 Dextrinated lead aride 105 nerl, 40 Q35
PAX-8 Inerta 10 Dextrinated lead azide 105 HMXd 36 43.5

PAX 11 NOL 130 primer mix 13 Dextrinated lead azide 105 HMXb 34 415
PAX.12 NOL 130 prmtl mix 13 Dextrinited lead azide 105 HMXC 34 405
DEeX Inerot 8 Dextrinateti lead azide 105 Inert' 36 520
HMX Inert" 10 Inert" 66 HMX' 34 46n

a Inert charges consisted of CP gFa(dC sodium chloride.

PHMX, fecrystallizeed, Lot PAE-E-23224. 2 5% RDX. max.
cHMX, recrystall-zed. I so unknown. 2_.5% RUX. max

LHMX, laboratory recrystallized. Lot unknown, 2.5% RDX. max.

below it', cook-oel temiperature until a weap- TABLE 4-5

oin rt i.i lie\ its target

TNT IMPACT SENSITIVITY
Most elects kf meltling ;Ire so[newhlat Iers VARIATION WITH TZMPERATURE

bcnr.cfi,:ia'. Wave slhaping systems, whiclh de-

pend upon ±ccttralte rclelntion of charge o10,- Temperature. xC' 50% Point, in.

hIgulr.itIol. Iriay lose all of their effectivencss,

whith reljtively Jqight distortion. T"ec segrega- 30 236

lisn of tthe colmpon•.its of 1ixttlrc suclh as 50 22.0

IlHX Call result Ill sCntlois chiages ill explosive 70 14.

properlies. A region in which the RDX 75 4.7
85 4-73

cctncentrattoar IS InllUch sigher tnrra be appree- so 5 12
cuI -t mores •n'rtive than tile olgilnail nlx- 110 354
lure. A !sa/ard associated with tile snie|tlige ot 130 3.15

evolosives is tie possIbiltit that the mlaterial
will work its way into oitiotehided locations.

Ia osisiderirs tile Jects of chsarge meblitg !eiteperature. less additional temperature rise
il tse. a cerain amount of co gmon sctse is is needed to induce a sell-propagating re-

ac:ioen. In other words, explosives tend to
necessary. A warhelad full ofi molten explosive become more sensiti,,e as they are heated.

may be iistor rable bg t a little melting at lme However. the effeci is rather small 'mrlil (he

urllcfn msighlt h.ve no ill effect in sonic tcook-oel •,ioperature is approached. Impact
applicationls. Estimates of the quantii or data are available for TNT at various temtpera-

degree o1 invlilng and the locationl at which it lures as listed in Table 4-5' '. Note that thereIs, antrclialed shoulld he" etrosidereri in termsof theirU ~ lShold t in terms is a sharp increase in scnsitivity at the setof" their voll~etl lie lwce. point (90.2"'l.

4-2.3.2 SENSITIZATION

Anohlier effect is that of solid-solid phase

As pointeld out ii palat 2-3.2. the initiation transitions. All !%arnple of one explosive in.

proce-•S is usually thermal. With incIrlastng common use is HMX which exhibits a marked 4

4-9,
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I! HEAl INPUT - 300 IV

""OUJTSIDE WALL :EMPERATURFE

* INSIII WALL TIIEMPERATURE
a CORE TEMPERATURE

0i - -- -4L 1

0

4(0
I 8

HEATING TIME ..... H ,,ING^ TINIE I11 rain HEATNGTIElnn

_ I I -J

0 '0 0 I0 20

HEATING TIME, m.

60/40 CYCLOTOL H-6 WITHOUT H-6 NO. 5?
NO.219 WX Nu.ki

Figure 4-4. Simulated Aerodynamic Heat Test

change it sensitivity attributable to this low temperaturps. Hence, low temperature
causer 4. However, because most projectiles storage is usually less harmful than storage at
and missdes are on their way to their targets normal atmospheric or elevated temperature.
before they are subjected to aerodynamic Rapid heating after low temperature storage
heating, this type of sensitization may be of can induce thermal stresses 'hat may have
mor, importance in reducing effectiveness more than usual tendencies to crack some .A

due to deflagration on impact and similar sealing materials which become brittle at !ow
defective operation than in contributing to temperatures. Ammunition that depends
the hazards of use. It might contribute to the upon organic scals to protect moisture sensi-
hazards associated with the hanlgfires ill hot live materials should be subjected to the :

guns and externally mounted weapons oi. temperature-humidity testi.
high performance aircraft.

Burning, and the iaiitiation, growth, and
4-2.4 LOW TEMPERATURE STORAGE propagation of explosion are often reta'ded .

AND USE or prevented by very low temperatures. Tests
of blasting caps at liquid nitrogen tempera-

Most deteriorative processes are slowed at tures showed much decreased sensitivity.

4-10
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"ItiVc C fcei low teitlpiratLIres uponll tihe [II'• i-lttpatibilItx Of C'xplohsvcs svilh a largi-
s'lstivilics ot iiiiii.|itrs. is usually utile smtiall nlll'nier otf pl;astics hIa,, al.,)o bhcin
becaiuse the elic:ige Flroi 100ll ltc:ini riit'ratl is studiedl24-2. It was slhivn lthat tic lolhnwiiig

only ai fraciion of the rise associated with typV S of j tintic have k hgligii il' 'i''cl oil

lliji itn. IHowevCe r, ¶i'Stciiis that arC In arglilal explosives and are thiliseVesC tntfft,' it'th:
",,.il ItsI[t•t'C tO growth or propagationi oa' aorylttten, Cctliulomics. ctlh. fcll,,s, liii oro

Cxplat ve reaction will usually fiail iil the low carbons. n>ylon. pro 'crly cuired untnoditied
ternperata Lre test. phteiolic ,, an d siIcolic's.

IntetCstingly enough, the niosi noticeable Alni inportant ciaso; eo cxplosi n niatcrials is

elffect 0flow temperature upon stable detouna- hIat O mix!ture:; of fuels and oxidants Botli
tion results from the shrinkage in volume. tuels and oxidants arC added to explosive
iBeca use 0 f the higher density at low tentpera- cornmpoaunds like [NT. Fx.smiltes art.' tritonal.
tures, detonation velocities and consequeltly TNT/AI (80/20): ainiaols. TNT/NIl 4 NO,
delonalioit pressures are higher. The incr'ases. c20-80/80-2t,):) aiid Minoe-2. TNT/NIl4 NO3
of course, are too small to hiave practical AI (40/40/20). Although tihe compouind-
significance. Where propagation t im tie ci; t'ti- ing of explosive mixtures is beyond the
cal and :mutst be synchronized with a process scope of this handbook, a few reiarks
that is indepentidnt of tcmperature, this regarding tile reactions of some of the
effect. now accetituated by reduction ii; oxidants may be nsefell vs a guide in
distance, can be a source ot difticatlty' . designers who specify mixtures contain-

ing them.

4-3 ENVIRONMEN'[ Many of the oxidants used are nitrates.
chlorates. attnd perchtloratvs. Water F Soltions

4-3.1 CHEMICAL INTEPACTIONS containing these ions are hibhly corrosive to
in -tals. The alkaline metal salts. with the help

Table 4-6 gives tile compatibilities ot explo- oi a little moisture, will pit ahnminurn quick-

sives with comnmnon metals used in military ly. The trend away from potassium chlorate

cotst,!rucL,,n. Mere npktc data reard.ing ... ....-ig :nie:: - part of the effort lo

reactions of exploF;ives with metals have been iedcice corrosior in gln bar,'els. Where e.xplo-
compiled in several studies' i,22 sires are used that contain metallic nilrates,

chlorates, or perchlorates in contaot with

Of the reactions of explosives with metals, nietlds particular attention should be given

that of lead azide with copper deserves special the cxclusion of moisture.
comment. Althotugh this reaction is relatively
slow, even in the presence of mois:.nre, some hit delay compositions. these corroston.
forms of copper azide are so sensitive as to problems have resulted in widespread use of

create a serious hazatL. even in minute cnroniates that, in additiont to being inrtiluble,
quantities, particularly when in contact with tend to inhibit corrosion.
lead azide. For this reason. containers of MNxtttre containing chlorates and per-
aluminum and stainless steel are now used chloiates in combination with organic miate-
exclusively. Picatiiny Arsenal requires that all rials tend to be quite sensitive. There has been
new ftzes be designed to contain no copper a general reluctance to use such mixttires
ot copper alloys, with the possible exception except as primary explosives. Exceptions have
of the electrical system; even here the copper been am,-noniuiti perchlorate, pota:ssium per-
must be coated for protection against the chlorates, and chlorates in composite propel-
formation of hydrozoic acid 2

3. Another pro laots, smoke compositions, igniter coioposi-
hibition is the use of lead thiocyanate in tions, and special applications such as piston
contact with aluminum, motors.

4-11
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TABLE 4-6

COMPATIBILITY OF COMMON EXPLOSIVESANO MiTAL.5.

Load Lead
Aside Styphnata PETN RDX Tetryl

Magnesium N B N S
Aluminum A N A N A N VS A N VS A N
Zinc C N A B Vb

Ircit N A B 5
Steel C N B N VS A VSS C r
Tin A N A A N

Cadmium C A
Copper D N A L N VS A S S A H
Nickel C - A A N

Lead N A A Me
Cadmium plated steel B N S VSVS A N
Copper plated steel N B N VS B !'S V'S A VS

Nickr! plated steel N , N VS A N S A N
Zinc piatsdsteel N B N VS A N S P N
Tin plated steel N A P V5

Magnesium aluminum VS B N S
Monel Metal C N
Brass O N B N S A S S B VS
Bronze N A A V;3

18-8stainless•steel A N A A N N A N N A N
Titanium N N N
Silver N N N

CODE

A no reaction H heavy corrosion ,f metals
B slight reaction VS ver- slight coreosion of metals
C reacts readily S sligt corrosion of metals
D reacts ;o form sensitive materials N no corrosion

4-3.2 SIMULATION OF IMPACT Table 4-3. Other impact tests arc described in

par. 12-2.12.1.
4-3.2.1 LABORATORY IMPACT TESTS

4-3.2.2 BULLET IMPACT

The objection to the laboratory impact

tests described in par. 2-3-3.1 is that the The standard bullet impact test consists of
explosive samp:e does not simulate those ir shooting at a capped pipe nipple, loaded with

actual use. He:nce, a standard machine was the explosive to be tested, with a cal .30 rifle
adapted to the testing of pressed and cast bullet fired from 90 ft- The test is described

military expiosives by the use of modified in par. 12-2.1.2.3 and data obtained arc given
tools in which I x I in. cylindrical pellets are in Table 4-3. Some of the uncontrolled

cast or pressed directly 4
. The data are given in variables have been eliminated by the use of a

4-12
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TABL" 4-7

"A VULLET SENSITIVITY OF 50/40 PEN iOLI 0 TV

Observed Effects*
CfMlumn Plate Avg Chg
Length, Thickress, Density, Detonation

in. ill. p/cm
3  Unaffected Smokiy Burning Partial Comple-e

1 0-146 168 0 10 0 0 0
1 0.250 1.66 0 9 1 0 0
1 0.375 1.69 1 2 7 0 0

2 0.146 1.58 0 0 3 6 0
2 0.250 1.67 0 0 0 9 1
2 0.375 1.63 1 1 0 4 4
3 0.146 1.62 0 0 3 7 0
3 0.250 11.63 0 0 0 6 4
3 0375 1.65 0 0 0 2 6

*Sampte sit,. = 140

test bomb with flot target surfaces in which plate. One aspevt of this intelpretation. thati

both thickness (A tile target plates and explo- initiation sonetinMCs occurs as the projectilt
sive column length may be varied ýonvcnient- approaches the rear plate, was the subject of
ly. Some of the effects ot such variations are another invcstigationf

2
1

shown in .Table 4-7 2 W. Note that the sensi-
tivity increases both with plate thickness and 43.2.3 MASS IMPACT

charge length. j

In the bullet impact tests of other cxplo- Ill the cO se ot use. military explosive

s~ves. both aluminum and steel target plates charges art often brought to rest from high
re1 used in thicknesss ranging front i-332 W velocities by iulpac t. Whether tile itlpact is

3; 16 in. Most of the explosive specimens were intentional or accidental, it is usually node-
3-in. long, but 4., 5-, and 6-in. columns were s~iable for an explosion to rtsult. Explosion
also tested. To the extent that it was signiti- due to target impact is usually deflagration,
cant, the effect of charR- length was varied low order detonation or, if high order, it

with the explosive and with the criterion used starts from the wrong place or at tin' wrong
to determine whether or 1sot a charge was time. The undesirability of explosion of acci-
initiated. The general trend !3".ward more dentally dropped or jettisoned ,harges is

frequent an ' vigorous reaction with increasing obvious,
target plate thickness, as noted ir, Table 4-6,
seemed to apply to most explosives tested. The armor plate impact test and bomb
Initiation was also more frequent with steel drop test, which are described in par.
plates than aluminums. These effects of plate 12-2.1.2.7 and data from which are given in

material and thickness were referred to as Table 4-3, arc direct tests uinder particular sets
confinement effects. of service conditions. Clearly, the velocity or

drop height that will result in an explosion
Another interpretation is that the heavier can be expected to vary substantially with

plates serve as more effective anvils for the such factors as the design and striking attitude
initiation of the explosives by squeezing or of the ammunition atid the nature of the
i..cnhing as the e\plosive approaches the back surface it strikes.
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t Roll /Cft, to its Iiiax~ittlitin vilti (see Fig. 4-5)

I - ~ if] a few, itlilliSCCOhlil$.,

¶ - t * 1 -1 - -tirti thait catiiics setback. there te severail
-. unotier acceleraitions of sinni'lt niagintittle to

7 I ~~whlich tflits, disc ussi 01i appies Th Ve inxi al force

0~ __1 j- it) tine direct101 oilOfl'usitC to setback h s been
... d eSIgIlil teu as SNt' tjirivttrd. It is tie fttwaRid

fort,: o f initert ia a tt is i-rca tedc when a
Fig9ire 4-5. Typical Tinwd-aeceleratioil projectile. rni:,sile. or bomb dececlerates. tDe-

Curve for Projectile While in Gun kelerafioti occurs tilt waler entlry and tatiget
imiitt a Set torwaid il so occumrs when ptojt't-
tiles aire ianix n ed illto ;tIt a tiont uatic weajpo Ii

4-3.3 SETBACK ACCELERATION Present poiiit-detona ititz. tite, and i'roxiiuity
fuizes, W:II withlstalint about 1 00(1 g set forward.

4-3.3.1 THE OCCUIRRENCE OF SETBACK While weaponr designers woulid like to doublel
or ttopic the rain %"elocil y. presetit [mtes

Setback is the relative rciirward force of Catnnot SUirvive ntis forcesý.
cut inponeit ta- P it t a proujec tile. muissilec. or
fuze unudergoitig foruward acceleration dunrinng A sideways, accefenatnon oc-curs because of
Its fiirintg utr InLI ii clitp_ Thti' teiidenc y to itciove ft,: prfiletical inability to achtieye pe-rfect align-
is causedl by titi setb~nck force, the rearward mectt between projectile anud gun axis priorl to
force, of inertia that is created by tfie forward firnng. Tfnerelcte. uipont firing, at side-vays
acceleraition of the projectile or miisstle. The force results ins the projectile anligns itself with
force is directly proportitontal tot the accelera- the bore. For example, the 175 intm field gint
tio oni d tndilass of' thle parts being aiceele rated, and th fitI 20 Wl in tank glut have sucih h ight

latetal forees that fuze ogives have broken oftf.
Table 1-2 lists sonie typiectl mnagnitutdes of Hlence Flieeial fuzeUs had to be provided.

accelerantion to which weapons are sulinjcted These forces have not been measured or
i;1 fli~'t:~s ox-Iiik inten 161us. Mitre spinkLtic" dla~it caleulated to date. In airguint aid drop- tests,
arc usua~lly available to the designer of conipo- dlamage was simulated by accelerations greater

* neilts for at partietular application. Eff-cts of than 10.000 g. Worn gun tubes; also produce
these aicceleraition-s otn inert components may greater thtan normial sideways acceleration: the

bc comiputed by conventiontal applied word describing this notiotn is balloting.
k mechanics". Failure of' mechanical comnpo-

netits as a resultt of at celeration-induced The aipparatuis for the mueasurement of the
stresses mnay. of cours~e. result in tine apltlica- sensitivity of extplosives to initiation by
tiont of ilinpaic of snufficient nmagnitiude to rapidly rising pressUre such as that due to
initiate an explosive charge. Sonic typles of' setback-is described in par. 12-2.11.2.6. Set-
explosive charge, including shaped charges for back sensitivity data so obtained for s6arious

example. are strongly dependent upon both explosives are listed in Table 4-3.

efecivnes.The explosive material is part of 43.3.2 TtHE SETrBACK MECHANISM
*h tutr which nmarintains such con-

figuration. The durantion of tine s-tback acceleration
period is long compared with thle tranisit time

Typical setlback accelerations experience!d for a compression wave ini the Fratenial, buit

4-14
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short conipared will, the fmlc required IoI TABLE 4-8
signiticant heat traiusicr. Thuis the 'oinlires-

ionl that rcsult1 111ay lie considered to be TEMPERATURES REACHED BY AIR
essentially adiabatitc. As soon as the physical WHEN COMPREEDADIABATICALLY

mechli'anisnis of setback is Linderstood to btc
adiabatic comlipressionl, it becotnes clear how Setback Pressure, psi Temperature, 'F

explosives can be iutitiated by setback. Hot

spots are caused by theit adiabatic compicssiou 2,000 1.910
or iminuti air spaces witlin the explosive. 5.000 2,620

10,000 3.330

The adiabatic coinpressio:n of (he aiz results 20,000 4.120

in a build-up of high teniperaluires. 1t' 50.000 5.490

temperatures rcac.,ed can be approximated by W00,000 6,800

treating the air as an ideal gas

T2- )/ TABLE 4-9
"1-) (4-1)

T, ~CRITICAL SETBACK PRESSURES OF

where EXPLOSIVES OF VARIOUS BASE
SEPARATIONS

T2 = final lemperatur'. 'K Pressure, psi*

T, = initial temperature, *K No 1/16 in. 1/8 in.
Explosive Separation Separation Separation

"P 2 final pressure, psi Composition 9 87,500 32,000 11,200
Cyclotol 75/25 82,000? 31,500 -

P, = initial pressure. psi TNT 86.000 37.000 19,500

Tritonal 80/2u 87,000t - -

y = ratio of specific heats, dimensiom less
(1.4 for air) *Maximwnm ".thbn;k pressure -1 which exp!c-mc =n

not be initiated at 125'F in 25 or more shots-
Even at comparativtly low setback pros- tExtrapolated 0% point.

sures, sonic of the temperattires so calculated

are considerably above the 5-'sec explosion
; temperature of comimon explosives, see Table fluid, the pressure at the base of the charge

S4-8's. cavity is essentially the weight of a column of

explosive of unit area and length equal to that
While the temperature reached by the of the explosive charge, multiplied by the

compressed air is high, the total lieat .zilable acceleration
in the thin layer of com;'resse-d air is minute.
Hence, a mininium base separaticn must be P - 0.036 paL, psi (4-2)
"present at any X.ven pressure to initiate an

explosive. The sepamiamion of the charge from where

the projectile was simulated by' separation of"a plunger from the .;pecinien in a test ap- P = pressure at base of charge cavity, psi

paratus. Critical setback pressures are substan-

tially reduced as the separation is increased p - density of explosive charge, g/cm 
3

(see Table 4 -)s). a = acceleration. number of g's

If the ,x•.losive is considered to behave as a L = length of explosive charge, in-

4-15
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clialgek ot (Comiiositioni It (j) = 1.7). 10i n1. flitlitti o; iefh'.lted fill'pa I might11 rtsuilt Inl
long, tilt' fir esulrr at 30.100 g's Wii1if0 curIrIt- mu ia !oul . III:lk'preict rour 0f su1chI Condit ionls
toI arboirt INX30) pist Since tlits prt'ssolit 1, catlliol tie re!ckilt1 fir a 1sbill1lil. hoee tor
several tiinc" !ithe 2.200 ito 3 .000 p1%i oi'i pies- it elIS s,1it k h it-c to d ll l~toll, stlit0C1 't C 1hV

sise sirt'nigi
t  for ('orpo~itior 11, tire isl'.lltp' S: oillt itI SI~vi' tilt FtNoialult pro )ct'icis of

titi ) fluid ibe'taivior I, ulitit vatIti. t'Xjifsitcjiii,'it Atrilttires culiiiliiatioi~s.

Ilit sci'ttt,l ititi.rl:oui pressure droislli cir' It fi;1% beenl siowri ttt.il pfilhilt' pellets canl

ly with1 iiieresisng ier'r 1 ui:
to z'io at (lre dllst frriii lilit' clip dute lio %t'VCL' siwaitotu.

tO10i('tit lellttre.tiire'L. Flits ilr~cr~is ini Itli [its ktftinig of [liei jriiliil '11151X tilt' czuui taust1

tisits' with it icrt'aiung lei cr1peratuiii e ~ lartais cit icet rinis I"rcs or fin rgti ris aid, tolIct'iv ably.
tlilt probability of' bolt' it' PI-C imitris %-'eri' pie inattore two oneioiing inl the cartridges3

".

projectiles !re Ic t't iti Iiot guir -hitallnhv r.% tor
af'preci ib I per iods hi'fore liring- A nto iibe r of stalldirt! k'ts.% fiai' beeti

de'sised to si iiti f.i1 t 'VibraIi oils to1 whic-l
I'i11ilTig ld itigs thu:1 taiie uc s buhobles. rutl-ttticl is :;ibjccietlt

Iiicittetttat to tilt' Casting t)I-0;crss, nit! grit
iitlitsiiisS CIIi t':it tsi iblaitiai~l rcdtittioir1 Ill 4-3.4.2 FRICTION
critical sci'back itr~sesti's iiaive rt'i1 1tt-L' Ifi tile
t'of ittWil upsuggest-. p' 'tlVis tilIs il riV~V1 prit t'tit' se'nisitsivity of explosives; to trictioin is

load inrg st a dartfs 14 .11 . 2: wellI kitownI from aI (fitr iitativi' poin kito view,
btitl riliauiiigl.1iultluz.ntitatlVe MIIC t-hrilefor its

6 .No t'; isit its shiotild be ph'rmiiitied at firhe tiiit' sllt'it i art' lnot iincludedi inl tlrt standard
initenfact' of' ex.pflosive chiarge and inside base exSplotsive' laibo ratorly prte'dutires.- Somni- 4;rt

of' tile pnojcciiie. are given liii hblt' 4-2 arid tlei test is tiescribed
iii pair 12 -2 1.2.2. Iflicin qufi~lititaitivt' apipli-

2. No ctavity stiould be permiit ted inI thle tahitity tr pract it-al pni hlemhs is rrot clear.
explosXier' charge: close, to its oaise. Sittiations inl wlInch explosives Lne subject- to

frictioinial fl0Wiov'nenI shUn Id I'l LiffrirllxI

3. No grit SliIttl be pe mii11.. Il t d ilte aivoidedl ti l d esigni, as welit as in liii dfirng anid
projectilc. loading firzct'ices At least one fiota! a.cidet'i

has been ascribedt to 'TNT inl projeciltl furze
4 No projeetife with deef' gouges till tile threads 3 4

interior sturfaCe at tire base area shoul.1d be
act.'qptcd. 4-3.4.3 ELECTRICITY

4-3.4 OT HER EFFECTS Tile electrical influeiices to whinch niateriti1
is exposed are discussed iul par. 1-2.4. lire

4-3.4.1 VIBRATION most serious electrical problemis stern froin
the possibility -)I iniitiation of electric

No evide'ice is avaiflible which indicates initiators by sptin OUs Signl~ls. Par- 5-2.4 con-
toita explosives ats such arc affected by vibra- tains mnifornilatiori regardinlg tue iniput cliara''

Sloin of tilie types to which military itemis may teristics of such items. Noininalfy anl clretrit'
b-ý subjected As structvral mateeials. of initiator caurnnot discniiiinate hc',weei iriten-
course, explosives miay be severly damaget. '!y tional and accidenitally aplplied signis.
vibrations. rinclurded lin such strtietural damage
is crtinbling. after %Iiichiiiarll particles of Static electricity can be 1A so1irie of'
ex plosive, u~nder tile influence of sirong vibra- spurious signa~S for the inlitiationl of electrical

t.oin, 11i3ay move considerable distances arid items arid, lii addition, is a hiazurd lin thle

4-1K-
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'01I11,tt -"I01' S~n jlV.CI t ' 1.1C Ilk cditiod ki all% apiciiiatiltcdoN~igi. tii Xias -

elcktiikitý o1 powvteicid cxllliosivc% tic eiveni in oi nn1t:calendito iisIio
Tahkc 4-2 antid Ites.tN . kii 0111ibtl ill 1,.i Piiayepoie.iitiigla i
12-2.i.1.10 Except bor l'riiitay silver as. P idcr dceIosnivcse intteik11 exose id t

Molast e 11 osyes ;irc qito te i usc 'isi tive to st3l ativc azddcmoeuie x1)eIt

e IL .,iit) attcl loaditig. I iowcvc. iuiost visibl u ltiil.- ih A it micnit ii"

piesscd C\iiPIL' wt thle , ~i'ion i t IM 1%tofs 1141I t,11t.141drc tlF).S~L bonndedi:: ;11 criinihl'ng tno hl in to itittit Som of tim ecS st::::cesi~ by sucti
c~l~ci t aon tLitde Irmi '.ig an ;ititioii It gth fradiatioll' 6

. The Inlitiatilon is "(-)inid it, le

kco~itii lof Otte lic Cavil 1g. ItIt P1OWd~rkid evidnce: "(k01 t1luoI~otieni,1cil tzact dayigh sofl
indtcrial cant cotistit ute a static haitaid. Instal- se.Ibcnpoitlnncnxildygit0
lations where iunitiators ort bulk expl)oSI've IYre krt iticiat Wimm'iaiitton is too stow to :ifteci

lhdandled or st oretl sh0ould t'e matde wi~th thlese mla ter~ials lii tie ex posutre time s d550-

C~ndi~tVC loos atl bnchtols ad al Cated with ordinary loadinlg. H owever in 'lie
persona1.iel shout lld bie piocl iiounide~5atd byl loaiding plant, itex posuic r f* lad adcid to

crondcive ad Sho.nl es ;'iaýc oprlyg otin dd b direct stni gh t 1% UVOited . Dc comipo.it ion of'
c nd te lve i OS, ia eleIs orott the:t s. secondary expliosives by visible or iii Llavlolct

Ior details about liardening W~eai'L~f Sys radiation is genierally too slow to detect.

teils agitiiist RI: energy. see Ret. 35. Datai obtained ott flie effects of exloslirc to
gamin ra dia tion at zini average rote of' W5

4,3.4.4 IRRADIATION R,'ir are suninawied fin Table 4-10".' Note.

1that the effects oil most titaterials are qnlite
Most niatefiel is packaged to exclade itifra- Small .tiid tha~t the grceate:;t effects are those

led. ultraviolet, and visible radiatioin. arid theC oil It ad azide.
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TAIlLE 4 110

DATA OBTAINED PROM LXPLIJSIVES AFTER EXPOSURE. TO GAMMA RAD:ATION

Laid Leaod Drgaadinr Nit..
TNT 1 a'n RDX az'rd. ctyphnotoe irsuhenalt glycarlo PL IN

WirUhl iii se lirli, 1) 5 b 6 2 Cb 2 1
VUilti 100 0 pM Ili o0tdurri onily. t I tire flel:rrIgIfI

linles. days
to 002 0 10 0ff, 1 10 0.0i, 0 2b 2 l5 010
70 0.04 0.20 0 44 1 lii, 00J? 1 :)b b0 0.43
30 0 06 035 0dir? 290 0.103 3.2b 7.6 1.04
40 0 (X 0.48 149g 395! - 5a.00 90 2.33
80 Oil 0.0 - 530 0.10 2.21 10.8 -

9(; 0.2t 1 40 - - 0.12 - - -
Idola . 'irrelr.rrn nit,, days 90 90 44 52 90 41, 1513r 42

original miateriail 93.ud - - -

irarlateid materil 6-- 8904 - - -

Meltirit r Coirt rictedi, 
0
L

original meterril 82 1 128 8 2048 - - - 1408
irrdiated -raerial 80.9 127.8 2064.8 - - - 1370

Sensrssly1% npit ietrr Arut,ilI machin.a

in. iiiaimt material 12 - 8 3 6 2 - -

origi~ald maiterial 13 - 9 3 t 2 -

Seiisrtiviy sr mpact, Bureau of Mirras flistliiiie

Original Ireteual 95 25, 40 65 2o 4 - -

ifrradiated mahtrial 9b 26 25 75 2d 3 - -

Sandtt est. 200 troiti.- ornr sand cruished

whcii sarrirri waý ignliteld by blIrck. powder - - - 2. 41 2.

Sand iestt 20009 bombs granrs of sand

crushed when samnplte was initiated by 0.300J
of lead aerda

original rfalerrail 489 66.4 6i 7 - -- -

irradiated material 50.1 56.0 62.0 - - - -

* ~~Minimumr height of tall of 2 0 l9 weight to produce 8t tail one esplosrion in iorn 1rralr

flit Rc.wrotch in I fig/t Iiter,.i ('/tilntrry in 10. R. W. I letifeiafhn uiid S. J . Lowe~ll
19660(-1975. I. ilai-a1R(-Sitjrjao I Alf)i li't-ilfiiiinj Aild] ~ i firri Arwin cou-

* (10. Report NO15R 05-220, Naval liounZ fOl.,n. Repoirt TR 2675, Pietttinfily
Ordlallcc Laborasors , Silver Spr1inig. AId.. Arsenal, Dover, NTJ. I'brtiary 1960.
? 4 May I '-'(It (Confidential replort)
tAD-373 129). 11. G W. Peel and L. F. Gowen, Fiahaa~tnw

Tixzt Reultsng onl &heriv and Exp-rimental
9. A. J. Pasy dt'O. 771,' .Sunabillill (If flHare- Squl/trii. NAVORD Report 6061. Naval

1'RA flimsver lifder Ini gth 2 79J-fntc fiend Ordnancwe Laboratory. Silver- Spring. Md.,
All R)cket Head. Repoirt TK 2271, 4 Marc~h 1958.
P-catinny Arsenial, IDover, N.J.. November

r9418 12. B. J. Meleski, IAeteloptneuni o~f Flexible
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Isa Xporu Lh crd AfarA /I31, 1. and 1. e11thr I.% of * (5IR pu

1.;krtrlozy, Sdtive Spring. hid ,30 blote jiiti'.ily 19'57.

1 3. It L. Watgtei . Dc ref tf'naci flJ a ~Iftc Mt du 1 ,' raft klmcd III A1 wmtilnliit. fil.pIort I It

317AN? Degar tr Ik'ring ImfI-reI; Cooku'- 1 493. PtcttimiN Arwndld, I owir. N.J.. 24
Off C7,aratclistic , Repott 1 R 251 '). Jailmity 1945.
Picalti'trt At~iscua. lhn'c N J., 3111W

H '58. 2.. 1t. V. /.Iottifi anI NI- Ilci . Th.- Rc-

wtall1( t Lr ttN (if Withb Aftals and,
14. W. NlcQ;fiN antd P. L.. Holl. FdN.. I'ra-cd- I'ron, tirit jc j/ Report Iit 2288,

imrg% ofth Gi,,;l.cIrt R? 1. 5,njt/ Alcutrwrial Pwa tttny Aisct.lI. Dovm: N.J.. NM.t

CooiJ~relict fill L v/lcit c Scmtsiltti tt. I 05(1.

NAVORI) Reptttt 5746, N.as dl Ortdnance
1 thoritat m S i set Sporing. Md., 2 Jo i 23. S. Umum tand 1 . Kali&. Ilaarib. (iJ

19.58 ('litqpr Arjdt- (11). Reponil NOIIR
7 2-113. U.S. Nav.tl Ordnttte Laboratory.

15. W. 11. Ri;Ikcttb1 antd A. J. Clear. Silver Spring. Md.. 8 September 11072
.Slantarif l~aubra ittr Prctcthitrt- fo tWo nftide at al Re portt).

fLxtlt(sii'tN. Report TR 1401. Rev. 1. 24. MI. C. Si. (Cyr. ('rmpJatibililvtY1 4(t
Piecttinny Arsenal. IDova'. N. J Februatry %siii % WWI~t I'ttltourx Report I R 25t95

1 950-) Picattinily Arýerhti. Dowi . N.J., Miarch

I 6 Tit ird S'~.riji~otrial? oi Detonal imi Report
ACF-52. Ofli.:e of Naval Researcht. Navy 25. N. V-B.%w eanitd V. K. Canflield, Cotm-
Dept. September 26-28. I 9W'. putihiliti (if Exp'lotitjt WNIithz Poaenters.

It. Report 3.3, Pltst ics Technijcal F~vath'.-

Stabtility t~j*Scec-td.l F-lectric Deitmatttrs. N. J., April 1'968 (AI)-673 713).
Report TR 2482, Picatfintry Arsenal,
Dover. N.J., March 1958. 2o. N. F1. Beacht, Otnitauitility ) tt]Ilvsti'A~i

Withi POI 4vncrs A Guiade rto Me Reactuionts
18. Gutither ('olttx (mA-tjt*. in Aircraft Repoterld tit PA TR 25Y5. Note 22.

Gus SuppirarY 1 952-1 9.59. Repor t Plastics Techtnical Iivaaiataioii Center.
V-A2 144-2, The. Fransklitn Institute, Picatinny Arsenal. Dover, N.J.. OCto~ber
Phtilt., Pta. CO fract DA-30-034-501- 1970 (AD-716 024)

ORt)-IORD, June1 1960 (SPIA 20-(,88,
AI)-239 808) 27 N. F. Beachl anId V. K. Catnfield. Comi-

puti1hi1ity otf Exphlumes W~ith Pt.Jvners.
19. Pnyizyael Tterti~j of! i:xplvitIs, Part' 11 111,l Report 40, Plastics Tectrimcal 1;valua-

Scr/nisairi' Stuiicls Withj the IDrop-Weight tiott Ccntet . Picattinrry Arsenal. D~over,

lImpact Machitne Report OSRI) 57,44, N.J., Jantitay 1971 (AD-721 04).
Oftjie of Scientific Rescarelt and Dc-

veloptnent, Decetbubr 27, 1945. 28. S. 1). Stett and M. L. PolLick, Drht
,,cti~t of apt lrrypro ted Rille Buallet bnpatt~t

20. G. V. IlorVilt Wrrir F. J. Mutrray, I~wlkigo. St-wiit'vi~ty Test. Report TR 2247,

r lion (If /)t'w aanan inz Long lNarrow Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N.J., May 1956.
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N.Xi J.rr11k%iirt lild J S. 1,4,1,I'. I 33. D). J. Ssd'oI) . I)Ei-qiI I" bI,11 111101t["

)/ i Pial.nh %w~i slg 771Idgh Ail-4I f .iid / upphhoi tari 7 Sthugi for

Ih i ph I fi .s jRIL Mciiio 1 12 7, /'1 iyrii .IlteItit I , Rci'uirt 1 1709. 1 lanik I 1Ifi
Abciuiccni'cs'siii-, (;timii. Md.. Ocriticr Alwiialt. Piuhicividl'iti.. Vat.. Mhimii I hO
S195 7.

3 0. A,%i( P' 7LU( 247. Irigitcciriig I );migi 34. S5. 1). Skiui and S J Ithmcii I'iituitoij 1f

I ntuiulbok . .4 n':jnitfi,n S( ric s. St tu'rh 1A/l %b,m in .She1ll 77irc,,dN. Rcpia I I RA

July I1957-

11111k "Ii ( wniii'tisr" .. I .F [, k, 35. AjM4( 
7

0(,-235, [ligiuicci hug IDcxign
1-cpoi I 111, 2433. Iicaft~inný Ar isc ii, II. r1id ook. Ilardu-Itng li'pop 'n.IVII'm
Dmm5Cl N. J., J3 11WL 1957. Aliii'tt R)":Llictrgv

.Strariffa(h~A IhUai'IItI (III d I hififal Muc1 (of 3v~'. F. P' Itiviiico (I adcr). "A D iLl via tin If

S'itfiui A Sc,~imiiic-,u% IRt'pi' 6 3, Itiplo OIuC I rrituMtian aiid (rssW11 )I LN11%]t1
ti%-c% D'cvclaittuwitt S.'stion. IRI I.. III SOiiLIS". Plsic Ray)iI .Sucet) . Sciics A.
Pt C;It il ty A rsc Ijal. Dove'cr, N.J ., Ma ;y NUI iiIIce m k ctilIid Phýst yiil S cic nce.s. 246,
1959. 124 5 t1958).
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PART TWO - DEISIG;N CONSIDERATIONS

CHAPTER 5a

PRIMERS AND DETONATORS

5.1 DESCRIPTION AND SELECT ION tli.pipfe: lhb.: f:lolu~i \\lifkt I iIII IIlIe

If 11t\[iit'tI .11 flitC IIiVIitulcil fo11tC in11l blc' l.2 FUN\CTION AND COJNSTRUCTIION

11cIt I/( i I N iii! mcti1111 \ ll flit'' di lt'fitul Ii I 'iiil NLfi

:111d~wl it.Ik 111 ic l tt.tI t'clil ut it Ii t'i flic t\'lift i\ it 1.1 1 ii

Slet'ffouff las iN l'tt, 11 Ited. 1if li i fetnistisk Ill ge. Soinefutuics.t IL litiss tosf 11k p iiii 'te i

I t%: f i It' rtlied fllk: "'Illol deiit tlii ut-sites. A Ii 1 .ltiii viftr I' s a s '.ini 11 w'l'f tist'. fosluiois

f% iilth Aitiit Oiif l t' t1 1 '.i I ltii ht'I l1.111Iiut't aiul hih u pout lii'u i lt' tA prisst frain; V.1 %1- IIA: 1

"Ilt'd loafirt art' rttl ii flit' llu iler cli i' lit dIfl 'i Irti hidt' AiNt' sut iht wif's I, tuifi

fllit' uuf~l'rIIL JViii iiii tift a.is' t11e1L I ii ft'il tufaf'rlit iably .II, ; I) s't il iu Iv\IIIkNI L: 4.vIIc Il tj th i ll%~'

ro l II'lpl it ,,llv a la i tg iil r s e .tlp w c , w t I, tý
flicd~tolatill k mpoiiilsIn i tt~n A mmo

W111 1 N 10 110 % ]Il11111IN 111171. ý MI.
lilt, pact N oliellILki w i. va' tit lli: 1 .11 I 11AIL III M li'i d %Il10

cs~posl 'h lgv \0 1,1 I ia k up TI, L!11 -c alI - tilIc N"'ld~ ý hrl v JIs

LIc Ial Il ,kckt~ d t IIg % s liil .. lok c .Il-plplco
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cha rges. It call be initizated hiv nolln'' x plove lt inler cupsl, are cowr•lrl,,.t''d -)I duclihatn 1t.l.b

energy. in which cawt it 'icludes the aclio f 01 -innitontk brass, in order to avoid UpiliUc to.
a printer, or by the outptit of the prmner. the tiring pin.
1:U rtlieriiitre, whenli a cted upon b1 suffl'icient

heat. or by mchlianical or electrical energy. it 5-1.3.3 FLASH DETONATORS
will detonate.

Flash dettnal I t al.: ,LeSWNitit.lly identical mii

Printer% and detottato N ale housed in co nstrulictioin to stab inliiatOls. VIt, ,e ait
cyliindrikcal cups of alttnini or sttinltess sensitive to heat. A tvpical flash detonlator is

steel. Copper and gilding metal are being shown in Fig. 5-I(Dl. Flash detonators are
phased out becau'se ol incomplatibility of l'ad considured to bh liitiators fo, convenience of
azide with copper. hile op,.n end is sealed groulping even though they are not the fiNt
with a closing disk of ote tal or of paper over element in tile explosive tiain.
which the end of the cup is cimnped. In case
of electric initiators, tlie cup is crimped over 5-1.3.4 RELAYS
the plug which coniaiis I id wires or contaci
pin. Primers containl an cxplosive priminig mix A relay is very similar to a flash detuiatto.
while detoliator\ contain three charges pri- Typical relays are shown in Fig. 5-2. While
mtary. intermediat. adnt base althougit relays can be separate components., they can
sometimes two of thcsL are combined. The also bh" tie last incrementl in a delay element.
primary charge is near the inplit or acceptor The inMtIt charactcrislics, arLe c.ssciliatly those

b..nd and the has: charge is near the olttIt of a fiash detonator (see par. 5-2.3) whe tilte
end. outpult characteristics 'all bc those of a

piiMtcr -, a ttet.'latu . dc.•'i ,".c pal s-f).

5-1.3 INITIATOR TYPES
The utsual relay consi sts of an aluminutt

5-1.3.1 STAB INITIATORS cup into which lead azide is prssed. In sonte
relays, a sealing dist; is crimped over the open

The stab initiator is a rather simple iteil end while in others, tte c:nd is left open, but
consisting of a cup loaded with explosives and the skirt Weft by partial filling is crimped to an
covered with a closing disk. It is sensitive to angle. When such relays are inserted intio
mechanical energy. A typical slab detonator is delay elcnteme.s attd crimped in place. 1te

shown iu Fig. 5-1{A). crimp is compressed jtzst sufficiently to result
in a flril and Siug fit+

5-1.3.2 PERCUSSION PRIMERS
5-1.3.5 ELECTRIC INITIATORS

Perctussion primers differ from stab ini-
tiators in that they are initiated and fired Electric primners and electric detonators
without punctunng or rupturing ttheir con- diffcr from slab initiators it that they contain
tainer. itey are therefore used in fuzes the initiation mechanism as Lin integral part.
mainly as initiators for obtutiacd (sealed) They constitute the fastest growing class of
delay elentivns. The essential components of a explosive initiators.
percussion primer are a cup, a thin !ayer of
priming mix, a sealinit disk, :Žnd an anvil. Several types of initiatioti mechanism are
Initiation is accomplished by a blunt firing commonly employed ill electric initiators; hot
pill that sLItleezes the uirimink; mix between wire bridge, explodijig bridgewire. fiii bridgc.
cup and anvil. Typical pcecussion primers are conductive mixture, and spark gapi. While
shown in Figs. 5-I (B) and ((.,. ili general. thies;. types. depending oln specific design.
they are less sensitive than stab initiators (I 2 may or may not provide initialors with large
inl-no is a typical "allfire" point). Percussion differences in input s,-isitivities. 'hey do

5-2
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PRtMIN5 LLAa) AZ-Dt LA ZV

n1 fvu f ,* Oiirf 01

BOTTOPA Figoure 5-2. Tp-pical Explosive Relays
(A) sua8 OLIONAT09 (M55)

wi res, by ceniter piii ant' case, or occasi onalIly
"-ERcu by 1Wu piw

CHARG[

To indicate construction, le, LIS examhine a

tnd p.AN f~f s:re lead initiator. Two leýad wires Ijce molded
0 ER \,..y in;o a~ cylindrntcal plug, us di~ly of Bak-elit e, so

0 126 En~-- ~ (d 00I that the end; of' the wire aic sepamratcd by aI
controlled 0i'StancL 01' thle flat end Of the

(B) PERCUSSION PRIMER IM29AI) phIg. This gap can then be b;dged with aI
gra ph it hi in or a bridge wn c -

CPRGE\ CU flS'C Nl OD ost detonators ')ave diamreters trout 0.1
-A"IL Nto u.2~5 in. A typiceal examplec of' a -mini"

/ detonator is, shown in Fig. 5-4- It has the
MpI a ,T standard components of a bridgewirc electric

End ..aitiator bui its diameter is d inere 0. 1 in.

0350, A-i5-1.3.6 SQUIBS

(C) PERCUSSION PRIMER (M 39Ai The 1-i oer-Lting parts c-C squibs art "Ldenticai

to those of electric initiators. However, squibs
do not have outer metal cuips. A tý pical Squib

MESSED5 - -- EIRVL is Shown in Fig. 5-5. A low ex,3losivc. fla-,h
chari;e is prov.ided to iniiiate the action of

inpt -Outpop p~oehn~c devices.

I - -CLCSIOG 6-1.3.7 GRiOUPING OF INITIATOR TYPES

DIS Oý342IN.Primer an~d detonators are commonly

(D)FLASH DETONATOR (I7i) placed ii~to two groups, namely, mechanical
and electrical. El-i-ctrical includcý: those which
are jtfitiate6 by an electric stimulus white all
others (except flash types) are mechanical.

Figure 5-7. 7-vpicalFrimers and Therefore, the mechanical group includes not
Detonator-s (Mechanical) only percussion and stab elements that are

initiated by the mechanical motion of a firing
pin but also flash detonators that art. included

exhibit different electrical characteristics, because of their similarity in construction ind
Typical electric initiators are shown in Fig. sensitivity. As a group, electric. initiators are

r5-3. Electrical contact is by means of' two mo,,- surnaitive and liffer from the mechanical

5-3
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FERRULE PR!.•G7  /-Lr.AD AllOt groiup in that they contaiji thti initiating

PLUG CHAGE -I mechanism, the plug. as an integral part.

Se One interesting detonator ctits ý:cross the

:j ctwo groups. the stab-etectric detonator. It is
".' _a an adaptation of tile button tyoe clcctjin

QRIOQEWIR I .--__ _53,. IN initiator ia which tile pin is rejldaced by a

BIRIDG.WIRE, WIRE LEAD (MN3I) sntall-dianneter stab detonator (see Fig. 5-o,.
It is intended for use where a delonator ik
initiated either b) means of a stab tiring pon

PLUG PETN (which is cettered) or by means of an elcCtrii
WINE LEADS pulse japplied to outside case and stab case as

contacts). The zwo components are designed
r! as conventional separate detonators except

-e that the stab element is small. Wtiilc this type
1dct(,natur is developed, fuze designers have

SRDOE' 370 IN yet to find an application for its use.
GRAPHITE BRIDGE, WIRE LEAD tMBIJ

Delay detonators are those initiators which

contain a delay charge after ttie priminlg
FERRULE -- GRAPHITE LEAD AZllt charge so as to inltrodne a time dclay in tle

1NU j---~g CHRG In see ting a intirodu for a spmeW ayII task.

an-tput detonatiopu .F heSe art, discussed i f par.S ~6-1I.

'•0 5-1.4 BASES FOR SELECTING AN
I INITIATOR TYPE

ELCT RICAL -- SPOT

ONTATS r---0370IN -- I HRGEIn selecting anl in~tiator for a specific task,
GRAPHIT BRIDG, BUTTLO (T77 onlust consider two main ciriteria• input

anad output. For [lie latter, both type of

CONDUCTIVE MIX--- LEAD AlOt output and time in which this output is to be

- delivered are important. In addition to these
main criteria, size. weight, cost, and reliability
should also be considered.

With regard to initiator input conditions. ii

rLEC -----L IN is probable that the design of the rest of theC:ONTACTS 0.29•I

CONDUCTIVE MIX, BUTTON system has already established whether an
electric ot mechanical initiator is to be used.
If not, the designer is free to choose any

,A'DEWPt ,a M EDPIM•R system that solves his problem most easily.
LED ,-Mechanical initiators are usually simpler to

--use than electric ones. If the item is to be

's completely sealed, a percussion primer is
indicated over a stab primer. The need for fast
functioning times, less than a few hundred

.t microseconds, or for functioning an initiator

EXPLODING ORIDGEWIRE, WIRE LEAD that must be remotely located from tlte

Figure 5-3. Typical Primers and source of p(,wer can be satisfied most easily
Detonators (Electricalj by the electric type.

5-4
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LEAD AZIDE SPol RD 1335 LEAD ,IZIDE

BRIDGEWIRE HMX

0. 025 IN.

Figure 5-4. Electric "Mini" Detonator

Onc having sclicted the general method at At the same time th.' designer selects a type
initiation, tile next consideration is that of of initiation and an input condition that is

: sensitivity. As a general rule, the designer compatible with his system, he must con-
should use the least scnsitive item available sider tlte type of output desired. As in tile
that meets his other requiren,:its. Stab case of input, the first 1hoice is relatively
detonators are more sensitive than percussion simple. The application of the system should
detonators. Flectric initiators can be made to indicate whether the output is to be a
fall anywhere in a wide range of sensitivities, detonation, a flame, or a mechanical function.
Nitiation by friction or spark cannot be If, for example, the initiator is to be the first
closely controlled so that components element of an explosive train leading to the
initialed in this manner are rarely, if ever, detonation of high explosives, then the
used. They present both safety and sensitivity designer requires a detonation as an output,
problems. or a high-explosive train. On the other hand, a

low-explosive train is called for when the
In the case of mechanical initiators, the output must be flame or gas. Unfortunately,

d%,signer will select the firing pin so that lie available output data are more sketchy thanh:omplet cOntlol oil the uniiatiiul laccitia- input data so that tirm, quantitative choices

mnsm, For electric ini'iators, on the other of output are difficult to make. Adequa,::
hand, the power sou ce may be located testing is usually required. For more informa-
elsewhere in the system and may have other tion about low-explosive trains, see Ref. 1.
functions to perform. In such instances, close
coordination with the other systems peop!e In addition to the type of output, one is
involved is mandatory so that tlhe initiator usually concerned with the functioning time
will be certain to receive the correct stimulus, of the initiator, which is the interval from .. -

delivery of the input to the initiator until the
For each initiator, definite firing input output of the initiator is realized. If very fast

conditions are specified. It is wise to hold initiation is required in an electric detonator,
rvety closely to these conditions. For example, an initiator using lead azide as its initial
if the specified input should be designated as charge probably w:ll be necessary. Somewhat
300 V from a 0.001 jAF capacitor, then the longer acceptable times may permit the use of
designe, should make certain that intervening lead styphnate as the initial charge. Function-
circuitry between ';apacitor and initiator does ing times usually are published as a function
not reduce the amplitude or modify the wave of the input stimulie.
shape delivered to tile initiator. The assump-
tion that a similar amount of energy delivered In addition to these criteria, one must
"from a different size capacitor will fire the consider size, weight, and cost. The smallest

initiator is risky indeed, and simplest device is the least expensive, and
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8RID-JEW'-K ELECTRIC ELEMENT \ / -CARDOi CRIOGE

rLAtAH CHARE CAMOS4TION--J

Figure 5-5 Electric Squib. M2 I

r4 - -04351IN. r

incidentall" the most reliable, but! it is limitcd Figure 5-6. Stab-ehlctric Detonator, T29
in versalility, sensitivity, and functioning
time. Site and weight are always of some
importance but are rclative. They can become Firing pin characteristics and the rel,:ionship
critical in the case of a 20 mm fuze while they of firing pin velocity to sensitivity are dis-
may he less important in a large mnissile. lI the cussed in par. 2-3.3.2.
same manner, the unit cost of an item can be
critical if the application calls for millions of Table 5-1 lists the compositions of corn-
devices while it may be of little concern if a mon stab and percussion priming mixtures
relatively few items are to be made. High which are used by the Armed Forces.
reliability is expensive but the designer has no
choice but to meet this specification when it 5-2,1.2 EFFECTS OQ DISK AND CUP
is required. THICKNESS

llence. the bases for selecting initiat-ts are The energy required to fire stab initiators
nut cleai cut and require considerable engi& increases nearly linearly with the thickness of

netsing judgment. Two hints may be othlred metan that Uzi: fuluig pin ninctratos. The zero
to simplify this task. First, initiators have thickness intercept of the drop height curve
been developed by the military agencies along may be presumed to be the energy necessary
certain family lines so that a specific input to pierc -the metal Anionugh data are not on
may be tied to a sees of explosive compot hand, it might be expected that use of
nents with different mounting systems, out- stainless steel rather than aluminum in this
puts, and functioning t imes. Conversely, a application would result in a less sensitive
specific type of output can be traeed back to initiator. There is every reason to expect that
Sat, as.iortment of initiators requiring differing this relationship interacts with other variables
5inpus, These family groups greatly Bacilitate such rs firing-pin dimensions and tolerances

.fial selection. Second, ma(y explosive trains and the compopition and density of tne
fof different types exist which have a record of priming mix.

proven performance. Compilations of such:
past practice make for a good starting place. 5-2.1.3 EFFECTS 13F TEST APPARATUS

5-2 INPUT CHARACTERISTICS Sqensitivities of stab initiators are usually
5-2. STB INTIAORSspecified in terms of weight and height,
5-2. STB INTIAORSmeasured with some standard test apparatus

E-2,11.11 INITIATION (see pars. 2-3.3.2 and 12-2..1.2.1 ). Often the

firing pin is not changed in design when the

The firing pin used for stab initiators, a dropped weight is varied. As tht weight is
truncated conical pin, is shown in Fig. 2-9. reduced to approach that of the firing pin,

5-6 (
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TABLE 5-1

COMMON PRIMING COMI'P3SiTIONS

Composition, percent by weight

M31
Ingredients FA956 FA962 PAlOO PA10t NOL60 NOI.130 Igniter Mix

Lead styphl!iate, basic - - - 53 60 40 -

Lead styphnate, normal 37 36 - - -

Barium nitrate 32 22 - 22 25 20 -

Lead azidr - - 5 -- - 20 -

Tetracene 4 12 - 5 5 5 -

Lead dioxide - 9 - - -

SC a lc iu m silic id e - -...

Aluminum powder 7 - - 10 - -

Antimony sulfide 15 7 17 10 10 15 -

PETN 5 5 - - - -

Zirconium - 9 ...- -

Potassium chlorate - - 53 - - - 65

Lead theocyanate - - 25 - - - 45

motion of the pin and energy distribution in velocity to sensitivity are discussed in par.
the system become quite complex. 2-3.3.3. Priming compositions are listed in

Table 5-1.
The support of the primer is also impor-

tant. Cushioned 3upport canu make an item 5-2.2.2 SEALING DISKS AND CUPS
seem much less sensitive than it is.

The material :and thickness of scaling disks
( C.re mlst alr,. he inken that the movement affect the %enruitivity of nerrcision nnnmer Aq

o ot the firing pin is not restncted so that its an example, data for the MARK 101 Primer
penetration is less than that which would are given in Table 5 -2'.
result from free movement under the action
of the drop weight. To overcome some of In a test of the effects of cup hardness, in
these problems, a new tester has beeti con- which cups ranging from 31.2 to 105.7
structed in which a firing pin is attached to Vickers Hardness were used, the trend toward
the moving weight. This arrangement appears higher drop heights with increasing hardness I

to give more consistent res,.lts with small was apparent but was neithtr practically nor
detonators'. statistically significant.

5-2.2 PERCUSSION PRIMERS 5 2.2.3 OTHER VARIABLES

5-2.2.1 INITIAT.ION Loading pressure has a negligible effect
.iport sensitivity of peroission primers in the

Percussion primers are tired with round- range from 10,000 to J,000 psi. Mixtures
nosed firing pins. A typical radius is about that do not contain highly soluble compo-
0.050 in. but variations between 0.023-in. nents are sometimes ioaded as a paste without
radius and flat had little effect of sensitivity significant effect on input properties.
in one investigation,. Other firing pin charac-
teristics and the relationship of firing pin Although quantitative data are not avail-
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TABLE 6 2 5-1.4.2 EFFECT 0O- EXPLOSIVE AT INPUT
END

EFFECTS OF CUP OR SEALING DISK ON

SENSSTIVITY Although U.S. flash detoi,.:'ers have lead
ae.;dv at the input (also callecd sensitive)I end.

Thicknes, W0, Firing Std. Dev., lead styplinaite has been tuset' in a ilimber of'
Seal in. Height, in. in.

- - ~foreign it emis and in ounr n onclectri e inili a ry

Paper disk 0.003 1.95 0.41 blasting Cap (W) to crnlluitict sensitivity of

Tin disk 0.005 .1.74 0,34 ILtIiti10fliitt Of' II Call ' a s,.it of a black
Copper dirk 0.005 4.04 0.56 powdeir ful.c. Tests injicate that suichi items.
Tin cup 0 005 4.00 0.63 should be appreciabtly more sinisitive thani
Copper cup 0.002 3.88 0.69 lead aiide iterri Although no datai are a.
Copper cup 0.003 4.19 0.64 hand to support this view, possibly finer
Copper cup 0.004 4.83 0.91 particle sizes and lower loading densities
Copper cup 00)05 b.00 0.9 shotild re..uit in 'store sensitive items. The lact
Primer MAR K 101,.4-Ounce Sall that flash detonators are ignilied by rather

dit'll SCly distributed heat might encourage the
idea that materials like tetry, antd PETN,

able, it is clear that tiring energy requirenments which have rather low ignition temptratures,
can he expected to incirease with thickiness might be effective at the inpu~t end of a flash
and hardness of thie printer cup. and with detonator. Ilowever. these materials are mu1Lch
thickTneSS of the layer of primer mix between les$ wensitive to heat pulses of short dur~ation

*anvil c:nd cup. Movement of* ;he anvil can than lead azide or lead sty!plinatc. One flash
drastically redtice the sensitivity to normal detonator, tlse M3 1, contains a primer charge
firing p~in action, while inL'eleasig the SCUsM- of calcium chlorate/lead styphinate. apparent-
tivity to accidental jars and vibrations. Firm ly, ta increase its flash sensitivity. This charge
support of the primer is essential (see par. also increases its ntechrinicsl sensitivity to stab
5-4.3 .2). action. Normally. flash detonaturs (containing

lead azide) cannot be initiated with a stab
C..ag Pin.

5-2.3 FLASH DETONATORS
5-2.3.3 EFFECT OF CONSTRUCTION AT

5.3.1 INITIATION INPUT END

Teiinptt characteristics of flash initiator% According to a gas blast tester, a flash
and relays are difficult to characterize in detonator, in which the sensitive cud was the
terms that are significant indications of per- unpiereed bottom of an .Auminum cup coined
form; nce under uISal1 conditions. Tuese items to 0.0003-int. thickness, required gas pressure
are usually initiated by the spit of a primer, about three times as higfh for initiation as one
the heat from a delay column, or other action with a closure consisting o1 a paper disk
of previous explosive elements. The exact 0.00 15-in, thick held in place by an aluminum
mechanism of initiation varies with the appli- washer crimped into the cup. The sensitivity

* *cation. In some cases, the flame may ignite of flash detonators to initiation by hot gases
the explosive; in others, either the impact or is determninedh largely by the heat flow pat-
heat of solid particles or a shock waive may terns and resulting thsermal gradients. A factor

play important roles. No useful, q,.iantitative that uiidouV'l,*.!y contributes to tlse insensi-

results have been. obtained with gap tests to tivity of the coined bottoir. detonator is the
determine sensitivity of the items. See pars. continuous rmetal path fronm the bottom
2-3.2.4 to 2-3.2.6 on adiabatic compression around to the sides. Although the pm-per disk.

theory. as a better insulator, impedes the flow of heat
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fro") the gas to the expilosive, i. also impedes 5-2.4.2.1 FLASH CHARGE EXPLOSIVES
the tiansserse flow to the edge% which di
tributes thi,- heat more easily. Thr explosive in direct contact with the

bridgewire is kn,)wn as the flash charge and
5-2.4 ELECTRIr INITIATORS sometimes as the spotting charge. Rclativc

sensitivities of a niumbecr of explosivcs arc
5-2.4.1 INPUT SENSITIVITY given in Table 2-6. Normal lead styptiatc has

the broadest general use at present. Fo!
The inlut characteristics of electric ini- applications where extremely rapid ie,,ponsC

tiators are subject to precise control over is needed, lead azide has been uied. Lcad
quite remarkable ranges. lienis have been a~ide is also finding application in initiatorn
designed with thirrshold firing energies ranging that arc rcquired to withsainLI extremes of
from less titan one erg to hundreds of temperatures over the t tended ranges of
thousands of ergs, with current r'(quirements modern missile applications (see pars. 4-2.2
from hundredths to hundrcds of amperes, and and 4-2.3).
resistancC friom a few hundredths of an ohm
to tens of megohms. Since the sensitivity of hot bridgewire

initiators is determined largely by hcat-flow
Determination of input sensitivity of kec- patterns, both particle size and loading

tro-explosive devices requires sophisticated density have important effects on sensitivity.
tesiing equipment and is considerably mote Three aspects of heat-flow are involved: trans-
involved than that of stab and percussion fer between wire and explosive, dissipation
detonators. Frar a discussion of initiation through the explosive Trom the heated sur-
theory, see par. 2-3.2; for details on testing face. and longitudinal itow through the wire
the items, set par. 12-2.2.2. Specifications for (end effects). Of these aspects. sensitivity is
military electric initiators are covered in increased by the first and decieased by the
MIL-I-23659 3 , and input characteristics of other two. The use of explosives of very fine
specfic devices are recorded in the Electric particle size results in improved contact
Initiator Handbook'. between explosive and wire and, at the same

time, reduces the bull; conductivity of the f.
In..t . vea sharply with. th. expiuvivv. Explosives have been grotind in

type of transducer- Each t',pe -hot bridge- ball-mills, to take advantage of this tendency.
"wire, exploding bridgewire, film bridge, con- It was found that milling for longer periods
ductive mix, and spark gap -must therefore be resulted in more sensitive initiators'. Both
considered separately. lead styphnare and lead azide have been

manufactured by processes involving rapid
precipitation- The materials so produced are
referred to as colloidal. Information about

-52.4.2 HOT BRIDGEWIRE INITIATORS these materials is given in MIL-L-757 for
t normal lead styphnate and MIL-L-3055 for

(A' all initiators, those in which explosives lead azide. Basic lead styphnate, as procured
are initiated by electricaliy heated wires under MIL-l-i6355, has particle sizes in the
behave most precisely in a manner that can be range betwe n 5 and 95 .u, which is highly
logically anticipated. For this reason, deto- satisfactory for flash charge use.
nators of this type can be designed quite
readily and precisely to any desired input Loading density or pressure, as it is in-
characteristics, within the relatively broad creased, may increase sensitivity by improving
limits imposed by properties of available contact between vire and explosive or de-
materials, and the rather simple laws that crease it by increasing the rate of dissipation
govern their behavior, of heat through the explosive. In 'ead
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styphnatc, loaded at pressures between 1000 .hcats of 'olfids, this approximation can be
and 4000 psi, the littler trend apparently extended to the general rule that the firing
dominates. On the other hand. lead azile encrgy reqi-irencnt is proporlional to the
loaded at presstures between 3000 and 90,000 volume of the reaction nucleus and, further,
psi becomes more %ensitive with increasing the volume of the reaction nucleus is propor-
loading pressure. tional to that of the bridgewire. Both the

variation in critical temperature with size, and
&-2.4.2.2 BRIDGEWIRE RESISTANCE the effects of end losscs are accounted for in

the empirical equation
The resistance of a bridgewire is given by

w ,, 25 + 450d'L, erg (5-2)

R - 0.0OOSLr,.'dZ, ohm (5-1)
where

where
w, - threshold firing energy (50% point),

R = wire resistance, ohm erg

L = wire length, mil d - wire diameter, mil

d - wire diameter. mil L = hire length, mil

S= wire resistivity, microhm-cm This equation fits available data within ten
percent for leId styphnate loaded either at

Resiswivities of common bridgewire mate- 3000 to 5000 psi, or "buttered" or
rials are giveni in Table 5-35. ,,Spotted,,S,".

5-2.4.2.3 FIRING ENERGY AND POWER On the basis of a tixed initiation tempera-

"lure, the threshold power for initiation should
As pointed out in par. 2-3.1, the assump- be that required to attain equilibrium with

tivi, of a fixcd initiation tempervi ui% is a valid the tosses at that temperature. Experimental
"approximation. In combination with the rela- data inditate that, for short hndgewires whlmic
tively small variation of volumetric specific end losses dominate, the firing current re-

quirement of lead styphnate loaded initiators
is estimated from the equation 4 ,6

TABLE 6-3
I 0.41R1 (short bridgewire), A (5-3)

RFSPSTIVITIES OF IR;DGEWIRE MATERIALS
- where

Resistivity, mdcrohm-em
- ta..Mal ut 20. atsOO0( i current required for 50% functioning,

'Tungsten 55 20
* Platinum 10 30 Rf bridgewire resistance at the firing

Plat2num/Ir4dium temperature (assumed to be 500*C),S90110 24 30oh

80/20 31 43
Nichrome" 100 120
Tophet Ct 110 132 Note that the current is independent of wire

dimensions and material.
"lPopristary alloy of Drlver-Harrli Co., Newark, N.J.
tPropriefary alloy of Wilbur Driver Co., Newark, N.J. For long bridgewires a semi-empirical equa-
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tion has been deiived which relates tile -Y '7" 12R 15-7)
current rquncd to overcome the radial losses

and whic•h account% for the tendency IoM where
larg.cr wircs to initiate any g;vcn explosive at a
"lower tetnpetature- 'Y = cooling rate cocifficictlt, W/T"'

I = 2.3d/v'w (long bridgewire), A (5-4) C = heat capaity of the thermal mass (in-

cludivg bridgcwirc and surrounding
where layer of explosivc), W-sec/ 0 C

Q =threshold firing turnent [or a lead For purposes ot prtdiction 1 Ofn absoluti
styphnaic loaded, initiator with a value Gft T,. the tcmpcraturc of initiatots is
bridgewire so long that end effects not important it C and -y are computed by
are negligible, A means of Eqs. 5-6 and 5-7. The quantity T,

may be taken as 500 0 ', which in practice has
d wire diameter, mil given reasonably accurate results.

r = bridgewirc resistivity at the initiation
temperature, microhm-cm 5-2.4.2.4 RESPONSE TIMES

Assumed values for V11"w are 4.6 for tungsten Condenser discharge firing tines vary with
Sand J1.5 for Tophet C. flash chsrge material as well as with bridge-

wire characteristics and finng conditions.
The total threshold finng current I, is given Tablc 54' gives functioning times obtained in

by one experiment, Pig. 5-6' shows functioning

times of sonic typical military items. Azide
I, = , A (5-5) loaded items, in general, have much shorter

functioning times than those loaded with
However, either I, or I is usually so domi- other primary explosives. Since the function-
.n..q!t that the of her may be neglected. Hence, ing time of a hotwire initiator is related to the
bndgewires ar. grouped Into short or long ratio of the firing energy to the threshold
class depending on which term dominates in firing energy. the variation of individual
Eq. 5-5. threshold energies within a lot (as indicated

by the standard deviation of the mean) is
As pointed out in par. 2-3.2.1 the hyper- r)fleced in functioning times.

bolic rreationship between power and energy
applies quite accurately to wire bridge ini- In Pddition, such factors as particle size and
tiators. Details of the pulse shape are relative- porosity, which affect the growth of explo-
ly unimportant. The average power, whether sion, are contriouting factors in the variability
in the from of a damped RC discharge or an of functioning times. Precise control of these
oscillutory discharge, is the Important factor, variables, and of those which determine
The response of an initiator to complex threshold firing conditions, can result in
sequences of electrical events is predicted by highly reproducible iunctioning times. Careful
Eq. 2-20. The constants for Eq. 2-20 are control in test items has resulted in function-
determined from the limiting threshold ing times equal to calculated detonation
energy and current (that can be calculated by transit times witin a few hundredtha of a
means of Eq. 5-2 for w, and Eq. 55 for IQ) microsecond (for tiring conditions of 600 V
using the relations discharged from a 0.01 juF capacitor, 18,000

ergs compared with a threshold )f aboui 1300
C T, w, (5-6) ergs).

r 5-il
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TABLE 5-4

FIRING TIMES OF HOT BHIDGEWIRE INITIATORS

Capacltance, pF
Milling Time.

Explouis. ht 0.6 0.05 0.0047

Polyvinyl Alcohol Lead AziJe 24 1.Q- 1.26 1.09- 1.38 1.41- 5.00
Dextrinated Lead Aride 64 1.08- 2.43 1.12- 2.43 3.46 4.95
Silver Azide 24 1.13. 1.47 1.17- 1.66 1.9 - 13.1
Silver Azlde 64 1.23- 1.89 1.23. 2.36 1.3 43.1
Noirmel Lead Styphnate 24 11.8 -12.5 10.0 -20.6 13.1 374 4
Normal Lead Styphnnte 64 10.0 .13.7 10.6 -13.1 10.0 -381.2
Basic Lkad Styphnate 24 10.6 -13.1 11.2 .23.1 20.0 -430.0
Basic Lead Styphnate 64 4.4 .13.0 12.5 .14.4 103. 60.6
Diazodinitrophenol 2, 8.33- 9.00 10.0 -13.8 91.2 -362.6

50 mg loads of gxp;osiveb, voltage of 460 V. 1 imes are in j-ec.

Functioning times r at relatively low steady microhn-crn from Table 5-3) and using Eq.
:urrents approach those predicted by Eq. 5-8 5-1
which is a solution of Eq. 2-201.

R - 0.O005r.L/d2 = 2 = 0.0005 X 110
I1 n R sec (5-8)

"7 I'R R- yT,/ X Lid'

6-2.4.2.5 TYPICAL DESIGN PROBLEM Lid 2 = 36

De"sign a hot wire initiator wiah a resistance Solving for L and d, we get
of 2 ohms, aln ail-fire encrgy of 42,000 tig,
and a no-fire energy of 15,000 ergs. (Lid2 ) (d2 L) - L2  55 X 36

Solution Since firing probabilities tend to L - 45 mils
be normally distributed, with respect to the
logarithm of input energy, the fifty percent mid
point should be at the logarithmic mean of
the all-fire and no-fire points d 2 - 55/45 = 1.2

2 S = 15,000 X 42,000 d n I.1 mils

wr " 25,000 Thus, the requirements are met by an
biitiator with a lead styphnate flash charge

* From Eq. 5-2 =nd a Tophet C bridgewire 1.1 mils in
diameter and 45 mils long. If the mechanical

w1 - 25 +450dzL - 25,000 design of the item makes a longer bridgewire
4esirable, the requirements can be met with

d1L - 55 wires of lower resistivity. Where the length is
fixed by other considerations, Eq. 5-2 may be

Assuming a Tophet C bridgewire (r,, 110 solved for the diameter corresponding with

5-12
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Figure 5.7. Functioning Times of Hot Wire Bridge Initiators

the give.i length. The bridgewire dimensions distribution, and the dcgrec of ctontact be-
so obtained may then be substituted in Eq. tween explosive and bridgewire) that have
2-20 to determine the resistivity correspond- been fouoid to affect input charactcistics,
ing with the desired resistance. A suitable experimental verification of these clhracter-
material may then be selected from Table 54. istics is always necessary. If desired character-
OhtVLfl IthiL valuc Of a-s.tivit that itics *.., h sin-c-ed -.. h.r ,.. brnt.s,

of available materials, "heat sinks" can be it is well to be prepared to adjust one or
used which are essentially blind terminals to another of the variablks involved after tests of
which the wire is soldered at one or more a preliminary sample.
points along its length. T'he equationm are
applied to the design of such a system by 5-2.4.3 EXPLODING BRIDGEWIRE
considering each segment separately as a series INITIATORS
element.

As pointed out in par. 2-3.4.3, exploding
Note that while hot bridgewire init;ators bridgewire (EBW) initiators are defined as

are more readily designed by calculation than those which fire only when subjected to
most initiators, their exact input character- electrical conditions conducive to explosion
istics are affected by a wide variety of of their bridgcwires. The initial charges of
variables previously discussed as well as in par. EBW initiators are secondary explosives such
2-3.2.1. The formulas are empirical and in as PETN or KDX. Hence, they are relatively
reasonable agreement with p.•rformance data safe front initiation by dirt,.t application )f
of military Luze itemr loaded with colloidal or heat and external mechanical influences (im-
milled lead azide or lead styphnate. Since it is pact or vibration) or from electrical input of
impractical to specify in complete detail some most any kind except the highly specialized

t vmiables (such as particle shape, particle size: pulses for which they are designed.

5-13
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It anI 131W Ilnittaloll is stilijc,,ced Io It illli.sc thalill thal I.It o 111 a llgi: wife. 1115s
gi ;dlally ill'"casing cuilclil, f lei bzidgiwilc cfcfct, kolibiilcd with II li ciatactl cistics ot
01ti hutiUi Out It SOMC1' p110111t WI IGUiI Ch SLdulfg p)l act ial ftilng clcuit I s and the 1I op r-ics of
and Inititat'ing the explos)ive. Theilate at which c - 0olivc' uscd, will camt, thwtt1• r cshold filign
file Cu1liill must lst- (Kil/d u it) re sult ill fiing clictity 01 voltilgtC ol .II 1 -W de'vicc to ICacth
i% all iunpt 111 clhaltactclisti" tif ani LlIW 11ininili aIt optiilnll1n vahlus oi blidg-wilc

dcvice. l:ol typical LI1W ihlitiatol•. this Irate dtalltcCI l and ICt ugIll which have, 11nl -It llItc-
111usf cqu;lI or cxccCd 1I0 Ah,,c. RKcicinliihi- ly, not yet beenl dlfillcd.
ing t f iat it i s equal to I11 lIuIiti'1t ili
voltagiL by iidLci acC anld that lypicililI Olfl fl the Iiil hllI tested, platintu111. gold. auld
ciltclil.s 1lavc Oulltput volt agcLs ill Ic rangle of a coppc I hIIAC giC i, C e lit t ICS, l ts' ')I C.

few Ihousand volts, thC 5maximum Ivpruilissihlh Nichronl¢. luIgstI.C atid silbcl, unlder circUlIl
iltlductdlc i%, of file order of a Iew nliCro- SMInICCS for which daita arc available. tCiLIlitC
liv'iIric, whihl IS close to the i1nimunil molce cncIjLy than the If• rst nancd nlatcrials.
practiCal value1 tOtl CiNtlilt usabIC by tile (;old and platilltn liav,: bKccni preci1i-d bc-
nulitary. "l i high rait of rise results in cause of their Cl()7ISii,11 ICSiStICC.
colnlcntration il the outer layers of the
bridgewire, and ain increase ill the cff'c- 5-2.4.3.2 EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS
live resistance from the static value of a
I'w h.undicdtdths of all oh1i lo a dynamic value PL-'N is, for IliC prisc.it, tfte inibt widely

of a few olulls. III additioni to these clectrical used initial charge Inlteti.Il Ioi LBW deto-
pliclillon-ia, the ilnitiationt of explosives by nators. RI)X and IIMX, which are dt-sift

exploding bridgewires involves interactions of becatusc of th, ir better thermal sttbility. i1
firing voltage and capacitance, bridgewiri somewhat harder to initiate (sCC par. 2-3.4.3).

dinwllsions, melting poilt, boiling poiut,
heats of fusion mid evaporation, ICsisti'ilv. &-2.4.4 FILM BRIDGE INITIATORS
coefficient of resistivity, heat capacity, sur-

face tension in ttc liquid stale, explo.sive Conductive films may bC applied it the
conmposition, particle size and shape and tlte surfaces of insulaltors hy a variety of tech-
distributions the leof, chlarge dimensions and nilues. including chemical piecipitition,
ColllfinClle llc ill.ai!sll ic vU1L III'Illl ,ilc,- [,mi'i., p"aiii-itin , diyi=sl;ii of :i;';•;;: and; su: -.ons0,,

FBW initiators di 11oi lend theniselves to writing, as with a pencil, crayon, or pen;
precise calculation'. plating; vacuun- evaporation; sputttrit, and

spiuying_ Most of these techniques have been
5-2.4.3.1 BRIDGEWIRE DIMENSIONS AND used at one tinlte or other to produce bridges

MATERIALS that can be heated or exploded to initiate
explosive reactions.

Clearly, the smaller the volume of a bridge-
wire, tle less energy is required to cause it to 5-2.4.4.1 INITIATION MECHANISM
explode. Hlowcver, a givel amount of energy

I in a given circuit will not necessarily result in The initiation mcchanism of film bridge
ilncreasingly vigoroas explosions as the size of initiators is complex (see pat. 2-3.2.2). Hence
the wire is reduced. A smaller wire, for film bridges cannot be de'signed by conmputa-
example, will generally vaporize sooner. If tion as can hot wir: bridge initilator". Typical
this occuis beforc the current approaches the complicatiois result front the fact that ftnl
imaximum value, as determined by the circuit, thickness is much less uniform than is the
s:.Kst of the energy will be dissipated in an arc diameter of a drawn wire and that various
discharge, generally diffused in a volume paths exist between the elecirodes. Where the
much larger than that of the original wire. fihn is a senmiconductor with a negatiie
The tesulting explosion may thus be less resistance coefficient, like carbon, variations
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1-III) CI1 .111 n iah fi l I It L 'll 11it 1 (lit' i L -1 i ;IhhICIlN lnllktuiml 11111ik Nts t i le %IlattlI (SWtt N llbut 'll lt

Altho g st IC a Il% itII' V CV L tIjwli icita 0ics ;l!ts iiiscI V.Ikt 11~ t .llt (\iitislsc IillpJlItlil

hu110 tilita11 Y it .LI 11 s';10 illu't ofttIk Ill li0 % 1 f h tii1o: lkil 'N it ,mils

Ill11 sf i o tid 11 [( I li/t's h a rk:xi~ tilt'e i5-it gy3ii's it mositi butli atd iiiýIII isC ot C lil kt' I M 11h i lts.'

rt1N111I his1111 liIIIIJ~ t'u'i Stiilt'fctt.lAliiih'i oh!-
Al24 ug.4.2 k GRAPITE ima BRIDGE l FILM tist'" itCil\t drt' lit-iNu Ill't.232..i

llrigs' o fli i Wrilpli te haic tit i expaluesrimertalt itn.li iig.aid i lti t Ih'lt tNAI t
11i111 du T~' - w' ~ i.'tlails' (li. salis Irlists Appluttiuiil(lit cliik t1'sl ctia'atop' I lk isti cs \ls-
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litt oify by uch ass. cs tt tit isiil s W'l spai K laphe o r "h idigh t-dnsIo" t'pN. 'fIt

antidgspciiddlto of fz~liie lit' d rtk i iii r but, also g iinitatr misxIing. a i 111A load Ibs ire ne usc it,
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or similar material to initiate materials that Any secondary high explosive can serve for
are more difficult to ignitc. donor and acc'plor charges. PETN and RDX

have been commonly used, the same explosive
Squibs are used it[ pyrotechnic being used for both charges. The bulkhead

trains' 31'" Initiators for propellants are material is usually dictated by the require-
also called squibs at times. However, these are ments of the housing material. The shape of
larger component- and should be called the cavities has not yet been firmed. Full
igniters. For design details on propellant round cavities arc not necessarily optimum
trains, see Pef. 1. anymore than full flat-bottom cavities are.The

full round shape permits the bulkhead to be
5-2.5 THROUGH-BULKHEAD INITIATORS thinner because it produces a "veigent shock

wave.
The through-bulkhead initiator (TBI) con-

sists essentially of three explosive input A series of experiments served to evaluate
elements (see Fig. 2-1 I ). The first of these, various exp!osiv," densities and charge lengths
the initiator, can he any mechanical or cloe- as well as diflrent bulk.,ead materials and
tric detonator. It must be a detonator rather thicknesses. Fig. 5-9'' lists the parameters of
than a primer because a shock wave is two of the configurations. The significant
required. The design of mec.hanical detonators pressures are defined as follows:
is covered in pars. 5-2.1 and 5.2.3 while that
of electric detonators is treated in par. 5-2.4. Pd = detonation pressure, atm
The kty explosive elements of the TBI are the
donor and acceptor- charges separated by the Pt = transmitted pressure, kpsi
bulkhead.

= shock pressure ot acceptor charge t
Rigorous design of TBI's has not yet been the 50% firing point, kpsi

attempted a-id all tests to date have used the
Edisonian approach. However, sonic design Configuration A was tested but found to be
guidance can be given. Initially tests were of low reliability because the P, J' a ratio is
conducted to demonstrate the shock propaga- less than unity. While configuration B was not
tion through a thick barrier' s. For the tested, it is considered to be reliable because
equations nf shock wave propagation, see par. of its high pi-essure ratio.
2-2.21.

5-3 OUTPUT
A typical TBI concept is shown in Fig.

5-716 It is the initial configuration for the 5-3.1 OUTPUT OF PRIMERS
Saturn V lainch vehicle where the requirement
called for m•iintainixg a firm seal after detona- The output of a primer includes hot gases,
tion that would withstand 10,000 psi pres- hot particles, a pressure pulse which, in some
sure. The initiatoi in this instantun is a length cases, may be a strong :,hock, and thermal
of detonating coid, donor and ac-eptor radiation. Measurable quantities that have
clarges are both PETN, and body is type been used to characterize primer output
303S stainless steel with the bulkhead 0.075 include: the volume of the gas emitted, the
in. thick. The TBI was developed to initiate impulse imparted to a column of mercury by
solid propellant - )cket motors that are used the pressure pulse, the light output as
duiing stage separation to control the ullage measured by a photocell, the temperature rise
in the main propellant tanks and to provide of a thermocouple exposed to the output
retro thrust. The TBI nds are sealed so that gases and particles, the ionic conduction
the TBI will better withstand the temperature between a pair Df probes exposed to the
environment, output, the -pressure rise in a chamber in

5- ,6
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RECEPTOR CHARGE (PETN,

DONOR CHARGE (PETN),.--\OTUTCAG

INITIATOR RECEPTACLE 7/8 IN. HEX
CRES TYPE

0.075 IN. BULKHEAD 303-S

Figure 5-8. Initial TBI Configuration for Saturn V Launch Vehicle

which the output is confined, the propagation of baffles or the introduction of irregularities
velocity of the air shock, the hangfire, namely that increase the total surface, both ineit and
the time lapse between supply of mechanical reactive, exposed to the primer gases may
energy to the primer and initial primer out- necessitate the uoe of a primer with more

b put, the flame duration, the crushing of ouput energy.
honeycomb elements, and the gasifying of
inert polymers. Some of the more brisant 4. Hot particles of solids or globules of

primers emit pressure pulses of sufficient liquids are particularly effective in the igni-
magnitude to give measurable results in the tion of materials with hign thermal dif-
sand tent and lead disk test (see par. 1 2-2.3.1 ). ti es of a s th con t a l ap r-

Each of theie measurable quarttities has been fusivities (such as those containing appre-
related to effetiveness in one or anotherproportions of etal) or of those
relapptedonb effetiveness tnneoy or anotur who'- melting points are well below theirappli.'e tion by experiment, theory, or intui- i nt o e p r t r signition temperatures.
tion. However, no general quantitative rela-

tionship of value to a designer has been
developed. The design of a primer for appro- 5. Ilot particles and globules establish a
priate output must b. based on precedent and number of reaction nuclei, rather than burn-
the following generalities: ing along a uniform surface. This action may

be undesirable in short delay colums, or in
I - Both gaseous products and hot particles propellant grains designed for programmed

emitted by primers play important roles in combustion. Where the particles or globules
ignition. are large, or have high enough velocities to

penetrate beneath the surface, serious prob-

2. The effectiveness of the gaseous pro- lems may result.
ducts in ignition increases directly with tem-
perature and pressure. Since the pressure is 6. The blast effects of pressure pulse and
related inversely to the enclosed volume, an accompanying gas movement are both favor-
increase in this volume or a, venting of the able ar.d adverse in igniting by means of a
3ystem may call for primers of greater output. primer. Although they result in moie rapid

heat transfer between gases and solid mate-
3. It has been shown experimentally that rials that are to be ignited, they may also

the heat of an enclosed body of gas is "blow out the flame" by moving the hot
distributed quite uniformly over the surface gaseous products from contact with the com-
to which it is exposed" •. Thus, the insertion bustible material.

5-17
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CONFIGURATION "A' CONFIGURATION "B"

DONOR CHARGE DONOR CHARGE
0.175 IN. DIAM. 0.175 IN. DIAM.
0.125 IN. LONG 0.175 IN. LONG
11.55 g/cm3 ROX 1.65 g/cm3 aDX
(4150 cm2 /g) (1270 ci 2/g

Pd 98 KBAR - 146 KBAR
tdBULKHEAD BULKHEAD

0.150 IN. THICK 0.150 IN. THICK
17.4 PH STAINLESS TYPE 302 STAINLESS
STEEL, HEAT TREATED STEEL
TO CONDITIONSH1150RC30.34

Pt - 31 KPSI ACEPORCHARGE Pt - 35 KPSI
ACCEPTOR CHARGE 1 ACCEPTOR CHARGE
0.250 IN. DIAM. I 0.125 IN. DIAM. p

P, - 32 KPSI 0.055 IN. LONG 0.219 IN. LONG P 24 KPSI0.97 g/cm3 HIGH PURITY 0.97 g/cm3 HIGH DENSITY

RDX, RErRYSTALLIZED R RDX* NOT RECRYSTALLIZED
4150 cm ,/9j 1270 cm2 /g

PRESSURE VALUES ARE TAKEN FROM THE RELATIVE SCALE OF THE PARAMETRIC TESTS

Figure 5-9. Comparison of TBI Parameters

7. In some applications, shock waves that reasonable gage of output. Where the system
are too strong may damage the structure of is essentially vented, blast type phenomena,
cith'-- reactkion or inert ateri! i;n: such hept eps indicated in air EhucL velocity or
nianner that control of system behavior is the lead disk test, are more significant.
lost.

5-3.2 OUTPUT OF DETONATORS
8. The reproducibility or the time of a

delay elenmnt is related to the reproducibility 5-3.2.1 PARAMETERS OF DETONATOR
of the output of the primer which initiates it. OUTPUT
The times of short obturated delay elements
are particularly sensitive to variations in As its name implies a detonator is intended
primer output. to induce detonation in a subsequent charge.

The two features of its output which are
9. When a primer is used to drive a firing useful for this purpose are the shock wave it

pin (this combination is used where the emits and the high velocity of the fragments
sensitivity of a stab primer is needed in of its case.
combination with a delay of the obturated
type that requires a percussion primer), the Although it is possible to envision deto-
important aspect of primer output is the nator designs that are effective in inducing
momentum it is capable of imparting to the detonation without detonating themselves,
firing p.n. Where the output gases are reason- the output effectiveness of detonators of
ably well contained, the impulse as measured current designs is directly related to the
in the gas volume and impulse machine is a quantity of the explosive which detonates.
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and to the vigor of this detonation. These 5-3.2.3 EXPLOSIVES USED IN
quantities are somewhat less predictable than DETONATORS
in most other components because the transi-
tions from burning to detonation And from in the past, a detonator was considered to
low order to high order detonation take place be incomplete unless it contained three
in the detonator, charges of different explosives: a priming or

flash charge for initiation, an intermediate

These transitions, as pointed out in par. charge in which the transition from burning
2-2. 1, can require anything from a hundredth to detonation takes place, and a base charge
of an inch to the whole length of a detonator, to maximize output. Recent trends have been
depending upon such factors as loading toward the combination of these functions,
density, composition, particle size, confine- but separate discussion is still appropriate.
inent, and column diameter. However, recent Priming and flash charges are discussed in par.
developments in lead azide production have 5-2 under input, priming compo :ions are
resulted in materials in which these transitions listed in Table 5-1.
require so little explosive that the output of a
detonator can be predicted with a fair degree 5-3.2.3.1 INTERMEDIATE CHARGES
of confidence.

The properties of a primary explosive
The effective output of a detonator in- which promote the growth of detonation have

eludes factors of pressure, duration, and area not been defined quantitatively. From a
over which the pressure acts. Clearly a simple practical point of view, the superiority of lead
product of these quantities is inadequate as a azide over other aviailable explosives in this
characterization because a low pressure of respect is such that no other explosive is used
either long duration or large extent obviously as the intermediate charge in a current deto-
would be ineffective. nator for fuze use (except in exploding

bridgewire applications).

53.2.2 MEASUREMENT OF DETONATOR There are four forms of lead azide in
OUTPUT current use1 9:

Detonator output is difficult to charac- 1. Dextrinated lead azide. the first US
terize except in terms of the characteristics of standard service type, is made by precipita-
a subsequent charge. This is to be expected tion in the presence of dextrin. MIL-L-3055.
because the transmission of detonation in-
volves the interaction of quantities associated 2. Colloidal lead azide is unadulterated
with the acceptor as well as with the donor. lead azide of very small particle size (3-4 p).

MIL-L-3055.
Detonator output is measured by means by

gap or barrier tests, sand test, copper block 3. PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) lead azide is
test, lead disk test, steel plate dent test, made by precipitation in the presence of
Hopkinson bar test, and in terms of the polyvinyl alcohol.
velocity of the air shock produced. These
tests are described in par. 12-2.3.1. 4. RD-1333 lead azide, a British develop-

ment, is made by precipitation from a solu-
No known measurement technique yields a tion of sodium carboxymethyl cellulose.

quantitative measure of the output of an MIL-L-46225 (MU).
individual detonator which is usable, without
reservation, as a criterion of the effectiveness Dextrinated lead azide has a large lot-to-lot
of the detonator. variation in the growth of detonation, partic-
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ularly at the loading densities necessary for velocity has often been used as a criterion but
the output potential of this material. The beta is probably involved mainly as a factor in tile
form of lead azide is highly sensitive and detonation pressure.) In Table 5 -5a volumet-
unstable and is suspected of spontaneous -ic heats of explosion and detonation pres-
detonation (see par- 2-3.4.5). RD-1333 and sures of lead azid& and various base charge
PVA lead azides are superior to the other explosives arc given.
forms in both chemical and functioning char-
acteristics, and are preferred in modent
design. In general, the comparisions made for the

various explosives pressed at 10,000 psi are of
Although silver azide is an alternate mate- more practical significance than thcse made

rial, it is not now commemcially available and, for voidless materials. Most detonators are
furthermore, is not compatible with some loaded at pressures in this range which is a
presently used materials. In exploding bridge- good compromise value for several practical
wire detonators, the function of the inter- reasons. Colloidal, PVA, or RD-1333 lead
mediate charge (as well as initial charge) is azide, loaded in place of a base charge at
served by an exploding wire. pressures of the order of 25,000 psi, may be

expected to result in detonators similar
5-3.2.3.2 BASE CHARGES enough in output to detonators of similar

design with base charges of booster explosives
It has been the practice tj include base to be indistinguishable from them. Some

charges of booster type explosives at the investigators report that RD-1333 lead azide
output ends of detonators. The base charges and PETN base charges, loaded in the same
of most electric detonators in current produc- volumes, have equal output Others show an
tion are PETN. Those of flash and stab increase in output as a PETN base charge
detonators of early designs are tetryl and of displaced lead azide 2 '. The lot-to-lot varia-
more recent designs, RDX. The difference tions in loading characteristics of both PETN
between electric and nonelectric items is that and lead azide- probably account for part of
the former evolved from commercial electric this disagreement. Variations between test
blasting caps, in which PETN is widely used,. precere --.. output crtera u.ed b'
whilc the latter have a much longer history of various investigators might also affect relative
development within military agencies. A num- as well as absolute output of variously loaded
ber of experimental electric detonators have detonators.
been made with RDX and HMX base charges
to obtain better stability at high tempera-
tures. However, the improvement in this
respect was not as great as anticipated20 . In substitution of base charge explosives,
Meanwhile, the superiority of lead azide to bear in mind that RDX and HIMX are less '

any of these materials in thermal stability has sensitive than PETN. An intermediate charge
combined with the considerations discussed in that is adequate for reliable high order initia-
the paragraphs that follow to cause a trend tion of PETN may not be sufficient for
toward the elimination of explosive base maximum or reproducille results with these
charges. materials. Experimental investigations of such

substitutions should be made in full cogni-
The limitation of the size of a base charge zance of the effects of confinemrrnt on the

is generally that of the volume available, growth and transfer of detonation, as outlined
Thus, one criterion of the relative effective- in pars. 2-3.1 and 3-1.2. Tests that are carried
ness of a base charge explosive is its volu- on with better confinement and consolidatig
nttric heat of detonation. Another criterion pressures than occur in service may be rris-
is the detonation pressure. (Detonation leading.
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TABLE 65-5

IHEATS OF EXPLOSION AND DETONATION PRELSVIRES

Volumetric Heat of Explosion Detonation Pressure

Pressed at 10,0011 Primd at 10,000
Exploiove Voidless, mGI/CM

3  psl. aeI/cn, Voldies, kbar ;Wl, kber

Lead Azide (dext.) 1450 970 317 158
Lead Atide (pure) 1760 1100 394 161
Tetryl Iwo 1720 276 221
PE TN 2440 22C' 327 264
50DX 2330 205, 354 257
HMX 2580 2070 414 261

5-3.2.3.3 EXPLOSIVE QUANTITIES AND explosives loaded at densities well below

DIMENSIONS those usually used in military items. On the
other hand, the effective output of stable

The totil energy released by a detonator is detonating explosives increases sharply with

the sum of the products of the heats of density. Thus, a given quantity of inter-

detonation and the quantities of the various mediate or base charge explosive has a maxi-

explosives used. Of this energy, only that mum effective output at some optimum
from the explosive which detonates high density. The value of this optimum is affected

order is effective output, In general, this by the composition and parti,:le size of the

includes the base charge and part of the exp:usive, the vigor with which it is initiated,
intermediate charge. Where the intermediate the dimensions of the charge, and the confine-

charge is dextrinated lead azide, the fraction ment afforded by surroundings. For the con-

that detonates may vary appreciably with ditions in the usual fuze application, the
loading dtrisity. confinemnnt, and lot-to-lot optimtin density for dextrinated lead azide-

variations in the lead azide. The azide that and normally used bast charge materials-is
actually detonates must be sufficient to obtained by loading at tb'ween 10,MOO 2nd
initiate the ba•se chane. !n cwi•i-t Juciaiaor 20,000 psi. As ihidic.,ted in the foregoing, the

designs, this is assured by the use of at least optima foa PVA and RD-1333 lead azide are
100 mg of lead azide. A rule of thumb calls much higher. For most lots of these materials,

for a 0.10 in. nunimum column height. The in fact, the optimum loading p-essure is

necessary quantities of such materials as PVA, beyond practical limits of production tools.

colloidal, and RD-1333 lead azide are con-
siderably smaller than this. At this time, The optimum density for the initial chvrge

design praclices have not developed to a point of PETN in an exploding bridgewire detonator

where a conservatively reliable runimum is less than I g/cm 3 . For some such devices,

quantity of such materials can be specified. it has been found advantageous to load by
increments at varying densities, incteasiug in

Most detonators are considerably longer stages, as for example, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, and 1.6

than their diameters. This configuration is g/cm3 . Such gradual increases are less neces-
dictated by both fuze and detonator design sary in PETN than in RDX and other -gss
considerations. sensitive explosives.

&5-2.3.4 LOADING DENSITY OF EXPLO- 5-3.2.3.6 CONFINEMENT OF EXPLOSIVES
SSIVES Confinement is an important factor in both

The growth of detonation is most rapid in the growth of detornation (see pal. 2-3.1 ) and
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the cfl'c..ive output of stable detonation (see output thati have stab or flash deton'itors of
pal. 3-1.2). The conlinement of a detonator is nearly identical loading-
soennewhat difficult to desciibe in quantitative

terms, because different properties of the 5-4 CONSTRUCTION AND FABRICATION
confining structure "re involved in the promo-
tion of detonation growth and in augmenta- 54.1 INITIATOR CUPS
tion of the output of stable detonation, and
because of the reiative complexity of the Initiators usually consist of simple cylindri-
structure and configuration of detonators. cal metal cups into which explosives ate

-lhe confinement afforded by surrounding pressed and various inert parts inserted MIL-
fuzc structures as well as that of the deto- STD-320h describes design piactices and

nator itsclf can contribute significantly to the specifies the standard dimensions, tolerances,
effective output of a detonator. finishes, and materials fer initiator cups. In

general, al3 initiator dctsigns should conform

In the early stages of the growth of to this standard. However, it is not the intent

detonation, tile det,,nator case, closure, and of the standard to inhibit the developmcnt of

the surrounding structure should be con- new concepts so that an occasional de[,arture
sidered as a container of high pressure gases. from the standard may be necessary for

At the earliest stages, rightness (the absence special circumstances.
of leaks) ic the most important factor. As the
growth progresses, the strength of the con- An example of a deviation from standard

tainer becomes more important while the design is a coined bottom cup. For flash and

importance of leaks diminishes, stab initiators, it is desirable for the input or
sensitive end to be as thin as practical. Cups

As the detonation approaches its stable with standard holes are used in which the

rate, the pressure exceeds the bursting holes ate covered from the inside with thin

strength of any feasible container and con- metal disks. However, this construction
finement is mainly a matter of inertia-the results in a sealiag problem at both ends.

confining wall is to reflect as much energy Hermetic sealing of a thin disk in aluminum
* back into the explosive as possible. In relative- cups by ultrasonic welding has been achieved

*ly thirrwalled containers, the confirnement in initiall experime'ntaI work. An alternative
afforded by ti.e inertia of the case is related raethod, which has been used extensively in

to the weight ratio of case to charge. For recent years, is use of a t up in whicn the

heavy walls (where the thickness equals or central portion of the bottom is coined to an
exceeds the charge radius), the shock appropriate thickness (see Fig. 5-10). Another
impedance of the surrounding material (Table example of a special-purpose shape is the

3-1) is the best criterion of its effectiveness in concave bottom of the "Mini" detonator (Fi,.

confinement. _-4) that was designed to obtain a -haped
charge effect. The optimum thickness and

* The confinement afforded by any compo- shape of the closure at the output end is
nent is related to its proximity to the explo- known to affect the ability of a detonator to

sives. For example, a heavy steel case sur- initiate the next element in the explosive
* rounding a thick plastic charge holder con- than. Details in defining the optimum con-

tributes little to the confinement of the figuration have not yet been established.

* explosive inside the charge holder.
After drawing, cups are punch trimmed. In

The rearward confinement afforded by the this process, the cup is ex.anded by means of
plug of an electric detonator can contribute a punch, the diameter of which is slightly
significantiy to its ovput. Some uf the smaller larger than the outside of the cup, to the

electric detonators have appreciably greater point at which it is to be trimmed. The cup is

r
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Z_____PUNCHN
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figurs 5- 10. Coined Bottom Cup
INTO cup THROUGH J)I1

then forced through a die that fits the punch, - -T
* trim-ming off the expanded part (Fig. 5-11I).

Initiators are us~tally closed by crimF~ng
with z succession of conical crimping tools
(Fig. 5-12). cups for flat ended cylindrical

*items should be made 0.030 in. longer than KNLAMGD S1,1MMI O RESULT118I.NG WEM D
the finished length to al~ow for crimping.

In selecting one of the standard cup mate- Figure 5- 11. Punch Trimming of

consider compatibility of metals with one
another and with the explosives used (see par.

Where a charge of one explos-.vc is longer
"~42 EXPLOSIVE LOADING than its diameter, the usual practice is to load

it in incrementi not over one diameter long-
Initiators are loaded by pressiiig powdered Shorter ir~crernecnts are sometimes used for a

-oivsinto the cup. For details of loading precise control of density-
A~~eEuums and cunsider fijuns. -c rar. iu-3..

Fo'r flash And spotting chark : -5..ctric The base charge of electric detonators is
itiftiators, see par. 5-4.4.5. loaded first, the initiator plug forming the

closure. The usuaj practice for sta~b and flast
M ~t fuze initiators are lot Aed at aetween aetonators is to boaa the sensitive end first.

10l "I0 and 20,000 psi. Excc''ions include Some reisons for this practice are:
P- Z ý.:ion and stab primting mixtures Lind
delay compositions which may be loaded at 1. "Press blows" are most probable when
30,000 to 80,000O psi and the flash ct-irges of pressitkg- the priming mix. Both hazards and
clectrir' initiators which areý loaded at 3000 to resulting durmage are minimized if this is the
5000 psi, or sometimes are~ "buttered- into a only material present.
cavity in the form of a paste, including
snlvent 2nd binder. 2. The greatest sensitivity of va!b mixtures

is obtained whcta the, are loaded at pressures
As suggested in par. 5-3.2.3.4, experimental higher than those usually used for inter-

evik;oice indicates perf'ormance advantages mediate and base charges. By loading th'is

may result from the use of loading pressures material first, the charge anay be loaded at
Meween 40,000 and 80,000 psi with PVA, any appropriate pressure withou; overpressingI
colloidal, and RD- 133 3 lead azide. the othrr charges.
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cLOSUe "'K7 SKIRT OF CUP 5&4.3 MECHANICAL INITIATORS
-LOADINO TOOL

sub"IS5-4.3.1 STAB AND FLASH INITIATORS

.. .. S...b.and.. 'ash initiators are the simplest
................. explo lye devices, Cornsijtilng of a cup filled

with the explosive charges. Where a pierced
cup is used, the opening is covered with a
disk. From '.he stacidpoint of ~omipatibility,

-TOOL FiFIRST CRIIMP the best disk material is the same as that of
the cup. However, thickness and mateiial of
the disk may be dictated by sensitivity re-
quirements. Paper disks, usually supported by
metal washers, have bee-n used for the closure
or relays where theiv is no serling require-

1 06 f6Ament because most of the sensitivity gained
b.1 the use of paper is lost if the paper is

............... coated with sealant. The loading tool base has
a protrusion to fit the pierced hole so as to
form, with the rcmaining edge of the bottom,

TOOL root PI~t"CWa a flat surface sor the support of the disk.
Diske for the closure of the output end are, in
general, somewhat heavier to make crimping
more satisfactory. A conmonly used thick-
ness is 0.005 in.

It is the usual practice to paint the ends or

stab and flash initiators with a lacquer type

...... ..... .... shown to be Li.fectivE in most instance",
msuistuic pivufnin according to the Tempeia-
ture and Humidity Cycling3 Testl is seldom

VFigure 5-12. Initiator Cup Crimping achieved.

6-4.3.2 PERCUSSION PRIMERS
3. The p.-iming mix, w~hich is most vulner-

able to moisture and other atmospheric gases, A p'-rcussion primer consists of r- cup, a
* is farthest '.tur the crimped end (in a solid small charge of priming mix, and an anvil. A -

*bottom cup). disk of paper or foil is usually assembled
between the primer charge and the anvil. The
primer cup has an interference fit with the

*4. The base and intermediate charges have hole into which it is assembled. Most anvils
their density gradients ir the most advanta- are held in place only by a force fit and
Scgous direction. The greatest density of a protrude beyond the edges of the cups. The
consolidated charge occurs at the punch final seating of the anvils !akes place as they
interface end. Tht; reaction propagates from ar-t assembled by pressing in place. This
the low density end, which is most sensitive reconsolidation pressure reduces the height of
to flame or detonation initiation, to the high the primer mix between anvil and cup to a
density end, which has the most effective miiinimum. Adequate square shuulders should
output. be provided for the ajivil support.
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The relatively thin layer of priming mix widespread application in explosive actuated

used in pcr,;ussion primers makes it rossiblc devices, discussed in par. 9-1.
to load these items wet with the expectation
that they can bN dried in a reasonable amount 54.4.2 BRIDGING TECHNIQUES
of time. Most of the p.•imers used for sn IlI
arms ar' loaded wet (as a paste). Most electric initiators are wire bridge

items, and most of the remainder are film
bridge initidtors. Several techniques have been

5-4.4 ELECTRIC INITIATOfL,. dcve!oped to apply wires to the electrodes of
the wire bridge type.

5-4.4.1 INITIATOR PLUGS
5-4.4.2.1 SOLDERED BRIDGES ON

Electric initiators differ in construction RAISED TERMINALS
froin mechanical initiators mainly in that they
include plug assemblies that are essentially the Soldering a bridgewire to a raised terminal
means of supporting and insulating a pair of is, of course, the obvious way to connect one
electrodes. The electric firing stimulus is wire to another. (See M36AI Detonator, Fig.
carried through these electrodes to bridges or 5-3.) For quantity production, a large number

other means of converting electric energy into of plugs are lined up in a fixture and a length
a form to which the explosive will respond. of the bridging wire is stretched so as to bisectS~the tips of the terminals. Ti~e group is bridged

Most plugs are molded of phenolic inaterial by touching each tip with a properly tinned
or glass-to-metal seal heads. However, to soldering iron. Subsequent operations include
alleviate the hazard of premature initiation or removal of all flux, trimming tht ends of each
degredation due to spurious electrical signals bridge at the outside- edges of the terminals,
(i.e., RF energy, lightning, or electrostatic ",Id pinching the terminals together to put a
charges), other materials have been sub- btle slack in the wire. Although a hand
stituted for the phenolic plug. These materials process, it is reasonably fast. One of the
include powdered iron and Mn-Zn fer- princital disadvonfage. o this ,ecn,.
-. 2it2.21 that the suspended wire is easily broken by

press loading of the explosive.
The plug may have a front region of

reduced diameter onto which a ferrule oj 5-4.4.2.2 FLUSH SOLDERED BRIDGES
charge holder is forced to serve as a reeeptacle
into which the flash charge is pressed or This fastening technique is similar to that

"buttered" (see Fig. 5-3. For wire lead with raised terminals, except that the lead
assemblies, two wires are imbedded in a wlrm are ground flush with the face of the
phenolic plug with the plug acting as the plug. Explosives may be pressed against such a
insulator. T'he button type assembly consists bridge. However, buttered or spotted charges
"of two concentric stainless steel components. may not contact a flush bridge over as large a
pin and ring shaped plug, cemented together fraction of its surface as they would cover a
and insulated from one another by a thin bridge on raised terminals.
layer of synthetic resin adhesive. In addition
to their ruggedness and adaptability to certain 64.4.2.3 WELDED BRIDGES
fuze designs, the plugs provide rearward eon-
finemen: that significantly augments the out- Where soldering is impractical, bridgewires
pu! of the initiators. Glass-kovar plug assem- may be resistance welded. In addition to
blies and other metal ceramic seals provide a eliminating the soldering flux, 'his technique
basis for the development of herm,.tically reduces the number of metals involved to a
scaled units. Such assemblies have found minimum. The welding of bridgewires, in its
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ultimajte developmenet, is ideal for high rate favorable cle':tical properties, has resulted in
automiatic production. lDutton type plugs their USL il mos01t hot wire initiators, in
wlitei u~sed Withi wirec bridges usually arc diameterst dowii to abou' &A4 in. Its extremei-
bridged by welding. ty high tensile strngthi makes tungsten tile

preferred ina'tetiaI for extremiely small bridgc-
5-44.2.4 GRAPHITE FILM BRIDGES wires. It is available in sizes down to 0.1 miut

and is not too difficult to work Witli in these
Plugs fur graphite bridge initiators arc muade sizes-

by molding thle plastic about a twisted pail of'
crinamled wires, and then grinding thle surface 6-4.4.4 SPARK GAP PLUGS
flush. This leaves a plastic surface with two
nitital islands separated by twice thle thickness A plug for a spark gal) initiator is like a
of the enamecl. A droplet of a diluted colloidal plugf, used for graphite film, devices without
suspension of graphite in water is applied over thle graphite filnm. Tile gap between the
the point of- closest approach of these island% teriluinais is aboat 0.00 1 in. or les.
and allowed to dry. While hand daubing of
graphite film remains something of aiu art, a 5-4.4.5 FLASH AND SPOTTING CHARGES
recently developed automlatic bridging ina-
chine has permitted fihe applic:ation of fairly The explosive in untianate contact Withi thle
uniform ijilm.2 4. electric bridge is called a spotting charge. OnlyV

a small qunatity (tin the order of 5 mug) is
C.3 ORIDGEWIRE MATERIALS used. It is painted on the bridgewire and wire

terminals. Milled lead styplinate or colloidal
Bridgewirc is selected first If-or its resistivity, lead azide mixed Withi nitrocellulose lacquer

Next its adaptability to the bridging process cliTently are uLsd as spotting charge. For
and its compatibility with the explosive ito be flush bridging, dry pressed flash charges have
used inust. be considered. The veiy small size been used in a number of iauutiators. The pure
of the usual bridfewirc results in a situiation explosive and uniformn density of pressed flash

whrr, a~' mma'nt oteorr~uonwh~. ...~ ....g ...c ...m vt.or minpuutcivac. ipar-
be negligible elsewhere, is suifficient to part tictilarly in functioning ltime.
the wire. These considerations limit thle
Choice to relatively few miaterials (see Table The resistance of graphite Lnim bridges is

5-3). stabilized to sonme extent by covering them
with a relatively thin layer of a lead styphnate

Gold, platinum, and plat inum-iridium are lacquer mixture ti. it is applied as a nmeniscus
niearly impervious to chemical attack, and are to the plug surface. Such a charge, known as a
relatively easy to solder. However, the low spotting charge, is used on sonmc wir- bhdges
tensile strengths of these materials mikes as well as on most graphite film bridges. It has
them difficult to handle without breakage in been found that fester functionin$ can be
sie much under a thousandth of anl inch. obtained by the use of lead azide, either
They are extensively used in EBW devices milled or colloidal.
(gold, however, can form a solid solution with
certain types of --older, hence care must be A ferrule Usually is USes: to contain part of
taken here). Nichrome and Tophet C are the next or intermediate charge of lead azide.
similar to stainless steel in their corrosion It also provides sonic protection -t0 the
resistance and compatibility characteristics. bridgewire during assembly of thle loaded plug
They can be soldered if plated, but usually are into thle cup containig the base and othe.- part
welded. Their higher strength, combined with of thre intermediate charge.
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CHAPTER 6

DELAY ELEMENTS

&I1 DESCRIPTION 6&1.2 DELAY TYPES

60.1 FUNCTION AND CONSTRLUCTION 6 1.2.1 OBTLUiATED (SEALED) DELAYS

Wiany IlaiICalI sikltOiiiiiii Call tir tfiet intro ()ltortilcdl dclaiy thIfitieIls ale: %I) cmr

diclioni Oft a fijane delay btciianl input ,,liuctcd as it)tv lc I~iII l g~tis:s emitteI[d lly 0w
stiatiilts ;iii] tirinil. A variety tat iiectianiiial Inituiator alitt tile devay clciiiciill athlilt iC Il.I
4111( electilteal st-cvices. has biellenmaployed Ito Oi attica base citafrg uxpl~i dcsv 1litis tlass
delay tlie fi r ing Of c'xp;I , e i,iv mt~ itic I I isw iticI tide also f ie SO-cal led ''Ic a i lally e tiCLeI"

ever, we are :aitteriied here With] (the pilt: 'Ila
gal aaof ul (it burittii t phase to pa ttVIdC thil
dela.y. As fbi aild ouit iii par 2-2. 1 , but rung Atdvattitage s at a'liti ra lcd dClj) .iy'IiiLisle t11V
ltraits. an i itiportIantI part ait tlie growlth sit i: -he rent itdec tideiiT.cmc 0i CIC tic sttieeva r' I
detst natian. 1lenee ., it is onec of* thle simplest WellI sea led Miffsit IfUo1 01!0 c ofCI p rcssilt (ir
HE aLi s tar providmitg delay. It is usually huntitt t y otf life abivii it Ic Tlat iiisjli- re a itd tili-

desi r.ibte tot intrerpose ;i Cotlumn ot a special Absenrce atI toints lbI m iiighi f iLive Ii ..TIi IL i
delay ama lea a! Ili Which tilt rate sit' burning is eff':cis oln other comnpi tueit" ts 1 at sy sI CIII
morie readily Contirolled Itian in maiiterijal Obi Uration also helps ItI the design of short
I- dispotsed to the growth Ot explosion. Since d~ays because t11e resultiagy ierejise I titpres-I

i4 .-.. t.p - nirieases thle but tug rat'>
as pressure and temlperature and their gradi-
ents, it is necessary to take these eftects into Obtutated delays arc either perctissiot Or
consideration wheni desig~ning initiators for electrically ittilateit. l ife prinicipal use at
delay eolumnns aid selecting inert ;ouinpoivents pcrv ussisn prianeis in splasise lIaaitis i, for
in which they are housed. the tinitiationi of detliy celenients. lIt tisl'

ap phica Iii ', Itie ir taiant advanit age over si ab
Ini its% barest essetaials. a delay elemntiaias a printers is thear adaptability it) obturaicd

nrtal tube with an initiator (a prianter) at one systerms A typical percussion initiated
end (see pair. 5-1.3), a delay culuinin in the obtitarated tIlely %ysacia' is shJown ITT I-) I)-I'.
mniddle, 'and a relay or other output charge at Note the heavy cconstruction, to Contaiin the
the other end. In addititmn. depending upon pressure, and the expansion chanmber. Sorte
the application anid the delay material used, delays contain baffles beyond tile prnter to
thle element may include baffles, igniter mixes prevent erratic delay times% causitc~ by) tinetra-
at one or both ends of the delay, a housing, tion of the tlelay Column by hot printer
and provision foir internal free voIlume. Delay particles, erosion by thfe iaction of' the gas
elements are subdivided according to Con- streani, (-r elaekintg by thle shock wave.
struetion into the two niain divisions of-
obturated: t5 ,eald) arid vented. Representative "Itic obturated delay eleitents tmat Lire

delays covering various time ranges have been electrically miniiated are of two types. Sante
compiled in a comtpendium' . are essenitially thle sante as pecrCission ituitiatt'd

- S
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Jill 1111 NON- FLANGE TYPE

PELLET RETAINER

RELAY DETONATOR

MAIN DETONATOR

ALL DtIMENS IONS

Figure 6l. Obturated Delay Elornent of Bomb Fuze, ANM ?00A2

itemis with electixc initiators in place of the which gases may escape. As delays become
peicussion primers. Others are military adap- longer, the amou0Lnt of gas the), produce and
tations of commercial delay blasting caps. The consequently the internal volume needed in
MARK( 35 Detonator (Fig. 6 -2 ') is an an obturated delay element increases to a
example of such an adaptation. The delay point where the units become too bulky. In
powder is loaded, at bulk density. into a lead n "t-~~je beor th -nir ccvn
tubc of larger than the inmended finished deiays are used. These designs are usually
diameter. The tube is then drawn to size, more reproducible in fur'ctioniiig tim;e than
consolidating the explosive, obturated dk'ays because the tollerances An

internal volume, size of priming charge, an(,
In the Electric Delay Detonator T65 (Fig. gaseous impurities in the delay element have a

6-3' ) advantage is taken of the small size of cumulative effect of varying pressure and.
spotting charges of recently developed electric heflct, burning rate of the delay columns of
initiators and of the modern gasless delay obturated items.K z;~~~~~:comosit~?iontoeiminate baffle anid air motueadotramsprid-

spc.Teemay be some question as to Vents must be kept closed until the devices

whterteT65 ritnsobturated through- are fired to protect primer and delay column
out ts elaypero presasre. th ccasiponale eI.oion. moigtr and sthows atwosmeans for

is eoug tocaus t~h pesstre.Occsionl t~iavent. (A)- c-'so wsin thmwit diasksor

TAS Detonators indicate that those which and 111) providing a soft plug to blow owit
have satisfactory delay times do so only under the action of the primer.
because they leak. However, the advantage of
a sealed unit in storage is reaiiied. 6-1.2.3 RING-TYPE DELAY

F[ 6-1.2.2 VENTED DELAYS The ring-type delay is a spetlal type of
Ven'ed delays have openings through vented delay and is the.-fore discussed sepa-

ir
6-2
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GASLESS SlARtl'MI AX KA ITW

ISARIW CROX10

Figue 6 Elctri Dea KLEtoaoMARM 5MD

fuzecavty (i. Figur Te rin-2.Eetype Delay is tonaof MARK mec. TepIncpeivle ai

genera~lly so laige as to comprise a largc part build-up i! pressure vrnd terminates in the
of1 a f'je. The delay time of thc M154 Fuze rup t ure of a disk. Designs based on this
can be set at any desired value from 0.4 to 25 principle card be vented or obturated. Fig.
see by rotating the calibrat-ýd ring, thus W.6 shows a delay based on this principle.
varying the length of the delay train which using a vented type with baffle.
must be traversed by the. flame between the
primer and the oiwput charge- 6-2 DELAY COMPOSITIONS

6-1.2.4 DELAYS ACHIEVED BY METH- 6-2.1 GAS-PRODUCING DELAY CHARGES
ODS OTHER THAN CONTROLLED
RATE BURNING 6-2.1.1 LOADING PRESSURE

Ignition of one charge by another nmay be Since the burning of gas producing matc-
delayed by control of' the heat transfer rials depends upon the transfer of heat be-
process. An experimental design ia which tween the gaseous reictioii products and the
primer -and Output Celay were s.-parated by a solid, the burning rate is a direct function o(
baffle with relatively small ports, to delay pressure. Thus, the delay tuones of such delays

f initiation of the relay until suf,-cient gas has are greatly influenced by all factors that
passed through the ports, was iiot successful'. affect the gas pressure at the burning surface.

The burning sujr.'.ee, of' course, is all of the
surface exposed to the gas, including that of

KAMAU CHAW.E - MCAY CRARGE

LEA IT ahf

Figure 6-4. Sealing Methodfs for
Figure 6-3. Electric Delay L'e:ona tar, T65 Vented Delays

0-3
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break~lt -,•. freadiiit terlywudb

WA CItITI IT

I 121c"E 0.291.11/•l

determined by such random considerations as
Figure 6-5. Fuze M54 surface roughness. The time of breakthrough

is made mnore definite buy picbsing an accelera-
iofl cavity in the output end of the pellet.

pores and cracks that the gas may penetrate. The pellet is supported by a washer or the
The largest class of' gas producing delays are relay detonator cup (Fig. 6 -7 ).
"black powder elcnaentsd.

6-2.1.3 EFFECTS OF MOISTURE AND
FReproducible behavior of any delay it:- TEMPERATURE

quires that it burn as a continuous homoge-
neous substance. P'orosity can result in a The effect of moisture on the burning rate.

*discontinuous relationship between interface of black rowder is quite complex. For this
pressure and burninqg rate. Black powder reason, black powder delay elements must be

ddelays therefore are ioaded at 60,000 psi or kept dry. Effects of temperature extremes on
more. When a long coulur is required, it is perferonance of black powder deoay elements
pressed in increreiits, each pellet being no vary appreciably from one delay to another.
longer than its dianLter (soc par, 10-3-1.2). The sprcad of data almost invariably increases

at extreme temperatures. It may be suspected
6-2.1.2 PELLET SUPPORT that tpd nese variations are related to subtle

design details.
As a gas producing delayv burns, the surface

in frictional contact with tIe walls diminishome. &2.1.4 OBTURATED DELAYS
Ie addition, for obturated (seated) delays, the
pressure increases as burning progresses. The In an obturated system, the pressure in the

o-4

lo g r t a t i mAe ( e ~ 1 - . . ) h sp9d o a a a m s i v r a l n r a e

.texree emertue. I my e usece
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-B7D Wu.E= weight of delay composition, mg

-V = enclosed free volume, in?

PELLET PELLET 6-2.1.5 VENTED DELAYS

ACCELERATION CAVITY The burning rate of a gas producing mate-
RELAY DETONATOR (AZ'E) rial is, in general, nearly proportional to

Figure 6.7. Support of Dolay Pellet pressure. At atmospheric pressure, a vented
black powder delay column 0.125 in. in
diameter, pressed at 65,000 psi, burns at an

enclosed frec volume is increased, quickly at inverse rate of about 5.5 sec/in.
first, by the primer or flash charge and then
progressively by the gas liberated by the When mounted in fuzes, vented delays
burning of the delay column. The result is must be located so as to vent to the outside or
that the burning rate (which usually is nearly to a relatively large volume. If other compo-
proportional to pressure) accelerates con- nents of he fuze also occupy the volume,
tinuously. The burning rate does not increase account must be taken of the effects of
directly with the column length unless the gaseous combustion products on these
free volume is also increased This require- components.* Since the behavior of black
ment for a volume more or less proportional powder is adversely affected by moisture,
to the delay time limits obturated gas produc- vents must be sealed until the delay is
ing delays to about 0-4 sec with the common initiated. 'Iwo methods of sealing are shown

diameter columns of 0.1 to 0.125 in. The in Fig. 64.
delay time of an obturated delay element, in
addition to its direct relationship to the free 6-2.2 GASLLESS DELAY CHARGES
volume, is inversely related to the gas volume
and heat of explosion of the primer (Fig. 6-2.2.1 DELAY COMPOSITIONS

* 6-8a ).

The limitations of gas producing delay
/ If the pressure rise in an obturated system compositions and the inhereiit problems as-

is sufficient to cause bursting or significant sociated with their design have led to the
leakage, the overall burning time will be development of gasless delay mixes. It is
greatly increased or the delay charge may not possible to write stoichiometric equations for
sustain its burning. The pressure may be many highly exothermal reactions that pro-
calcilated from thermodynamic consideration duce no gaseous products. A larger number of
of heat and gas volume liberated by the these have been considered and many sub-
primer and delay column and the enclosed jected to experimental investigations 6".
free volume iti which the gases are confined. However, most of them have been discarded
For design test purposes, the following for one or another of the following reasons:
emperical equation gives a teasonable estimate

1. Erratic burning rates
SP =-30(W~ + Wd)/V, psi (6-1)IS2. 

Too large column diameter nece~sary
where for reliable propagation

pressure, psi 3. Large temperature coefficient of burn-
4rerutlwtprtring rate

rW weight of priming composition, mg 4. Falure at low temperatures

6-5
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Figur 6-8.CNAAGE WEIGHT, maV

Fuv8Characteristics of an Obturated Blak Pow v'Jr LDelaj Elempent

5. Hygroscopicity sitions. are too insensitive to be initiat~d
directly by the agent used in the particular

6. Rapid deterioration application. T7hese ignition powders also cotn
U$C4 're- US5;s~iounh J4UJlihzt v.,.y te

7. Unavailability of reproducible supply of (microsecond or millisecond) delay3 Tat~le
raw materials 6-2 gives thr compositions of igniter mixes

used in gasless, delay elements.
8. Large pressure coefficient of burning

rate Note that these are all gasless mihtures that
also have application as gaskess delay mtx-

* 9. Failure at low~ pressure tures. TheY differ fromt tlhe mixtures or Table
6-1 in that they burm faster and are readijy

10. Reaction products liquid or otherwise ignitibie.
subject to movement frcm acceleration dUring
burning. 6-2.2.3 PROPERTIES OF D)ELAY AND

Table 64- lits M.e g"Isess delay zombina- INTO ODR

tions in current use. The range of coznpWs- 6-22.23.1 PROPERTIES OF INTEREST
tions giveni for somne of the combinations
allows for adjustment of the burning rutes in addition to burning rates, properties of
over wide ranges. delay powders of interest include variability

of burning rate, temperature coefficient of
6-2.2.2 IGNITION POWDERS bwuiing rate, pressure coefficient of burning9

rate, effects of storage (both wet and dry),
A columnu of gasless delay comaposition izý effects of column diameter, and obturation

usually prece:ded by a charge of ignicte mix. and mechanical properties. Other special
rigniters are necessary when the delay compo- problems njy be asscited with the use of

6-6r
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TABLE 6-1

GASLESS DELAY COMPOSITIONS IN CURRENT USE

Fuel Oxidant Inert

Boron Barium Chromic None
chromate oxide

4to 11 89 to06 -

13to 15 40 to 41 to46

Manganese Barium Lead None
chromate chromate

45 to 3 0 to 40 15 to 70
20 to 50 70 to 40 10 None

Molyb denum Berlum Potalunt
-chromate perchlooFteS20 to 30 70 to 60 10

SNi-Zr Barium Potrelure None

Alloy chromate perchlorate
so 14

Ni-Zr Mix Barium Poste1junm None.
chr )mate pwchlorate

5/31 22 42
L.117 70 6

Selenium 83rF.m - Tekc
Peroxide (01l~ad#ir

Selenium 84O2  - Tin/lead alloy
2C 80 powder015/135)

28 72

SSilnon Red Lead qn Cee it i
d i20 80 mox. 8 partssm t

vy weight

TUhiyenatd B isum P roptui e willbtom bsr v
chromab t h echlorsante brth

27 to 39 59 to 41, 9.6 5 to 12
39 to 87 46 to5 4.6S 3 to 10

cZir elatim eLOb -oratedioxide
28 72 "I

one or another type of composition. Before quent treatment of the ignition, and delay

discussing these properties, it sh•uld be powders. It should .ot be assumed that
stressed that !hey are affected by such vari- similar properties will be observed in all

ables as particle size. particle size distribution, mixtur.- of the same nominal cheinical comn-
intimacy and uniformity of mixture, relative position. "The description of the compounding

distribution of components of a mixture. and of delay compositions is beyond the scope of

impurities that are not readily detectable. To this handbook.

control these variables, relatively elaborate 6-2.2.3.2 BURNING RATES /
procedutres have been established for the

procurement, characterization, and treatment Table 6-3,o gives the ranges of burning
of raw materials, and the mixing and subse- rates of current gasless delay compositions.

K6-7

(1~ -- v~wV'~!
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'I ABLE 6-2 TABLE 6.3

IGNtITION POWDERS FOR GASLESS BURNING RATES OF GASLd'SS
OE?.AY ELEMEN'TS DELAY COMPOSITIONý

ith .1"1 Oidnt Inert lrxh~t

Boron (30) Lead C Oaiorgna eiunIing Rate,
peroxiiii (70) opetc~ ____

Beron (10) Harium - acr,oir,c,,oe 4-6-85
chromaei W)J 44/41116 4.5

Zirconijim (41) Ferric oxide (49) Oiatomnaceous 44/42114 6.5

Zirconium (65) FerriC oxi4e (1r,) Diatomaceous eo -~l

(10) earth amrhu)0.5 3.5
Zirconium (3,1? Ferri.; oxide 1501 I crtotaiianxl 9.12.6
Titeniium 0I?) 96/fi 1.5

90/10 0.6

WarO,,/KCIO*/W k
ilie variation of hur.irig tinie within a lot of 40/1 GfO 125

delay elem-rents is expressed as a cipefficient of 701/041
maratiofl. th, standard deviation of the burn- 8aO/~I~l-da~yi311

ing time exprvsscd as a percentage of the total W01419170 3D)1I7i30 70) Type 11 6
burning !irrie. Unde; controlled laboratory SDI I4I3)1O.30ir2t3DIJ701 T'p III It

conditions. the c~ctc~icints of variation of ffjC,O/PbC,O,/Mn 0-16 2.5i 12.6
irost o( 2he niaterial- listed are three Pcircent 0/4565W 2.17

or im 0/s3 1.5

Lot-to-Ict vairiabhility rn- bL *'pnst~ 1Re.O, fb~aa I-i

by idjusting the length of the delay column 841 . added
for eaica n-w ioi of delay compositlion or by Red L~eadIS/Cahte -4.11

odaing appropriate ingredients and remixing 801Wt7ade
to speed up or slow down the mnixture- W ~ 87 .
Variatio., may be greatly reduced by c~areful ~ 2/2- <.
control of raw materials and preparation ZINi/maCr0.1Kc;'I0

prcdrs ,31/42/72 T-2 6.5
procedures IIP.25 17.8

Cocfficictits of variation as small as three *Nuntrs given are pwmnagex
perceat. buiwevur. cannot be expected in
practical delay elements. Variations in other
i.omponeaats :han the delay column con- lower than those of most explosive reactions,
tribute to the. viriability. In general. these it ms to be expected that temperatures o'. -~65 0
other variatior~s affect the shorter delays most to +1 25*F, the usu;Ily specified op.-ratiisg
senous~y. range of military aiiiateriel. should have a

p sitinificant effect- In general. the effect is
6-2.23.3 rF-FECTS OF TEMPERATURE morc than is desirable, experimental results

AND STORAGE rariging up to 25% variation.

Since the burning of a pyroehiiea A number cf delay compositions have been
composition is essentially a heat transfer stored at both high and low humidity"5 . All
process and since the peak temperatures are those tested survived the low humidity
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storage without failure whereas a nlumber uf 6-2.2.3.6 PARTICLE SIZE
nii..es failed after high humidity storage. It
was concli.dcd that the mixes will survive The effect of particle size on the inverse
storage in wcli sealed packages. Effect of burning rates of delay compositions is nearly
surveillance on burning rate,, was inconsistent, direct, In addition to increas..ing thc burning
some mix~es slowing down 6% while others rate (faster burning), reduction of the particle
accelei-itcd up to 307o. It is 1,Mt clear whether size tends to reduce the effects of temnpera-
the tests demonstrated the effectiveness of ture and presa~ir.
the seal or the moisture resistance of the
delay composition- 6-2.2.4 DESIJN, FABRICATION, AND

6-2.2.3.4 EFF'_zrTS OF REDUCED PRES- W DN

SURE An ideal delay composition would be a
material which, o~nce ignited, would burn at a

In sonic o)pplicalions, vented delay systems uniform rate that is independent of all sur-
arc tequirud to operate at high altitudes- rounding conditio-is. This ideal has not been
Many compositions are affected appreciably attaii.ed. Reasonable performance of a delay
at low pressures. Somte of the siower mixes element d~emands that the design take into
with ciystalfine boron, for examnple, could not .asount the effects of various conditions

*be initiated at pi-tssures less than 50 to 2000 upon the behavio- of the composition.
nun of fig- One rnol,'bdcnumn mix at 40 mm,
the lowest pressure at which it would ignite, 6-2.2.4.1 LOADING PPIESSURE
doubled its burning time as compired with

barium chromate/boron compositions are

given in Table 6-4. Similar results nezesbarily
will not be fou*nd with other compositions.

6-2.2.&.5 EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION The rather smAll and systematic change of
* fll~a ~l~~nt ~ ft~ bj~tedburning rate with loading pressure suggests

Dda elmens 2re f!L v.up uI&aUL nldidruo is av'aiiabic t0 theC

high accelerations while the delay composi- designer and that adjustment of pressure
tion is burning. If the sttucture of the mright be a convenient way to compensate for
material at or behinr' the reaction front is too lot-tco-ot variaxtions in burning rate. However,
urak, the accelerations may cause the hot coi'siderai-ons of ruggedness have resulted inl
prnducts to lose contact with the unburned the practice of loading gasless delays at
delay composition or a subsequent charge, pre-ssures between 30,000 and 40,000 psi- In
and extinguish the r'action. this respect, it should be borne in mind that a

crack in a delay column can result in a "blow ,"

*Although quantitative data regarding the through" tmnd instantaneous functioning. For
resistanct. of delay ocompositions to tb- -.pt best results, delay columns and igniter charges
of failure arc not availah' - 'sip n. should be loaded in increments not over
tion--the fraction oi ixe wcigh. of the one-half diao-eter long.
original charge remaining lin in open ended

used as a qualitative indication of this plop-

erty and the relative gaslessness of the comn- Radial losses of heat can retard cr extin-
position. Slag retentions are in the foliot guish the burning of a delay column. Such
descending order: Red lead, 90%-951A- ug losses, of course, become more serivus as the
slen, >88%; Ni/Zr, 801,'ý-90%; ltorton, column dinmeter, turning rate, and ambient
50i%-90%. temperature are reduced, and these effects

6-9
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TABLE 64

EFFECT OF LOADING PRESSURE ON BaCrO4 -8 COMPOSITIONS

Loading Pr~asure, 10' -si
961M BaCrO4 -B 36 18 9 3.6 1.3 0.15

* Mean burning rate, nc/in. 1.69 1.00 1.49 1.39 1.29 1.21

Mean burning rate. nc/g 9.648 0.655 0.645 0.642 0.640 0.693
% Coefficient of Variation 1.2 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8

90/10 BCr.04 -8

Mean burning rate, wc/in. 0.67C 0.853 0.619 0.586 0.558 0.544
Mean burning rate. sec/g 0.272 0.276 0.280 0.287 0.297 0.309
% Coefficient of Variation 1.5 0.9 1.1 1.6 2.0 1.8

combine to r--sult in a failure diameter asso- conductor might accelerate burning by pre-
eiated with delay mix and temperature (see heating the column ahead of the burning
Table 6 5). For pracdical manganese delay front'.
mixtures at .-65 0 F, the quarter-inch diameter
usually used is well above the failure di- 1The strength of the delay body can be
amcte:. important. Yielding under the loading pres-

sure has been found to result in erratic delay
times'• 2 . Stress analysis of the body as a tube

TABLE 6-5 stressed hydraulically is a conservative means
of assuring adequate strength. However,

FAILURE DIAMETER VAR:ATION OF experience indicates that delay bodies will
MANGANESE COMPOSITIONS AT -- F usually give satisfactory results under condi-

tions such that %aiculatd tfie- ib well he-
Invn" Burning Rata, Failure Dintetw, yond the yield point.

secin. in.

3 sO.10910 0.125-0.156 6.3 DESIGN PRINCIPLES
10. 0. 12-0. 153
16-.1 

087URATED VS VENTED DESIGN

0-2.2.4.3 WALL THICKNESS The harmful effects oi moisture and other",

atmospheric gases make scaled delay elements
The body into which a delay is loaded desirable in all cases and mandatory for

Serves zis a Iheat sink. Metals in general arc situations where an element that must be

much .better conductors of heat than is the exposed te normal storage and handling con-
delay composition. Delay columns close to ditions contains materials that fail after
their low temperature failure diameters tend humid surveillance. Obturated delays in-
to have larger thermal coefficients as the herenily are sealed.
surrounding wall thickness is increased. For
materials well above their failure diameters, Delay powders are divided into two cate-
the effect of wall thickness becomes less gories, those whose reaction products are
importan. It has been suggested that a body largely gaseous, and those known as gasless.
with very thin walls of a good thermal All current design effort has been applied to

6
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the latter that lend thenmsclvcs to obturated 2. Use obturated or internally vented con-
design. struction where practical.

The term gaslcss must not be taken literal- 3. Where obturated constraction is imprac-
ly. Gasless delay compositions produce some tical, usC a seal that opens at ignition.
gas. chiefly as a result of impumitics. Gas 4. if a scalud unit is not practical, ue
quantity is much less predictable than that of delay compositions of denmonstra~cd resis-
gaseous delays. For this reason, it is the best tance to conditions of high humidity.
practice to use an internal volume large
enough so that the effect of pressure build-up 5. Calculate the effect of cumulative toler
on the delay time is negligible. This is quite ances upon such pertinent factors as internal
practical in relatively short delays. However, free volume.
as the length, and 0okIscquently the amounttas thelangt, ade onsequntly the aeounted fre6. Provide for adequate free volume iu
of delay powder increases, the required free otrtduis
volume also incruases, so a delay clement can obturated units.

get quite bulky. Such considerations often 7. Analyze stresses induced by both inter-
drive the designer to the use of a vented nal and external forces which may be antici-
system. pated during loading, shipping, launching, and

operation.
6-3.2 DESIGN RULES OF THUMB

8. Make sure that all components will
Because delay compositions are metastable survive these stresses taking into account the

materials containing all ingredients n~cessary elevated temperatures that result from burn-
for self-propagating reaction, their burning is ing of the delay column.
metasta-le. The effect of any factor which
tends to cause an increase or decrease in 9. Specify adequate loading pressur.s (at
burning rate is exaggerated. For this reason, least 60,000 psi for gas producing composi-
satisfactory performance requires accurate tions and at least 30,000 psi for gasless delay
control of alt such factors. Control must be powders) and short enough increments (one-
maintained from the procurement of raw half diameter).

suaiterials until the munition, of which the 10. Provide for proper support of dciay
delay is a component, reaches its target. The olumn•
following rules should govern the designer:

I I• Use diameters well above failure diam-
I. Use delay compositions prepared by a eter at -65'F. (Usual practice is 0 ' or 0.25

well established procedure front ingredients of in. for gasless mixtures; 0.1 or 0.125 in. foi
known and controlled characteristics. black powder.)
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CHAPTER 7

LEADS AND BOOSTERS

7-1 DESCRIPTIONrpake III the aiisiliary arming d evice: ti tok
7.1 DESCRIPTION'c o mak upth auxiliary arilling device.t it)di

7-1.1 GENERAL prevent jiultiation ofl tile booster in 11w event
oftit premahlTr Ito i t tOning 0411 ]th lue de to-

Lcad% and btousos s arkc tho li eomiponent iiiS atof. Wiwin armled by setbac k Ind Cent Iriungal
of tile explosive trinil whose ILliictioitaiine (1) lot ceN of' firmnt' tile boostcr dictonatcr moves
tile I ranstniisi on of tiw detfoliat ion es ablishedt int o linte withb thle totec de ton at oi The ex plo-
by thle liciona.1 r. and (2) its augmuenitat ion to sive train is then ki omlplete so lii at thle
a level such that thle mlain c~harge is initijat ed dci oiiatr ill tlit- tite mlit i'es t lic booslte

* yvlably- They are tile ,lost flexibite tools oh, (te Ionatrir wh ich 1. ui l tot ses otil lead anid
*the explosive trajin designer and they atie thle booster chiarge. This is all cxamtple ofi

comiponents most inftlu~enced in operation by complePIX booster. Usu~ally the booterII CotI~ItSl
*his decision regarding thle design of inert only of at booster charge and a 111oLsmlg. Tueli

parts. They arc relativly simple iii functiont sifing and itrilling device niornially is part )t
and fabrication. thle Iuic explosive train.

'ihe explosive contained in~ a booster is Fig. 7 -2 ' illoIStrates the Uise Of* b0osturh Inl
called aI booster charge. InI common usagc, the spit-hack systemns. 'Iwo booster charges are
terml b5os,,r.r , harge is bb citcto~ bo:ty requnired tor this application, the doito! (aux-
Actually, a booster consist% of* a housing and Ihlary Ilooster) at thec cnd of fihe fouzc csploasec
other metal parts, the booster cltarg_2 and, as a train And thle receiver (booster) At thle bottom
spe cial feature, ant auxiliary arming device. We o. the Projectile caIvity. Operation of tlits lure I
are c'incerued here only with booster Ohaiges- is discussed tin par. 7-2.5

Figs. 7- o7-3 aesectional views oW' Finally. Fig. 7-3' AhowN a typical small
typical military itemns that illustrate thle use of caliber fuze with booster charge. Because of'
lead, and boosters- Fig. 7-1I' shows at coin- lith, compactness oi- thle 2( 1 nun tote, nto load
plete booster, thle M2 IA4, that Is tiiployed is required. When thle lirze is armned, thle firing
with point -de tona ting fuzes to effect thle pin\ initiates tilt detonaitor that svts oil thle

-fouictiotlirg of' Projectiles. Thbe e(terinal boo~kir diteetly. This figure illustrates that
threads screw into the projectile so that thle boastvr design is not hard andt last. liere thle
booster rests in the lure A01, IThe internal booster Acts as anl auxiliary boolter while thle
thrvads hold tile nose fuze, one of tile M48 top-off ch.orgc loaded into the projectile acts
family. as a booster ýscc also Fig. 1 -2).

The booster --onsists of" two marts that 7-1.2 FUNCTIONS'
thread together, (1) the booster chaige &'(a
tetryl pellet) held in thle aluminum booster 7-1.2.1 LEADS
cop M and (2) the brass housing A4 that

rcontains detonator E, lead L, aftd a rotor as; InI sonw constructions, the separation be-
t well as a variety of phins arnd springs wyhich tween 'Jvtotlator and the next charge: may be
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7-1 2.2 BOOSTERS

ir mam in drgcs of hig g xi losiv Vute liafr'nt
at sin:.errsil ivc as it is praklcical ito liii kc

thein' IDet onator-, arid I .d s ac its -smail it s is
consist e o with iclijability In k-li etera I l, neither
deflia1.1tors nor leads aret ini iiccll-selvcs %ill-

ficitn I1 to 111I ilt mal i cha rrge explosics '
* ~ rt.iubly. Hoosieis, are eCInCHi~tS Of stiffilC11ir

0 n flý 001oUt tor t J Cto ii;te mami chiarge., reIi ailly
wheni uiitiatcui by dcttlnators or leads. fiencc,

ic'.filt 11illo hi net on of1 (ine booster is to
~ AV.,.Augmen 1I fili et Al CI,1u1 Wave:.

L(Generally. boosters are loadcd with tile
sawrlc ')l similar tVxplosjvtes to those used ill the
bImse charges of' detoniators ;arid irn leads.
Thecrefore, their inni~ as chiarae-ttrized hy

Figiire7-7. Boosrer. M2A4 velocity of' propagation, pressure, temipera-
WVR' and part icle velocity is not distinguished

froml that of dotitrators ;arid leads. lloweitcr.
since the booster charge is larger its output is

corrtspondringly greater.
short, while ill othters. the defliat~n or is
niomiired remotely from the booster. A lead is 7-1.3 EXPLOSIVES
tised to transmitflte detonation froml deto-
nator to booster wheat the gapl is toox large. fof For mnany years teiry; was tilt starndard
direct transmission, Leads are also usted whenl lead and booster e~xplosive- It is still used ill

csrrnplexi ty or safety Of tile ["ain demara0: ld! 1i IMil scm VICC a1110111111111t0il. M,11, 0 i' the por it I-j
thtem. 11asv various circuimstances have: fc- pal rules of turimnb, practices, arid prlocedumes
Stilted ;ri tire eVOILliktl ion of aWide Viricty Of that serve as guides ill the design arnd loading
leads. Somle are simple cyliridrical charges of of explosive cormponernts and systemis derive
relatively small leght-imtrratius and1 ifl Pitt frontiftle properties oftretryl. For this
others are quiite long. Some transmnit dctotlaii trasotl, tietryl hals served Lis a starlda'd of
tiol ;around cornersi or anigles arnd others are comparison for booster explosives, It has
flexible. given rise it) such design guidaritce as "nro lead

or booster shall be more sensitive thanr
While the ftunctionl of a lead is inertly the tetryl-, at least in the U.S. Navy. Qurantitative

transmnissionr of' a detonation, ill practice leads ..ritcria for the acceptability ofr explosives
are Oftern used to atigment: ftile O~itpirt Of, below the train intz'rrupter have not yet been
deto~nators. Th:is is done because. for reasons established". Hiowever, Ref. 4 is the rtsultI Of

- disctussed iii par. 3-1, boosters are genterally efforts by the services, under the leadership ot
harde-r ito initiate than leads and because leads the Navy, in this direction.

0are otiell called ipoin to initiate sulbsequeitnt
charges across large gajps or throtiglr heavy There are a 11irumer of objectioins to tetryl.
barriers. Onl the other hrand. it is possible to It is expensive to 11iatiufactiiiv, causes air
design detonator- with Output adequalte for polluationi, aind has undiesirable dye clnarac-

I - the direct initiation of boostcrs. even where teristics. For these reasons, tire iranufacture/
gaps are appreciable. In, fuzes for s5all arrirs. of tetlyl is being teriminated. Hlowever, a
leads usually are not necessary (see Fig. 7-3). universally accepted substitute has not yet
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Figu~re 7 2. 2.75 ma. flEA I R7ocket Will, SpIit bacA Explosive Systemil

been agrued u )ta - RIA coill ainiag .1 111 a\ i - State (11' ggFt ga ho a Ofi' III, VplOias ive. a till' h
mu tatl ua 2,/, vax (aIcti'tg as% a hiaie r-l aba icati 1) di mcI ma as ait thle explosive eletcite ts. TIt'l
ks use~I ili many ciiinreilt A aity di sig~ns. 1 NIX t'e cci Of fihcsr vaiiabksý interact to imo k

and Other explosives have 1, en toutid to be qtaatuillativr p~redictioii dafficult amnlrcss tilc
ads,'$ tat sgeols at0 So tile .a PicI atioatS_ Mi It - espe amien! is a reasonabily arc taraic si itiala-

%,Il9- I?1614 list-, IINS, DIPAM, antd ('i It. A) 11oi1 Oft thle Coiiditions of, use. Fortian..elv. tire

A thicse .are -ipenasive m.na. ill :'dthiition. (ti W) tsigt n aid loading pradctiCcs 11)1 leads and1.
jadoes not work wrcit 'a1 tratos - *xrccitaly. boosters are Well enou01gh stalliJidailzd that a

lo ('Coaipo.itioaa A-3, A-4 m.0i A. -3 h~avr bren rcatively tmodest test schetdule call bie devised
reCo 11Itlacaded as iniL tertim cir. As . to include conaditionis re presctiitativ/ oft all buat

luhaily i.l-cialiltei ~app[iatioais.
Ait cssealtial teat inc kat ains iailitlarv xat

sist' atetta is tile .aiv'y pioksaisial of thec ft.Table 3-3 a5 ai list tit titeseaaiilsu

ilais teitore would l~eits ptirl~osc it the Varimits booaster *:xplosivt' as ancwasared by
-w'tsitltity (If* fla leads anid boost a were ala! -co~t eltqtc.tr coniparisoni, a few
M ime td. Oatl lilt- otier iatad. [the baoits mc aast ty pi eat matin it harge r sl~osives have bieen

*.be selasitiv elcaitigta to detolitealr etably when.1 inrluinald. Note that thle uireseace ait' oane ort
iuitiiated by anroats of a ictiiaa!taror ri sxplasive two pereen I oCatlcikumt stra rate Or waxl isa,; jail

lead. 11'li .. 1tt.0,1xl alaaill aild at1i1Itit1t11111 allowalble' adverse e'ffect uplora the sensitivity o f Rn)X to
hia atas Of seisi lvi ty tatlast tie closer together in it iat ion. Soate designers have contsid ered

it). IC ad Or haOC lostet e spisive titian forF Othter these matenrals atnly as bitt ter-I autrieaati s for
cx plasivrs. Coti~sideraIititts Of desigit eCoit0101y thle mittpovetinthit of loadintg piripert ics, tover-
antd alt safel v anad el tabi lit>' deleratimiaa atson lUOkiI tgIthei' effects Iapott se I~taiv it>'. I"Or ithis
tend t oit) ' e:i!Iiss tlarse tintits stall liar! Ian. re'asaoni, natl atara a ppwa r tin diavaltigs or speci-

fieattolls Intdic~ating tltal 'lap Ito I perI-cittt at
Thte exploiOSve tt'aiteaial ttSCit ill tilte booster tttese ataterials anti bie addetl. iThe Variatioat

a ~~~~s %k~l wlit maolttltt seats itive ttta I rtelt thaila atlowedi by sucht rnotatiorns call restult iai ~a
ctharge, is smiatller thitar filie tarn11 i t carge, anld is changte inl gap) senasit ivit y by a tarto orfa three
less sestih tan tile previous esplatsive or fIat1. . T'his is suifficiecnt to make thec
cttiaii oaitts. It shtotuld tte a nii't~alcredl that differeatce between a highaly reliablte systemn
ittit iaIitittt SC asit li ty is a ht fL1c Iioti alt aI alt'tither and onte that is, altmost cotuple telI> iinaperaIbtv.
at' variables of 'lhr eikperimtietkit system itt-
cltadiay Ittle agenacy tif elie'ly tralttslr, tlea In ll coosin~g ant explosive itaterial for a
ralttfticilelttet of tiat expllosive eleancats. ttle boaster, baths thle desig o f inert parts atnd
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FIRING PIN ROTOR particularly when plastic bonded', are
markedly supe-ior to tetryl.

DETONATOR SOOSTER Most boosters are pressed as pellets. Pure
RDX forms low density, crumbly, pellets
when pressed at 5,000-15.000 psi, and, at
high pressures, the pellets are so brittle that
they often break as they are pushed from the

die. RDX Class C was developed to alleviate
this difficulty that may be further reduced by
the addition of one or two percent of a
binder-lubricant.

Polystyrene bonded RDX 9/91 (PB-RDX)
was origninally intended as a compound for
hot molding as a plastic. However, it can be
press loaded at ordinary :room temperatures
like otk-er powdered e.plosives. When so
loaded, its physical properties, although not

,as good as those of hot nziolded PB-RDX, are
definitely superior to those of almost aliy
other pressed powderei4 explosive usually

Figure 7-3. 20 mm Fuze, M505 98/2 RDX/binder. Tshe seissitivity of PB-RDX,

when pressed at similar; pressures, is almost
identical with that of other booster cxplo-

special environmental conditions associated sives, while its output closely resembles that
with the application must be considered. of tetryl. Improved physical properties and
Sensitivity and output of explosives may be output can he obtained by hot pressing under

adiusted by varying their loadinp densities. ccum-hot pressing -lone can produceThus, in some applications, substitution is pellets that pop open like muffins when"

possible, without adverse effects upon estab- ejected from the die-hither loading pressures,
lished safety or reliability levels if the designer or both, but at the expense of somewhat
is free to specify the loading densily of the reduced initiation sensitivity.
substituted explosive. However, the loading
pressure needed to attain the necessary 7-2 DESIGN CONSIDI RATIONS
density may exceed the strength of the
container. On the other hand, if the necessaiy 7-2.1 RELATION TO PUZE DESIGN
density is too low, the explosive may be
subject to breakage, crumbling, or to other As fuze componentS, dimensions of leads
nmechanical failure. and boosters are largely determined by the

necessities of fuze fiesign. Similarly, the
The need to consider cook-off and thermal mechanical design of the fuze in which it is

decomposition at high temperatures is used is one of the imp,ýrtant governing factors
obvious. In the case of leads and boosters, the in the confinement afforded an item of this
effects of temperature extremes upon explo- type. The fact of the inatter is that the design
sive properties, in particular upon sensitivity, of leads and booaters interacts with the
may be more serious than in other explosive mechanical design of fuzes to such an extent

- charg, As is shown in pars. 4-2.2 and 4-2.3 that the most practical arrangement is usually
these 'ects can be quite large. In these that in which these items are designed by the
respeL ,, RDX and many of its mixtures, fuze designer.

7-4
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rh. design of leads and boosters in not as to take place over as many as fifteen diam-
complex as that of initiators. For this reason, etcrs but the reproducibility of this process is
many past designs have bcen evolved by not well enough established to be relied upon,
copying a previous design that served its even if systems involving such gradual growth
purpose satisf,'torily. There is aothing wrong in leads had attractive design possibilities. At
with such an approach provided improve- the present state of the art, the only valid
ments are added when possible, care i, taken reason for use of a lead more than four
not to perpetuate errors, and due considera- diameters long is the necessity arising from
tion is given to safety and reliability. Since the mechanical separation of the components
lead and booster layout and material, affect that it connects.
other fuze design features to a large extent, it
is best to give them careful consideration in 7-2.2.2 DIAMETER AND CONFINEMENT
early design stages before major dimensions
are frozen. In the case of leads, standards have The most usual combination of lead diam-
been established for dimensions and cupsh. eter and confinement in military usage is an

explosive column between 0.150 and 0.160
"7-2.2 LEADS in. diameter heavily confined in brass or

steel. Fig. 7-1 is an example of such a desiga.
7-2.2.1 LENGTH Failure diameters are listed in Table 7-1. .t

must be renlemnhered, however, that failure
When a lead is initiated by a detonator or diameters are highly dependent on particle

another lead it is best to have no gaps or size, density, and confinement.
* barrier at all. When there must be a gap, it is

best to have the donor component end As is indicated in par. 3-1.1, the most
covered by a metallic disk on the order of reliable transmission of detonation between a

0.005-0.010 in. thick. When the lead has a detonator and a confined lead occurs when
closure at the output end, a small gap at the the lead is close to the same diameter or
end may also inciease the reliability with slightly smaller in diameter than the deto-
which it L61. initiate nhe nucceeding element. ntor. Sincr a ,rmrncn diameter ofCeAtn
Althou'.i a number of investigators have nators in military use in 0.192 in. OD and

- noted that detonation is more effectively about 0.172 in. ID, the prevalent lead diam-
transmitted by moving fragments than by eter is well chosen from this point of view.
shock, flame, or even by the direct contact of

Sdetonating explosive, the permatations of The effect of lead diameter upon lead
I variables are so numerous as to have dis- sensitivity is not usually of practical signifi-
, couraged a quantitative study of their inter- cance in the design of military maieriel.

actions to affect reliability. Were it is, present practices are close to
ideal.

-. U Where a lead is used to augment the output

of a relatively mild detonator or where it is The importance of diameter and gap to
- initiated for use under adverse conditions sensitivity is illustrated for ideafized acceptors

such as across a large gap or through a heavy similar to leads in Fig. 3-2. Effect of gap and
harrier, it may be necessary to make leads confinement for actual service leads on initia-
longer than they would be just for trans- tion by detonators is shown in Fig. 7-4.
mission. It has been found that the output of
a lead that detonates high order for most of The effect of the wall thickness of a
its length reaches a point of diminishing confining tube upon the initiation sensitivity
returns when the length is about four or five of leads or similar small columns, has not

' diameters or more.. The growth of detonation been quantitatively evaluated. In one ex-
in marginally initiated leads iias been observed periment with 0.169-in. diameter leads, there

7-5
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TABLE 7-1

FAILURE DIAMETERS OF LEAD AND BOOSTER EXPLOSIVES

Confinement, in.

Fabric Heavy
(Detonating Aluminumb Lead BraSs

Explolive Bare, in. cord) Luciteo (0.006 walls) (MDF) or Steele

PETN - 0.06 - <0.05 <0.01 <0.05
RDX . - - <0.02 -

RDX/Calcium Stearate 98/2 - 0.14-0.17 - 0.08-0.12 - -

Tetryl <0.50 - - O.1'0-0.13 - <M008
TN! (Granular) 0.50-0.70 <0.63 0.50 - - <0.10
TNT 125W) - - <0.10 - - -

aRef. 7
tbRef. 8 (Dimensions are in inches.)
"FRef. 9

w-as no significant difference resulting from The foregoing remarks regarding diametei
confinements between 0.500 and 12.25 in. and confinement of leads are intended to
OD. apply to common arrangements where lead

and booster are in contact or separated only
An important aspect of lead confinement is by short gaps and thin diaphragms incidental

the effect of clearance between the lead cup to assembly and packaging within a single
and the hole in which it is inserted. By unit. If heavy barriers are necessitated by
resisting radial expansion, the contining mechanical design or if lead ahd booster are
medium directs a larger fraction of the energy mounted in separate structural units of a
along the axis toward the booster. In an weapon system, larger leads should be used to
experiment with a st3ndard lead ol tU. 171 in. rnstust, iebl,,llity.
nominal diameter, three groups were tested
under identical conditions except for clear- 7-2.3 BOOSTERS
anee"'. Of those ,ith a snug fit, ten out of
ten tired high vfder; of those with 0.004-in. In general, boosters are so large compared
diametral clearance, only four fired high order with the leads or detonators which initiate
while All ten with 0.008 u:. clearance failed. tl em that the initiation may be considered as
In view of these results, the designer has the a local action that is affected by neither
followir.g alternatives: dimensions nor confinement'". Their dimern-

sions are so much larger than the failure
I. Call for force fits of leads diaineters of the explosives with which they

are loaded that neither dimensions nor con-
2. Load the cup in place. (This procedure finement are factors in propagation within a

is of value only when the loading pressure is booster. All of the important cffects of
substantially beyond the yield pressure of the booster dimensions and confinement a~e
cup.) those upon output.

3. Evaluate reliability on the basis that The function of a b-aosler is, of course, to
only the lead cup providies confinement, and provide adequate output for the reliable
safety on the basis that the lead is well initiation of the main cha,-ge. The size of

confined, booster needed to initiate a main charge, as

7-6
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,AR~n gtt,,•,T - lboostcrs of most 20 mm fuzes (see Fig- 7-3)

LUC., ... . -- _ are closer to leads than to boosters in their
WOW ALU.Mu
(Mii tASS: size and function. For most high explosiveSTEEL .

6z , •-•0 i• •s materiel, however, the following motives
A LR GAP AM T, apply for the reduction in the size of boosters

so that the booster will be only a small
SE LLUITE fraction of main charge sizc:

NONEI. Because of the greater sensitivity of

M Cs ELU e booster explosives to friction, impact, andSKAS AW L 0t
MASS ___--_ bullrts. the booster should be protected by as
STEL much main charge explosive and metal and

A ,.M :IUM offer as small a target as possible.

STEEL .
-,N I. - lHazards such as cook-off and setback

NA• . ""I- tend to increase with the mass of a charge as
WAs well as with the sensitivity of the explosive of

•,Tho • D ,-j which they are composed.
BARMIEr THICKN(ES. .

STEZ DlIT OJUTP1rJt Yt N TETrmV LEADS. 04SM.N OD 3. The larger the booster, the more it71n013 DETONAT•ORS INl FMAovPS CSO 0

DENT "0, MIW2 Ct wDEONATION 15 00is oi displaces of the main citarge explosive, which
was chosen for its special output properties.

Figure 7-4. Critical Conditions for In general, the mechanical design of a fuze
Detonation of Lead leaves a certain amout of vacant space in the

faze cavity. If the designer fills this with as
large a cylindrical pellet as practical, allowing

pointed out in par. 3-1, depends not only for packaging the pellet and stand-off, he will
upon the explosive material of the main be doing as well as possible. In this case,
charge, but upon its confinement, its state, of booster geometry is usually not critical.
aggregation as determined by manufacturing
and loading procedures and conditions, and While it might be possible to denve some
the !ocat.on of the booster with respect to the notions from the data in par. 2-2.3 regarding
Vnuin charge. an ideal length-diameter ratio, if such a ratio

is attained by reducing the quantity of explo-
Although the design of a fuze or booster sive in the booster, the improved ratio will

may be made with one particular main charge result in a less effective b )oster.
design in mind, boostei, should be made asi
large and effective as possible to allow for Ttie only reservation that might be ex- ,
maximum interchangeability and for future pressed about filling the available space de-
changes in main charge design, loading proce- rives from the fact that metal fragments
dures, and explosive materials which may accelerated by the action of the booster may
require more effective booster action be more effective h; the initiation of a

subsequent charge than the direct action of
If the process of making boosters as large as the explosive. However. quantitative data on

possible were carried to the extreme, one this effect have not evolved. Additional as-
might ask, "Why not fill the whole round pects of booster design are covered in Ref. 12.
with a booster explosive and forget the 7-2.4 CHARGE DENSITY EFFECTS
booster?" This is essentially the way some
small caliber rounds are loaded. The so-called The sensitivities of most explosives teach
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maxilmi at a specilic density range. Tlhc larger variations of sensitivity at very high

optilnum density varies with the explosive densities. Belore specifying densities in excess
material as well as with the mode of initia- at 95 percent of voidless, a careful investiga-
lion. For nios; situations encountered in tion should be made of factors in fabrication
nulitary materiel, the optimum density is well and loading which :an affect loading density
below the ringe oi- densities at whi,:h military to determine the maximum density which can
explosives generally are loaded. For most be anticipated in production. It should be
nracticai purposes, the sensitivity of explo- determined that the preceding elemeat is
sives to i'iitiation may he considered to adequate for the initiation of lead or booster

decrease with increasing density. Output, of at this ma..inium density.
, course, increases with increasing density, the

rate ot the increase ranging from linear to 7-2.5 OUTPUT WAVE PROFILE
cubic depending upon the aspect of the
outptLi under consideration. The output wave profile of the usual

cylindrical booster or lead is a relatively
Booster and lead explosives for most simple curve, corpvex in the direction of

military materiel are loaded at densities bN- propagation. For short boosters initiated by
tween 85 percent and 95 percent of voidless relatively small diameter leads or boosters. the
(corresponding with loading pressures be- front is essentially spherical, centered at the
tween 5.000 and 20.000 psi). Within this input lead. For longer charges, the curvature
range, the designer nay adjust densities to is determined by radial flow and shock
attain needed compromises between sensi- propagation as described in par. 2-2.2. When
tivity and output. If there is the need to the purpose of the lead or booster is only that
employ explosives loaded at densities appre- of reliably initiating a subsequent charge, the
ciably outside this range; loading, handling. gain in effectiveness which might result from a
and quality control problems discused in modification of this profile will usually be
pars. 10-3.2 and 10-6.2 should be considered. more than offset by the displacement of high

performance explosive with lower per-
bi addition to the problems that arc clearly formance expiosave and inert materials used in

in the province of production or quality such modification. However, main charges for
cor•rol. the use of extremes of loading many applications depend for their effective-
density introdLiceS a group of propagation ness upon the profiles of the wave fronts,
problems that must be taken into account. which in turn are determined, at least in part,
The longer reaction 7ones and more gradual by the boosters that initiate them.
growth and decay of detonation in lower
density explosives result in a relatively large The techniques for the design of charges
variation in detonation velocity, both stable for the control of wave front profiles arei " .
and low order. These variations not only described in par. 3-3.2. Charges of this kind ,
increase the probability of failure due to low are often called explosive lenses because of
order effects at corners, small sections. or the close analogy between these techniques
,ab~pt c,:htigcs, but 6f2,.a ,m~ak, it diffiult to .nd thuf. ofctrif ophics.

pinpoint the exact causes of such failures. In
general, v,-y low loading densities should be Most of the means used to shape wave

Sused only with larger than average chargt profiles are present in all boosters. However,
dimensions, in most shaping applications in military

materiel, the wave shaping features are in-
The decrease in sensitivity with increasing eluded in the design of the main charge rather

density becomes more abrupt as the voidless than the booster. In such instances the im-
density of an explosive is approached. Thus, portant requirement, so far as the booster is
small va.riations in density cause incmasingly concerned, is that it initiates a wave with
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reproducible and symmetrical profile in the from the use of shaped charge leads or
main charge. Variable or asymmetrical iutia- boosters.
tion will, of course, defeat the best efforts at
wave shaping' 3 The most frequent use of shaped charges in

explosive trains, except in the projectile
Two alternate means are available to the charge, is in spit-back fuze systems (Fig. 7-2).

designer for the reduction of variability and In a spit-back system, the target is sensed by a
distortion or tLe wave front induced in the nose fuze that initiates a booster at the rear of
main charge: (I) specification of precise the explosive charge. Initiation of the main
controls of all variables, or (2) design of a charge from the rear is essential for sqtis-
system to minimize their effects by the factory performance of the shaped main
closest possible approach to the situation in charge. Note that the shaped auxiliary booster
which lead, booster, and main charge form a has a hem spherical rather than a conical liner,
continuum of explosive through which the so as to have less degradation on spin and to
wave propagates as a continuous detonation. provide a wider area of impact on target.

Of these, the latter is usually the easiest ind Since reliable initiation of the booster in a
most satisfactory. The following practices will spit-back system requires direct hits of the
help in this respeci: relatively small part of the booster exposed at

the bottom of the spit-back tube, and since
1.-Use of the most effective lead feasible. the slug or jet will be deflected by asymmetry

U o o , of the liner or of the detonation front that I
2. Use of a booster diameter that is large projects it, close control is necessary of all

compared with the failure diameter of the dimensions of the auxiliary booster, of the
main charge explosive. fuze body that confines it. and in the loading

procedure. In recent years, with the develop-

3. Use of the most sensitive explosives ment of piezoelectric fuze systems, the
compatible with safety, interest in spit-back systems has waned' 4 .

4. Minimization of barrier thicknesses and 7-3 CONSTRUCTION AND FABRICATION

densities, and of gaps between lead; and LOADIr TECHNIQUES
booster, and between boosters and main 7-3.1L I C
charges. A bare booster in an unlined cavity is The design of leads and boosters, from the
nearly ideal. point of view of fabrication and construction,

is largely determined by the loading proce-
5. Use of explosives with the finest particle dure to be used. Three procedures are ,

saes available and compatible with reasonable common:

loading procedures. t nfTe
1. Insertion of preformed pellets into con-

6. Use of explosives in a density range high tainers
enough for relatively rapid growth of detona-
tion and iow enough to avoid desensitization 2. Reconsolidation of preformed pellets t.
(90 to 95 percent of maximum theoretical conform to containers-used almost exclu-
density is a good range). sively for boosters

The shard charge effect, as used in a 3. Direct pressing of powdered explosive
HEAT round (see par. 3-3.5), results in the into containers. This method is used most
concentration of a substantial fraction of the extensively in the production of leads, volu-
axial output of an explosive charge in a rather metric charging by automatic equipment pro-
small diameter jet. In most situations found in duces a pellet that is very uniform in both
explosive systems, little advantage accrues weight and size.
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Of the three common techniques, the first compressibility of the explosive will comtrine
is the simplest and most cc<nomical. Auto- to vary the length of the reconsolidated
matic machines are available which will pro- pellet. Similarly. if the pellet is pressed to a
duce pcllcts of any size suitable for use in specified length, all of these tolerances and
leads or boosters. Most pellets are pressed at variations will be reflected in the density of
pressures between 5000 and 20,000 psi or to the reconsolidated pellet, and consequently in
corresp)nding densities. It is the usual the pressure it exerts on the walls of the
practict, to limit pellet lengths to about one container.
diameter because large density differences
from ore end to anodher arc probable in 7-3.2 $HORT LEADS
longer pellets. Of course. when this technique
is used, provision must be made for the Short leads vre loaded by any of the
retention of the pellets in their cavities, techniques discussed in par, 7-3-1. When
Clearances resulting from the accumulated pellets are direct loaded, they may be retained
tolerances of the cups and containers, requir- by means of staked-in closure disks as shown
ing the use of inert padding-such as card- in Fig. 7-5; by features incidental to the fuze
btxrd and felt disks to fill these clearances-- design as in Fig. 7-6. or by a cap as in Fig.
may reduce the effectiveness of items loaded 7-7.
in thts manner.

Where there is insufficient space for closure
The third method, that of loading the disks or cups. leads are loaded either by

powder directly, has the advantage that ii can pressing powdered explosive or recon-
be used to '.ill a cavity to an exactly pre- solidating pellets directly into the cavity. An
determined point, with a soecified loading optional method that has proven useful in
pressure (if the last increment is adjisted to filling small lead. holes ne: ly flush without
compensate for tolerances of the container). adjusting weights for each individual item is
This procedure may be expected to result in that of loading somewhat more !han enough
the most effective as well as the most rv.r,- .:'",, aid, bicakiaey off the excess as in Fig.
ducibh- perfornuance. it is also the mcsi 7-8. However, this method is never used for
expensive procedure. When inerc components production. Where, as in Fig- 7-91, the open
are designed for this type •f loading, it is well end of a lead is at a sliding surface, it is the
for the designer at least to lay out a concept usual practice to coat the ends with lacquer or
of a loading tooi. In dimensioning the item, it varnish to prevent dusting. Onion skin disks
should be remembered that the consolidating are also used. A~lowaisce hould be made for
punches should 6t the die with only a few the sealant in loading. This method involves
thousandths of' an inch clearance. Plisalign- the risk of gumming the surface so as to -.

inent call initiate the explosive on the one impede arming. The holes in which leads are
hand or result in excessive binding on the to be loaded directly are sometimes scored to
other hand. Column.. :nuch over one diameter improve explosive retention.
long are usually loaded in increments one
diameter long oi less. Most leads are loaded into cups. Both

flanged and straight cups of standa-dixed
The second method. although somewhat dimensions are used". Where leads completely

simpler and easier to tool for than the third packaged in metal are desired, closure disks
and dispensing with some of the disadvantages are crimped in place. Moisture resistance is
of the first, can give trouble unless a means is sometimes augmented by painting the
provided of dealing with tolerances. If a pellet crimped end with a lacquer, but the weals so
is reconsolidated at a fixed pressure all of the ebtained are not reliable.
tolerances in container, in weight or dimen-
sions of the pellet, as well as any variations in Leads may be installed by crimping in place
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SCREW THIREADS

LE~n PLE-

LEAD PELLETS

METAL PLUG

Figure 7-5. Lead Pellets Hold in Place by ISLEEVE
T Staked i,, Closure Disk

(Fig. 7-10), seczuring with adhesive, force Figure 7-6. Leasd Retained by.a Feature
fitting. or by prcssing the explosive into the of Fuze Desoign
cup after the cup has been inserted into the
hole. Thle first method is the best adapted to
economnical production but should be speci- loose pellets in a lonig hole, there is always a
fled only if the designer has taken into chance that one will jam, leaving a gap that
account the effects of clearances upon Lon- can be detected only by X-ray or neutron
finerrie nt as discussed in par. 7-3. 1 radiography. Use of pellets without reconsoli-

dzktion may lead to failures because of accel-
zIn designing for a force fit, the controlling eration forces (setback) producing rpconsoli-

dimension is the maximum cup dimension dation with resulting gap. The small ram
after loading. The diameter is slightly larger clearances necessazv for direct loading of
than the mainufactured cu~p to allow for powder, combinedc with a small deviation
c1'-'raace between cup and loading tool. Since fiomn straightness, can cause enough binding
the hoop stress induced by the loading pres- lo seriously affect the ro-liability of the
sure is usually larger than the yield stress of system.
Ow~ cup fmaicriai. the cup expands to fat the
tool. The cup may also expand Slightly when Spit-back systems are discussed in par.I
removed from the loading because of residual 7-2.5. Essentiptllyj a spit-back System consists
stresses from loading. Thierefore, when the ofaallshaped charge that is initiated by a
lead cup is to be assembled as a force fit, fuz9' systemn and that initiates a remote
dianetral dimension and tolerar~ce should be Jý ter or receiver by the action of its jet.

specified on the loading drawing of the lead. )ost it-back systems have been used to
7-3.3 ONG LADS ,tItain =-a initiation of shaped charges fi3mi
7-13 ONG EADSnose fuzel.

r Four types of construction have been used I Detonating cord has the advantage that it
for explosive transmission between widely can be bent around curves and may thus be
Separated arming devices and boosters: (I) used as the basis or flexible leads to transmait
elongated letids or stacks of lead pellets of the detonation along &%anpi x pathbs. As a very
types described in par. 7-3.2, (2) spit-back convenient formk of a preloaded long explosive
systerm, (3) detonating cord, and (4) 14DC oolumn, it also has been used fot lonj straight
(see p*r. 9-2.2. 1) leads. Detonating cord and M9C are detscrited

in par. 9-2Z2.1.
Of the various adaptations of short kisd

fabrication practices to long leads, the recon- 7-3.4 BOOSTERS
solidation of pellets is preferable. In loading Radial "nfmtinemer is much less important
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LEAD PELLETS LIACER

Figurv 7-9. Lead End Coated With Sealant

However, with careka&s c.harging it is possible
Fig~uie 7-7. LeadRetaied by&aCup for the explosive to stack obliquely against

one side of mold or container as shown in Fig.
7-12- Explosives so stacked will not comn-

in it.; effect upon booster performar'ce than pletely redistribute themselves under pressure
upon lead performance. Fir this reason, so that the resulting pellet may be apprecia bly
unreconsolidat~d pellets are frequently used denser at one side than at the other causing
in booster construction. Cardboard disks and asymmetry of the output wave.
felt pad, are somectimes used to take up
tolerances. cemn thou~gh they detract from
output if usedi at the bottom of a booster and Housings fun.r boosterm take many forms.
from input jensitivity, if used at the top. An They may bie cavities machined into fuze
arrangeiaent -where the variations in pellet bodies or thzy may be separate packages.
length may be takern up by screwing a cap to a Some booster charges have no housings at all
snug contact with the pellet would be prefer- and some are housed in thi'n drawn metal cups
able if poswible. A method of forming booster or thin-walled tubing with closure disks
pellets to clerir tht; fillets in the bottom of crimped in place. By far the most common
booster cups 'a illustrated in Fig. 7-11. housings are of the type shown in Fig. 7-1

Which ar simple cupDs, drawn, ektrkldid. C-Ml.
It is important that loading dcinsity of or machinet. With walls thick enough to be

boosters he uniform. It density is allowed to threaded so as to screw into the fuze body.
vary unduly, this iiiiiability will be reflected Fat the uimtal threiad pitch, NS-16. the walls
in the profile of the wave front generated in m-ust be somsething over a sixtce.nth of an inch
the main charge. Most explosives vary in thick. Unhass metal fragments are needed to
density from puint to point with a resulting dtfeat a henvy barrier, the walls through
variation in detonation velocizy- The small which the detonation is to be comminunicated
and reproducible pradierit occurring betwnen
the ends of a pellet is not usuall) serious.

II

Figure 7-8. Explosive Loaded by

B reaking Off Cxcyu Figure 7- Id Lead Cup Crimfpari inI Plawt
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Figure 7-11. Chamfered Boaster Pellet Figure 472Q imprope Charging of Cup

to the main charge should be as light as pellet, it is the usual practice to use a paper
cousistent with mechanical strength. gasket to prevent explosive dust from being

pinched directly between metal surfacei.
Most boosters are closed merely by screw- Where high spin accelerations are anticipated,

ing the booster cup or cap into or onto the it is a frequent practice to stake the threads
fuze. Others are closed by crimping a disk in heavily after the booster has been screwedSplace, cementing, or even soldering the cover closed. Threads and crimps are usalally scaled.on with low melting solder. Where covers or Another precaution is the use of left-handed

cups are screwed against surfaces close to a threads.
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CHAPTER 8

MAIN )BURSTING CHARGES

8-1 jDESCRIPTION than optimnum I-or blast or fragmenitation
characleristics(%cc lpars, 3-3.3 and 3-3.4).

*8-1.1 FUNCTION Fuz %csat liners arc desirable to prevent( tile
occurrnceic of loose explosive inl thc fule Well

The purpo~se ot tile explosive tlajin is (which could constitute a hafard during louz
achieved by linitiat ing el11cc; ivc dci onaliol Oil ing. handling. and t' se I.
The main bursting charge of high explosive

*ammutnitiot, Ilh resulting detoniation is the The arnlor-pirci-cng projectile shown il F~ig.
* source of clenery for tile output effect of' thle 8-21 is pseedfor historical intetrest. Now.

1tcm. designed to reduce or preferably destroy projectiles of Allis type c~mntailn io cxplosrse
military targets filler.

For other type,. of militai y materiel, such Because thle foces ito which mortaw piojcc-
as chemical amnmunitioni. fihe main bursting tiles arc subjected arc much lower. thecy may
chiarge (called hurster) is designed At open the bic designed fur more nearly optimumn charge-
cas- and disseminate the contents of tlie to-weight ratios in accordance with principles
round- outlined m fpars. 2-2.3 and 3-3 2. The sanec

holds true tur rocket and missile warhead%
Each ainniniliun item is col,-coded to and. for that iulattr'~r grenlades that are sublject

indicate the type of loat~ing al-cordimmg to tii relatively mild forces,

MIL-11)-0 .itgh vaaci~ty. high explosive ilonit's 6:11

812TYPICAL MAIN BURSTING 8-31 ) are ttlin walled tanks, thle thickness of
CHARGESwhidi is no mecre if in sutfficient it) withstand

8-1..1 IGHEXILOSVE HE)AMMNI- nornmal rough haidming. As much as 70', of-
8-1..1 IGH XPLSIVE(HE AMMNI- the total weight of such a bomb may bc that

tkon and target penetration. hi~avier cases are

Ihgh exjplo,,ve ,ammunition is dcsigiied it) st'mntinws used. Land nmies -are erelycc
produce a bias: or fragmentation effect. It is packaged explosive charges Wilit futuig sys-
primlarily a container filled With hsighs eplo- tAm% (Fig. 8-4' 1. The mine family is as
sive. Its size. shaple. aod construction are versatile as other munitions. iincluding' anti-
determined by bAllistic and Strtictural Con- tank and antipersonnel mine,,. Sonme ate

psider-atioits that vary depending oit whethehr armor defeating, sonic are blast type, while
Ili vehicle is a projectile. bornt, or other othcts are tr~igracrisiiig.
ammunition.

Undcriwav'.-i mines, depth charges, mnd tor-
*A typical high explosive projectile is shown podo warheads are generally relatively thin-

iii Fig. 8-l.2 To withstand setback and spin wailed containers Withi shape% dictated by
force~s, such projectiles usuali,.y have wall structural and pre-explosion functioinal con-
thicknesses and nietal-to-charge ratios Ficater siderationf. These itenis are uSlua'ly loaded
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Fg ire 8 1. High Explosive Projectile

Stithl altiliIzc(Id Cxj)lO1, IC% to pol ducC high I')-I tLchnic alilliS liiLltlOll, a special class tit

ill ltc:llslt) lock wave,% cimh'al ammunition. Is desiglic' it) jlloduce

h1tal, smltoke, or light'. It is el nIloyeCd for
8-1.2.2 HIGH EXPLOSIVE ANTITANK irccndiary cfIccts. screening. illtiniatioit, and

(HEAT) AND HIGH EXPLOSIVE signaling.
PLASTIC (HEP) AMMUNITION

8-1.2.4 HIGH EXPLOSIVE INCENDIARY
As positcd out in par 3-3.5 3, the shaped (HE) AMMUNITION

charyc 'cIte of' HliAT rounds results from

the progressive co!lptpc ti of ihl liner as it is A high explosive incendiary projectil con-
,ngulle.d. from11 the r'ar. by the detonation tals all txplosi-e, sticfi as MOX-29, thaw

wave WFig. 8-5 ). Thus. ill addItioln to ictijli- produces both an explosivc (blast) anti an
tig a special configuration, a shapetd charge incendiary effect. Its design is sinmiar to that
m nust bet: iiiita!,d from the rear ill older to of the straight HE projectile (Fig. 8-1 ).

form at, axiallyv symimietrical detonation wave.

Initlaton call bc," iroCi a piczoelectrie nose 8-1.2.5 CLUSTER AMMUNITEON

el'rient IL) a base Iute or by mecans of a

spit-back systeim as shown ill Fig. 7-2. Axial When it is desired to cover an area with all

synliletrv ut te CXlthe os- charge is particu- explosive elftc!, this end may be acom- i
Early impiortant t Ill AT rounds. plhshed by packing a cluster of bombleis into

a canitei" or dirpcnscr Each of the iziuividual

The t11-1' rotind is one that d'forms, to buitblets is a fuzed item of ammunition. The
attain intitiate contact with a large area of canister itself, acting like a bomb, is 'uzcd
the armor which is attacked, before detonat- se-parately to dispense thc" ammunition One
ing. The detonation is transtnitted to the type. of canister fuze initiat-s a linear shaped
armor as . shock wave which, upon beilng charge to cut the cnister in half iongitu-
reflected. .,uLise,% the uinner s.irtace to spall, dinally so that the bomblets can fall out.

Both case and I'nllig Of such rounds mttst
defors. It is important that the explosive is 8-1.3 SIZE AND WEiGHT
initiated I-reni the rear -which is accomplished

Sby an inertia fuze. The total weight and bulk (Jf weitpon plus

3mmunition is limited by the .apac,,y of the
8-1.2.3 CHEMICAL AMMUNITION means of transportation. In modem warfare,

the variety of such means and combinations

The main bursting charges of chetnical which might be used is so great that such
aanuuitton ar' no larger than necessary to factors can be considered only in teims of

burst the case and disscnunatc the contents 5 . overall operations anaiysis. The explosive

They arc tstaIlly snu.l twiameter cylindriczl charge desig'ier will usually te given an upper
charges which oflen extead the full length of litrit of dimensions and wctght of iht ammu-

-- teile projectile (see I-ig. 8.•2 ). hition. Under such cir,-untsvarnces, it is usually

$21
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1A$E FULE AN(' TRACER

Figiire,982. Arjjoorpw'uc~ng Pro jectiiw.

best to utittiec as ili1i1di or tills weight Ititi sinai! twact ioll of I tic- totalt N% t'tvt and spaxt
sjaeas possible ill tlei ntuin ctharge. XVtie i a rliltailil for tithau t1l1i.IJrgc.

dtin in: f tact leal I p1iIrpost' Is speci tied, tile
designer mia% vmake a %Wv ri Iwhite coi~tribt-jI,0ii III cretlili talt fit'chllie. le at let and siNat.1
if' ftc canl show hlow to aceoiiiptisi tlits AntihIU1hh0iuh. whiere the tIiltetioftl of tile bors~t-

piirpost withi a significa.ntly siiial Icr ot tighter inly cIIirlgc is, tlra of reteastitg anld bointltiticS
routnd. Tb is wcight -sa i tig iiia' he Used It' dSts 1'iiUIa ill". tt0tW \ pIt sit ItCeIlls. t !t b inst -

jitecrease thle ;tactia tealcilet ive i ss oIF thle Sys- iiw, chiarge should lie ais ilidItj.15 as is :liilutt~tiIt

tertn by providing aI larger eonitptctie iut ot' wtithi dw perforu~tix (,1 fI tiis, tfun ction. Not
ammunituion or by iiicreastuig it-s inobi lit>-, InI onty does a target' etarge displace sornle ii the

these arr.t it: snia Best and tight est round pr1iDcipal cArgo. it aIS Isii creases 11C pro ha -

that wttt serve the spcci1'iit plirpmc i I. hle '1111t) 0I itiagmltUI Wt t'o it aIgC It., ttie cargo -

best design. l1ilt sue, and eolnpositiot, ot' burst rug charfes
for sueti itetlus are ticerttitrned byv the inter-

actiont of eon-isderat cinns c-f ease streiggtt.
Stze :tnd weight often-i arc- Itmiteit 1w desired area of dispersion. vutoicrabilif> (.,I

* outstdc danve ter (caliber ) I-s fixed. Thie length dclarf3 so specifically appficablecito pai tieitar
of the round is liuni ed ill s.pi ti-sahit~i'e~d tiecesL tha Ii 1ortima 0 t o gent'rat appIi cab it t

*weapoi is by cotisidc:rat:ons of stabjitvs. Set- are oot feasific.
back iouxs atid stthighrer Itmpact I'or',.s

pta::. such stringent denutants oir the strueC- Lte us, consider f'or ex-imple. a tuarker
tura'. lrowKrties of miany routnds that ontv a projectite. It is intitlede to pro~duce a coil-
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Figure ;-4. Antitank Mine, M 15

spicuous colored cloud, visible for z fcw The bursting chte-ge for this projectile is d cast
minutes, to serve as a signal or marker for cylinder of 67/33 baratol. A coating of
ground targets. Red. green, and yellow acid-proof black paint is used on the inner
markers arc standard- Standard projectiles are surface of the smoke charge to prevent
used with a smoke-producing material. They chemical interaction betw,,-n it and the
arc loaded by drilling a cavity in the pressed baratol bursting charge.
charge and inserting an axial bursting chage.

The smoke material consists of a fine 8.2 EXPLOSIVES
powder, ustuly dye diluted with a non-
reactive agent used as a coolant, such as 8-2.1 SELECTION
sodium chioride pilvcrized to an average
10-micron particle, treated with an appro- The design of explosives for main charges is* priate diluent. Typical smoket mixtures used %9mplex and intimately associated with the
in the 90 mm M71 Projectile are: terminal effects desired. Moreover, suich de-

sign falls under the topic of explosive chem-
I. (Red) 80/20 1-,nethylamino-anthro- istry which is outside of the scope of thisqUinoneisoidiurn chloride handbook' A" explosive chemist must be

2 (eo /0 consulte, whe, an unusual application is
2. (Yellow) 50/50 dimethylamino-azobei- required/ Fortunately, however, sufficientzene/sodium chloride guideli s can be given to permit the explo-

sive carge designer to select the properi 3. (Grecno 40/40120 auramine hydrochlo- explotve- for most applications. This is pos-'•
ride/ 1,4- dimethylamino-anthraquinone/sodi, sible because many explosives have been
urn chloride-. optimized for a particular end use.

BASE P EANDTRAC:R EFILusR CONE OGiVE AND

401

Figure 8-5. High Explosive Antitank Projectile
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BURSTER CASING \ 3VIRSTER CHARGE• .• SLEEVE .... PHPR

WCIILMICAsL FILLER

Figure 8-6. Burster Type Chemical Projectite

The common high explosives for main 6. Each particular kind of ammunition has
bursting charges are listed in Table I-1. Their its own special requirtments. See AMCP
properties are included in AMCP 706-17 7d. 706-239'0 for small arms, and AMCP
Table 8-1 lists the explosives accord-ng to 706-240'' for grenades.
their preferred use.

7. Several recent commercial explosive
The foregoing discussion is not to imply developments are being considered as alter-

that the selection of explosives is routine. Due nates for bomb fillers. The utilization of
considerations must be given to the factors gelled slurries would reduce the quantity'of
that follow: TNT being used".2 Ammonium nitrate/fuel

oil mixtures and a number of proprietary
SI. Projectile wall thickness is the most compositions are less sensitive. They require a

important factor in blast vs fragmentation critical diameter above 3 in. for propagation.
effects. The wall thickness must be matched
to the explosive for optimum results. For 8. In rapid fire weapons, hke the 30 mm
more detail on the design of terminaL effects, machine gun, cook-off may be a limiting

Ssee AMCP 79f -2455_ factor on the explosive selected. See par.
4-2.2.

2. For certain applicatiops, plastic bonded
explosives (PEX) are optimum. As their name 9. Another critical factor is cos,. Some of
implies, the explosives are bonded with a the explosives are very expensive. The de-
polymer to provide greater cohesive strength. signer's cost effectiveness analysis will deter-
The adaition of a polyi ier permits the use of mine whether the application calls for a cheap
explosives having greiter output without in- noisemaker or for the most effective-and
creasing the sensitivity at the same time. hence most expensive-explosive available.

3. Producing a 1:igh over-pressure, ruel-air 10. Main charges of some smaller muni-
explosives (FAE) are optimum for blast tions and submunitions are actually booster

Sdamage" explosives. An example is Composition A-5

(98.5% [.DX plus !.5% stearic acid).
4. Minol-2 has been used In plzace of p

"tritonal as an emergency alternate fill. Forty 8-2.2 EXPLOSIVE LOADING
percen. of the TNT content of tritonal is
replaced by ammonium nitrate qt a reduction Voids, imperfections, and discontinuities in
in cost without degradation in per;*ormance 9 . an explosive charge play an important role in

the transmission and propagation of detona-
5. Pyrotechnic ammunition requires many tion. For example, cast charges, in which the

different outputs including smoke, light, voids tend to be fewer, larger, and farther
flame, and heat. For details, see AMCP apart, are appmeciably less sensitive to initia-
706-188". tion than pressed charges of the same corm-

r 8-8-5

* ...---..- I"
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TABLE 8-1 well as de-aeration dining melting and
pouring-

PREFERRED USE OF MAIN EXPLOSIVES

3. Several casting methods may be ern-
Explosive Optimized Use ployed, including the conventional pour. sedi-

mentation cast, and vibrated sedimentation
COcta shnaped charge and fragmentation cast with and without programmed post-pour
Comp. B soaped ditarge and fragmentation codtnig

Mino'.2 blast conditioning
Tritonal blast
Comp- A-3 H EP and fragmentation 4. For critical applications, such as shaped
H6 air blast charges, the more elaborate casting methods
HBX3 underwater blast are superior.

8-2.3 INERT SIMULANTS
position and density (Table • Casting
procedures, such as ",ream casting", which When ammunition is subjected to ballistic
are conducive to the formation of fine, tests, it is desirable to replace the explosive
uniform crystal structure will sometimes in- filler with an inert substance not only for
crease sensitivity to initiation while improving safety and convenience but also to perinit
charge quality at the same time. Other loading recovery of the projectile. The inert simulant
techniques are discussed in pars. 10-2 and must match the physical properties of the
10-3_ explosive so that the ballistics of the projec-

tile will not be changed. Properties of a
In general, particle size and particle size number of materials having the same strengths

distributions that are conducive to the best and densities as explosives have been tabu-
loading characteristics are also conducive to latedi 4; examples are gypsum, rochelle salt,
initiation difficulty. The tendency is for and glycerides.
sensitivity to increase with uniformity of
particle size and with decreasing particle size. 8-3 INITIATION
Explosives tead to become less sensitive with

increasing density, within the range used in 8-3.1 SENSITIVITY
military items. In taking advantage of modern
techniques to approach maximum theoreti- An essential factor in the choice of an
cally attainable densities, the designer may explosive for use in main bursting charges of
lose more in reliability than he gains in military items is its insensitivity to stimuli
performance or safety. incidental to handling, storage, and launching

which are discussed in par. 4-3. Such insensi- . -
When pour~ng the energetic binary explo- tivity is, in general, inseparable from that to

sive, consideration of the following factors purposely applied stimuli. Hence, boosters are
will yield charges of high qualityi 3: usually necessary for the reliable initiation of

main bursting charges.
I. The properties of the solid ingredient in

TNm -based melts having the greatest influence The initiation of a ia.'n charge explosive is
on charge density and homogeneity are grain not always a matter of simple fire-misfire
s~ze, grain size distribution, and surface char- reliability. All main charge explosives (includ-
acteristics. ing 'NT) a:- capable of low order detona-

tion under condition,. where the probability
2. The viscosity of the colloid-like suspen- of complete failure is ;ow. Thus, the problem

sion in TNT-based melts is dependent on melt of main charge initiation is that of reliably
temperature, agitation, and melt duration, as initiating high order detonation. Experimental

8-6
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investigations of this aspect should include boosters, usually pellets coa:ained in thin-
output determinations. such as a fragmenta- drawn sheet metal containers. are used to fill
tion test)4. the space left when shorter fuics doe used.

The design of boosters for the reliable Where the boosters of existing fuzes areThe main chasers io the iabl inadequate, auxiliary boosters may be used,
ritation of main charges is discussed in par.main

4. 3-3.2. The re'ative booster sensitivity of vari- charel ately s urr ondi f the main
ous explosive. is given in Table 4-2. Other charge, immediately surrounding the booster,comparisons appear in Tables 3-2 and 3-3. may be !oad';d with a more sensitive explosivecoenar lesos app iea ethan the rest of the charge. These •upple-
substituted in a main charge, the adequacy of mentary charges are sometimes referred to as

boosted surrounds. TNT surrounds have been
the booster must be verified, used with amatol main charges in 105 mm

8-3.2 BOOSTER POSITION howitzer projectiles' and Composition A-4

Since detonation is transmitted between boosted surrounds are used in 40 mm projec-

charges through their adjacent surfaces, the tiles loaded with MOX type explosiveI In
these examples, the insensitive main charge

reliability and effectiveness of transmission is ese ampl oye for reasn ohe

directly related to the area of the surfaces (see explosives arc employed for reasons other
than safety (whih would be adequate for the

PZ-. 3-1.2). Hence a booster that intrudes into items named if they had been ioaded entirely
a cavity in the main charge is more effective, with the explosive used in the boosted sur-
other conditions being equal, than one which round). Relative advantages of various
oan con~municte only through its end. designs, from this point of view, must be

Intuitive reasoning leads to the expectation considered in terms of desired term;nal
that gaps and barriers will be detrimental to effects'.
the transmission of detonation. However, as

pointed out in par. 7-2.5, thtey have been 8-3.4 CONFINEMENT
observed under some circumstances to be Cor.finement has a great effect on the
us-ful means of increa.;ing reliability and sensitivity of an explosive charge (see par.
effectiveness. It may be suspected that the 3-2.2... eof th lativl J LS of

,, us (provided prizmar~iy as con- statistical experiments %'ith loaded full-scale
tainers) combine with the clearances provided ammunition, data are scarce. However, there
for ease of assembly to make service items as is every reason to expect that the trends
effe:tive as they are, although relatively few indicated in initiators also apply to larger
designs. have been consciously optimized fromispoint ofview Wer e ocimu Oprtvemizent inm charges. It is reasonable to o&pect that the
Sthis point of view. Where improvements in same explosive similarly loaded will be moremanufacturing techniques or design changes sedative ii projectiles than in bombs, and in
make it possible to reduce clearances between armor-piercing projectiles than high capacityn

boosters and fuze wells, such reductions projectiles For items as heaviiy confined as
should be made only after determining that projectiles, smaller projectiles are probably a

they will not affect reliability adversely. more easily initiater than larger ons, if thep

Sirrnilarly. changes in botster cup and fute booster diameter remains constant. On the

seat liner materials should be considered in other hand, for nonmetallic mines, that are
this respect, rather poorly confined, the self-confinement

* 8-3.3 AUXILIARY BOOSTERS AND provided by the surrounding explosive prob-
BOOSTED SURROUNDS ably makes larger items more sensitive.

When fu.!es of several intrusion lengths are While it is thus clear that confinement
to be used in a main charge, the fuze well enhances the explosive output, it should never
must, of course, be deep enough to receive be depended upon to help in cases of marginaI
the iongest fuze- In such cases, auxiliary performance.

Ir 87 'I
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CHAPTER 9

OTHER EXP'LOSIVE CHARGES

t
9-1 ACTUATORS is shown in Fig. 9-3. Gas is generated by two

electrically-initiated actuators (Navy nomen-
9-1.1 DESCRIPTION clature for gas-producing squibs) that ignite

propellant powdcr. The actuators are dupli-
Actuators are explosiýe devices that pro- cated for increased reliability. The gas pres-

duce gas at high pressure in short periods of sure pushes the piston out. IThere aue two
time into a confined volume fo7 the purpose seals: (I) the thin fangible section ancad ofo doing work. They are small, reliable, the piston face protects the ilssembly during

one-shot devices well suited to remote control storage, it is sheared when the piston starts ri
of small movements such as switch closures, move, and (2) the O-ring retains the gas
Most actuators are electrically initiated. behind the piston. The protective caps, added
Henc_, their initation mechanism and their for handling purposes, are removed before
input characteristics are those of electric operation.
initiators described in par. 5-2.4.

Each of these motors has been used to
A dimple motor is similar in construction open or close switch contact, or to provide

to an electric detonator except that the othior mechanical movement- A number of
bottom is concave and wLe explosive is a small units hase been designed containing a motor
gas producing charge (Fig. 9-1). The pressure and a series of switch contacts within a single
of the gas liberated by the reaction inverts the unit. The one show", in Fi. Q.4t h-'. i
ead t)j a ,onvex burI'ace. A typical dinple double-pole, single-throw, normally-closed j
motor imparts a 0.10-in. movement against an switches attached to the same slider. Other
8-lb load. The relatively complex curvature of switches in the XM-60 series have other
the dimple, as well as accurate control of combinations of normtally open and normally
notal condition, is necessary for irliable and closed contacts. Devices designed for other
satisfactory functioning' . mechanical functions are rarely if ever used ii.

ammunition. Such devices-including cutters.
The lower cups of bellows motors are pin pullers and pushers, valves, catapults. and

metallic bellows2' A typical bellows motor ejectors-are treated in AMCP 706-2703.
(Fig. 9-2) moves I in. against a 10-lb load. In
addition to linear movement, bellows motors -An interesting variation in a switch is the
may be used to give a rotary movement. They pyroswi~ch that has no moving parts, and
have been made to work against loads as large hence, is not strictly an actuator. The pyro-
as 100 lb. switch (Fig. 9-5) is based on the fact that

certain mixtures of gasless powders are non-
In a piston motor, the ?ases generated by conductors of electricity before burning but

the explosive push a pision in the cup Cr good conductors Rfter burning. This is an
housing that acts as a cyliner. Piston motors open-tW-closed switch. The reverse (clobed-to-
zap be as small as bellows motors .%r con- open) also has been developed.
siderably larger, depending on the output
desired. A larger driver (Navy nomenclature) Nonelectric actuators are based on pull-

9-1
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SPOT CHARGiE Lu 5S45%

WITH NJnhO(LLULOA LACO011

1. 1_r 1 \-AK Figure 9-2. Motor, Bellows, T5E I

LSJ LI? mixtitre (lead sele~pýu). Recent develop-
mtents in the design and production of ini-
tiating elements 4,.*ve made it possible to use

Figure 9-7. Motor, Dimple, T3E7 Ilad styphnate~for dimple motor chargzs. Lead
mononitroresorcinate. that produces only
about one-third as nmuch gas as lead stybh-

type igniters- They have been developed to nate, has been used for bellows motors.
perform delayed mechanical functions, as in
parachutes- In dimple and bellows motors, that have

appreciable internal free volumes before
A table has been prepared listing some movement, th.- rapid burning of materials like

sixty actuators uised in fuzes4. lead styphnate and lead mononitroresorcinate
is tolerable. In the usual piston motor, how-

9-1.2 OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS ever, the rapid burning of these materials
within the ;Mall free vnlume~s would cause the

The usable output from the explosive pressure to rise above the burning point.
charge of an actuator is the work accom- Smokeless powder of *the sportinjk arm type
plished by the expansion of the gases has been effective'. Detonation, of course,
liberated as it burns. The magnitude of this would be disastrous in any actuators, so
output has been computed for propellant azides and other detonation-prone materials
actuated devices based on assumptions of are avoided.
adiabatic conditions and no motion before
powder burn-outs. Often squitis can be used as actuators.

Actuators can also incorporate one of the
For most design purposes, simple scaling of various delays discussed in par. 6-1.2. 1.

charge size to requirements from existing
items. will suffice. In such scaling, the quan-
tity of charge should be proportional to the
pressure or force desired for constant volume, 9-1.3 EXPLOSIVE BOLTS
to the volumne for a constant pressure, or (o
the energy requirement. In dimple motor-,, Explosive bolts are a convenient means for
:he quantity of explosive used is so smaill that separating subassemblies which, up to L'le
it presents measuring diffir-.lties in produc- iristant of desired separation, niust be firmly
tion. One m-!ans of alleviating these d&ffi- attached. Stage separation of niultistage
culties is that of using a mixture containing a mnissiles is a typical application. Explosive
small percentage of a gas producing rnati~rial bolts are to two cypes, nigh-exptosivc and
03% nitrostarch) with an essentially gasless low-explosive.

9-2
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)ACTUATORS (MARK 15) 0- RING FRAGIBLE SEAL

PROTECTIVE CAP PROPELLANT POWDER PISTON PROTECTIVE CAP

Figure 9-3 Driver, Expbosive, MARK 12 MOD 0

9-1.3.1 HIGH-EXPLOSIVE BOLTS bottom radius, and on type and amount ofa explosive are not available.

As the name implies, a high-explosive bolt

is a hollow bolt that contains a charge of high By taking advantage of the interactions (if
explosive. The charge may be permanently reflected tension waves and the rarefactions
placed, or more conveniently, in a removable that follow detonation induced shocks, it is
cartridge. When detonated, the high explosive possible to design an explosive bolt of nearly
generates a shock wave that will exceed the the full strength attainable in the diameterultimate tensile strcnilth of the bolt at the used that will break along a predetermined
base of the bore thereby resulting in failure at surface. A shock viave .n a condensed medium

that point. In its most rudimentary form. a is reflected from a free surface as a tensionhia.-.n!o ive b,,!! Wonud function hy merely wave "Th- shock Produced by a detonation

loading it with enough high elplosixd to (ends to retain the psc-ualc-hiate profile, sad
shatter it upon firing. A bolt of th-is descrip- hence the pressure-distance profile of the
lion ,night se~rv-.'- some purpu .es bt. in most detonation itself. This profile is sharply
applications, its use would subject nearby peaked, so that the shock is followed closely
components of the sysicm to damaW by by e' ratefaction. lhe intera,-tions of these
'rainenis. reflc' ted tension waves with one another, and

with the raref¢ction waves behind the detona-
A more suitablt type of bolt then is om'e lion. induce fracture'. Such interactions are ",'

that paits at a predetermined surface and is utilized in th.h explosive bolt illustrated in Fig.
otherwise essentially intact. One method of 9-6.
attaining this end is that of so weakrning the
bolt at the intended breaking point that it Since all high-explosive bolts shaiter, the
mnay bt severed by ai, explosion too weak to danger ot fragments is inherent. 'The military
do other damage. A cijeumfercntial notch or therefore prefer a low-explosive boil.
groove will accotnhsh this purpose. Most
high-explosive bolts have been Sesig:.id by 9-13.2 LOW-EXPLOtVIV BOLTS
industry. Ilence, little is known about the
important parameters that affect the fracture In contrast to a high-explosive bolt, the
ncchanisan. Data on v.tch position, depth, low-explosive bolt dqpetids on Cie generation

9-3
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SECTION A-A $Gulf PIETONi LATCH SLIOWP

intgiial J!!. Switch, Squib Actuated, Non Delay, X446O

of pressure in the bolt cavity. Sufficient 9-2 DEMOLITION DEVICES AND ACCES-
ineilpressure will causc a tension failure in SORIIES
th otmatenial as a result of the internal

prsueworkiing .. ainst the piston area reurc- 9-1.1 DESTRUJCTORS
sented by the cross sel.tion of the bolt bore.
The low-explosive bolt then is in fact a special The destruction of equipment, either to
piston motor (see par. 9-1 1 ). It is deligned prevent it fromn falling into eneiry hands or to
like other actuators 3 zand his also been the halt further functionTing of a missile that has
subject of special si udjes7. Low-explosivi: gone out of con~trol. is accomplished by
belts g~enerally result in a break having inini- explosive devices called destructors. IX--
mumn swiling of the bolt partsa~nd practically structors; are also used as complete initiating
no fragments. systems for improvised mines, demolition

deviccs dind the like. A wide variety cf
explosivP des roc.lorias ! 'cn devisedt to

11.2.3 bEr LU~iVE NUTS acccmplissh such destruction- Dstnimctors vary
in si'c and shape depending upon their

Explosive nuts are nuts housedi inia bonnet
that fracture., in the samie manner as explosive A typical destructor. 0,0 Universal De-
bolts. structor M10. is shown in Figý 9-7'. The

principal portion is the pair of booster cups.
The onc neare; the activator bushing con' :tins
wterry pellets with a center hole for the

1161111000 A* r~w~~rt insertion of the activator while the other one
contains solid tetryl pellets. A bushing with

P8.0 97%two different external threads permits the
device to fit most fuze cavities. The inplit end
of the destructor can accommnodate a firing

St~l. device and blasting cap combination, a tiring
device and activator combination or a bls'ting
cap. clx-t.-ic tir nommelectric.

Construction of such a manual destructor
-4'~ - as the M10 differs FreatllY from that of

destructors that ar, built into missiles or
figw-e 9-5. Pyroswitch classified components. The large explosive

9-4
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IN IVAW SPN' .
2V~U' M7WATO KMS~ ;

mamaU4 COW20W 
Cl

Figure 9-6. Explosive Bolt in Wh.ch 6;a C
Refleted Tension W'ves Are Utilized

Figure 9-7. Destructor, Universal, M1i

charges required for these purposes must be as of comparatively low sensitivity, the new
safe to handle as those of the main charges. detonating cord has replaced "Imost com-
Further, accidental functiorning of such pletely the lead-bound fuse in the United
charges must be precluded as definitely as States9 . Core loading is from 20 to 400
that of the main charges. For the'- reasons, grains/ft.
large destructors are essentially special fuzing
systems that have their own explosive trains While the textile-covered cord has many
and safety devices. Hence, destructors that advantages and is widely used in the tblasting
form a part of a weapon system are designed industry, its use cannot be tolerated where
in the same manner as the functioning compo- brisance and noise level a-c to be minimized.
nents of the system. The destructor is usually In such instances, a recontly developed cord,
tucked away into whatever free space is initially designated low-energy detonating
available, cord (LEDC) must be employed. flhis consists

o0 ail explosive dciosxation-c;msvyih1g LU:d,
6-2.2 EXPLOSIVE CORDS, CAPS, AND comprising a metal sheath that encases a

SHEETS continuous core of high explosive. A covering

of fabric or coating of a flexible plastic
9-2.2.1 EXPLOSIVE CORD material may be employed around the plastic

sheath. With PETN, this cord has been made
For many years cordeau detonating fuse, a in loadings from 0.1 to 50grains/ft. Recently

lead-bound TNT core fuse, had been used for developed cords also offer increased resistance '

detonating multiple charges with a single at higher temperatures.
detonator. This fuse, now obsolete, was pre-
pared by loading a lead tube with TNT and The textile-covered cord has been assigned
drawing the tubing down to a greatly reduced various names, dependi ig on such factors as
d-ameter. The detonation velocity ofcordeau the degree of shieldini, of the cord and the
fuse, about 5000 rn/se-, compares with a user's prerogative, including for example, mild
value of approximately 6500 m/sec for its detonating cord (MDC), miniature detonating
replacement, a tentile covered cord having a cord (MDC), mild detonating fuse (MDF), and
core of either PETN or RDX- The textile is flexible linear shaped charge (FLSC). These
waterproofed with water-resistant fillers and are all general designat ons that have been
may be reinforced with a wire or cord binding used to identify metal-sheathed material with
and may be plastic coated. Because cordeau or without fabric/plastic covering. Confined
fuse has a weight disadvantage, requires an mild detonating cord (CMDC) refers to basic
expensive tubing process, and contains TNT MDC overwrapped with alternating layers of a

9-5
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fibrous yarn znateria! and plastic- Shielded several charge piececs are attached to ring the
mild detonating cord (SMDC) refers to basic tree trunk'1 2*

MDC covered with a thin fibrous ovcrbraid
and contained in a thin-walled metal tube. Of 9-2.2.3 BLASTIN-3 CAPS
all these designations, thc most common is
MDC. MIK is covered by MIL-C-506971 0 . Blasting caps ame just like detonator% but

Live a greater output to initiate dynamite and
Except for flexible lijiciar shaped charge other insensitive main charges directly. They

(see pat. 9-2.2.2), detonating cords simply also are used in field assembly of an explosive
detonate along their length. MDC is used train, miainily for demolition purposes. T'he
principal'y as a transfe, media in explosive nonelectric blasting cap is set off by the flasli
trains and in explosive forming. FLSC is used fromn a fuse, see par. 5-2.3 fOr input considera-
in such special applicctions as cutting, weld- tions. The electrec blasting cap is initiated by
ing, stage separation of rockets, and separa- a blastir.1- machine, see par. S-2.4 for input
tion of special and large-caliber ammunition considerations. The output. discussed for
sta-es. The use oi MDC in explosive testing is detontators in par. 5-3.2. applies as well. The
discussed in par. 12-2.1.3.1. military blasting caps are designated MW'

and M7 14 for electric and nonel.-ctric typcs,
Where MDC iýb to be used to *.ansinit rtspcctivev.

detonation between a detonator and a charge
of booster explosive, the limitations of trans 9-2.2.4 SHEET EXPLOSIVE
mnission of detonation between small and large
columns of explosive, discuised in pars. 3.1.2 Flexible sh.!et explosive is a mixture of
and 7-2.5, must be considered. A series of PFTN with some additives. This mnateriail ha.;
mild end primers is available for usi.. with the: consistency of a vinyl floor covenng and

MDC. "PI he cut with a 0,arp knife ot razor blade.
She'ets can be obtainel itt various sizes and of

9-.22.2 FLEXIBLE I INEAR SHAPED vairious thicknesses. Extrusion in other shanes
CHIARGE are also avaitabie Bliasting caps are recoin-

When MDC is drawn into a V shapNe, it ieddfriiito.1

btcomes a flexible linear shapectm  chaige 9-2.3 DEMOLIT4tON ULOCKS
(FLSC'). lIt this form uis action is like that of i
shaped charge operating along its entise Composition C-4 and its variants are hand
length. 11th collapse mcchanism of FL.SC 4s molduble mixtures of RD)X with various otnei
compl)ex. It consists of the formation of a solids that form it putty-like moldable plastic
discrete jet followed bv a slug of housing explosive. Properties of thewe materials are
material' given in Trables 3-2 and 4-2. The materials are

avai'able in bulk io: in and in the fonn of
FLSC is used wiacily in metal cutting demolition blocks'"~ . With reasonable :are,

operationts. In one application, it circles the ntaterial frcm the demolition bio':ks may
bomblet dispensers. When detonated, the bt, remolded into almost any desired shape
charge cuts the canister in haf so that the without appreciable reduciion of density
bombleis can fall aOit, front the: 1.50 glen3i- of the hlocks. For

mock-tip experiments, Composition C-4 at
Althiough not flexible, linear shaped demto- this density resembles many of the standard

litio - charges opecrat.: on the same principle. maint chimrge explosivcs closely enough in
For example. Charge XN' 184 consists of output ebaracteristics (par. 3-3) that experi-
V-shaped pieccs of Comp. BI, 7.25 in. long. ments with such mock-ups can be very utsefulrSpecifically developed to fell large trees, for the early investigation of design concepts.
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Where siniulatiort cal' explosives of' higher relatively low ram pressures, if vacuum tech-
performance than that (if ('ompostion (C-4 at niques are uised. Where less brisant m~aterials
a density of 1.5 is desired, it car- be consoli- arc desired, military dynamiites LVD' I and
dated Zo a d~nsity of- 1.b or higher, with MVD' m Iay be used.
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CHAPTER 10

LOADING AND FABRICATION

10-1 PROCESS SELECTION diameter, the explosive is usually loaded in
increments.

Most solid high explosives are inianulac- After pressing or casting, it is sometimes
lured by processes that yield gran7ular tnawrial, necessary to machinc explosives, either to

"IIheir bhulk densities a%- generally somewhat provide a smooth surface or a fuze cavity at
less than I glenO. They are used in military the filling hole, or to produce complex
applications as solids of well defined coin- contours rcquiled for some specialized pur-
figurations, usually at densitivs betwcen 1.5 poses. In some eases, mating contours ot two
waid 1.7 g/en 3. charges are ctmicrnted together. Cavities are

also formued using a special tool on linal
The two principal loading techniques are pressing.

casting and p.-essing. All explosives in com-
mon military use can he pressed. hlowever, Of increasing importance are the plastic
those that are castable arc usually cast be- bonded explosives (PBX, These are exaCtly
causC of the greater coI1venieince and flexi- what the name implies, and like plastics can
bility of this process. As a rule ot thumb, be obtained in many different forins. llen,:ce,
niaml bursting chargcs of large caliber inuni- PBX's are available for casting, pressing. or
tions are cast while smiall explosive coinpo- extruding. They tary from rigid to rubbery
"ucuis t i'i to It, 1..... )rcp e•d-•""" e'.*-n"in- on thie type of nplatic

usted as the binders-thermoplastic or thermo-
More pounds of military explosive are cast setting and the degree of polymecrixation

than arc loaded ny all o;her processes. Essen- permitted. Ihigh mechanical strength and high
tially, tlhe casting of an explosive involves thermal stability are possible'-
only melting it and pouring it Into a charge
case or mold. In practice like most fun'Ja- Other considerations for process selection
mentally simple processes, the procedures include fabrication facilities and suitability of
necessary to cast chargcs of the quality the explosive for its intended application.
needed for acceptable perlorimiance and safely
can beconme quite elaborate. A suitable pour 10-2 CASTING
viscosity is of over-riding importance.

10-2.1 PROJECTILE PREPARATION
The must common procedure for pressing

powdered explosives is that of pouring the As part of the manufacturing process, the

powder into a niold and pressirg it with a ram interior wall of the projectile is sprayed with
that fits snugly. 1The pressure most frequently paiiti or varnish..primarily to prevent rusting
spc"ihied for charges used in military items is of the projectile in storage. Tile requirements
10,000 psi. Charges may he pressed directly of tile coating are that it be compatible with
into their coiltaiherý or pressed into molds tire explosive, adhere well to the projectile
and cjcted as pellets. Whe.r they are pressed wa!l, and offer o good bonding surface for the
into continers of lengthls greater than the explosive. The latter requirement is nccessaty

10-1
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to ~rCS piii I iot a tiot Af the shiii relative to vary Itm m11 iciroscop ic st i to ai ,ubtiisl a i!i

thle splinning p.si iT'-het Ii itislictl cii Itact on of tile site of, filit chiargew dctivt iling
At itte base of tie 1 otecttIle din ild K- thinl ipol ci astin t oiid it ims amid prtotedureW. 'The
enough to a~surc f ho ough. drying and lie approach k iuwo as, cream cast itng (pin. 8i->2_2
sfinci ienutlys %tonti t Iik l iii t1111nji. ucgii re jr it ics rt'sui is iii vt'ry iin i 'eystils Ini inxed exp-lo-
that could othevrwise formi tii pockets- sives. whtich usuially are east in flth formn of

slurries, the solid pa.rt icleN teitd to inhibit
The mu~tlle exwplosive Is uistually ptiured crystal growth, tiiittgli TNT' tryst ifs sonic-

tirlt)I:ih a fiii 1fr t n tol is specially tunes apaimctiily grtY. ow a iii d tile Cpart icles sit'
thesigiicd toi turnishtiflt Ldesireif sutitfatce con- tue slsirry . 11w efct'l.:s of particle sire till

- ton0il u]ponl reiiovalI a .-if ft) hi'!d a sufflieienil in: fat ion se tisit ivilv. sailutre diai tlt .t rýunsf

rcesevoir of itoltto explosive ito rcpc'iislt tile perlornfance eliactiitriitics Wse par. 3-2.2)
shrinking, cooalng mass beneath it. A Ilitn film also have beeni obseived to ripply to crystal1
of silicone grs ast is applied sow~el ites to the siz in east I NT.
ito. her to aitd in its release when the explosive
has solid'l'esi. 10-2.2.3 UNIFORMITY OF COMPOSITION

10-2.2 EFFECT OF CASTING PROCEDURE Most easlat"I eXPlos.ivt". ate poured ats
ON CHARGE CHARACTER ISTICS sIlurries Of' R)X. 4a11t1i111t111 etC., 1in moltenC

INL[ The itnstant a chiarge is ptnited, tt
10-2.2.1 POROSIl V AND CAViTATION particles of luglier deiisilý than -1NT slairf to

setlt;e. ard those that are lighter start fo rise.
Thit porosity of at) -\splosivo charge is As a result, by filit f iie the material solidifies,

usually inltroduced b-y tapriiicip aleu-es, its cottpo'sitioil varie's froim point to pointf
enitnamnto air buhhl'., and lissolved! gases. andi within the charge. Another cause oit tnowi
shirinlkage that occurs a:; tile charge solidifies untriyof comtposi tioti is filit tendency of
and -ools. Thle higher the ItMPerat11ite Of TNT to fo~rm essentitilly putir crystals. leavitig
tassting antd thle tu-ore: ftid the. taIeh, the larger other components of the nuixtuie at grain
is jilt. C "'no t. ;W:rjirincd cit that hornsý h-owndati.s anif inl file ctotcr of the chiarge
into huh1'les and floats not of thle chargeo. Onl thAt tisNAlly solidilfies last. The mtost ctrjotls

tVic other hand these etnitidiions- maimixu ze prod uct ion probletm of tins kitd is flt' settli g
c 'Vitationl Sit' to shirinikagte. Tilt' most seriOlis of alutittuin inl firger chargtes of- atlotuitized
effec.t of shritikuiw is that kno,.wn to metal e!xplosives. Tw use Of al~llminumll and ollbet
founders as "'piping"' The casting soliditfies addi.ive, inl %c,) fine particle size:; cnn htelp to
front the outside arid esiiseauent shrinkage is alleviate this probele buit also tends to
that of an isolated mass at the center wheic tcreasa pouring diftritilties because of tile
110 add-it~oiia tiaten-il is available it filt thle irghrr viscositi~s of thle mielts.
voluate left b\ thle shrinkage. 'The resi..l is ai

sinle large vo~id at the tetrof tiuc castling. 't0-2.3 STANDARD CAS'i ING PROCE-
DURE

In a east charge ttin!ike inl a pressed
chaige), both dersttly arnd pure or cavity site Tile tiost commoni procedure fIm filliiig a
are tleternb~net by thte casting procedure. projetileri or toni' cast is tto do s:) iti a single
Both of these tactois must be eons*-JercJ bly poniunig2. Iti loading projec:tiles. a flronel lr
the dc'sgner in termns of their effects upon spriie provides a reservoir of molten explos~ve
safety. reliability, arid per lorrwitne. to fill the: volume left by thle shrinkage. The

exp!osive inl thle funtilel mu at, Or course,
10-2.2 2 CQtYSTAL SIZE teinainliquid anid in tflnitltltieafitttwl Wii the

cneter of- the charge. When the fillings bolt' is
The crystal. -*. TN!4 inl c3t explosives a large e.nough, con%,eu'tive heat transfer main-
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tains such conditions. In other intances, 10-2.4 SOME SPECIAL CASTING TECH-
however, such conditions can be maintained NIQUES
only by means of steamn heated funnels, .ican-
finger, or hot probes. 10-2A.1 PELLET CASTING

For very large charges, cooling time is
Where the maintenance of a clear channel reduced and shrinkage minimized by use of

between sprue and the slowest freezing partSof chrgeis ipraticl, cvittio is piecast pellets. The be-st pellet casting tech-
of a charge is impractical, cavit~tion is
avoided by casting charges in layer:, each of nique is that of pouring a quantity of mlten

* which is allowed to crustthen pouring inwhpouring the next. pellets, slowly enough so that they are not incoantact wsth one another to avoid entrapping
' nterstitial air'. Although pellet casting re-

TNT melts at 81 0 C, It forms cutcct,cs with duces the total amount of shrinkage voids, it
RDX, tetryl (680C), PETN (76 0C), and ether makes it nearly impossible to maintain chan-
"'impurities" 'n the miA and makec these nels to the pockets of molten n-aterial. The
materials more sohlble at higher tempera- most important advantages of pellet c.sting is
tures. Thus, there is a genera! tendency foa- the radcution of cooling time and minimizing

* the solid content and, hence, the apparent of shrinkage in. large charges. Pellet casting iE
viscosity of most castable mnixture s in tie- not used in loading artillery projectiles be-
,crease as the t-mperature is increased. how- cause of the development of cavities.
ever, a ;eversal of the tendency toward the
reduction in vis-ýosity has been noted in
(Compcsiticn B when it heated above 100l C.

10-2.42 VACUIJM MELTING AND CAST-

From the eutectic o[ melting point, the ING
composition of the liquid portion a-,d its

visccsity vary as heat is removed. It has been Entrainrnen• of an- mey b- avoided by
recommended that tht heat copnent of any melting and cas ting under a vca'sm. Vacuua
explosive be reduced, before pouring, to the melting is a fairly straight-forward procedure

minimum compatible with the avoidance of in the vacuum kettles that arc maintained by
-i er'rainment. This practice can be followed many load'n7 facilities ýsee Fi.. 10-I).when an experienced operator is availab'e. Vacuum c;asting requires specially designedmolds or a vacuoM: chamber lar3'- enough to

contain tot' kettle and tolk!. The definite
t NT may be casl after it has cooled to a increase in the cast density s.ouid indicate
ii: where a fairly large fraction of it has withoir' nue.tion the advansage of vacuum
ddified to form a slurn of very small melting, namely, an increase ia viscosity of

fstals. Such a slurry is obtained by stirring the va,-uur inelted material. Nevertheless, a
it as it cools, as in the makiiig of chocolate divergence of opinion exists regarding the
fiidge. TNT" cast in this mainner is !abeled by value of ez .iiu~n imelting followed by pouringsome as creamed TNT. Some have applied the in air. Some investigators report results nearly

tern creamed to all explosives that are cast as good as those obtained with complete
after stirring util the last possible instant. vaccum melting and casting. Others maintain
Extreme caution must be tiken to avoid air that so much air is entrained in the casting
entrapment during stirring. This tcchniq:-e has process that tWe value of vacuum melting is
the advantage of resulting in less shrinkage on negligible. A possible explanation for this
:ool:ng and :.olidification because a large differenc- of opinion is the difference in
portion of thc TNT P, already solid before techniques that can be applied in various
casting. types of operation. a
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10-2.3.3 CONTROLLED COOLING

If anr explosive charge can be induced to
cool from the bottom up, maintaining a
nearly plaiie interlace beiween iiquid and
soid desities wel; in excess of 997o of

maximium theoretical arý attainable. In a
complicated programmed cooling, the thermal
cycle of preheating thec mold, pouring, and
cooling takes over forty hours" . At the other
extrerme is Tbe use. 01 Ntrategically placed inl-
.iulatiun to cause a cha-gc to cool in the
approximate desiredt patternl.

1(1-2.4.5 EXT RUSION

EL.trusion may be considerd a forim of
casting under pressure. In applications where
cylindfica charges are required, somic plasti,;
bonded explosives can be extruded into the
de,-sired shape and then placed or pressed into
the ?niniunit ion housing- Coqventional extru-
sion tools are employed for this process.,

10-2.4.6 LIOUID EXPLOSIVES

Frait- the standpoin, of ;.asting, rthe pouring
Of iitluid or sluiry explosives is bandled in the
same manine.- as that of molten explosives.

The process IS Simpler in that rpouting takesr-!.!e 10.17. V~couum Casting Kette place at ambient temiperdturc. Howtver, care
must Stu, be taken to avoid entrapmient of Air.

102..3 IB~'I 3N, f~TNGANDLiquid filling can be speeded rip by pumnping.
1%11.2.4.3 ~ ~ ~ ~ I VsRIKN OTNADL'urries are to Ite gelled in the ammu~iition,

CENTRIFUGAL CASTING the gelliing agent is introduceil just ahead of

the ctvity5.

Ac~celerating~ of a cast charge after pouring 10-3 PRESSING
but before solidificatton will aften expedite
the movemient ol -Tr bubbles to the surface 3 10-3.1 STANDARD I*ROQZEDURES
Vibr;iti(,iandd jolting oftcn break the surface
tension1 that cauý,es bubbles to cling to %ur- 10-3.1.1 MEASUREMENT OF EXPL,
faces' -(entrifugal acceleration, of course. CHARGES
also zicecleratcs thL- settling of denser compo-
rient% of mnixturkes' Th1iii has been used to For small feza quantities or for sonmc pre-
advantagc it loadhing IIlAT aturiirnition ntium quality production, direct reading one-
where it :s desirable to h~avc a richber composi- pmj balances are used. 1lucy are fastie than
tion of the morc energetic co,,tpounds (RDX analytical balanceF and p-ovide aa accuracy
and IIMX) around thec cone in cyclotol or within ione percent. Automa~tic weighing

ir octols. mat hines are also available.
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Figure 10-2. Scoop Loading

The dcsire is always to load a specific
weight of explosive. This objective can he ks) COI&M,.AiT F

achieved to a sufficient degree of acc.uracy foi
many purposes by volumetric contiol, as in
commerical blasting caps and squibs. The two Figure 70-3. Charging Plate Loading
most common volumetric measuring devices
are scoops and charging plates. Scoops (Fig.
10-2) arc filled and leveled against a rubber tional resislance to ram movement, and sub-
band. Careful scooping is accurate within 47.. stantially decrease real loading pressure.
Charging plates (Fig. 10-3) lend themselves to
production rates. After filling holes in the top 3. Inte,-ference between ram and case re-
plate and scraping off the czces.s, plates are suits in binding (which may be so severe as to
alitd ciiii wL ... Since c0%!'i- nrerDvnt any pressing of the explosive),
quantities are usually ;peci.ied by weight, it is damage to the case, inclusion of chips of case
left to the loading plant to adjust the volime material in the explosive, or all of these.
measured so as to take into account bulk
density. There are now several automatic Tile cost of a set of loading tools may be
volumetric loading devices for production distributed ovec - large number of items. For
load ing of primer mixes and lead azide used in this reason, they are often made to fits and
initiators. tolerances similar to those used for gages'.

Where cases arc made by processes such as
10-3.1.2 DIRECT PRESSING IN CASE forging, drawing, and extrusion, which use

most of the tolerance in lot-to-lot variation,
A large proportion of explosive charges are some loading activities have found it worth-

loaded by direct pressing of explosive charges while to maintain a series of loading tools of
in cases (Fig. 10-4)'. fits and tolerances of graduated dimension, using those giving the
explosive charge cases and loading tools are best fit possible wi.h each lot of cases.
determined by reconciliation of three oppos-
ing factors: Production loading tools should be

hardened (60 Rockwell C is common). The
I. Production costs of components rise die should be ground, honed, and lapped or

sharply as tolerances are reduced. polished to an 8 or 16 rms micro-inch finish.

Some claim better results if the final otpera-
2. Powdered expl, sives tend to flow into hion involves longitudinal rather than rotary

the clearance betweei rnan and case. In motion.
addition to creating a hazaid. the explosives
wedged in this space can increase the fric- The friction between the explosive and the
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it is pushed out of the tool. For this reason,
loading tools should be made to fit the
maximum outside diameter of the cup. within

LoADNG RAM a few ten-thousandths of an inch- Standard
dimensions and tolcrances of curs are listed in

rUmkL.-01" MILLSTD-320h. Bcrc finish and haruness of
UIDE/ the bushing are important factors in trouble-

free ejection of finished cups. Lapped or
honed bores are often specified. Where cases
are heavier or where explosives arc to bt
loaded directly into fuze cavities, the inter-
actions of case and tool tolerances, which
may be sufficient to cause inlerterence

between the ram arid any of the bores
- otroNA through which it passes, should be considered

SUPPORT •carefully. In some situations, where explosives
are to be loaded directly into fuze holes, the
most practical way to attain alignment is to
use a pin .or dowel, similar to the loading ram,

ANVIL to hold the component in alignment with the
ram guide while it is being clamped in place.

PRESS • It is best to use an alignment pink a thousandth
PLATEN of an inch or so larger than the loading ram.

Fig. l0-5" shows a set-up for hand loading of
Fiqure 10-4. Detonator Loadino Tool leads making use of an alignment ram and a

mandrel.

walls causes a gradient of pressure, and hence 10 3.1.3 STOP VS PRESSURE LOADING
density, decreasing from the face of the ram.
The slope of this pressure gradient, of course. In production, it is possible either to press
is proportional to the coefficient of friction a controlled quantity of explosive to a con-
between the explosive and the walls, which trolled height (called stop loading) or to apply
varies with both explosive and case material a given load to a loading ram of a given
and also with the interior finish of the case 4 . diameter (called pressure loading). The in-
As a general rule, the density variations due to herent variations in production material intro-
these gradients are kept within reasonable duce a certain amount of error in the density
bounds by adherence to the general rule-of- obtained by either method.
thumb it. ! the length of an increment after
consolidation should not exceed the diameter The relationship between loading pressure
of the cavity. and charge density for commonly pressed

explosives is given in Table 10-l1. An approxi-
The usual loading pressure of about 10,000 nation of the loading densities of six corn-

psi is well beyond the bursting strength of monly used explosives is shown in the
charge cups of any material that can be nomograph. Fig. 10-6'. The pressure-density
economically deep diawn. HInce. cups are relationship varies somewhat from lot to lot.
supported by close fitting loading tools while In addition, loading density is affected by
being pressed. Most of the differenct between such factors as ram clearance and increment
the cup diameter before and after loading ik length.
accounted for by the expansion of the explo-
sive component, relieving residual stresses, as From the usual cup tolerances, it has been

10-6
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TABLE 10-1

LOAQING DENSITY OF VARIOUS EXPLOSIVES

Prfead ("*vmur, kpai) 
rystalEPxia3 5 10 12 IS 20 C an yt

Composition A-3 1.,7 - 1.61 1.65 
-

Composition B 
- 1..9Cyclonite (ROX) 1.46 1,52 1.60 1.63 1.65 1.68 - 1.82E.NA (Haleite) - 1.39 1.46 1.51 1.55 - 1.71

Explosive D 1.33 1.41 1.47 1.49 1.61 1.64 - 1.72Lead Azide 2.46 2.69 2.98 3.Ob 3.16 3.28 - 4.68
2 

spociomens) 2.62 2.71 2.96 - 3.07Load Styplhnate (Norm.) 2.12 2.23 2.43 2.47 2.57 2.63 3.1Pentolite, %.50 - - 1.59 -PETN - 1.48 1.61 - - - 1.76Picic Atid 1.4 1.. 1.57 1.59 1.61 1.64 1.71 1.76Picratol, 62/48 -
- 1.62 .

Tetro-ene 1.05 1.22 1.33 1.37 1.4! 1.48 - 4.72
Tetryl 1.40 1.47 1.57 1.60 1.63 1.67 - 1.73
TNT 1.34 1.40 1.47 1.49 1.52 1.55 1.59 1.65

(Densities are in g,'cmn3 .)

calculated that the cross-sectional area of the When density is determined by pressure
explosive COlun)t) of a detonator may vary by !v.ding, a II I picssure, cross-sctional(wo or three percent. In normal production, a area, and ch rge weight each have an effectreasonable weighting tolerani.e for initiator upon the col rnn height. Usu'Ily, the length
charges is three or four percent. Thus, in stop tolerances spe, ified cannot be held merely byloading, assuming that the height of an holding the various quantities mentionedincrement is exactly reproduced, the density within their tolerances. The weight of exple-* may vary as much as seven percent.

The implication of the foregoing, that den- P ft"sities are more readily controlled by the* control of loading pressure than by stop* loading, has been borne out by experience.However, the production advantages of stop
loading are sufficient to outweigh, any kheo-reticaj disadvantages It is important for stop LCAPloading to specify dimensions quantities andtolerances such that the maximum pressure iswithin limits imposed by tool strength. Whenitems so loaded are Lued, safety and reliability a"determinations should take the effects of A .variable charge density into account. In eithertype of loading, a check of the loadingdensity for each production lot is highly Figure 10-5. Tool for Dirmt Loadingdesirable. 

of Comporent
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Figure 1-4 Nomowwh of Loading Prns~unq and Density

sive must be adjusted to compensate for the Th. first effect may be very serious. Where

other varables. Commonly, the last charge a balanx or dead weight is used to determine
loaded i.- adjusted to fit the space remaining the loading p ireSr, a rapid rai movement
for it amd tie weight is specified as "'approxi- can result in a force due to acceleration of the
mute". mm mcved which may vary from a sub-

stantial fraction to several times the force due
to gravity. Analyses of some loading opera-

In addition to the prsinn properties of the tions have revealed that the true loading
explosive as such, the relationship between pmvsure was three or four times that
loading pressure and density is affected by intended.
such factors a ram movement. clearamnces,
incement size. &aW the coefficient -A friction TJe second effect of ram movement usual-
between eplusive and case. The movement of ly works in the opposite di.ection (slower ram
the ram affects the relationship in two ways, speeds plus a dwell st the peak pressure may

10-8
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cause an *-icrcase I an density). This effect is
*due to the -f -act that, at loading pressures

usually used, explosives are stressed beyond
their yield poir~ts and cr--ep or flow plastical-

ly hseffect, of course, becomes more
important at very high pressures, such as
those used for delays. In addition to in :-reas-
img the density, slower speeds plus dwell of

* the iram result in a more uniform density.

10-3.1.4 PELLETIZING

* Most powdered explosives that are to be
pressed are lprepressed into pellets. The die of $INGLE PUriCM ROTARY
the loading tool permits closer tolerances and
better finishes than are reasonable for cases
that are loaded by direct pressing. Exceptions
are primer mixes, PETN, and lead azide, Figure 10-7. PalletingPrewss
although load azide is pelleted in Canada on a

* j~roduction basis.
general superiority of the finishes of pelletaing

Although pellets for experimental use are inolds over those of charge cases and the use
loaded by single operation methods in which of double acting loading equipment zesult in
weighed charges are pressed either by stop somewhat smaller density gradients in pellets
loading cr by controlled pressure techniques, than in direct loaded explosives. The &esuit of
quantity production of pellets is accom- these cu ~i. iwJis is that the
r* ilished in aubomatic pelleting i~achincry. in one-to-one limiting ratio of length to diameteir
which the .'xplosive is metered volumetrically which applies to incremert loading also
by the controlled movements of punches (Fig. applies to pellcts. For some materials, some-
10-7). Single stroke presses of the typvs used what shcrter pellets are desirable, particularly

for explosives produce about 90 pellets per in larger sizes.
minute while rotary presses have rates of
about 700 pellets per minute. The diameter f a pelleting die may be

toaintained toi almost any tolerance specified-
The density gradient resulting from wall Shanilarly, the distance between thv top and

friction, in addition to its effects on explosive bottom punches of an automatic pelleting
performance, may adversely affect the machine, or the punch-to-heel distance in a '

handling properties o! pellets. Pellets con- stop pressin& tool, can be held to any desire-
polidated from powders at low densities iend tolerance. Thus, the dimensional variations
to be weak in two ways; their resistance to are essentially the variations in expansion of
body fractures is often less than desirable, and the materia., during 4nd after ejection from
they may crumble at corners and chalK off at the die. The immediate expansion upon ejq1.:-
surfaces. On the other hand, some materials tion for a typical explosive usý-,d for pressed
becorne brittle and develop residual strains at pellets is about 0.1%. Pellet- to-pelle t vauia-
high densitift- tions arc usually less than 0.1% hut the

expansion continues with storage at a rate
The eff~ct of density variation on inechaiii- that varies aptireciably with conditions as welt

cal properties of pellets may cauae difficulties as with the composition of the explosive.
even though the variation in explosive prop- Pellets of an expkosive of known expans~on
ertics is tolerable. On the other hand, the characteristics, which are to be inserted into

Ir 10-9
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clips within a few hours after pellctin. rmay r.emoved, if it has not already leaked through
be held to dimeniional tolerances of the order the clearanco between ram and cavity during
oft .1% or less. However, tolerances of 0.3 to pressing.
0.5% are more practical.

When densities reach 99% of cryslal den-
Variatiens in density reflect variations in sity, tlc c.calated pressure of the inte-stifial

dimensions with those of the bulk density and gases rises rapidly, limiting altainable
flow characdtristics of the explosive, ard densities. When under conditions of press'ng,
those of the measured volume. With frequent the explosivc or some component of it is
pellet density determinations and occasional caused to flow plasnlzally, the pores may be
adjustment of the pelluting press, explosivcs closed into individual bubbles iv which the
with good flow nropcrties cat, be pressed into compressed gases are retained to cause exces-
pellets reproducible in density to 1% in an sive grovth after pressure removal oi pellets
automatic pellet ial .rew that pop open like mufUins when ejected from

the die. In an open poic material, the rehaivc-
10-3.1.5 RECONSOLIDATION iy mobile gases tend to increase density

gradients by distributing pressure without a
Frequently, whn it is d,-sirable to attain correspondiagly even dis•tribution of the solid

* the close confinement and continuity charac- explosive. For .rvse three reasons, vacuum
teristic of explosives Ioaded directly into their pressing is used whLxe vecy high or uniform
cases, it is difficult or inconvenient to do so- densities are requiced, or where significant
In such instances, pellets are inserted into the plastic flow is anticipated during pressing.
cavities and reconsolidated by pressing. In
designing for reconsolidation, consideration Fig. t0-g4 is a diagram of a vacuum loadJing
must bi given to the tolerances and variations tool. First, iowr anri top punchef are ad-
of h.ole di•n. ,-ions. Pellet wc.. %, and pre.- v,ui'd to a prepress position to compact the
sure-density relationshir that enter into th powder slightly. Alter evacuating to 1 mm
determination of the relative location of the Hs, full pressure is applied. Production of
surfaae through which the reconsolhdation extremely high quality charges of TNT
pressure is applied. Where tihs dimeasion is (pressed at elevated temperature) and Com-
critical, the reconsolidation is done to a sop position A-3 (b.ýoth at elevated and raeoo
so that the toleNra.ces 2-ppear in the density of temperatare) has been repcrted%. Density
the rwconslidatcd pellet. W;icn re•vomolid- spreads within 6-in. diameter charges art:
tion is specific&2, the effects oi these variations 0.MI5 g/erY,3.

Supon pcrfornxjnce should be 'or'sidercd.
10-32 H•0T PRESSING

* 104.2 SPECIAL. PROCEDURES
TIe unique propertie.s of plastic bonded

* 10-3.2.1 VACUUM PRESS'I3 explosives are realized mist fully if they arm
pressed at elevated t.mnpratures. Appropriate

1n the Iuuai pressisg operation, in which a temptirturcs of course, are determined by the
granular explosive is pre.sed iorn a bulk properties of te plastic bonding agents used

density of about half the crystal density to and limited by the thearnal instability of the
about 95% .f the crystal densesy the pressure hxpaosives. Te mperatures as high as 130t C
rise in the interstit.;i' gases (assunling iso- have been used'. When heated to tempera-

thermal compression su-J no leaitage) may be towres approaching their melting points, explo-
in the neighborhood of 201; psi. The air may siyes and additives used in explosives, like

be presumed to diffuse out of the pellet. nost solids, are mefre prone to plastic f10v.
ithroughi the continuous poures, quite rapidly Equipment requiremd for hot pressing of PBX

after the pellht is ejected or the ram is has been! found useful in the production of

r
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high denc.iTy charges of conventional explo- VALVE ACTUArOR.
sives. TNT is pressed routinely to a density of Z/
].62 g/ein-13 at 70'C in the vacuum pressing
process previously described, whereas cast
densities this high are unusual4 . Prcheating of
We explosive is more cfficient thnn waitingSfoi it to heat in the trold but cannot be used

when thermoseting resins serve as binder.

10-32.3 HYDROSTATIC AND ISOSTATIC
PRESSING

When an explosive is pressed in a die by
means of a ram, the friction of the walls tends
to cause pressure ajid density grsdier.ts. In VAtCUUM OORT

addition, the one-diniensional compression
can result in an anisotropic structure and
produce peilets with residual strains. Where
dimensional stability, uniformity and high .v m PO •T
density at,- essential to peforfmance, hydro- VP PVALVE

static presing and isostatic pressing have been
ussed. In both of these processes, the explosive
is compressed by the action of a fluid, from DIE
which it is separated by a rubber (or other •,l'"r--.
elastome r) tilm. CROCAR oX-

In hydrostatic pacssing, the explosive is•SLEEVE

placcd on a solid sw-,face and covered with ,.
rubber diapla'Agm (Fig. 10-9). Asthough this

process elminates the gradients which result 3,
from wall friction, some directionality of
comrression remains which can result in
4misotropic structure and residual strains. In
isostatic pressing, PIe e.tploeve is plac.d in a
rubber bag (Fig. 30-10) that is surrounded by :4_- ez

the pressurizing fluid so that the -zo-pression

is essentially three dimensional. riu'e 10-8. Vacuum Presing Apparatus

In addition to the production of high
quality charges, hydrostatic pressing and ;so- been evacuated, frequently at elevated tern-
static presi can be used to rxwswlidate peratures. Temperatures up to 130TC and
explosives which are so sensitve that fric- pressures up to 30,000 psi heve been used.
tio,!il contact with the walls of a conven- The surfaces whem pressure is applied
tional mold creates a hazard. Materials like. through elastic membranes are, of course, of
pure RDX, cf which it is dilficult to nake relatively poorly defined form and dimnci-
firm pellets except in small sizes, can often be sions. Hence, these pressing processes must
pressed hydrostatically ov isostaticall/;. alniost Lnvariably be followed by machiring.

Hydrostatic pressing and Lsatatic pressing 10-32A PULSATING PRESSURES

are usually applfd to explosives that have Experiments have shown that pressures
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Figare 10L9. Hydrostatic Press Principle m.W -/ 7'1ar7
D!Ap"f~ 1.4, (ACWft

which pulsate with an .amplitude of a few Figure 16-10. Isostatic Pres Principle
peheenit of the static pressure and at a
frequency of about 60 Hz, when used with
conventional molding tools, make it possible surface' and, generally, the cavity is not as
to produce pevllets four or five diameter long deep as desired. The 6or~n& of fuze cavities to
with negligible density gradients. The interest- the specified depth an~d surface finish is a
ing postsibilities of this technique in produc- routine operation of prodlictien.
tion of explosive charges have not yet ben-
exploited. Profile la-thes and forming tools m~ay be-

usel to form almost any desired surface of
10-4 FINISHING OPERATIONS revolution. The special forms requireu for

detonation wave shaping~ and other specialized
10-4.1 MACHINING output are often generated by such means.

Explosives mnay be machined to the same
It has been found that the roost uniformi tolerances as metals- Turning and milling to a

densities and compositions are attained by thousandth of ani inch is not difficult with a
pressing or casting relatively large charges, and good machine. However, the practical appli-
niachining the charget needed from sclected cability of such precision is limited by the
seginents. Simi'arly, high quality charges can dimensional instability of most explosive
be made by isoistatic or hydrostatic pressing, materials.
which also must he followe-d by machining
operations. All standard miachine shsop ojpera- Safety is an important aspect in machining
tions -including milling, drilling, sawing. espiosives. Since, as pointed out in par. 2-3. 1,
boring. and turning are app~ed in this work. the sensitivity of an explosive has meaning

only in terms of the specific initiating im-
Many cast loaded items are filled through pulse, -the practice mentioned of machining

the samet hole as that into which the fuze is to each explosive: material by remote control is
be inserted. After casting, the sprue is broken most desirable". On. th: basis of test data it is
off. Although it is a goad plan to design the considered safe to machine Composition A-3.
funnel to form a core for the fuze cavity. V " Ciumposition B, and TNT at 200 ft/mmn
problem of funnel extraction limits this prim- surface speed.
tice to sorm extent- At best, then, the bottom

of the fuze cavily is a rough, broken off Cut-off tools and small drdis are more
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hazerdous becasc of the poor cooling condi- 10-5 SUITAWLITY
tions. These operations, if necessary, should
be performcd at low speeds with intermittentr cutting and frequent flushing. Water should 10-5.1 AVAILABILITY
be used wherever practical as a coolant,
although tests ai high speed under dry condi- The criteria upon which explosive materials
tions are consideied justification fo, dry and fabrication processes must be chosen are

* machining where needed. The water keeps suitability for use in military materiel, avail-
explosive dust out of the air and cools the ability, and suitability for a particular a1'plica-
cutting operation. lion.

Some materials and techniques arc in-
herently more expensive than others and
should be applied only where the advantages

10-4.2 CEMENTI1NG OF COMPOUND to be gained are clearly worth the added cost.
CHARGES In this resrect, it is well to remember that

such costs are reflections of demands on
Explosives charges made of more than one specialized manpower and strategic materials

explosive, in which the contour of the so that, in a total war, they rerresent propor-
boundary is at. important design parameter. tional fractions of the total available military
often are fabricated from cast, pressed, or potcnt-al. In other cases, the most suitable
machined components that are cemented mater.als and techniques are so new as to be
Stogether, available only for laboratory quantities of

items
cere-nlnts that hAtden by the loss of solvyri

generaliv are to be avoided because the Availability cf an explosive involves more
solvent can be lost only by diffusion through than the existence of plant capacity and raw
the explosive. Diffusion may be slow and the materials suitable for economical production.
solvent may modify the properties of the The material must have been approved for
explosive. Two types of cement that have military use and quality cantrol criteria must
been used for this purpose are catalytic exist. Government policy discourages the use
setting cements, like epoxy resins, and con- of ppiapnetary materials, especially those pro-
tact cements. Compatibility of the materi&Js tected by trade secrets.
to be used shoul-H be checked. Compatibility
of epoxy resins with most explosives depends The explosives of military interest, with
upon the catrlyst or hardener used. Data their properties and other details, are listed in "
regarding bond strengths and other pertinent Ro'. cd. The existence of a Purchase Descrip-
proprties also have been conkpiled', J0 tion -or Specification may be taken as evi-

dence of the general availability of a material
Both -surfaces to be cemented should be for military use. These purchase documentsd•ean anO. rit Accurattly to one another. A contain many details about the exNplosive

minimum continuous layer of cement should including quality assurancc criteria.
be applied to each surface to be joined. Where
catalytic resins ate utedr, provision should be The production of a high explosive com-
made to hold the members in firm contact for pound usual'y requires a specialized and often
the curing period. When contact cements are elaborate plant. Before 3pecifying a com-
used, mechanical mneans are desirable to assure pound or a mixture, the designer should
that the elements are !n the proper position assure himself that the necessaiy plants exist
and orientation when they make the first or wail exist at the time the item he is
contact. 

designing reaches the production stage. I
I-
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Mixtures are mire easily made and genceral- applications is dilticult and often impossible.
l) r-tuire only the simplest apparatus. In a Sonic of the quantities arc directly deter-
sense, the availability of a mixture may be mined by composition. Others air Affected by
considered that of its ingredients. The pre- th: state of agregation of the explosive
valence of 1tis viewpoint is the reason many which, in turn, is detennined partly by
mixturcs have been sp'cified only by notes or, loading techniques and conditions.
drawings giving tht _ompositions. Mixtures
so specified usually pNsform satisfactorily. The aspect of the state of aggregation
However, the propertics of mixtures, particu- whi-h has the most effect upon output is
larty their sensitivities. may be affected by the loading density (scc pars. 3-2.2.1 and
mixing procedures. Also, in the absence of 10-3.1_3). In general, tile effects of density
specified procedures and quality assurance are greatest in applications sukh as fragmenta-
nixtures may be less unifonn than desirable. tion and, in particular, shaped charges where
For this reason. srme take the view that each the detonation pressure is an important
nwi:urc is a unique explosive. Whenever fa,
possible, it is wise to use mixtures that have
been standardized 4 . The most common mix- 10-5.3 SENSITIVITY
tires are listed in Table 10-3 while priming
compositiol are shown in Table 5-I. The term sensitivity is often applied as if it

were some fundamental property ot an explo-
Pars. 10-2 to 10-4 describe casting, press, sive like its melting point. The tact is that

ing. and finishing operations and, hence, sensitivity test results are meaningful only in
indicrte the kind of facility that must be terms of the test method employed tsee par.
available fo: fabrication. 3-2.1-1 ) If one considers the complex series

of events and the many factors involved in the
10L5.2 OUTPUT CHARACTERIST ICS initiation process, this is hadly surprising.

Explosives differ from other forms of Sensitivity tests that are of interest to the
stored er.ergy in that the rates at which they designer are of two types: (I) general labora-
liberate energy as wcel as the forms in which it tory tests, chosen for convenience, repro-
is liberated are less subject to control by duciblity. and ,orrelation with experience
design and more uniquely by properties of the whereby the sensitivity of various explosives
materials in which the energy is stored. For to such stimuli as impact. friction. and static
this reason, the total amounts of energy electricity may be eva'uated. compared, and
liberated in their reaction, although of ordelred, and (2) tests that are designed to
importance ut evaluating explosives, is not simulate a specific hazard to which the
necessarily a final criterion of relative effec- explosives may be exposed. The results ob-
tiveness in any particular application. Other tained in the two types of tests are tabulated
properties, such as the detonation velocity or in Tables 4-2 and 4-3. Thei various tests are
detonation pressure, combine with energy to described in par. 12-2.1.2.
define the effectiveness of an explosive. A
number of these properties are tabulated in Some of the t.oular data are directly
Table 10-2 for explosive compounds and in applicable to the design of safe and reliable
Table 10-3 for explouve mixtures. materiel. Othtr aspects of safety are not

subjeci to quantitative evaluation or predic-
Although the effectiveness of an explosive tion. Predicting the abuse to which ammuni-

naterial in any particular application is the tion may be subjected under extreme condi-
result of the interaction of quantities such as tions of stress is a difficult task.
those listed int Tablcs 10-2 and 10-3, quantita-
tive calculation of effectiveness in various Even the more obvious data in the tables

r-
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TABLE 10-2

FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPLOSIVE %OMPOUNDS

Explosive lci W/O cal/ cc/l inisac 9/cnm Mbar In.

Ammonium Nitrate 1.73 170 346 346 980 1000 0.9 - -
Cyclonite IRDXI 1.82 204 2286 1280 908 8780 1.65 0.255V -
Diazodinitiophaenol 1.63 157 3243 820 865 - - - -

Explosive 0 (Ammonium Picrate) 1.72 2660 2890 g00 - 6850 1.55 0 145c
Hieiito (EDNAJ 171 176+* 2477 1276 - 7570 1.49 0.173" -

Lead Azide 4.80 a 630 367 30L 4600 3.0 0.9 2 2 c -
Lead Dinitror ewsrnate tLONR) 3.2 2&5b - 270 - - -.
Lead Styphnate 3.02 26 &310b 1251 457 268 5200 2.9 0.126 -
NitrogiVcerin (Liquid) 1.5g9 2.2&13.2 1616 1600 715 8000c 1 6c 0 .2 4 1c -
Nitroguenidine 1.72 232 1996 721 1077 7650 1.55 0.160' -
PETN (Pentmerthritol Totranttrate) 1.77 141 1960 1385 790 8300 1.70 0.2 53ý -

Pic.ic Acid 1.36 122 2672 1000 - 7360 1.71 0 87c -
Tetryl 1.73 130 2925 1080-1130 760 7170 1.53 0.196c<0_5
TNT (Trinitroluene) (Caot) 1.65 81 3620 1060 730 6825 1.56 0.170T I

ADecomposes

'From Ret. 12 by interpolation
dFrom Ref. 13
"Density o. liquid at 25'C

should le applied with caution For example. stitutes for. judgment of the designer in the
given the naximum un tt'ack acceleration. it is choice of explu-ives that will reult in &s'e
,x)ssible to compute the maximum setlack and reliable military materiel.
pr,.ssure by assuning the expsr.;ie to behave
as a liquid and applying Pascal's Law. Corn- 10-15.4 CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROP-
parison of this pressure with the setback ERTIES
sensitivity data of Table 4-3 might ie ex-
pe-ted to give some micasure of the safety of The foridamental cheroical and phys.cal
the weapons against bore prematures. ilow- properties of explosives are. of course, im-
ever as pointed out in par%. 4-2 and 4-3. the portant in detennining explosive charac-
probability of such preinatures is a function teristics They are listed in Ref d. Aside from
oi a number of aspects ot weapon de|ign and these. the most important chemical charac-
loading procedure as well as the choice of teristics to the designer are the reactions of
explmive. condition of the explosive charge as -explosives with other .naterials with which
a resuit of environmental conditioning, and they may rome into contact. For a condensa-
existing ambient temperature. tion of compatibihty data. including the more

usual combinations, see T'able 4-5.

Ieumnce, the data presented in 'rables 4-2 and u

4-3 are offered as aids to, rather than sub- An example of a compatibility problem is

IL-IS

'-C
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1ABLE 10-3

FUNDAMFNTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH EXPLOSIVE MIXTURES

Efxhlobi CompO.kan RaItio gfcm' oC calla Wal/O ct-J m/a.: m'frn MW. ine.

Anall ,NN, NO,/TNT 80/20 1.46 0 1002 490 930 4500 1.46 0.074

An,.lol NH, NO,/TNT 50/50 ;.oO 1 1990 703 855 6420 1.55 0.160 -

Barstol BaNO,/TNT 64/33 2.55 a - - -. 1.6

Cownositon A 3 ROXM/. 91/9 1.65 - 1210 - - 8,00 1.59 - -

CO-npesition S ROX/TNFr/Wax 60/4011 1.65 - 2790 1240 - ?840 1.68 0 _2 4 3 b,- 0 . 5

Compostlon C-3 R0X/.., 77/... 1.6 - - - - 7620 1.6 - -

CoapcsitjonC-4 CA RDX.., 911... 1.6 - - - - 8040 1.59 - -

CVc00tol ROX/TNT 75/25 1.71 2625 1225 852 8030 1.70 - -"

Cyclotol RDX/lNT 70/•130 1.71 a 2M85 1213 854 8060 1.73 - -

CYCotol RDX,'TNT 60/40 1.68 a 2820 1.95 845 7900 1.72 -

Minol.-6 NH. N0,/TNT/AI 40/40120 - 81 3160 1620 -- F-20 1.6 --

Pentolit• PE fN/rNT 60/50 1.65 76 - 1220 - 7466 1.6 0.233' --

Pentolite PETNTNT 10/90 1.60 76 - - -..

Picratol E.pl. 0/TNt 52/44 1.&2 a - - - 6910 1 68 - -

Tetryto! TatoyIfTN" 75/25 1.59 69 - - - 7_14A" 1.-o0 -

Torn@x R.ViTuT;Al 42i4vi 11 1.79 - .1780 1800 - 749" 1.51 - -

T,It.nl INTIAI 80120 1.7P t 4480 1770 - 6475 1.71 - 1

a'$sentislly the rrnefting point of the TNT comnponent (81°C)

b From Ref. 12 by hltetpoletion
CH•a. 13

dR8 t. 14

lead ai.ide that is subject to a eeitair ano1Unt Physical properties pertain to the structucal
of hydrolysis in the presence of moisture. The strength ot the explosive. Ptastiv bonded
hydrazoic acid formed reacts with most explosives were developed for their physical
metals to formn inciallic azidcs. The safest properties that are fac sUperior to those of
practice is to avoAd contact of azide witt', any cast or pressed nonpiastic bonded explosives.
nwiajl exccp, the prefcered stain!ess steel and
alumfinumn alloys. 10"6 QUALITY ASSURANCE

Extdation is a phenomenon related to ,he 10-6.1 BASES FOR TOLERANCES
chemical characteiistics of TNT bearing ex-
plosives against which safegaards must be Safety, reliability, and performance of an
taken (see par. 4-2.1.4). Because of the explosive charge are determined by such
similarity of many of the impurities to the design quantities as dimensions, composition,

parent explosive, :nultiple component an.] loading density. Limits or tol rances mu,'
cutectics- are formed which melt at ofdinary be stated for each quantity specified. The
storage temperatures and exude fton the designer's responsibility with respect to tole,-
chargc i1n aln oily io•m. ances does not stop with the assurance that

10-16
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the specified tolerance will be satisfactory. It used. Both of these methods are somewhat
Sincludes determinations of the maximum slow for repetitive operations, such as those

limits or tolerances compatible with require- of quality assurance. For impenneable
ments for safety, reliability, and pcrformance- charges, one of the most convenient means of
The tolerance specified should be dctei mined checking density is the preparation of two
in the ligh: of the following considerations: solutions of a dense salt, one of density equal

to the upper limit and the other at the lowei
1. Production costs are inversely related to limiting density. If a pellet floats in the

tolerance limits. The form of this relationship former and sinks in th, latter, its density is
varies with quantity specified, complexity of within the specified tolerance.
the item, process used, and equipment avail-
able. Small to!erances should be specifiedTonlyon he asi tht th beefis wichThe density of a cased charge may be
only on the basis that the benefits which determined by weighing the case empty, filled
accrue are worth the cost. with water, and after loading. The density in

2. Where compliance with tolerances re- glcm3 is then the ratio of the net explosive
weight to the net water weight. This methodquired for satisfactory performance is too
becomes impractical for small cased charges

expensive in term% of the cost and value of like those of leads and detonators. Here, the
the item, an investigation should be made of density may be determined from the weight
possible design modifications to permit as determined by weighing the case before
greater variations in the quantity considered. as deterlined by eihn the cose erand after loading, and from the volume as

3. The measurement of quantities which calculated from the dimensions.

may be specified in a design is limited in

precision. A scheme for continuous quality assurance

is that of pressing at some constant pressure
The designer will often be called upon to or dead load and measuring the intrusion of

4aibfiy defuts as cniiicai, ilajor. or minor. the ram in each item. Vaiations in cavity
and . specify AQL levels for various defects. dimensions, charge weight, or pressure-density
The basis and procedure for such classifica- relationship can be detected by this method
tion and specification, as well as the sampling Of course, the method is incapable of distin-

procedures that are used in inspection, are guishing among these variations, and errors of
given in MIL-STD-4141 1. In essencu, as one kind can compensate for errors of
appiied to most exp:osiv2 charges, critical another. However, in a well-controlled
defects are those that result in hazards to process, the probability of each type of error
users, major deiects are those that cause is low enough that the probability of simul-
failire, and minor defects are those that do taneous occurrence, either compensating or
not materially affect usability, not, is negligible. The type of data to be

collected in each instance, to avoid erroneous
10-6.2 FACTORS AFFECTING QUALITY conclusions, can usually be determined by

OF EXPLOSIVE CHARGES study of the problem.

10-6.2.1 DENSITY
A relatively new nondestructive den-

The density of a pellet may be determined sitometer makes use of a radioactive source. A
by measuring its dimensions witia a microm- scanning system moves a detonator or other
eter and its weight with an analytical balance. explosive devlce through a collimated
and calculating its weght-to-volume ratio. If gamma-ray beam while the intensity of radia-

it is impervious to water, the chemist's tion is being measured. Accuracies of ± 5%

method of weighing in air and in water can be have been achieved' 6 .

• 10-17
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10-6.2.2 CRACKS AND CAVITIES X-rays should be made in at least two charge
oiientations.

In cast charges, the possible presence of 10-5.2.3 COMPOSITIOI VARIATION
cracks, cavities, and base separations cannot When homogeneity is critical, determina-
be ruled out. Such defcts can be detected by tions of dersity end composition from point
means of X-ray or neutron radiatioi. photo- to point within a charge are made from
graphs. When such inspection is callcd for, as samples obtained by sectioning the item''.
it should be in most cases, a defect ci ss-fica- This is a destructive test, at least for the
tion chart should be prepared, including full explosive charge itself, and can be doue only
scaled illustrations of minor, major, and criti- on a sampling basis. Variations in aluminum
cal defects. Such classification should be content of aluminized explosives nc:iy be
based on quantitative determinations of the detected in the X-rays that are made to detect
.ffects of defects on safety and performance. cracks and cavities.
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CHAPTER 11

PACKING, STORING, AND SHIPPING

11-1 PACKING Before materiel is packaged, it must first be
cleaned, dried, and preserved. It is then ready

11-1.1 GENERAL for the unit pack which may 'be wrapping
Miitay mtrienl packaged toi e that paper or a cardboard carton depending on the
Military m ilto insure size and complexity of the item. Additional

items are in a condition to perform their
intended functions when the time come- for packaging consists of wooden boxes, crates,

metal drums, and waterproof wrapping--
their use. Packaging must protect *an itemfrom the time of production, through trans- depending again on the item and on jhc

fron th tim ofprodctin, trouh trns- protection level required- E.,.h package must
port and storage, until delivery to its ultimate
user. During transportation, which includes be properly marked or labeled Three military
both handling and carriage, the Department protection levels have been established:

of Tranportation (DoT) regulations must be 1. Level A. Preservation and packagingstrictly observed for movement within the
Uoindfinite that will afford adequate protection against

and unpro- corrosion, deterioration, and daniage during

tected storage. During this period, the pack- world-wide shipping, handling, and open

age must protect the item against physical storage.

damage and -nvironmentaily induced deteri-I o ati n. n s me nst n~c . p oviion n~stt2. Level B. Preservation and parkag ing~ t~h.aoration. In some instan,;es, .wovisions nmkt beincoporaed fr ip~ctni; nd erfomin1wi1 provide adequate protection aqpinst
incorporated fonr inspcting and peforming lknown conditions that are less hazardous than
maintenan,.e on stored materiel.

Level A is designed to meet but provides a
The most damaging environments during higher degre= of protection than Level C. The

transportation by truck, rail, ship. er aircraft design of Level B is based on firmly estab-
are shock and vibration. The package must lished knowledge of the shipping, hat.dling,
protect the materiel against these forces- and storage conditions to be encountered and
Package design is in the purview of the on the determination that the costs of prepa-
packaging engineer. tation are less than Level A.

It is the aim of military packaging to 3. Level C. P.rservation and packaging that
achieve a high degree of protection in a will afford adequate protection against corro-
uniform, efficient, and economic manner. In sion, deterionmtion, and damage duringgeneral, this requires that similar items be shipping from the source of supply to the first

preserved, packaged, ard marked in a similar receiving activity for immediate use or for
way; and that the number and type of storage under controlled humidity.
packaging requirerr'ents and packaging mate-
rials used be kept to the minimum consistent The topics of package design, limits im-
with the desired protection. The nW.ulting posed by the distribution system, transporta-
uniformity facilitates efficient procurement, tion environments, cleaning, preservation,
reccipt, storage, inventory, shipment, and container, cushioning and barrier materials,
issue of supplies and equipment, and tasteners are treated in detail in Ref. I.

I -
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11-1.2 PAC(KING OF EXPLOSIVE TRAIN The basic referene for safety is the Sa'OY
COMPONENTS Manual'. I contains detailed discussions of

the eqtablished safety practices for packing as
11-1.2.1 HAZARD CLASSIFICATION well as shipping ;;nd storing. 1he safety

regulations have been slightly abbreviatVd and
Hazardous materials arc arranged into eight rearranged iv' two volumes to: Dcpariment of

levels according to their storage halArd (see Delense ag-ncics 4 and their contractors' for
par. 11-2.1), and explosives are divided into conveycint reference.
three levels according to their shipping hazard
(see par. 11-3.1 ). The proper h.tzard classilica- Thme wide range in Ihe sensitivity stability,
tion of each item must be known before it and hyroscopicity of explosive components
can be packed because affixing the correct has required the development of appro-
shipping label is a part of the packaging priately varied types of packing. At times, the
process. It r.i..st be known before a package packing must be very complex and costly. On
can be desigrn..d because the package affects the other hanad, the relative insensitivity of
the hazard level. If the package is capable of some devices permits the rise of reusable
containing a portie:, of the explosive output cardboard cartons for interplant shipment of
in the event of inalvertent detonation, the short-term storage.
hazard class may well be lower than without
such protection. Packing drawings and specifications have

been prepared for essen~ially all military items
Item hazard classes are contained in pack- containing hazardous materials. The drawings

ing drawings and specifications. If the hazard and specifications cover all applicable details
level of a particular explosive component has of wrapping, boxing, bracing, palleting, atnd
not been established, it must be obt..ined by handling. If such drawings and specifications
means of standard test devised for this pur- are not available for a particular item, Depart-
pose2 . ment of Transportation regulations apply and

they specify minimum requirements. Packing
,,.2.2 PAC1.1 1G COINSIMRATii NS for diffewtt levels of protection are discussed

in par. II-I.1. Like all military materiel,
Explosive components like other military packages conlaining explosive components

materiel also must be suitably packaged at trust be marked as to contents (item.
minimum cost. These components, as well as quantity, lot, date). In addition, containers of
the munitions of which they are a part, are hazardous materials must be conspicuously
subject to another important requirement- marked and labeled to indicate the hazard.
they must be saft during packing, storing, and
shipping. 111.2.3 PACKING OF SMALL EXPLOSIVE

COMPONENTS
Explosive devices can be shipped and

stored safely if thvy are handled correctly and Many explosive components are cylinders
carefully, and with all of the neces.sry pre- of relatively small size and light weight.
cautions. The excellent safety record of both Included in this group are such itens as
the military and the explosives industry is a primers, squibs, detonators, and delays. They
result of careful preparation, not chance, contain a sufficiently small amo mnt of explo.
Explosives are set off by energy concentra- sive that packages have been designed to
tions such as sparks, friction, impact, hot contain their explosive output. This means
objects, flame, chemical tractions, and ex- that if a component were to be initiated while
cessive pressure. Established safety practices in its package, little damnzge would result
will avoid these conditions in order to mini- apart front the destruction of a part of the
mize hazards. package. Since the items arc small,* it is

1 I-2
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shipments, up to twenty boxes atre placcýd into
a cardboard bix, tht: numbe~r depending on
the sj7.c of the dctonitors. Tell cardboard

10 DE boxcs are packed inito a wooden box. Addi-
ER tional safety is ohtained by alternating the

STIFFENER packing box direction in each layer, one layer
with th'ý red-black marking in front, the next
with the red-black marking in the resr- This

BLACK arrangemient assures that two adjacent deto-
FILLER/ nators itre not directly in line. This featute is

S CUSHION achieved by the way the holes are arranged in
the spacer. The first row is near the red-black
end but therc is a wider space at the other

WIDE SPACE-__ _,... end. Detonators packaged in this manner a re

C) accepted for shipping Class C.

cn) C BODY 11-1.3 PACKING OF RELATED
SPACERMATER IAL

11-1.3.1 RULK EXPLOSIVES

The sensitivity of bulk explosive material

17-1 Fa~i.ig Bx fr Sellvaries even more widely than that of explosive
Figuire I -1eaki g ,o o ml omponents- Some initiating explosives are so

Explsiv Goponnrssensitive to initiation that they canl only be
shipped in quantity in a wet condition. On

desiabl to ackman unis i onebox To the other extreme are insensitive main burst-
desiabl to ackman unis i onebox To ing charges that are poured into 50-lb kegs.

contain the output writhin the package, it is l-ot details of packirg explo-_ive materals, wse~
important that the detonation of one compo- Ref. b.
nent not be propagated to any other device in
the same paickage. 11-1.3.2 ASSEMBLED AMMUNITION

Fig. II- I shows the packing box in current Explosive components are often ax-mbled
use [or most Army detonators. The box, of into fuzes and sometimes into other ammuni-
Kraft paper b-3ard, contains fifty items and tion assemblies. The assembly then defines
varies in size depending on the size of the the hazard class and the method of packing. It
Ottonators- Components are held in a spacer is not possible here to specify the packing fnr
in ten ruws, of five units each, the spacer beint, all the assemblies containing explosive compo-
front 1/8 to 314 in, thick to match the length nents. This information is tabulated in the
of the Jetoiiator. After the detonators are AMC Safetys Manaual', which lists fuze and
placed ,in the spacer itoles, they are cov ed ammunition hazard classs, and in the Navy
by a filler/cushion, about 3/16 in. thick. 111L Saety Ha~ndbook-', which lists transportation
assembly is completed by sliding the cover data for ali fuzes and munitions by Federal
over the body. The cover has a 3/16-in, thick Stock. Number.
stiffener fastened to its bittom. Thus each,
detonator is surrounded by a substantial 1- TRN
thickness of Kraft board on all sides. 11-2.1 HAZARD CLASSIFICATION

The packing box itself serves for ik'tierplant For the purpose of storage, hazardous
and other Levcl C shipment. For higher level mauterials are arranged into eight classes

11-3
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TABLE 11-1

EXCERPT FROM QUANrIT % DISTANCE TABLES

(Distance In feet)

InhabitWd Hbghway & or Above Ground
Building Railway Intraline Mreizine

Explosive, Ib bar. unbar. bat. unbar. bar. unbar, bar. unbar.

Class 1

No limit 100 100 100 80

Class 7

1 40 80 2ý1 5,1
10 90 180 55 11u 30 40

100 190 380 115 230 40 80 28 51
1,000 400 800 240 480 95 190 60 110

10,000 865 1730 520 1040 200 400 130 235
* 100,000 1855 3630 1115 2180 415 830 280 510

500,000 4510 4510 3245 3245 715 1430 475 875

according to their level of hazard. Explosive tabulated in the appropriate quantity-distance
components are divided into classes I and 7 tables. Separation distances are not absolute
depending on whether they merely burn or safe distances but arc relative protective or
whether they can detonate. Class I items arc safe distances"'4 .
those that have a high fire hazard but no blast
hazard and for which virtually no fragmenta- Quantity-distance tables are contained in
tiun or toxic hazard exists beyond the fire the safety manuals"-; a typical excerpt is
hazard clearance distance ordinarily specified showr in Table I1-13. The largest minimum
for tdhh-risk materials. In contrast, class 7 distances are required where a hazard exists to
items are those for which most items of a lot personnel, i.e., inhabited buildings- Intra-line
will explode virtually instantaneously when a refers to the minimum distance between any
small portion is subjected to fire, severe two buildings within one operating line or
concussion, impact, the impulse of an initiat- assembly op-!ration. The magazine distances
ing agent, or considerable discharge of energy given in the ,.-e:tr are for above-ground
from an external source'. storage, which is the least desirable. Earth-

cevered, arch type magazines are prefen~d
11-2.2 STORAGE CONSIDERATIONS because they arc safer; their required separa-

tion distances are much less than those of
Hazardous materials are stored in accord- above-ground magazines. Note that separation

ance with quantity-distance requirements. distance is roughly proportional :o the
These requirements arc defined as "the quantity of explosive, and that a barricade of
quantity of explosives material and distance proper construction cuts in half the distance
separation relationships which provide de- used for unbarricaded storage.
fined types of protection. These relationships
arc based on lcvcls of risk considered ac- To determine dittances between different
ceptable for the stipulated exposures and are types of magazines Ref. 4 is the easiest to use.

11-4 L -. -. ~____
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It contains a grioup ot* diagrams, like I- ig. 11 -2. initiated, or shock sensitive) with maxiilurn
which states that the Iuraininum distance fromn shipping hut7artt. Examnples mre lilack tpowdr,
a barricaded abovc-ground niagarine to lthe PiETN, and explosive auninunitum~.
door and of an earth-covered, arch tylie
magozine is found in ITable 5-6.3, columin 5 in 2. (Ia' IB. U:xplosives ihlat fiunctionl by
thec reference: rapid combhustio n rat her t han dci oonaliin,

Lixanrpits are gurl propcdhtnts and certain
rocket Motors.

~ . - ~ 3. Class C. Devices tMat many contain (lass
A or Class B explosives or both, bilt inl

Figur 11-. 11ustraiorif0:ldiifireofransportation. ahe Nlcticy ( ibs hexplor-s

All safetyo tooltin are enforced ii thcom
patiiliy mst aso e cnsieredin torge shipens rasot of hazardous materials topotc

Onl cffeatsffire inzarolvngth items yb tife, reproper ilty, ofd the shoipper. All harg
storedtogeter inone mgazin.must beoe properlyn blopckd and lbred haadurn

6. Quantity is esttlsive pey uonsidrt, o o uship oometreurment.so oihzr closes the k~inds
the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ms beloin fcos:ftrnporacio.rde Nand inspetd Mixgedt

Storge eguatios fr secifc eploive shippentsf minithry sargo vehclue must b onht
1ompoEnfcts ofrexpcontione in the item sui- ptimatlye. ndcse of anoarcden onp.I an cmoe of

catio. Fo detaled torag infrmatin se shippin eFrm is 0 must, be foled be t thoerl

2.Rac f eti;r ~.o inciente invollvtaes ndet coruserious injuryed

Shipping- regurtions f-erosmifceplosive .
3. Sesitivtyofinititiocomplifentshiapre coisneeed no tope witem spemif.

d .ivided inothreeclasse acorin toteiafio eerty reguAletions are cnovrced by the
levelen of haarouzardilst"potc

Storge egultios fr spcifc eploie Fedperal Rntegulatine veitle musats be70o-9

caio. CasA ~ia opudmx For det.ailedstrg information. ofe shippingFrF50mutb fied xpih-h

r tur~or dvics (mss etontin, sprk ivcieste inolef. b eand on serpiogauisuiinjuy

11-3SHIPING$50,00 ropety dmag, orconinuin
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containingexplusivv componiwiis. sce R Im I-oi ew reasons, dri~vet kit lazartloms

tmunicipal'd law.%. localI ordiii nccs. and haroim taitcd ijistiucietoul (c.)(.. Ret. 9j. arid ttu-
rvygiitatioils must biciobserved where they vehilek is carctutty itispected for safety (~.
apply. ligh ts and bra kes) antd com pliaince w itli local

law% (e.g , -eIght limit).
* 11-3.3 CONSIDERATIONS FOR SPECIFIC

MODES OF SHIPPING 11-3.3.3 SHIP TRANSPORT

11-3.3.1 RAIL TRANSw'ORT All water stipmient is regulated by t1iw

* Rai~ruad shipment of hazardous materials is Coast Guard'". lhI- hee renimany restrictionls
covredii Dearten ofTrapolatun to the I rauuspor of, hazaird ous u iaterinkt by

I v v erif N i. 2 3 s h ipir t1 i f i a s p r t i uh a t m u s t b ec (a k e u in i .) a c c o nl i t s o uu mt
~l an No.~37 ngerots articles are not permit ted on pas-

11-3.3.2 TRUCK TRANSPORT senger cairinjl VCSs, Is Aso. Manny porlS do0
not penn it the an cli oragc of vessels carring

Motor vehicle sh~pnment of hazardt.us mumitc- dangerous arliciL's. The Afmy ('orps of

rals, is covtred in 1)epartmei:n of Transporta- Lsolateds teefporie LS CaIilmoragesd a ~t vbilu

tion Taritf No. I I". Motor vehicle shipment is isltdepovs rcrasat mou

monre comnplex than rail shipment. A ttain is prs
made tip of many cars watchcd over by the 1-..4ARTAS T

lion wtthtoe.The railromr cosntrols Aircraft shipmenta of hazardous materials is
traffic flow over its route. It provides trained covered by Dlicpartment of' Transportation
iiispeciors. Iii contrast, eachi truck siolos It T .rit No. iiiA5. ~i. sip., m.,olai
11.11 noU C0ntrol 0Ver traffic on the pritibl dangerous e:argo is prohibited on passenger

* highway and the driver imu~st cope with any carrying craft. For considviations when
*situation that inay arise, materiel is to bc airdropped, see Ref. 12.F REFERENCES

I.AMCP 706-121, Enigincering Design Safert- Manuial for A4mmnunition. Expjlo-K Handbook, Packaginig and Park Engineer- sives and Related Dangerous Material,
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2. THB 700-2, Exvploslves flazard ( lasslfira- 6. OP 2 165, Nary Tranmsportationa Safety-
tion Procedures, Dept. of Army, 19 May JlanzdhooA. Naval Ordnance Systerms
1967. Command.

3. AMCR 385-100, Safety M4armua!, Arin) 7. Tariff No. 23, Regulations fin;r Treuns.
Materiel Command, April 19 70. /'orrtaion of Explosfrcs and Other Dan-

gernus Articles by Land and Water inj Rail
4. DOD1 4145.27M4 DOD Amnununition wijd Fr-eight Service an~d by Motor Vehicle

Exjlo~sives Safety Standard. Dept. of (Uligh'w'ay) uad Water. lncli.ding Speu'fi.
Defense, March 1969. cations fo)r Shippinp Co'ital'ier.., pub-

lished by Agenit 1'. C. George, 2 Peinn.
r5. DOD) 4145.26M, VOL; Contrac;ors' Plaza, New York, N-.Y. 10001.
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CHAPTER 12

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

12-1 CONSIDERATIONS IN o"c t.filiiilonil Iii e'. :it aI ilillit'ii CNjh''i11ltS.
EVALUAT IONS 2'.300,003 Ii af' wouildtlc beictdck.

12-1.1 SAFETY AND RELIABILITY PRO- I'the designer' 0%tak. Iic~iisee. 1. It) 110iovad
C EDURAES smtilitj cSf iimc a of whl t:Ii iii b cxilk-ectcd ill

tcililii of sl(.aictyiitl reliability) Witli rt 'lath ly
12-1 .1.1 STATISTICAL INFERENCES tows saillilells. To tdo so lit 111ist l" ilek fit)

11"mc tye f- nacrcl oud le ictccly iccogri ;c (lit' sagr'itiactjarlixaniietels aml f reom

miiiidt its prtopetrt ics ctiilt lbe ace llj.iI ely tde- 1k iitt . fil d ~imm'i tila; Iota'iii %hiold" bec
seribetk! by mimiesigii onie ol ~clih type. Slinck: tis 10SI-rICis.1 geii ltlC 11id It 01 slitul 1 otibe

tthis tca I cmir nictt tic b realized ill p~ract ic. lii owed sltisl >l tilt' C \ICIli5c ofl Atliitld

oiie can nit'asuire thle prop ert IC:, oll eit her evcer), C~lgitlIce lng 1ti acI CC It is stioi gly itCO-co
itemii or a sample tilat is filly iIClrest' M&'! Vtl' inc atiile Iha, file readl I stilifilecinlie ii % hisIiitk -

Sthat type. The sirlplest, lulost tlirtct, and least giomiih by studyrig thie let, rctiieid tcxt%'-. A
quiestionriblte way tot dcuiilst~i~ ate the sa it eitwiite lrla. iiiiia.Jli 'asi

or reiaibilitWy of 3n iexi)losive tchargt is t') test t reve ofu th u ni aold l, pat ic: !iiI an li'tilisin-I

Cil1tiugh ate his tinder act iia Siii ''ICC coitIMi ins. IS jill pa)rtIalit I elize oil.t'e u oliii Ii;iit1i
11his will enable one to tietet'rin fit' itli r- th-it cor rct' cites igil of c xp' ici ut'iif and pei -
ability or saf~ety oft he charge miti nd acit Ia ice ri ski : I '-Ii i tv lW ielal!tst is

suet-laity flu: cills for thlC Neitice'. of .1

Alma! Life assurance call iikvr rtbe give c i te t-i

unlessi all of the an iis aire tested - A quan tita- When acoptlin ltlg saifely andi re i al i lit> lIn'
live tiieastire. however, c:;,a be obt~iaril, inEN ~~ttrnis of a Probability that cal a hi' itaI i fiel stlist ii ac Ie Iralalatioils oft se insvilt>) kdau

writh a co nifide nice lev JA. As all exaimple, Wiliith a fie fol w n on%-' e v i citi

low faliiure tate, the numbet'r of' trialIs wit houti gli
a failure to establish (witlh 95',' coiifitdeniie)I.Alsf> itreabittecinilin-

any specified reliability or sal'i'fy level is ar I tvs A'l safet anld tlie>' lt dvi 'ilt Itmatl 11

P I n I2.3/-y-l pitll , t'l by assessiiillc t s of (li id cit i a elcy a i itt

Conifidnceit levels,.

where
U 2. ~Safets' antd rell hifity dtteiiciiiafoiis

ni anuI-,r of trials ap b pecoifital Ii>t)i thli conatttills lIs. whichl

they w~ re deternined. It as part it tlie

plet ely as possi fit' (lit' aig of' 0 I i liti Ol%

Thus, to cstiiblisti 99.9;, reliabilify at 954-,ý which iiay ti he e seetul to plrevail ill M cRacc

confidence, it is ne'-essary to test 2300 itemis, and to issure hiiiiself of safely, aidid relaility
without a failhre', allil tia estab~lsh3 a safety Of' over- the whiile tange.c

12-1
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3..1 lie siiiest W.1) to establishl ,.atet a'Id W1isilitit of fiii')i c~lt'oNi~e ti.,igcs 1% dric
Ivl-aluility Is to test a1 laiige enough iqiriirtit inialily) tl' sll atiiiis III sii'fi tjli~lailtllC' as

:iurder the eskati coridititr:is iusc. 1ite dwirsinirs%. dlcmirsi. a~id o'i-tincilic-1i I ins.
iZ)Iliiitiis lIcccCNwii tfii suh Cll tets cE, how tlt'e staindaiid tltiidtioll ti! the smshi'. it) :.Ill
(sci. iuioliriitt. f'ii h llitilyll In thii di sign tstialhlit.i still silirilt.y1 Icilduted by) tirlrrn'stl
and deve lopmen' tt phase. rout il'I 4)1 tilse%% %jimlaiir de.

4. All tjt.- po'ints are, not what thenr na~nie

iiiiphlie. The oily) way it) ti sticl tit t all 12-1.1.2 FREQUINCY DISIMHIUTIONSa
eliairgcN of a k6ind %dil fili' ondtic any giveni set
of toirdithrlrs is to fire themI all il!Iiit' these Ohscra!ionis %%! If mai~ll) take lthe toin in a

~ilidtilolls. Wife[) this us donec, ironic will be vaiiables )Ii attribuies IVita cositng
left toii .iill iknniuirtg.io. It- al fire datai art Iniiasiirid chl.i0clistk all: s;nld to) be cN
fl.:cohililahlitle by a 5U." Point tiit a )I Jut iuinsscd by tiri.iblch Aiti d'uties :Iucwt i
point. and thle numtibeus of trial, invokcd Ill all! qii..htics f''s.Jby llW cItei such .is olor.
finc and no fi'e- deltcrTiinfatiloii art' spcctifcd, cliaked-. fiied, lit not tiie,! ftcrite. Inl geiic.IA.
they mta) be' utsedf with a statistical leveli thei iteml ).. imilled ellther touittiiiiis iii ibi
techlnique: to coluptiti' saiety and ieh:''nlity 11iM C0olitoin to $,)filet'iililty . staiirdliid. oi

leves. six cification Altitmi niis fii lilt' tomij of );., aiij

nio-go diii. siict i as% tired and not tired. arc
5. All extrapolations are: based o~n aistlmilw- olteni retci'cd to as qua~ntal repuzi at t.iti'

tions. dr'peci' i iug on [the rat Liii of thit unIi eir- tue) t cit lici occu- Liis f does not oc, tii1onr
lying dust n buition I clieni. predicted % e thci fie app11lcatlion of a st im tituIs It is oftenci
should be accompanied by a clear statenicirt advantageous t.) eXpies~s tile Later' as ape
of t il ..viu ntl ions madui arid, whi'les e~r pus- cenitage: of Oct ;ri lýc) til itia gise t'ii Ii'li uiiii Ill
utile, a justification for ith-ir LI~c- reffc. this is a Inrean of trdnstin~ijiing qrianiltal

data to aI vai iat-c formi
.Tire znsitavity of a charge is &cteinincd

by its design and that of its suirrounidings. as 0.e oft It:,Inemtilods thiat canl br usid to
W ii asY (Ill thei-ios.tec ilatlcidis of Which ii piesent 0ie iesiil r. of at sci ics il b'r1 lm

Is coniposed 'Ifius. safety and reliability muns: is a gIpt111L& alPlot of the tmCq LItincy Of c:achi
be ri'-cvaltiated wihen the designi of cattier occutirirnce wito irespeckt to the w~depoicideit
esplonove charges or mnelt parts is altered. variable. Tiil, plot i' a visual display ill tin-

Stceni rigly suial! changes are soinetinizs pal Icii of s .riafioni bit the ot-Seis6APit 'i With1
importat 8 a gralithiejtccbi L'It is. Uistia1) Ml roil

COI*:vIciierI 10 Plot tlue curiutlatre ir.'qijerrc)
7. Bith safety and reliability .:rt reI;,[ed to as a fuiiction of the urrdeperrderrt variable Ani

tile ra t.o of thle difference between tile esarirfI1c of t'LinriI :ive :ivt~tieiicy' jItslbt ii

V Cipecetei servie condition alid thle meain lion, tIre priumbsility of fuLnict ioining of anp antsitivity to the standard deviaition of the elc rueri mInitiator, is showni fin Fig 12-It A). So
Peiisitivity. Etither may be iniptviose by in ihiary typi's A cui'rileinwiral data 'lit a p.-lumi
creasing thus diffetrnce or by reducuing till- of thus type taL I kirrwn as a normA- dii itrihu
standarid deviation. ti')i [ftlat a special gitapir paper tpuobut')litY

S ~papt rj is tuad' Oiii which1 this functiorn will
8. Although, as shown in par. 2-3.1. the plot as, a strawigh lure (Fi: I -14 h) When1 a

initiatioin process often depends upon the distributionl of obscrvatlorrs fits such a pat-
nonhomogeneity of explosiv'es. so that sensi- tern, it can lit described by it5, irws'm'l1rm
tivity is pewrluap.- miore inherently statistical in averaset Or 50` 1 value) and a standard Jesia
nature (hail nmost qiiatititativi' lroroietien. ii tion i Iiic root nirair Nuamre of the di-vration
has been. found that fire variability of the frorii the meaon)

ir
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K Distributed Population

* There are cases when the data will yield a Figure 12-2. Skewed Frequency Distribution
icurve on probahility paper as shown in Figi. Typical of lmpact Sensitivity Data

12-2(A). l; is wise in cases of this type to find
a suitable mathernatical transform for the

!ine to take advantage of the properties of the the energy required for functioning. The

normal distribution which are well defined, analogy applies as well to initiation by
The transform (or normalizing function) that another explosive charge, the probability of

S~has been successfully applied to input scsi- which is related to the logarithm of gap
tivity is the logarithm of firing stimulus, Fig. length. The logarithw•.;c relationship has also

) 12-2KB). Th'• probability that mechanical been found to be 'aseful for wirebridge elec-
Sdetonators wijI fie has been found to be tric initiators wit'a respeut to such energyI

nearly &ormnjlly distributed with respect to parameters as current ,nr voltage.
12"3

L'
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The assumption that statistical quan-tics of that group of 25. It is also o!,vious that, if
are normally distributed, or may be made that this group were drawn from a lot of 1000, the
way by the choice of a normalizing function fact that 92% of the sample fired does not
of the physical variable, has formed the basis estabii-h 92% as the reliability of the whole
for most statistical methods and treatments. lot at this level. There is a possibility that by a
Mos; quantitative statements of the variability remote coincidence of selection, either the
of experimtentally deternmned quantities are only 23 in the lot which would have fired or
in these terms. For this reason, we discuss the the only two ?hat would hive failed were
variables in terms of this assumption even those used in the test. Thus, the only state-
though recent experiments have cast some ment that can be made with absolute cer-
doubt on its applicability to safety and tainty (100% confidence level) is that some-
reliability problems. where between 2.3 and 99.8% of the lot fired

at this level. To assess the effec. of reliability
Probability paper may be used to extrapo- of the initiator upon that of the system, the

late from experimental data to predictions of reliability must be quoted as a confidence
safety and reliability. Consider, for example, level somewhere between the 50% level
that 23 of 25 electric detonators of a given (which Ftates tM~at 92%, more or less) will fire
design fire when subjected to the discharge of and the 100% level, which gives limits so
a l-,iF capacitor charged to 50 V and only broad as to be useless- Statisticians generally
one in 25 fires when the potential is reduced settle for 95% contfidence level (1911 odds
to 25 V. Suppose that the firing circuit to be tb.it the statement is correct).
used in service uses a I-1pF capacitor that will
he charged to at least 65 V. Assuming that the 12-1.1.4 RELIABILITY DETERMINATION
firing probabiht ,y of the initiator is normally FROM MEAN AND DEVIATION
distributed with respect to the logarithm of
thi firing voltage, the noted frequencies (92 The standard statistical techniqL ; used n
and 4%) are plotted on log-probability paper the conduct and analysis of many sensitivity

versus the voltages at which they occurred (50 tests yield --ata eypressed in terms of a mean
and 25 V). A straight line plotted through and standard deviation. The mean is the point
these points gives the most probable relation- at' which 50% explosions are observed or
ship between firing voltage and reliability. anticipated. The deviation(s) of the sensitivity
When extrapolatlng this line to 65 V, the of an individual charge is the difference
most probable reliability is found to 'be between the magnitude of the initiating
99.4%. impulse that is just sufficient to initiate it and

the mean for the population from which it is
12-1.1.3 CONFIDENCE LEVELS drawn. The standard deviation of the popula-

tion is the root of the mean square of the

Although the most probable reliability, as deviations of the whole population.
indicated by constructions such as in Fig.
12-2, is a valid estimate of the performance Where the correct normalizing function and
that may be anticipated, the true reliability the true standard deviation of the sensitivity
has as roach chance of being lower as it has of of a charge, as well as the magnitude of the
being higher. For purposes of system evalua- initiating impulse to be expected in use, are
tion or operations analysis, it is necessary to known, safety or reliability calculations are
quote reliabilities with confidence levels. Con- quite simple. A graphical method, as shown in
fidence levels are quantitative statements of Figs. 12-1 and 12-2, can be used but is not
the reliance that may be placed upon the usually needed. It is only necessary to divide
statement of a statistical quantity. In the the difference between mean and anticipated
foregoing example, it is certainly true that the operating condition to obtain the deviation is
23 out of 25 that fired at 50 V is exactly 92% standard deviation units and interpolate on a

12-4
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TABLE 12-1 firing impulse from the mean sensitivity is 6
in.-oz. This is three standard deviations above

SAFETY AND RELIABILITY RELATED TO the mean and the predicted reliability is
DEVIATIONS FROM THE &.,ZAN 99.87%.

Probability of Occurrenc, %NaI. of $md. It is well to note that the statement of this
DNvi.tion For PoSiid. Fcr i example starts with the qualifying phrase if it

From Man Deviation Deviation is known. Many reported sensitivity data are
obtained by the use of experimental and

0.253 60 40 analyticai techniques whose validity rests
0.524 70 30 upon that of a series of assumptions which
0.842 80 20 may or may not apply to the situation under
1.000 84.13 15.87 consideration. In some cases, careful invcstiga-

tions have been made to validate these
1.282 90.0 10.0 assumptions. Usually not. The fact that the
1.500 93.32 6.68 standard deviation is quoted in inch-ounces
1.645 95.0 5.0 implies that the probability of firing is nor-
2.000 97.73 2.27 mally distributed with respect to the energy

S2.054 98.0 2.0 of impact. Suppose that the true distribution

2.327 99.0 1.0 is normal with respect to the logarithm of the
2.500 99.38 0.62 energy. The log of the mean sensitivity is
2.575 99.5 0.5 0.903 with a standard deviation of about 0.

log units, while the log of the expected firing
2.875 99.8 0.2 energy is 1.146, or 0.243 log units above the
3.000 99.87 0.13 mean. The expected firirg condition, assum-
3.09 99.9 0.1 ing the log-normal distribution, is 2.43
3.29 99.96 0.06 t-f.-_r.idi dp.v•tions above 4he mcan. inter-

polating on Table 12-1, the predicted reli-
3.50 99.98 0.02 ability is only 99.23%. This one change in
3.73 99.99 0.014.00 99.997 0.00317 assumptions changes the expected failure rate5.00 2.87.X t0 0 significantly. Further, it is not correct toassume that a 14 in.-oz energy obtained by

6.00 1.0 X 10"' dropping a 7 -oz ball 2 in. is equivalent to the
7.00 1.3 X 10"0 examp~e.
8.00 6.4X 110"4
9.00 1.2X 10."7 The determination of the statistical dis-

tribution function of the sensitivity of a given
10.00 8.0 X 10"23 type of charge to a given type of initiating

impulse obviously requires the test firing ofPositive and negative are meant to imply deviations large numbers of charges, each under closely
roward aind away from more Iprobeble oaurram•, controlled conditions. For some relatively

inexpensive and easily tested items, such
programs have been carried out.

* table (see Table 12-16) to find the reliability.
For example, if it is known that the mean In view of the high costs of many items and
sensitivity of a stab initiator is 4 in. when the relatively low rate at which they can be
dropping a 2-oz ball (in this example, 8 in.-oz) tested, it is too mucl, to hope that all aspects
with a standard deviation of I in. (2 in.-oz) < of the sensitivity of all types of charge will
and if the expected firing impulse is at least 7 ever by characterized in this reMpect. Where

- in. (14 in.-oz) the deviation of the expected the designer is faced with the necessity of

12-5
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predicting safety or reliability of an item for variables that yield optimum effectiveness. In
which the distribution function is not known, this step, optimization theory is applied to
the most prudent approach is to assume the rational decision making.
function that gives the most pessimistic pre-
diction (in the case of the last mentioned A comprehension of optimization theory in
example, the log-normal distribuuion). idealized, quantitative situations not only will

determine optima but also furnish insight into
12-1,1.5 OPTIMIZATION the underlying structure of rational decisions.

This understanding helps in those instances
Optimization theory encompasses the where problems are not entirety mathemati-

quantitative study of optima and methods for cally describable. While optimization plays a
finding them. Although many phases of definite role in the design of explosive trains,
optimization theory have bcen known to a description of the mathematics is beyond
mathematicians since ancient times, the the scope of this handbook. See Ref. 7 for the
tedious and voluminous computations re- basic mathematics or, for more information, a
quired prevented their practical application. bibliography".
The recent development of high-speed com-
puters not only has made older methodIs 12-1.2 STATISTICAL TEST METHODS
attractive but also resulted in new advances in
optimization methods. Since optimization 12-1.2.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
involves finding the best way to do things, it
has obvious applications in military design The sensitivity of an explosive charge is the
where sometimes small changes in efficiency magnitude of the minimum stimulus which
spell the difference between success and will -esult in its initiation. Stimuli too weak
failure. to initiate charges can still alter them, some-

times quite obviously, at other times in ways
The application of optimization theory that can only be detected ir, terms of chan.ed

involves three distinct steps7: sensitivity. Hence, subjecting each charge to
gradually increasing stimuli until it fit,.s is not

1. Complete, . ccurate, and quanlitative a satisfactory means for determining sensi-
understanding of how the system variables tivity.

imteract. ',his step is most important because
there is obviously little point in optimizing a In recognition of this variability, a number
model that does not truly represent the of statistical plans have beer, devised for
system. sensitivity studies. Some of these plans are

designed to characterize the entire distribution,
2. Selection of the single measure of sys- others to characterize it in terms of an

tem effectiveness that can be expressed in assumed normal distribution, and still others
terms of system variables. This step involves to determine some point in the distribution
value judgmeti and can be most difficult to which was felt to be of particular interest.
accomplish. A goal of minimum total cost, for Before these plans may be applied, sampling
example, can bc ciearly defined to include the procedure and critcr.a of acceptance must be
costs of production, packing, shipping, established.
storage, maintenance, and delivery to the

target. However, some goals can be conflicting It is a basic assumption regarding any test
and some, such as reliability, require a great of a lirnittd sample that the sample is repre-
deal of judgment to pinpoint their precise sentative of the population from which it is
meaning in a particular application, drawn. Unless some effort is made at

randomization, this may not be the zase.
3. Selection of those values of the system Many of the variables that affect sensitivity

12-6
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may vary progressively or periodically as fished before starting and in which the magni-
production. proceeds. Selection of a sample tude used for each trial is deltermincd by
for test by any systematic means might results of previous trials. A number of stair-
conceivably produce a biased sample, one in case techniques have been proposed. Of these,
which all items arc more similar in some the simplest and most used is the Bruceton
respect than is the whole batch or lot. A test9 . In the Bruceton test, the magnitude of
positive plan of randonuzation should be stimulus ustd in each trial is detern,ined by
adopted, such as use of a table of random the result obtained in the immediately preced-
numbers. ing trial. If the preceding trial result,.d in a

misfire, the stimulus to be used in the present
While most explosive charges used by the trial is one step higher than that in the

military function with nearly maximum vigor, previous trial. If it fired, the stimulus of the
some vary appreciably in output as the vigor presnt trial should be of a magnitude one
of initiation is varied. Even within groups of step lower. The test is continued in this
items for which output is usually independent manner for a predetermined number of trials.
ot input, an occasional individual.item, when For maximum likelihood equation; and
initiated marginally, will explode with signifi- FORTRAN program, see Ref. 10.
cantly less than its maximum vigor. Fot these
reasons, it is necessary to prescribe in advance The validity of the results of this procedure
the criterion of fire. Both the quantity asso- depends on whether the assumption is valid
ciated with output and its magnitude should that the steps are of uniform size in a system
be specified. A shitt of criterion part way in which the frequency of explosions is
through a test reduces the data to uselessness, normally distributed. The Bruceton test is
Sometimes such shifts are inadvertent. For most applicable to systems for which exten-
example, when plate dent output is used As a sive tests have establishea the nature of a
criterion, the supply of plates may be ex- generic normalizing function. Unfortunately,
haustSed hbeforn ýnnn.!etn Tho enlenthnih4 it is often applied to .vstems frr which it is
supply may come from a ditterent heat of not economically feasible to carry on such a
metal with a different response in terms of program. The logarithm of the initiating
the dent it sustains, stimulus has frequently been assumed as a

normaliziLg function (giving a geometric
The criterion of fire generally will depend progression of step sizes) on the logical basis

upon the purpose of the test. If it is a that this distribution predicts zevo probabilityreliability test. the charge should be con- of functioning at zero input and that a
sidered to have fired only if it detonated high positive stimulus is required for any finite
order in the sense that its output cannot be probability of firing. This choice has becn
distinguished from the maximum of which a supported by such observations as the relative
charge of its type is capable (due allowance constancy of standard deviations oa similar
having been made for statistical flu.;."tions systems over large ranges of sensitivity. In
in this quantity). For safety tests, on the some cases, rundown tests have also sup-
other hand, any evidence of burning, scorch- ported this choice.
mg. oL" melting of the explosive should be
considered to 1ýe the criterion of fire. It should be noted that the analytical

technique for brucelon data was originally
12-1.2.2 STAIRCASE METHOD, THE devised with much larger tests in mind t000

BRUCETON TEST trials or more) than those which have been
used in most safety and reliability investiga-

A staircase testing technique is one in tions. It seems to have been grasped as a straw
which a predetermined set of steps in the by evaluators drowning in the impossible
magnitude of. the iniliating stimulus is estab- problem of predicting zeliabiliti.i to the

12-7
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99.9+% level from samples as small as 12-1.2.4 PROBIT, NORMIT, AND LOGIT
twenty-five samples. It is probable that those PROCEDURES
who have so little apprcciation of the impos-
sibility as to assign sitch a problem %ill accept These procedures are not data collecting
solutions that depend on so many untenable schemes but rather analytical procedures for
assumptions. the estimation of distribution. They can use

data colected by any of a number of
schemes. They may be used with data col-

The Bruceton experimental technique is lected by the Bruceton experimental tech-
often used as a convenient means for the niqut using nonuniform steps or with incom-
collection of data in si:* xtions where the plete or abbreviated versions of the run-down
assumption of no,'mality is known to be false method' ;.
znd where it is intended to use other methods
of analysis. An objection which has been Each of these procedures is based upon the
raised to this practice is that the strong transformation of the observed frequency of
tendency of the Bruceton technique to con- fire or misfire into a number relhcd to the
centrate testing near the 50 percent point deviation in terms of an assumed distribution
reduces the value of the data in estimating tha function. In the probit, -for example, the
nature and deviation of the distribution. In mean is assigned a rrobit value of five, the
answer, it may be pointed out that the sample !5.17% level (the mean minus one standard
sizes available when this technique is used are deviation) a value of four, the 84.13% point a
usually so small that a reasonable estinate of value of six, Rnd so forth' .

the mean and a rough guess of the deviation is
the most that catl be expected. The normit differs from the probit proce-

dure only in that a value of zero is assigned to
the mean. This necessitates the use of negative

12-1.2.3 FRANKFORD RUN-DOWN values but frequently simplifies both thinking
METHOD and arithmetic.

The logit system is similar but assumes the
A run-down method has becen developed at logit distribution function"'. In addition to

Frankford Arsenal, which, at the expenditure fitting certain data better thun the normal
of a much larger sample, makes possible a curve, this function has the advantages of
much better assessment of the distribution of being somewhat more conservative in its
the underlying population'. Beginning at predictions and of being simple enough to
any convenient level of the independent apply without special tables.
variable (drop height, voltage, barrier thick-
ness or the like) between 0% and 100% of the 12-2 TESTING TECHNIQUES
expected functioning level, a minimum of 25
trials is made atCeach of seeral levels above
and below the starting level, using increments 12-2.'.1 3EMERAL
equal to or less than the expected. standard
deviation. The test is continued in both Expbsiv: compounds or mixtures are
directions in 1his manner until the 0% and evaluated for acceptance as standard materials
100% functioning levels are reached as in- on the basis of programs in which their
dicated by 0% and 100% functioning in 25 explosive properties are determined. Many
consecutive trials. A cumulative probability tests have been standardhzu.d to describe these
plot is then drawn from the results of the tes, explosive properties. In addition, special tests
which is considered to be the frequency have been developed to take care of unusual
distribution of the parent population. conditions or to simulate & particular use.

i2-8
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This paragraph desoirstes the puirpose,
nature. and key features of the tests on
explosive materials. For a c~ctailed discussion
of the tests, the explosive charge designer
should consult one of the handbooks on
explosivesb .d .3 .3n The tests covered herc
are included partly for gecnral informiation
and pairtly because somec of the trsts have
beecn applied to explosive chargcs. It is impor- 2KILOGRAM Vd"QT

tant to realize, however, that the pcrf~rinance
of a loose explosive sample may differ greatly
fron that of the same explosive when pressed
or cast into its end itemi.

Tests of cxplosive materials are- con-
venieniily placed into four groups. Descrip-
tions of tests pertaining to sensitivity, output,
and stability follow. Te:st scquence sometimes

is specified' '. The fourth group is made tip of'
chemical tests designe-d primarily to verify ac AMy

composition and state of aggregation. As TESNT~e E~ XPLOSIVE
such, these tests are not included in this
volume but can be found in handbooks on

exlsvs. Icue nthis group are 70AWvIL
such tests as flammability. hygroscopicity.

volatility. moleccular weight, end oxygen

balance.h EE
Figure 12-3. Picatinny Arsenal impact

The ~tcsts grouped under sensitivity measure Test Apparatushow easily explosive materials are initiated-
They simulate the various stimuli that areL Icappb!.- of setting of' the explosive. The subjected to the actir-n of a falling weight,
stimnulus used most widly is that of impact usually 2 kg. A 20-mg sampl-c is always used
sensitivity. In addition to the tests that in the BM apparatu'e while the PA sample
follow, tb-. sand bomb test, listed under weight is stated for each cas-. The nminirnum
brisance output, is also a measuri; of sensi- height at which at least one of 10 trials resultsvtivity to initiation, in explosion is the impact test value, For the

r PA apparatus, the unit of height is the inch;12-2.1.2.1 IMPAC7 TEST for the BM apparatus, it is the centimneter.6 ihe impact test consists of dropping a In the P1 , -n paratus, the sample is placed in
weight on a sample of explosive. The two the depression of a small steel die cup. capped
most prevalent impact tests are those. by by a thin brass cover in the center of wvhich is
Picatinny Arsenal (PA) and by the Bureau of placed a slot-vented cylindrical s~eel plug,Mtines (BM) I' ". The PA apparatus is shown slotted side down. In the BM apparatus, the
in Fig. I2-3t'. explosive is held between i wo flat and parallel

hardened steel surfaces. In the. PA apparatus
In the test, a sumple of expiosive is the impact is tran'smitted to the sample by the

12-9
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vented plug, in the BM case by tle upper flat a Bniceton type test. Results thercfore arc
plate. 'The main differences between the two quantitative Ps compared with the go/no-go
tests are that the PA test (1) involves greater nature of the rifle bullet.
confinement, (2) distributes the tranislational
impulse over a smaller area, and (3) involves a 12-2.1.2.4 EXPLOSION TEMPERATURE
frictional component. Hence, PA test values TEST
are greatly affected by sample density.

A 20-mg sampl,' of secondary explosive or
Sonic additional impact tests differ pri- a 10-mg sample of primary explosive, loose

marily in the construction of the sample loaded in a No. 8 blasting cap cup, is
holder. The tests also have been modified to immersed in a Wood's metal bath. The teni-
accommodate cast and liquid explosiVes1 7. A perature determined is that which produces
new tester has been developed for small staS explosio.., ignition, or decomposition of the
detonators in which the firing pin is attached sample in 5 sec"'. The DTA test g:adually is
to the falling weight'1 . replacing this test. See par. 12-2.1.2.11.

12-2.1.2.2 FRICTION PENDULUM TEST 12-2.1.2.5 GAP TESTS

To measuie the sensitivity to friction, a 7 g The sensitivity .of explosives to initiation
samp!e, 50-100 mesh, is exposed to the action by a booster ' characterized in terms of the
of a steel or fiber shoe si' nging as a pendu- thickness of a gap introduced into the test
lum at the end of a long steel rod". The set-up, see Fig. 12-4. There ate two gap tests
behavior of the sample is described qualita- both using standard toinponents' 6 :
tively to indicate its reaction to this experi-
ence, i.e., the most energetic reaction is i. Small Scale Gap Trest. The gap consists
explosion and-in decreasing order of of an 0.005-in. au space.
seve -ity-maps, cracks, and unaffected.

2. Large Scaki Gap 'Fest. Lucite sleets are
,,,,, .., ,v ,,,. ,, qu-- -,.tita- - -- - -.- .'wv.

tively. Additional methods have been used, one time the gap was fill.d with wax rather
stich as the disk test 5"' 9 . The rifle bullet than Lucite.)
impact test (see par. 12-2.1.2.3) is also a
measure of sensitivity to frictional impact. 12-2.12.6 SETBACK PRESSURE TL- T

12-2.1.2.3 RIFLE BULLET IMPACT TEST To simulate the conditions experienced by
the filler of a projectile during acceleration in

The traditional bullet sensitivity test con- a gun, the apparatus shown in Fig. ! 2-5 ' was
sists of firing a cal .30 rifle into the side of a developed. By the action of the propellant, a
3-in. pipe nipple, loaded with approximately pr ;sure pulse is transmitted to an exprosive
0.5 lb of the explosive being tested, and specimen through the piston system that
capped at both endsk. Because of the curved closely resembles setback. The criterion for
surface presented as a target, the angle of each explosive tested is the maximum pres-
incidence, end consequently the test results, sure at which the explosive cannot be
can be greatly affected by the condition of initiated, when at an initial temperature of
the weapon and charactzristic& of the ammu- 125°F, in 25 or more trials.
nition. An improved test with a flat target
plate was devised at Picatinny Arsenal'*. 12-2.12.7 IMPACT VULNERABILITY TEST
Projectile impact could be substituted for the
rifle bullet. iHie the velocity of the projectile A 2-in. diameter by 0.75-in. thick steel
that is shot out of a small bore gun is varied in plate is assembled at the bottom of an 8-in.

12-10
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NQ S DETONATOR called the minimum cook-off temperature. It
has significance because it sets the limits of

-BOOSTER,.IOG safety.
1 9/6 IN. DIAM.,2 IN. NIGH
. OAP N In the constant heating rate test, the

explosive sample or component is heated at a
x IN. constant rate from a sciected initial tempera-

ture. The cook-off temperature, in this case, is
.TEST CHARGE reported as that environmental temnperatture at

which ignition occurs. Cook-otff temperature
as defined in this manner depends chiefly on

....... T4, the initial temoerature ievel, and increases as
PLATE the heating rate increases. While this method

is widely used, it has obvious disadvantages.
I N•. Cook-off temperatures obtained are some-

-'4 IN.$OUARE--q what higher than the minimumn cook-off

Itemperature. Constant heating rate test results
Figure 12-4. Gap Test Set-up are not easily correlatcd with actual condi- I

tions, Rate of heating, location of thermo-
couple, and simulation of heat transfer to

long sleeve that i3 fidled with a propelling other charges and weapon parts all affect the
charge. When the charge is ignited, it driv-.s cook-off temperature so that kesults vary with
the plate at a velocity of 400 ft/see across an different apparatus. The various means of
]-in. air gap against a sample of explosive that dctermining cook-off temperatures are dib-
rests on a witness plate. The test is passed cussed in Rcf. 22.
when there is no damage to the witness plate.
For obvious reasons this test is also called the 12-2.1.2.10 ELECTROSTATIC SENSI-
,Ihn,1o -tat .6 TIV3TY TEST

12-2.1.2.8 BOMB DROP TEST To determine the sensitivity to electrostatic
discharge, a 15-mg sample of the explosive is

Bomb drops are usually made with bombs placed into a phenolic holder positioned on
assembled in the conventional manner, but an electrode. It is subjected to 8 voltage levels
containing either inert or simulated fuzes. The up to 750W V discharged from capacitors of
target is usually reinforced concre t ek. four different sizes. These data n.ay he related

to nazards by keeping in mind that the human
12-2.1.2.9 COOK-OFF TEMPERATURE bcdy, on a dry winter day, may store as much

TESTS as 0.05 J of static electrical enegy' 4,,

Cook-off data generally are obtained by 12-2.1.2.11 DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL
one of two methods: (1) the minimum ANALYSIS
cook-off temperature test or (2) the constant
heating rate test. In the minimum cook-off Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) is a
temnperature' test, an explosive sample or technique by which the reaction of a material
component is submerged into a constant to temperature can be followed by observing
temperature environment, and time-to-explo- the heat absorbed or liberated. While this
slon. versus enviroiamental temperature is analytical method has been known for many
recorded and plotted. At same minimum years, it has been applied only rece.ntly when
aitical temperature, the relationship becorms improved instrumentation his become avail-
asymptotic. This as)mptotic temperature is able. DTA is especially suited to studies of

12-11
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01 ~LLAOT CKAIKU\ poFwLI"T

Figure 12-5. Apparatus Which Simnulates Setbacs% Pressure

structiral changes within a solid at elevated 175TC. The series of exetherms beginnii'g.
temperatures~ where few other methods are near 250*C represents derompositiar. of the
available" . Heat effects, associated with sianple. Actually, the first stron8; exotherni is
cher-ival oi physical changes, are measured irv cauied by :lecc'mposition of an organic con-
a func~tion temperature as the material is tantinatn in this samiple. Sdmples of pure
heated or cooled at a uniform rate. As the amrmonium nitrate do not show this exotherm
sample temperature is varied, it will undergo a in DTA examinatiors.
variety of changes, each being accompanied
by the releurss or absorption of energy. Melt- 12-2.1.2.12 THERMVOGRAVIMETRKc;
ing. sublimation, phage changes, dehydration. ANALYSIS
anti boiling genen.lly producc cnidothernmic
effects while crystallization, oxidation, and Another approach to the study of phase
decomposition produce exothermic reactions, transitions is provided by the instsilment

known as a thermobalance that perinits con-
In a typic~al apparatus, one set of thermo- tinuous recordine of the weight of a si'mple

couple junctions is inserted into an inert while it is being hea*.ed in a furnace at a
Material that does not change over the tein- constant, linear rate. The weight chainge vsK jerature range to be tested. The other set is temperature curve obtained provides informta-

plaedhith smpeWith constant heating, lion about the thermal stability and composi-
anytrnsiio orthrmalyinduced reaction tion of the original sample. of intcirmediate

in hesamlewil b rcoredasa change in compoundfs formned. and of the residue. Like
an thrwsestaihtline. DTA records, called VTA, thennogiavinietric analysis ([GA)
thrmgrms hvebeen collected for primary recently has been refined with modern instru-

UFig. 12-6 shows a thermogram of ammo- TGA is extensively used ta determine
mium. n-trate. Peaks A. B, and C are due to changes in compllositioln due to dth 'ydration,
tuiinsit~ons in the crystal lattice. Peak A is the decomposition, and reaction with the experi-
transition from Rhombic I to Rhombic 11 mental attivosphere. It also has been employed
form: Peak V. from Rhombic 11 to Tetnagonal; for the determination of reaction kinetics.
and Peak C, from Tetragonal to Cubic. Peak D Records for high explosivcs are collected in.
represents the Melting of the material at Ref. 25.

121
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EXOTHERMIC

SAMPLE SIZE-3mq

HEATING RATE - 20OC/mnin

CNDOTHERMIC

0 s0 100 ISO 200 250 3100 350
TEIMPERATURE, 'C

Figure 12-6. Thermogram of Ammonium Nitrate

12-2.1.2.13 HOT WIRE IGNITION ThST 12-2.1.3.1 DETONATION VLOCITY

The explosive charge 6s loaded into a squib Of the fundamental quantitics associat-d
aainst r tung4te'i hrtlgewire and piaced wiih dtcioiaiikni. tIi-, i,,siijaio., vel.t -
explosive side down on an aluminum witness the most readily and directly measurableL .1 6
plate. Twelve volts are applied from an While it is not a complete characteiization of
automotive battery of 45 A-hr capacity. The the output properties of an explosive, it is a
test is passed when the wire buins out but good criterion of performance in many appli-
does not ignite the sample. cations. Since the detonation velocity varies

with both density and charge dimensions,
12-2.1.2.14 THERMAL DETONABILiTY results must be accompanied by accurate data

TEST regarding these quantities. Detcnation veloc-
ity may be measured by optical techniques.

An explosive sample is loaded into a 2-in by electrical measurements, and by conipari-
black pipe nipple below a thermite charge. son with the known velocity of detonating
The Lst is passed when the burning thermite cord.
fails tc detonate the sample''. This is also
called the bonfire test. The optical technique iikvolvcs the use of a

high speed camera. Streak cameras that have
12-2.1.3 OUTPUT been used in detonation velocity measure-

ments include rotmting mirror cameras, rotat-
The :Ists grouped under output measure ing drum cameras, high-speed roll film

the effect that aa explosive produces. As do cameras, and electronic image converteW tubf
the sensitivity tests, output tests measure a cameras'I. Fi3. 3-1 is a record obtained by a
particular result that is judged to simulaic streak camera. A high speed framing cameia
performance. has also been leveloped which will take full

S~12-13
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-WAWPCNT or STEEL WIT"11111 PLATE
DETONATING C~OR

DIITIP#CrVtV MIT6 P016610
AT POINT OF 00Velsp"6
OK TOSSATIO49

Figure 72-1. Method of d~Autriche for the Measurement of Cetuna ricO Velocity

iluige lpictLCe at rates hiigher Owln four ~improved tile' p~r.cision of' the reu~lts. 1ettina-
million frumes per scujid. hion velocity is computed by (see r*$- 12-7)

The material wvithin t: detonation zone is L'~ 2 1'. (1;-2
highly ionized and, hence, all CXLceIlkt vlectri- %

probes, placed in or close to anl explosive where
churgte, become electrically connected when ai
detonation. or file shock emitted by a detozia- D1.) a detonation velocity of lest specimien.
lion. enigulfs them. Time intervals betwceen ft/sec
suchi bignals are mteasured with oscilloscopes
anid any of seveial types of interval limers 2 7. D, - detonat ion velocity of recfere lice cord,
Another techniquec developed by tile BaretU ft/sec
of Mines! involves a ccritintiimis clectrical
rccurding of tile defoi~ation ptogress by use of L, active length of test specimen,. It
a resistance wire emnbedded parallel to fhil
longitudinal axis of the cxplosivc: charge. As LN nicasurec: lenigth froin ntidpoimi of
detonation ptocctds, the resistanicý. wire is cord to Point af Colivermilig detolla-
shorted out, resulitiik. in a dynamic i .-.,istance t1i1n. ft
propoi tional to thle rate of deton~ation.

I -tune, sec
Thec d'At-trichc methiod (Fig. 12-7) depends

uponl thle augmentation of radial output at Ole~ 12-2.1.3.2 DETONATION PRESSURE
point where two waves illi acylindrical charge
coniverge. Thle method is attri-ctive in that it Detonation prcssuires arc too high Wo
uses inexpensive instrumnittation and has thc incastirc directly with any ordinary pressure
reliability inherent in its txtrmie simplicity. gages. Th.~ pre~surcb of' sho Aks induced by
Tlhe tcent ume of mnild detonating fus, 2 ` has detonations in moetals may be deterinhiied
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W'romi lii easuremienat s lit t he movnelaail Iof Il. Ii' prCselilly- IPi14 tdlo ch a.t~i acle un tile Ia .ag
mektal I and of shock ve locit y ill flLit: ic ii 1wof at,,.lilIy oM a ii c xph'sivce
Froma such data lund tile laws of %shoCk
ialteractimia, it is poss~ibl to deduace delojia 12-21.1.3.5 BLAST

Ption pressure, .2, ". I)c [onat aol) ptrssili c

niay also be dctermiaicd fio deoatollast pissiv 50 ami iii.pu'iisc 5 re d( t on ed
velocity and tile density wi hintl dcloiia- almost exclusively With paiclc uii iC ales
11011 rmi, w ich may tic measured by neans .,and tile liackcssa y sjwecia limi dclectIlcal V ir -
of 11ash X whiyh. Ciffis. Re so ts are obt ai ned by anl an aly-sis of-

12-2.1.3.4 BRISANCE 12-2.1.3.6 BALLISTIC MORTAR

1711 shint cten g powe r of, all~ :.xp~osiVc its A ii L eiie Iof' tests coinpai C tile llefect ive -

distirnguishled 1'r4)iii Its tota i Work G111:iitY, is ness lit cxlplosivts it% propeltautss . Ili general.
termled I'risancc. Utisance, is meaui'tlred iq %and, to plmstcrVe file Imortars used. the e chargi-s aire
plate dentl, oi fragmnirtalion tests. relatively q totec smnall 0 -or example, 10 g iii a

I 0-in, bore naoitar). Thec quantity of' the
Ini the sand test, a 0.4-g sapiple of file explosive being tested whlich gives life -.liie

explosive under test pressed at 3000 ps-i into ai recoil ias !O g of TNI F: used-w as tile wisis 101

No. 6 cap, is inlitiatedI by !cad aizide inl a sand exprssnatlg the relative outplut or' the explo-
test bomb containing 200 g of *'onl 30 mesh" sive. Although ballistic lmortar test data tend
Ottawa sand" . Thec sand is resieved and is to con eclate with taiabdlc output for many

* cunisidered to have been crushed it it passes a expikisives. there aic enloughi iflvcrsjons to
No. 30 sieve. The signiticanc: of' qhc swnd test inspire seriou% questioninig of- tlie mleaninig aind
is difficult to sta~te in physical ternms. hlow- va:idify of' this typec )I' data. Ballistic mortars
ever, it does correlate, generally, with overall have not beenm used exitcnsiveiy ill recent
pcforbinianue characteristics. years.

Plate denit tcsti, a%5 Li%4Ill hI rmllncc t!!)s'L- 112-27.1.3.7 TRAUZL TEST
a sui-enlents are auadc with charges ie-ng enough

compared with their dianileten that the deto- Ini a Tratitl block test, a sall'ple of explo-
nation hlead canl reach a stobic conflir,]iat iot. soxc (oil thle order of 10 g) is eXplcmded inl a
T~ho. standard specimen is 1-5/8 in. in diameter cavity inl a ILJd 11ock The inICreaJSIL ill VoIlume
by 5 in- long. The depth of derit produced in of" the hole is the criterion or output' s. it
tile steel plate is compared witl) that pro usually is related to TN r. The Trajazl test is a
duced by TNT. Plate denit brisince 1for balre direct nicasurec of the mechanical work per.

* charges correlate rather well witlh detoliatioan fonrmed by the explosive. It tends to corielate
pressure. with the lieat or explosion, although the samall

T~meframenatio tet i themos dieer sample size is rather small1 for complete
The ragenttiontes istilemos diect reaetioal of TNT'. More sensitive mnaterials,

racasuare of tile brisancc of explosives. It which react more completely, tend to have
consists of loading a projectile with the larger rratizi block values than zinight be
sample explosive, detonating tile charge, and exPected.
recovecring the faagmnints. Thle projectile is

r-laced in a wooden box that is buried in san'd 12-2.1.3.8 UNDERWATE4I SHOCK
and fired electrically. Recovery of fragaments
and their classification inuto weight graups Underwater explomcv effeets are more
perrnit evaluation of the chargea" . A new test complicated thin those in air. The enlergy
titled the "expandring cylinder test" is rulcascd by detormaticn is partitioned into that
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ill the: shtAucW-ive. that d:sipAtcd ill tile wlitti for cvvii intc~val, of Ihicglt tiisiaiill tl.m t~In

d~aairm tt.avt-l of the %Ilikwjiseav Iik)III tile of a-1 InIch Mr Lck 11tiMIC1t ). Il i~r ; dial.
cage to thle gage.* anid Iha( i crilain lap in thle VOiLi icr0, 01 scUtIC v~ provided lo Ni r apid IC~i-t

oscillaitintg bubble tul-Iliie by thle detonadtion of tile diaip height. 111t Iattc'r ha-c Cic
Inlithct s Sockwavt energy is caltllalted advatilage, Iit hiiai~cloi tylic testin., thal lit,
fio m litt e I lict on of a d iaphraigmi Ia gcg sp jute Ival- k ii y Ile 1atlk~d (k -. I i th
placed 3.5 11 a way anid Ilaci ng Ilhe sidte oft tIli 14111ot'pi a he of iiia ioi ag :1ImiL lml

chargc. RelIaitiv bubhibl ce ie agty is lithe raio jof0
tile period uiiislaii1s Cubted. period cuhistailts. fic hedopl [cmi I" -lliitld -,It a lilalilicii
aie dectrmined by nic~asurinq 11w bubble simitlarto 1u tla used tui cxpulo-% ha.elal
pvIiio''' (jot. 12-2.1 2.1 Z.I. A gi vlit weight I(j'ehiaps 2

(-)) is dio upped fii yli vatr k 's heightts '11 fi he
42-2.1.4 STABI LI TY lii111 tug I pu wid tile reslts11 noted. H eigh t stepss

art v~iriest by the llruckto.i (cclintitivic(po
1 le vacuumn stability test is tlhe mtosti Z1>..)

widclb used stability test for vxplosives. A 5-g
saimple 0I g in the case oh- prinitia) high 12-2.2.2 ELECTRIC INITIATORS
cxplosives), after twvinig becrs thoaouglly
driedl, is heated for 40 fir int vacuutm at lthe 1)ependilig upon file aplplication. thle sells'.-
desired temicprature (100' or 120'('). 11cia- fivity oi electric initiators is chasrticocrime; it
pRr~tUrV Jand thei volume11 ul- 911' CV0vole (ill terriit ot ilic thireshold current. voltage.
Ciii ) are quoited"'. 3 *I 1-Okr~wer. cniergý. or somie cu-inoinalion of-

the-scil' . A slCi cmiclioii iii termts oh* only olec

bOther tests are tile heict tests inl which cf' them il uay be iiiisleidirg. flow;:ver. in
salisples arc heated for 4) ht and fict eh~ecis mlanly applicationls, onec or another of' theseI
noted. Actually, stability of explosivecs under quantities is so vittieli allre signitican I thani
otoldit ioiis of service is too) Complex to tic lthe others thait it is khpiropri~a:c tu chiarac-
chaisactcrjicd coniiictly otI (lie ba-is of tetile tile sensitivity of tlie initigator I- its

standardized lah, .ry tests. Tests like that tcrvii. ilic scisistivity response canl b,- defvied

oondifionts uif us;:, lie vi teli necessary. the timie ai weli as (tic magnitude of lthe

12-22 IPUTapplied stimuluis

12-2.2.2.1 CONDENSER DISCHARGE
12-2.2.1 MECHANICAL INITIATORS TEST

Most mecchanical sensitivity ttsts, whether Tile sources uisod to tare lctrcam initiators
for stab or percussion itemus, consist of iii miany mlilitary applicationts emit ptulses in
dropping weights fruni various heights onto which both currenit arid vo~ltae exceed, I y
thle tippropriate t iring pins. The tmost coaauinm man 'v tintes, Ific threshould conditions tot
rrcaris to Sliis end is to release a weight front a faring thie inititaor bilt for it veiy shot I

A augatet. The weights used Ill thle testing of duration. Ili many instances. (lit quanatity that
stab and perLuNS~r onmitiators art; usually steirl expresses lintitattiui of' outpiut i% (lie available

* balls that are dropped free fromi the paints of' entergy. F~or this reasonI, it is a somflhttoatl
contical niagrietN. Impact mnachintes include paaclice to express ft-. senisitivity of ailt
conivenient amamts of adjusting the hei~ht of clectric initiator Iin termis ot its eniersy rexquit.-
Ithe aitngaiet between drops and ailans for mrCIt. Thc eaterg%) that is sta''ed in .i charfeal
rapid and prveesc detcratuination (if (lit trce capacitr can be coaenmilaity exLpressed by at
fall distancer (Fig. 12.3). Ilii sonte machines. simple eilrvatioai that works onily wvith the
the hciglt adjustment includecs inidexing stops particular units givcin
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w = 5CL' ,erg (12-3) compared with that of the initiator but not so
low as to overtax the battery. Aside from this,

where the circuit should provide for switching and
connecting with a minimum of resistance.

w = energy, erg Contact potentials and inductive surges have
beep misleading in such circuits. As for

C = capacitance, 1uF capacitor discharge, a test set is also available
lot both constant voltage and constant cur

E = voltage, V rent tests.

This total energy stored cn a capacitor is 12-2.2.2.3 STEADY CURRENT
frequently used to charact.rize me sensitivity FUNCTIUjNING
of initiators. -owever, only in very specific
instances would all of this energy be required Where the firing source is of high imped-
to produce initiation. On thie other hand. ance and limited current capacity, such as the
wany initiators are fired fGom a charged high voltage supply of an electronic device,
capacitor in actual systems- In these instances, the firing current may ,be the most significant
capacitor discharge data can be applied direct- aspect of the sensitivity of an electric
ly. it is not a valid procedure to use known initiator. A test circuit for the determination
sensitivity data at one voltage and. capacitance of threshold fi:ing current of an electric
and extiapolate to a different combination of initiator should have an impedance that is
voltage anJ caplcitance on the basis of equal high compared with the maximum resistance
stored energy. of the initiator at least up to the time of

initiation. A high voltage supply with a
The energy sensitivities of most of the dropping resistor (a ratio of 10 to I des ible)

electric init'ators now in military use were meets these requirements. The cu-rent r y be
determined by using circuits similar to that varied from trial to trial by vatrying either the
shown ir Fig. 12-8. Either voltage or capaci- voltage or the resistance. In such circuits, if
t.•ne .n•v he varied to vary the energy. in the switch ik in series with the dropping
many cases, convenience has been the basis resistance and the initiator in the wrong
for the choice. However, where a particular order, the distributed capacitance of the
application ts under consideration, the choice circuit can get charged to the supply voltage
might be made on the basis of the limitations and discharged with an initial surge sufficient
of the firing circuit in the fuze. to fire the initiator. One means of insuring

against such spurious effects is that of shunt-
12-?.2.2.2 VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY ing the initiator with a switch that is opened

to fife the initiator.
-' WI'ere the firing circuit is a very low

voltage source, the impedance of which is low 12-2.2.3 GAPS AND BARRIERS
compared with that of the initiator (as for
example in some types of battery), the The relative sensitivity of various explosives
threshold voltage for firing way be the most to initiation by detonation of nearby charges

important criterion of sensitivity. Test firing can be determined from the resalts of trials
circuits for the determination of threshold with varying gaps or barriers interposed' 2 . In
firing voltage, similarly, should l-e very low such evaluations, determinations a.e made of
impedance circuits. t_ type of variable source the mean and deviation of the gap or barrier
that has proven useful in this respect is a high using data collection schemes and statistical
capacity storage battery shunted by a relative procedures similar to those described in par.
ly low resistance potentiometer. The resis- 12-1.2. The result is a threshold value of gap

] tUnce of the potentiometer shovid be low or barrier which will result in detonation.
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DETONATOR

FIRING SWITCH

ISOV AC

60 CYCLE .... i CHARS& SWITCH

MENCURY
CONTACT
SWITCH

Figure 12-8. Typical Condenser Discharge Firing Circuit for Testing
Electric Initiarors

It must be remembered, however, that the 12-2.3 OUTPUT
use of gap or barrier tests to evaluate the
seliability of systems in which gaps or barriers 12-2.3.1 DETONATION
are not part of the intended design is dubious
at besl. As pointed out in pars. 3-2.2.5 and The output of detonators, leads, and
7-2.2. I Sps and barriers, particularly when boosters consists of a shock wave and high
combined, may actually improve a system. velocity hot particles. A number of indirect

output tests are. in use which are designed to
The Varicomp technique has been devised give a quantitative measure of the ability of

for this reason"3 . Here, construction, mate- the test component to propagate the detona-
rials, and spatial configuration of a system tion in the next component. In addition to
under investigation are as nearly identica; the tests listed, gaps and hamer tests (par.
with those of the intended design as it is 12-2.2.3) may be used for this purpose.
practical to make them. The probability of
transmission between two consecutive compo- 12-2.3.1.1 SAND TEST
nents is reduced by the substitution of a less
selnsitive materia! in the acceptor element in "The sand test, in which the output is
the transfer under investigation. By the use of characterized in terms of the amount of uand
a series of explosives of graded sensitivity, which is crushed by a detonatof, gives a
using the sensitivity or composition as the quantitative result for each trial. Early investi-
independent variable in a date gathering sys- gators" found good correlation betweer
'em like the Bruceton technique, data may be sand test results for blasting caps and their
obtained from which it is possible to deter- effectiveness in initiating dynamite. More
mine the sensitivity or composidion for 50% recently, it has been founo that detonators
functioning and its standard deviation, that give good sand test results may fail to

initiate booster charges. The trend is away
P!rfoimance of explosives subjected to from sand tests for evaluation of explosive

large scale gap tests has been compiled3 4 . components.
Explosives of varying sensitivity also have
been used to estimate the reliability with 12-2.3.12 LEAD DISK TEST
which main charges may be expe.;ted t* be
initiated by means of boosters (see par. This test consists of firing a detonator in
12-2.1.2.5). direct end-on contact with a lead disk, in
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accordance with test 302 of MIL-STD-331j. 12-2.3.1.4 ALUMINUM'DENT TEST
The size of the hole produced in the disk is a
measure of the output. Hole sizes are The output test using an aluminum block is
measured by means of taper gages. In general, performed in accordance with Test 303 of
the lead disk test is a reasonably useful MIL-STD-33l1i This test is identical in all
quality control test that correlates with the respects with the steel dent test except that
effectiveness of detonators. Significance in the dent block is made of -aluminum. Substi-
terms of physical quantities is difficult to tution of the softer metal allows testing of
assess. At least one situation has been experi- components whose output is insufficient to
enced in which modifications in loading pro-. dent steel.
cedure which increased output according tothe lead disk test decreased effectiveness in 12-2.3.1.6 HOPKINSON BAR TEST

initiating subsequent charges.
In this test, the output of a detonator is

characterized in terms of the velocity im-
12-2.3.1.3 STEEL DENT TEST parted to a steel time piece that is in intimate

contact with one end of a steel bar wh:.n the
"The steel dent test consists of firing a detonator is fired at the other end (see Fig.

detonator in direct end-on contact with a 12-9). The velocity of the time piece is a
steel block in accordance with Test 301.1 of measure of the average pressure over the time
MIL-STD-331j. The depth of dent, deter- it takes for the shock to traverse its length
mined by a dial indicator, is a measure of and the tension wave to return's. For steel,
output. Explosive components may be either this time in microseconds is almost exactly
unconfined or confined in polystyrene, brass, equal, numerically, to the length of the time
aluminum, or steel. The depth of dent cor- piece in. centimeters (since both shock and
relates well with initiating effectiveness. The tension waves propagate at 0.5 cm/fsec).
low rate detonation, which crushes nearly as
much sand as high order detonation, means Aithough the velocity of the time piece is a
no dent whatever in a steel plate. It has been precise and rigorous measure of the momen-
shown that the depth of dent is proportional turn of the shock in the bar, the relationship
to the excess of pressure over the yield between this shock and the output of the

strength of the steel of the dent block, explosive charge which induced it is less clear.
integrated over the volume of the detonation The coupling between the output of the
head. detonator and the input end of the bar is

necessarily quite poor. Direct exposure of the
It has been found that a detonator of bar to the action of the detonator results in

0.190-in. diameter or larger, which produces a damage with each shot and progressively
dent 00 10 in. deep in a mild steel block, will changing characteristics. The effect of at-
initiate a lead of tetryl or RDX under tenuators (to protect the bar) on output has
favorable conditions. Specification dent re- net been established. Hence, the test is only
quirements for detonators to be used in fuzes in experimental use. However, it is used-
are usually at least 0.015 to 0.020-in. deep extensively in the U.K.
and many produce dents up to 0.060 in. deep.

12-2.3.1.6 VELOCITY OF THE AIR SHOCK
Dent tests also are used to measure the

output of !eads and boosters, and to deter- Since the velocity of an air shock is a direct
mine whether token main charges have been measure of its strength, measurements of air
caused to detonate high order. Plates used for shock velocity may seem to be an attractive
this purpose are sometimes referred to as means of measuring detonator output. How-
witness plates. ever, at the short range over which the blast
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STTVt , A techniques from those of detonating charges.ATTE"TOR• STEE I ml[R TEN [ WAV /7
rTIA *AVC •/ On the one hand, detonating output is more

difficult to measure but on the other hand

nmore work has been done with detonators
o -o"o OR and rmore tests have been standardized. Non-

,, F•T.T detonating output includes the output of

flames and other parameters (primers, squibs,
Figuie 12-9. Principle of Hopkinson Bar delay columns: and mechanical output (ex-

Measurement of Detonator Output plosive actuators).

output of a detonator is effective, a larger 12-2.3&2.1 PRIMER OUTPUT
part of the effectiveness is attributable to the
kinetic energy of the reaction products which An experimental setup used for the testing
support the shock than to the shock itself. In of primer output is a manometer connected
this respect, an inversion results from the to a closed chamber into which the primer
nonideality of the reaction product gases. fires. The output pulse of the primer imparts
Hence, velocity of the air shock is not a momentum to the liquid (Hg) in the
suitable output measure. manometer, causing it to displace to a maxi-

mum and recede. The maximum displacement
12-2.3.1.7 DETONATION PRESSURE MEA- is proportional to the momentum and is

SURED BY MEANS OF SHOCK referred to as the impulse of the primer. The
TRANSDUCERS volume of gas emitted may, of course, be

measured after the manometer reaches equilib-The output of detonators may be deter-
rium.

mined by measuring detonation pressure
waves" 6 . Two types of solid state transducers
ae used to record the intense stress waves

involved. One, based upon changes in electri- some measure of temperature although the
a conducivityuestion may be raised as to whether it eversidered as insulators, provides not only a reaches equilibrium. Perhaps, in many applica-

reading of the peak intensity of the wave but tions, the temperature reached by such a t
also a record of pressure variation with time. thermocouple, which is proportional to the
The second transducer utilizes the polariza- quantity of heat transferred to a solid by the

tion ofsmlecn randr ulid s tohproie 3la device flame, is more pertinent than the actual flametion of molecular solids to provide deie tmrau.1
more capable of resolving the very steep temperature.
shock -fronts often produced by explosives of Light output, as measured by a photocell,

high brisance. has also been used as a measure of primer
The explosive item to be tested is placed output. If the light is mainly biackbody

with its output end on the transducer ald radiation, it may be quite significant. Ho%
initiated in the normal manner. When the ever, the presence of some elements such as
detonation gave passes through the trans- sodium, which have strong spectral output,

ducer, a signal proportional to the magnitude might bias such results unduly.
of the presure is produced which is recorded
on an oscilloscope or other electronic device The lead disk test, employed for detonating
thus indicating the output of the explosive. output has be-n used for primers: Primer

output does not puncture the disk; rather the
12-2.3.2 NONDETONATING ITEMS volume of the dent be,.omes the measure of

output. Softer materials, such as styrofoam,
The output of nondetonating explosive also have bedn used experimentally for this

charges requites entirely different measuring purpose to achieve a larger volume.
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12-2.3.2.2 SPECIAL PRIMER OUTPUT having thc actuator push against a spring.
PARAMETERS Since th'r spring force is not constant, it is

important to specify in tis case whether the
The pressure-time output of primers pro- givvr. force is measured at t',e start or end of

vides a quantitative measure of total er.ergy the ,troke. In the case of switches, it has been
A test fixture has been designed which has the suggested that the initial hump in the load
ability to integrate this output' 7 . cirve of a switch can be simulated by having a

pin rupure a metal foil.
A series of experimental primer output

measurements included a unique test to deter- 12-2.4 ENVIRONMENT
mine the effect of primer output on an inert
propellant (acrylic polymer) in a cased round. Explosive charges must not only perform as
A noticeable weight loss occurred after firing intended; they also mu,.t be safe and operable
the primer that was associated with "unzip- in the environment in which they arc cx-
pering" of the inert polymer iwto a gasous pected to perform. Encompassing deep water
manometer. The amount of polymer gasified to outer space, the range of military environs-
was considered to be a function of such ments is indeed formidable. A series of tests
parameters as available chemical energy and has been d&veloped to simulate the various
rate of gas production3s. conditions to which ammunition may be

subjected.
Primer times have been measured in at-

tempts to characterize primer lots and assess Most of the test3 have been standardized to
deviations of individual primer samp'es from assure uniform conditions. The balk of the
other members of a lot, Primer time has been tests of interest uo the explosive ch:.rgtl
defined as the interval between primer initia- designer are contained in M1L-STD-3?lI. A
lion (as recorded by impacting of a firing pin convenient summary of descriptions anu use
or delivety of the required input energy pulse) of these tests has been compiled for fn,7e
and the occurience of soine measurable event componeatsO.
(such as the ionization of primer reaction
products or the severing of electrically con- The explosive charge designer faces more
ductive pencil lead). severe testing problems than the fuze designer

because of the relative smallness of his
Photographic measurements of the extent components in the system. For some of the

(length, width, and height) of the primer components, the MIL-STD tests arc frankly
flame have also been employed in attempts to meaningless. There is no reason, for example,
assess ignition capabilities of primers. How- to subject a booster charge pellet to the
ever, no direct correlations have been re- jumble test. On the other hand, it is danger-
ported to date. ous to introduce an untested component,

particularly a new concept, into the military
12.2.3.2.3 MECHANICAL OUTPUT environment. In some instances, other system

components may help (confinement, struc-
The series of mechanical actuators includes tural strength, seating, cushioning); in other

dimple motors, bellows motors, piston instances, they may hinder (incompatible
motors, and switches. The output of these materials, unplanned electric pAths, stress
devices is usually specified in terms of pushing concentrations). This problem must be re-
a given weight through a given distance. Use solved by sound engineering judgment. If, for
of a test fixture employing dcad weights is example, detonators are to be scbjected to a
therefore best. drop test, they can be placed within ajig that

permits positioning and introduces confine-
r Output tests have often been performed by ment3 9.
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,*TO-m" .Pa mnumber of tests that apply only tC special
conditions, such as the jettison tests.

" "Four tetts n MIL-STD-331 appiy specifi-
cally to explosive components. The Static
Detonator Safety test (Test 115) detelmines
whether the r-st of the train will be set off
when the detonator is initiated in the un-

, ..-. a. . armed position. The fuze or test fixture must
be modified so that the detonator may be
initiated in the sofe position. A typical modi-

st,,trwR fication is shown in Fig. 12-10. The Cest is
successful if no explo.ive chzrge beyond the

Fi4-ure 12-10. Arra.genent for Detonator anning device functions, chars, or deforms.
Safety Test The detonator output tests by lead disk, steel

dent, and aluminnm dent are discussed in par.
The chief purpose of environment testý; is 12-2.3.1.

to insure safety during rough handling and
surve;,lance. The safety tests are of two types, As in performance tests, programming is
destructive and nondestructive. Operability is important in the environmental series. It may
not required after destructive tests, sihch as be desirable to cOmbine several tests sequen-
jolt; while operability is required after non- tinily or to rdd tests to introduce such special

destructive tests, such as transportation-vibra- conditions as acceleration that can be per-
tion. All surveillance tests are nondestructive. formed in air gun or centrifuge. Sufficient

,ampl,,s must be tested to assure significant

It is important to. understand that MIL- results. As a rule of thumb, no fewer than five
STD tests are never specified unless they serve samples should ever be tested. The qnnntity
a ucfinriic purpose. The seIeetion of tests for depends on the critera for test acceptance,
application in a particular case rcq.,ires Lilgi- the destructive test (criterion: did this item

rleerng judgment. Tests must not be applied explode?) requiring fewer samples than the

indiscraninately. On the other hand, once a nondestructive test (criterion: is performance
standard test is prescrib,•d, it is mandatory affected?). For electric initiators, specific
that it be performed precisely as specified guidance for test selection is given in ML-
without deviation. MIL-STD-331 includes a STD-3221 and MIL-1-23650 1.
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GLOSSARY

This Glossary is an excerpt from Nomenclature and Definltions iji the Ap'inu'iution Area,
MIL-STD-444, 9 July 1964. Definitions are often abbreviated and only terms pcrtainiing to.
explosive charge design arc included.

Actuator. An explosive device that produces Defilagration. A very rapid combustion some.
gas at high pressure in sbort periods of time times accompanied by flame, sparks, or
into a confined volume for the purpose of spattering of burning particles A deflagration,
doing work. Dimple motors, bellows motors, although classed as an explosk, , genera~ly
and switches are examples of actuators, implies the buining of a substance with

self-contained oxygen so that the reaction
Booster, An assembly of metal parts and zone advances into the inreacted material at
explosive charge provided to augment the less than the velocity of suund in the unre-
explosiv.e components of a fuze to cause acted materials.
detonation of the main explosive ,haige of
the ammunition. It may be an integral part of Delay. An expl-sive train component that
the fuze. (This term is often uxed as an introduces a controlled time delay in the
i,.•tireviotion for booster charge). func :oning piocess.

Booster OCarge. 1. Thc explosive charge con- Deronation. Ant exothermic chemical reaction
tained in a booster, It must be sufficiently that propagates with such rapidity that the
sensitive to be actuated by the small explosive rate of adiance of the reaction zone into the
elements in the fuze and powerful enough to unreacted materi.l e,,(%.ceds the.
caue detonation of the =-in explosive tilling. sound in the unreacted material. The rate of
2. The amount or type of explosive used to advance of the reaction zone is termed deto-
reliably detonate the bursting charge of am- nation velocity. When this rate of advance
munition. attains such a value that it will continue

without diminution through the unreacted
Bi'iiance. The ability of an explosive to material, it is termed the stable detonation
shatter the medium which confines it; the velocity. When the detonation velocity is
shattering effect shown by an explosive, equal to or greater than the stable detonation

velocity of the explosive, the reaction is
Combustion. The continuous rapid combina- termed a high order detonation. When it is
tion of a substance with various elements such lower, the reaction is termed a low order
as oxygen or chlorine or with various oxygen detonation.
bearing compounds, accompanied by the
Wneration of light and heat. Detonator. An explosive train component

which can be activated by either a nonexplo-
Cook-Off The deflagration or detonation of sive impulse or the action of a primer and is
ammunition by the absorption of heat from capable of reliably initiating high order deto-
its environment. Usually it consists of the nation in a subsequent high explosive compo-
accidental and spontaneous discharge of, or nent of train. When activated by a nonexplo-
explosion in, a gun or firearm caused by an sive impulse, a detonator includes the fun.-
overheated chamber or barrel igniting a fuze, tion of a primer. In general detonators are
propellant charge, or bursting charge. classified in accordance with the method of

G-1
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initiation; such as pcrcussion, stab, elcctric, contains a small quantity of a sensitive ex-
flash. etc. plosive.

Explosion. A chemical reaction or c~hange of Lead. (Rhymes with "feedl") An explosive

state which is effected in an exceedingly short train component which consists of a column
time with the generation of a high tempera- of high explosive, usually small in diameter,
tuni and generally a large quantity ofgas. An used to transmit detonation from a detonator
explosion produces n shock wave in the to booster charge.
surrounding medium. The term includes both
detonation and deflagration. Low Explosiv'e (UE)_ An explosive which,

when used in its normal mznncr &dflagrates or
Explosive. A substance oi mixture of sub- burns rather than detonates; i.e., the rate of
stancs which may be made to undergo a advance of the reaction zone into the unre-
rapid chemical change, without an outside acted material is less than the velocity of
supply of oxygen, with the liberation of large sound in the untracted material. Low explo-
quantities of energy gentrally accompanied sives include propellants, certain primer mix-
by the evolution of hot gases. tures, black powder, and dclay compositions.

Explosive Train. A. train of combustible and Primnary High Explosive. An explosive that is
explosive elempnts arranged in an order of extremely sensitive to heat and shock and is
decreasing sensitivity Its function is to normally used to initiate a secondary high
accomplish the controlled augmentation of a explosive. A primary explosive is capable of
rmall impulse into one of suitabl* energy to building up from a deflagration to detonation
cause the main charge of the munition to in an extiemely short distance and time; it
function. It may consist of primer, detonator, can also propagate a detonration wave in an
delay, relay, lead, and booster charge, one or extremely small diameter column.
more of which may be either omitted or
co04b1-i.ed. Primer A relatively small and senuative inital

explosive train component which on being
Firing Pin. An item in a firing mechanism of a act'iated initiates func " ing of the explosive
fuze which strikes and detonates a sensitive train and will not reliably initiate high explo-
explosive to initiate an explosive train. sive charges. In general, primers are clasified

in accordance with the methods of initiation;
High Explosive (HE). An explosive which such as percussion or stab.
when used in its normal manner detonates
rather than deflagratc-s or burns; i.e., the ra;e Relay. An explosive train component that
of advance of the reaction zone into the provides the required explosive energy to
unreacted material exceeds the velocity of cause the next element in the train to
sound in the unreacted material, function reliably. It is especially epplied to

small charges :hat are initiated by a delay
Igniter. A device containing a specially ar- element and, in turn, cause the functioning of
ranged chaige of a ready burning composi- a dttonator.
tion. usually black powder, used to amplify

\ the initiation of a primer. Secondary High Explosive. A high explosive
which Is relatively insensitive to heat ,id

initiator. A device used as the first element of shock and is usually initiated by a primary
an explosive train, such as a detonator or high explosive. It requires a relatively long
squib, which upon receipt of the proper distance and tinic to build up from a de-
mechanical or electrical impulse produces a flagration to detonation and will net propa-
burning or detonating action. It generally gate in extremely small diameter columns.

=NN
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Sccondary .high explosives arc used tot apcarmatice to a detonator, but loaded with
boosters and bursting charges. Somectimes low ,:xplosive so that its output is primarily
calied noninitiating high explosives. heat (ihsh). UJsually cocctricahly initiated, it is

provided to initiate action of pyrotechnic
&Suib. A small explosive device, similar in devices.

II
I I

II
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GENERAL REFERENCES

* P-1 INTRODUCTION Ordnancc Labmratory. White Oak, Md.,
Aplid 1.52 (AD4j)O 15 1)-

A number of general refcrenccs on the A handbook of resceuch results, data,
subject of explosive trains are here combined and tests on explosives and explosive
for the convenience of handbook uscis. components.
Specifica;ly listed are (I) gcncral references
consisting if handbooks, manuals, and ,o'm- b. TM 9-1300-214, Alititur) Explosves, D)ept.
pilations, (2) JANAI Journal arlicl.c, and (3) of Anny. November 1967.
Military SpeCifications. The general references A manual about the common military
are identified by letter to make multirle cxplosivc., covering descriptions, prop
referral simple:. Note that specific referrences ertics, trsts, and handling methods.
usd fut the material discussed in this hand-
book anc listed at the end of each ch~apterb c. AM.CP 706-106, Engineeringd-

book, Elebents ol,4rnapent Engineeringn
Much of the information for this handbook Fart One Sourtes (ifErnerg '.

was obtained from an earlier handbook, Ref. A handbook on fundamental facts
a, par. R-2. about chemical energy including theory

of explosivs. reactions and properties of
It is an underlying assumption that the explosives.

readFr has some knowledge of military explo-
simes. For this reatn details of explosive d. AMCP 706-1i7, Engineering Design oHand-
materials are not treated in this handbook. book, nxplo-ive Series, Pro acrties of Ex-
Such da -rc thamost u!-t:-atefb, colltind Listhch
of phy.,cal properties. Refs. d and f contain of over 100 explosive compounds and
design data for specific explosiv components, iixtures.
and e ef. g treats the dcsign of fuzes of which
enplosive components are a part. Ref. h e. Electricullnitltorlandbool (U),3rd Ed..

vers dimensioning while Rafs. i and j s.E The Franklin Institute, April 1960
cs procedures. Ref. k is the encyclopedia (AD-319 980)(Confidential report).
tesut dealing with detonations and deto- Has performance charof cteristics of 25

nators. electric initiators, with curves of input
sensitivitiy and functiontng time.

The JANAF Fuze Committe, wrote a series

of 53 Journ3l articles of which a dozen f. MIL-HDBK-137, -'uzr Catalog. Volume 3.
pertain to explosivc components. These arc Explosihe Components (U). Dept. of Dc-
listed in par. R-3. Finally, in par. R-4 there fensc, 20 February 1970 (Confidential
are listed the Military Specifications covering report).
explosives and explosive compositions. A compilation of military and technical

date on all standard ad developmnetal
R-2 GENERAL RIEFERENCES fuze explosive components.

a. Ordnance Explosive Train Designers'lland- S. AMCP 706-2 10, Engineering Design Hand-
booA, Report NOLR II 1 I, U.S. Naval book, Amm'unition Series, i-uzcs.
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A IM10db0t)k fil ni h (esigllel of" It lur'S I7.0 7/7 t 'iij ii l P'h( ' ('A/l0 uJ 1.. ,')il'-,ji'c.i
anld flic;t L-1lmlts(lLlt*. ontid Inert Matehrial% hli'o.w, Ph I si( at

J'iopwrl'.s R.'.tr'e.'h' 7"h.m ol /.,-
h. NMII*-SII) 320. 7Trmimjh~g'. /imcnsjton.. s''I. I Matcl I '0j, AD 4(8070.

and 11 ,ltrig b ( f LEsp'ksirtc ('ompnllunm',I

4J) U(S III lFu-zes. I)ept. of' Il~•im', Ju 20., .I S" 'I or r I4.Y lIch" A ( tiatcd I),-
19(,2. au c I bud u -t:,.. Sep-Iclllba l It1,60.

lFstablishcs terminology. dimensions. Al) 222 o04.
and preferred ILhatitral nalerials for
exploslve •Lot1lo ftl~lllS. 21.0 Son:e Aspec'i' of t/e I)€.,ifr, of BfIooTvars,

Richarl Stre.aia and Milton Lipnick,i. MIl.-STI)-322, Basic Latuluation Test for
1ý w -in f aDe re 'o en t (if L hi'cttu ill (1w ow U .S . A rm y Il arry D ia no n d l .a *-

initiated "xplosll've (C'pop•ne.% for Use In
wcs, D)ept. of D)efense, ! 5 October 1962. ofatorics), Wiasiiggton. D.C., 20 JLuIn.

Provides it uniform evaluation of iniilt, 196 1 AD-270 27'

outputi, and clovirolnlalllital respv-rim of

initiated explesivc elements priom to 22.0 Some Asipe't) of(if Prro(ct/ni Ik'lys. 5

their use in military items. December i19 I. AD-2 70 444.

j MIL-STI)-331. J-u:'e Jid luwe ('6nipo- 0.0 Exploding Bridgriwir, Surevj'.. :'xplo-
rients, LIsiTrromVnplal am! Performnt ce sivcs C'-mponent Suhbconmmittee, 23
Te:ts Ior. D)ept. of L•lfacn., I June 1971. Ocuber 1Q63, AI)-831 33t.

Specifics the developnment and produc-

lion of fuzes anld (tize component¢IIs. 31.0 A Combl'cdium, oej lyrotcchnic Del,').

k. BT. Fcdcroff and O.E. Sheffield, l'.'clo- 1re'ices. Explosives Conapotnuits Sub-
pe'dia oJ" rf l and Explosivs ca d Related tcri -olnllCmittee, 23 October 1903, AD-474

Vol 4 Ik;',ua/imo to Ve,. nators. Rclo;!
TR 2270. Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N.J.
1909 (AD-795 472). 43.0 li.etermination of (`ooA-Off T7emnpera-

Contains more than 1000 pages of tures, Explosive Components Subeom-
detailed entries pertaining to all aspects mintce, 3 May 1967, A D-8! 6 238.
of delonations alad detonators.

S44.0 Mild Detonating Cord, Explosive Coam-
R-3 JOURNAl. ARTICLES OF THE JANAF ponents Subcommittee, 3 May 1961,

FUZE COMMITTEE PERTAINING TO AD-816 229.

EXPLOSIVE TRAINS

S13.0 Thet' Sensitiriq c'i,)' L.xpjiok" Ittiaf, 46.0 R" Afe';uation oflnirlitors. Explosive

13 February 19'R, AD-208 252. Committee, 3 May 1967, AD-828 308.

14.0 A Discussion of the/ Nre-d for Study of 48.0 The Is e of ('onductilc Alle's in Elec-
the (G2iscs of Uninlentional Initiations tro-E.pisla'i T Deailes. H.S. L.eopold,
of Explosive Derlces Such as Are Used Naval Ordna.'ice Laboratory, White Oak,
In Ewze r.'xplosive Trains, 13 February Md., Explosive ,-ornponetits Subcs..na-
1958, AD-210 743. mitt .e, 3 May 1967. AD-829 73!.
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RA4 MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS ON 11IIL SillC ,NO. 7711lE
EXPLOSIVES AND EXPLOSIVE
COMPOSITIONS M-14745 (Mu) Miil-2 ('Compolion

MIL SJ'Lc'O. 7/i'LE E--149 7OA (Mu) IExplosive ('on,position

A-5
A- 159(' Aut iuuuiy Silfl de P- 149')9 

Powder. Molding Con
B-I O21) Barium Nitrale pound Exllosive (PBX)

!)-204A I)iitrtolioucn for Use in L-1055,"C Icad Styphnatc. Basic
I" xploives

P 223B (MLI) Powdet. k R-21723 RI)X Blacokition ('I1o

u-)...7A Explosive Compositions.,
N-244A (Mu) Nitrocelluflose 1IBX type

N-246 Nitroglycerin ('45010A AComposition C4

! "-248A (MuI) "YN F
'-451 1,3A (Mu) Composition B-3

T-3394 Tetryl -43413A ) . Militur

P-339B PI:-N
11-45444A tOed) IIMX

R-3, RDXaud Pwr.Mln.VB
0-45445A (Ord) Oc I

('-4 I V Ceposition B
P,1 447 0O,1) Po;;'dcr, Molding. PB•X

C-427A Compositon C-3 9010

C-440B Compositions A-3 and P-4548(oA (Mki) Pellets, RDX :

A-4
L-46225C (Mu) Lead Azide, RD-1333

N-494 Nitrogoanadine (Picritc)
P--6464A (Mu) Pellets. Tetryl

A-512A (Mu) Aluminum Powdet,

Flaked. Graded, E-4b495 Explo.ive Composition,
Atomized IlTA-3

L-757A Lead Styphnate, Normal L 46496 (Ord) LMNR

L-3055A Lead Azide C46652 (Mu) Composition B4

C-i3477B (Mu) Cyclotol T-40938 (Mu) Tetricenc

T-13723 Tetranitr-ocarbazole E-81i I1 P!3XN-5

R-3/R-4
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INDEN

Acte'eration, I - 9, 4-- 2, 4 - 14, 6 -9 Bureau of Mines impact test, 12-9
Acoustic wave. 2 -10 Burning, 2 1, 2--5, 4 -0, 6- 7
Activation energy, 2-2 Burning rate, 2--6, 6 7
Actuator, 9-i, 12-21
Additive effect on sensitivity. 3-6 Carbon bridge, 2 -19, 5 -14, 5 -25
Adiabatic compression, 2 --20, 4 -15 Casting. 10- 1
Aerodynamic heating, 1- 7, 4-F Cavity, 4- 15
A~r Cementing, 10 13

gap test, 3--4, 3 -8 Centrifligal casting, 10-4
shock velod ity, 12-19 Chapman-Jouguet condition, 2- 12
transport, I l-6 Characteristics of explosives, 10 -15

Aluminum dent test, 12-19 Charge configuration effect, 3 -10
Ammunition, 8-1, 11-3 Chemical
Arming, 1--12, I -!5 ammunition, 8 -1
Arrhenius equation. 2-2 decomposition, 4-- 2
Atxiiiary booster, 8 ---7 intteraction, 4-11, 10-15
Availability, 10 - 13 Cluster ammunition, 8-2

Colum.i diameter, 3 -1
Ballistic mortar, 12--15 Compatibility, 4-1I, 10- 15
Barrier, 3-4, 3-6, 7-6, 12-17 Condenser discharge test, 12 -16
Base char);e, 5-20 Conductive explosive mix electric initiator,
Bases for ;xplosive charge selection, i -4, 2-19, 5-15

5-4,6.- 10 Conductive film electric initiator, 2- 18,
Bellows mnotoi, 9--I, 12 -21 5-- 15, j -- 26
Blast, 3--13, 12 --15 Confidence level, 12-4
Blasting cap, 9-6 Confinement, 1 - 11, 3 -3, 3-6, 5 -21, 6-10,
Bolt, 9-2 7 -5, 7-11,8-.7
Bomb, 8 - I Considerations in design, 1 - 13
Bomb drop test, 4-13, 12-11 Construction. See: specific explosive charge
Bonfire test. 12- 13 Continuity equation. 2 -9
Boosted surround, 8--7 Controlled fragmentation, 3-16
Booster Cook-off, 4-6, 12--I I

auxiliary, 8 - 7 Cost effectiveness, I - 15
charge, 7--I Cost factor, i 0-13
construction, 7--I1 Cup. 5-6, 5--22, 6--10
description, 7- I
design, 7-6 d'Autriche method, 12-14
explosive, 7-2 Decibang test, 3 -5
fu nction. 7 -- I1 Decomposition of explosive, 2-1!
lcadiag, 7-9 Definitions, I -- 1, 0,- 1
output, 7--8 Deflagration, 2-1, 2-5,4-6, 6-7

positi')n, 8-7 Delay charge
sensitivity test, 3--3, 12-tO composition, 6- 3

Bridgewire, 2-17, 4-5.5-10, 5-14, 5- 25, description, 6-1

5-26. Seealso: EBW design, 6 -I0
Brisance, 12-0 loading, 6-9
Bruceton technique, 12--7 output, 6-3
Bullet impact test, 4-4, 4 -12, 12-10 - Demolition block, 9- 6

]-I i
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INDEX (Con't.)

Delcaoflt •n device, 9 - 4 Envionment
Density, 10- -15, 10 i 7. See also. iLoading electrical, 1--13

density military requirements. 12-21
Design considerations 1 -- , I -- 13, 5-1, response, 4.-- I, 12 --2 1

5-16,6--1, 7-4, 7-6,8 -1,9--l Equation of state, 2- 1I
Destruc:or, 9 -4 Evaluation procedure, 3-3. 4- 12, 12-1
Detcnating cord, 3-12, 9-5 Exploding bridgewire, 2-24, 5 -13, 5-.26 )
Detonaion Explosion temperatu-e, 2-2, 2-21,4--2,

actual, 2-13, 3:--10 12-10
detonator output, 5- 18 Explosive
front, 3-1,3-.10' belt, 9-2
growth, 2-7 characteristics, 10-- 15
ideal, 2--5. 3 -9 .cord. 9- 5
pressure, 2-9, 5 -21, 10- 13, 12--14 material, 1-4, 2-7, 2-13, 2-24, 3-6,
spontaneous, 2-26 4 -2,4 -115, -14 5-19,6-3,7-2,
transfer to another charge, 3-- 1, 1 -'- 18 8-6, 12-8
transition from deflagration, 2- i, 2-6 nut. 9-4
velocity,2-7,2 9,2-12,2-14,3-10, sheet, 9 -6

10-15, 12-13 train, I-I
wave, 2- 11, 7-8, 12- 18 Explosive charge. See also: specific explosive

De~onatic charge (actuator, booster, delay, detonator,
construction and fabrication, 5- 1, 5-22 lead, main bursting charge, primer, relay,
design problem, 5 -- ! 2 squib)
function, 5--I bases for selection. 1 -4, 5 -4, 6- 10
oitput, 5- i8, 12--13 design considerations, -- 1, 1--13, 5-1
packing. 11 -2 fabrication, 10- 1
selection. 5-4 general description, I --1, 5 -1, 6 1, 7 --1,

Dextrinated lead aznde, 2-7 8 --I, 9--1
Differential thermal analysis, 12 -- I location with respect to target, I - 12
Dimensional -hange, 4-4 packing, 1I -3
Dimensional interaction, 3- 1 purpose, I --
Dimple motor, 9--1, 12--21 shipping, 1 -5
Disk thickness, 5 -6 storing. II -3
Driver, 9 -1 system approach aspects, - 7
Drcp test, 2-21,4-4 testing, 12-8
Dual arming safety, I 12, 1-14 Extrusion, 10 -4

Exudation, 4-5, 10-16

EBW, 2-24, 5-13, 5 -26 Fp'brication, 10--A. Seealso: specific
Economics, I - 15 explosive charge
Electric Failure diameter, 6- 10, 7-6, 10-15

aspects, 1--13.4--16, 12-It Failure rate, 12-!
initiation, 1-13, 2- 17, 5-2, 6 -1 Filnm bridge e!,ctric initiator, 2 -18, -- 14,
initiator, 5-.2, 5 -9, 12-16. See also: 5-26

specific explosive charge Finishing operatioa, 10- 12
spark initiation, 2-24, 4-16 Firing energy and power. 5- 10

Electrostatic sensitivity, 1 - 13, 12-Il Firing pin, 2 --2 1. 2-23, 5 -7
Energy-power rc;ationship of initiators, 2- 10 Firing time, 5-12
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Flane output, 5-16, 12--20 Hot wire lectric initiator, 2 -17, 5 --2, 5 -9
Flash charge, 5 -9. 5 -26 Hot wire ignition test, 12-13

- Flash detonator, 5 -2, 5 --8, 5 -24, 12 -16 -lugoniol curve, 2-10
Flexible linear shaped charge, 9-6 humian factor.; engineering, I - 16
Flying plate tzst, 12- 10 Humidity environment, 4-2
Fragmentati-n, I- Il, 3-14, 12-15 Hydrostaitic pressing, 10-11
Frankford run-down method, 12-8
Freqjiency distribution, 12-2 Ignition. See also: Initiation
Friction, initiation, 2- 23, 4-3. 4 -16, 12-- 10 eneray, 1--24
Functioning, I - 11, 5 - 1. 6 -I powder, 6-b
Functioning time of initiators, 5 II temperature, 2--2, 2-18
Fundamental principles, I - I Illustration., list, xiii
Gamma radiation, 4 - 18 Impact
Gap and oarrier, 3--4, 3-6, 7-5, 12--10, ir~itiation, 2-21,4-12

12-17 sensitivity, 2-211, 3--4, 4-3, 4-9
Gas simulation. 4 -1 .4 -12, 12- 9

law, 2-12 values of explosives, 4 -3
transmission, 2 -19 vulnerability test, 12-10
volume, 1O-15 liert simulant, 8-6

Gasless delay compositions, 6-5 Initiation
Glosary, G- I by cook-off, 4-6
Graphite film t-ridge. 2-18, 5-15, 5-26 by heat, 2-1 2-17, 5-8
Grouping o." initiator types, 5- 3 by impact, 2-21, 4- 12
Growth of detonation, 2-7 by other means, 2-23
Gurney constant, 3-!4 by stray eneigy, I - 13

efftctiveness, 3 -1
... ... ''-'- a --2.1' a a- - 5~ eiec ric. 2-i7

HIEAT avmunitio. 8_--2 general, 2- 5, 3-1
Heat propagation. 3-I

initiation, 2-3. 2-15, 2-17 sensitivity, 2-18. 2-22, 3-3, 4-3,4-9,
of combustion. 10--15 5-6, 6-4, 7-4, 8-6. 10--14, )2-9
of explosion, 5 -21, 10-I5 threshold conditions, 2-15
transfer, 2-5 Initiator. See: specific explosive charge

!HEF ammunition, 8-2 Input chbracteristics, 2 -3, 5-6, 12-16
High explosive Irradiation. 4- 17

ammunition, 8-1 Isostatic pressing, 10- 11
material, 1 -4, 2-7. 2 -13. 2-24, 3-6,

4-2, 4-1I, 5-14, 5-19, 7--2, 8 -6, Journal articles of the JANAF Fuze
9--2, 12 3, 12-20 Committee, R-.2

train, 1-2
High order detonaiiu.-.i, 2-6 Laser initiation, 2-26
High temperature effect, 4-2 Large-scale gap test, 3-4, 12-10
High temperature xuoiosive, 4-4 Lead
Hopkinson bar tezt, 12 -19 construction, 7 -10
Hot gas transmission, .-19 description, 7-- I
Hot particle transmission, 2-20 design, 7-4
Hot prebging. 10-10 explosive, 7 -2
Hot spot theory of initiation, 2-3 function, 7-1
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Lead (continued) Munroe effect, 3 -17
loading, 7 9
output, 7 -8 Normit procedure, 12-8

!Lead azide, 2-7, 2-26,4 -11, 5 -19, 5-21,
10 -15 Obturated delay, 0 -1, 6 -- 0

Lead disk test, 12- 18 Optimization, 12-6
Lead styphnatc, 2 --7 Out-of-line safety. I - 12. 1 -14
Lethality of fragments, 3 15 Output, 3 -8,5.- 16,6-3.7 -8, 8 -4. 9-2,
Lightning, I -13 10 -14, 12-13, 12--18
Line wave generator. 3-12
Liquid explosive, 10-4 Packing, I I - I
Loading Particle

density, 2-8, 2--14, 2-22, 3--5, 5-7, size, 2-7, 6-9
"5- 23, 6--3, 6 -9, 7-7, 10 -7 transmission, 2-20

operation. 5--23, 6 -9, 7--9, 8--5, 10-1 velocity, 2-13
process selection, 10- 1 Pellet casting, 10--3

Location of explosive with respect to target. Pelletizing, 10 -9
1 -1i Percussion initiation, 2- 22, 5-7, 6-1

Logit procedure, 12-8 Percussion primer, 5-2. 5-7, 5-24, 12-16
Lot-to-lot variation, 3-5 Picatinny Arsenal imrlct test, 12-9
Low explosive Piston motor, 9 -1, 12-21

ammunition, 8-1 Plastic-bonded explcsive, 7-.2, 8-5
material, 1-4, 6-3, 9 -2, 12 -20 Plate dent test, 12-15
order detonation, 2--6 Plug for electric initiator, 5-25
train, 1-2 Porosity of cast charge, 10-2

Low temperature effect, 4-1 0 Press blow, 5-- 23
Lucite gap test, 3 -8 Pressing, 5 -23, i0-4

Pressure, 2--6, 6 -5. See also: Detonation
Mach number, 1-8 pressure

F'Machining,.10-- 12 Primary high explosive, 1-4, 2-7, 4-5,4-12

Main bursting charge, 1 -13, 8-I Primer
MDC, 3-12, 9-5 construction and fabrication. 5 -1,5-22
Mechanical aspects, I - I I design problem, 5-12
Mechanical output, 12- 21 function, 5-1
Mechanical initiator. See: specific expiosive output, 5-16, 12-20

charge packing, I 1-2 2
Melting, 4-8 pellet, 4.-I 6
Melting, point, 10- 15 selection, 5 -4
Mild detonating Lord, 3-12, 9 -5 Priming composition, 5.- 7
Military Principles, 1- I

environment, 4-2 Probit procedufe, 12-8
requirements, 4-I Projectile, 8-1
SpecificAtions, R-3 Projectile preparation, 10-.1

Standard tests, 12-21 Propagation of detonation, 3-1

Mine, 8- I Punching and trimming of cups, 5-22
Mini-detonator, 5-3, 5-22. Purpose, 1-I
Misaligned charge, 3--7, 7- 10 Pyroswitch 9-1
Moisture effect, 6-4, 6-10 Pyrotechnic ammunition, 8-2
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INDEX (Con't.) 4
Quality assurance, 10-- 16 Sideways acceleration, 4- 14
Quantity-distance table, II --4 Simulation of aerodynamic heating, 4 -8

Simulation of impact, 4- 1 2
Rail transport. I 1 -6 Slurry. 8 .5. 10 -4
Ramming, 4. 14 Small-scale gap test, 3 -4, 12 -10
Reaction Smoke mixture. 8 -4

establishing self-prop.-gating rate, 2 15 Sound velocity. 2-10
kinetics. 2-2 Spark gap electric initiator, 5 - 15, 5 26
rate, 2-2 Spit-back ;ystem, 7 -9

Reconsolidatioa, 10 -10 Spontaneous detonation, 2- 26
References, I-1S, 2--.27, 3 -18, 4-17, 5 -27, Spotting charge. 5 -26

6 11,7 -13,8 -8. 9-- 7, 10-18,1t-6. Spurious electrical signal, I 13,4--16
12-22, R.-I Squib. 5-3. 5-15

Relay. 5 -2 Stab initiation, 2-21, 5 6.6-1
Reliability. 1-14. 1.-, I,12-4 Stab initiator, 4-8, 5- 2, 5-6, 5.-.24, 12-16
Resistivity of wire bridge, 5 -10 Stability. 12-16
Response time, 5-11 Stagnation temperature, I -8, 2-10
RF energy, I - 13.4-16.5 -25 Staircase technique, 12-7
Rifle bullet test, 4-4, 4- 12 Standardization, I-.15
Ring delay. 6--2 Static detonator safety test, 12-22 J
Rocket propellant, 2-6, 4 -1 Static electricity, 1-13, 2-24,4-3,4--16

Statistical test method, 12- 1, 12-6
Safety, 1-- 12, 1-14, 11-2, 12 - 1 Steel dent test, 12-19
Safing and arming device, 1 - 12 Stop and pressure loading, 10-6
Sand test, 12- 18 Storage ai high temperatur:, 4 -2

Sealing disk, 5- 6 Streak camera record, 3 - I
Secondary high explosive, 1-4, 2-7, 2-13, Strength of explosive, I - 10

2--24, 3-6, 4-2,4--I, 5l--14, 5-19, 7 --2, Structural aspects, 1-10
8-4, 9-2, 12-20 Suitabili:y, 10-13

Seismic wave, 3-17 Surveillance environment, 4 -2
Sensitivity test, 2-21, 3-3, 10--14, 12-9 Switch, 9-1
Sensitivity to initiation, 2-18, 2- 22, 3-3, Symbols, list, xviii

4-3, 4-9, 5-6, 6-4, 7-4, 8-6, 10-14, Sys;tems approach lo ammunition, 1-7
1,-9

Sensitization, 4-9 Tables, list, xvi
Setback acceleration, 1-9,4-4,4-14, 12-10 TBI, 2-26, 5-16
Setforward acceleration, 4-14 Temperature
Shaped charge, 3- , 7.7 -- 8 adiabatic cempression, 2-20,4-15
Sheet explosive, 9-6 cook-off, 4-6, 12-1I
Shippin3, 11-5, 1 1--6 decomposition, 2-2
Shock effect, 1 -7, 4-2, 4-9, 6-4, 6-8

temperature, 2-!0 explosion, 2-2, 2-21, 4-3, 12-10
through a bulkhead, 2-26 high, 4-2
:rai•ducer. 12-20 ignition, 2-2. 2-18
tube, 2-19 low, 4-10
velocity, 3 -4, 3-11I milit.ry requirement, 4 -1
wave, 2-9, 3-12 reaction rate effect, 2-2
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Temperature (continued) Underground output effect, 3-17
sensitization, 4-9 Lnderwater output effect, 3-16, 12-15
shock, 2-10

I stagnation. 1 -8, 2- 10
storage, 4-2 Vacuum

Test casting. 10-3
environmeni, 12-21 pressing, 10-10
evaluation considerations, 12-I stability, 4-3, 12-16
explosive materials, 12-8 Varicomp technique, 12-18
input, 12-16 Vehicular aspects, 1-7
output, 12-18 Vented uelay, 6--2, 6-10

fafety and reliability procedures, 12--I Vibration, 4-16
statistical test methods, 12-6 Voltage .;ensitivity, 12- 7

Thermal decomposition. 2-I
Thermal detonability test, 12-13
Thermodynamic heat transtcr, 2-5 Warheed fragmentation, 3-16
Thermogravimetric analysis, 12--I 2 Water detonation, 3-16
Throuah-bulkhead initiation, 2- 26, 5.-10 Wtter environmert, 4-2
Transfer of detonation from one charge to Wave shaping. 3-12, 4-5, 4-9

another, 3-1, 12- 18 Wax gap test, 3-12, 4-3
Transition from deflagration to detonation, Wire bridge

2-1,2-6 bridging, 5-25
Transmission of hot gas, 2-!9 EBW, 2-24, 5-13, 5- 26
Tiansmission of hot particles, 2--20 initiation, 2-17
Trauzl test. 12-15 material, 5-10, 5 -14
Truck transport, 11--6 separation, 4 --5
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